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STATEMENT OF EVIDENCE OF KEITH BEAL 

INTRODUCTION  

1 My full name is Keith David Beal.   

2 My position is Property and Development Manager for the Catholic 

Diocese of Christchurch.  I am a Qualified Engineer (Broadcasting) 

ETSI Chapter 2 (UK) and hold an HTEC in Electronics.  I am a 

Professional Project Director and Qualified Design Draughtsman.   

3 I have more than 30 years’ experience delivering complex major 

capital projects internationally.  I have held senior positions within 

global commercial organisations and national public sector 

companies with responsibility for the management of the physical 

estate, including heritage buildings. 

I recently directed and delivered two projects requiring significant 

remodelling of buildings with considerable UK heritage value and 

costing more than $3billion combined. 

4 I am the manager responsible for delivering the Diocesan wide 

Recovery Plan and for the project to rebuild/repair the Cathedral of 

the Blessed Sacrament (the Cathedral).  I am responsible for the 

application of the Roman Catholic Bishop of the Diocese of 

Christchurch (the Diocese) to demolish the Cathedral.  I am 

responsible for the operation of the Diocesan Estate including the 

maintenance, repair, sustainability and any changes to the estate.  

My line manager is the Diocesan General Manager.  In addition I 

report to the Bishop and to the Finance and Management Board.  I 

am a member of the Rebuild Board (Senior Supplier) and the project 

Sponsor for the Cathedral.  I have delegated powers from the 

Bishop to contract the investigations, works and expertise required 

to deliver the Diocesan Recovery Plan.  I led the options evaluation 

for the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament, attended all evaluation 

workshops and directed a consulting team from Opus International  

Consultants Ltd in preparing their recommendation to the Bishop.  I 

am the author and the owner of the Diocesan Recovery Plan. 

5 I have been authorised by the Diocese (Submitter numbers 3692 

and 3670 / F-5007) to provide evidence on its behalf in relation to 

the chapter 9 Natural and Cultural Heritage proposal (Chapter 9) of 

the proposed Christchurch Replacement District Plan (pRDP).   

6 I have read the following briefs of evidence filed by the Christchurch 

City Council: 

6.1 Fiona Wykes; 
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6.2 William Blake; and 

6.3 Doug Fairgray.   

7 I confirm that I have read the Expert Witness Code of Conduct set 

out in the Environment Court’s Practice Note 2014.  I have complied 

with the Code of Conduct in preparing this evidence and agree to 

comply with it while giving oral evidence before the Hearings Panel.  

Except where I state that I am relying on the evidence of another 

person, this written evidence is within my area of expertise.  I have 

not omitted to consider material facts known to me that might alter 

or detract from the opinions expressed in this evidence. 

SCOPE OF EVIDENCE 

8 I will discuss the Diocesan Recovery Plan.  This is a single plan for 

the entire Diocese and includes Diocese owned heritage buildings 

identified within the area covered by the proposed Christchurch 

Replacement District Plan (pRDP). The attached chart annexed to 

this Statement of Evidence and marked “A” details the churches 

included within the Diocesan Recovery Plan. 

9 The heritage buildings affected by the pRDP are the Cathedral of the 

Blessed Sacrament, St Patricks Akaroa and St.  John the Evangelist 

Little River. These are shaded red and appear at the top of the 

chart.  

10 The majority of this evidence addresses the development of the 

diocesan Master Recovery Plan, the Financial Model and the plan to 

“save the nave’ of the Cathedral. 

11 A report prepared by Opus International Consultants Limited (Opus) 

is also annexed to this Statement of Evidence and marked “B”.  That 

Opus report formed key material in the Bishop’s application to the 

Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA) to demolish the 

Cathedral.  The analysis underpinning the report was also highly 

relevant to the development of options for the Cathedral.   

12 I understand that:  

12.1 Mr Julian Mace has made himself available for questioning 

on the quantity surveying aspects of the Opus report; 

12.2 Carole-Lynne Kerrigan has made herself available for 

questioning on the heritage impact assessment included in 

the Opus report; and  

13 Mary Ann Halliday has made herself available to comment on 

engineering aspect of the Diocese’s approach to its recovery.  I also 
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address the evidence of the Council from the people listed in 

paragraph 6 above.   

OVERVIEW 

14 In my evidence I focus on the unprecedented situation the Diocese 

finds itself in following the earthquakes of 2010/2011 and how the 

pRDP at the very least offers no help or relief to the issue, rather it 

potentially compounds any problems by further restricting 

opportunities for recovery or rebuild. 

15 I set out the background of the Diocese, its dwindling attendances, 

lack of financial resources, the number of building covered and the 

extent of both the damage suffered and the impacts of 

strengthening to achieve building code compliance. 

16 I focus on the purpose of a church and how the primary purpose is 

as a place of divine worship and that there is no comparison with 

any other building that can be reasonably drawn.  Further I explore 

the concept that churches are a community service and that without 

the ability to fulfil its primary function, then the building has no use 

or value to the Diocese or the community. 

17 The evidence aims to develop a comprehensive context around how 

the Diocese has gone about developing its Master Recovery Plan 

(MRP) and how priorities have been determined, the significance of 

the Financial Model and the critical link between the costs of repairs 

in Christchurch and the rest of the Diocese. 

18 A graphical representation of the costs and timetable for repair 

across all impacted churches within the Diocese is included at 

appendix A to aid comprehension of the significant programme of 

projects to be undertaken.   

19 Emphasis is placed on the need for affordable, useable, functioning 

spaces that contribute to the celebration of the Liturgy.  The 

evidence explains why the Bishop is not necessarily the sole master 

of his church and how the traditions of the Catholic Church, that 

date back to the first century AD cannot be constrained by the 

actions of the Council.  These building exist for the sole purpose of 

serving the faithful. 

20 A more detailed examination of how the limited funds will be 

applied, the balance between heritage and non-heritage buildings 

and how priority is given to the restoration of services in the 

shortest possible timeframe, not to heritage buildings.   

21 I address the significance of fundraising and highlight the need to 

achieve $30million to support the MRP.  I challenge the assumptions 
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of the council around the availability of grant funding against the 

experience of the Diocese so far.   

22 An explanation of how the different repair philosophies have been 

arrived at including extensive use of temporary and staged repairs 

as well as the need to include modern materials.   

23 A detailed look at the plan for the Cathedral and how the Section 38 

approval has enabled work to commence in determining the viability 

of the proposed scheme.  I also look at the impacts of not being 

able to achieve success including the additional risks posed by the 

pRDP 

24 Finally an indication of the resources currently working on the 

Cathedral, the plan prior to the pRDP, the costs and the significant 

level of commitment to date demonstrating that the Diocese is a 

responsible custodian of heritage, notwithstanding this is not its 

core purpose. 

BACKGROUND 

25 The Diocese covers an area of 5,439m hectares.  The Catholic 

population1 within the Diocese is 66,555.  The Diocese therefore 

represents a significant community affected by the earthquakes. 

26 Prior to the earthquakes in 2011 the Diocese owned a portfolio of 

400 buildings including 78 churches.  The buildings included 13 

listed heritage churches including the Cathedral of the Blessed 

Sacrament (the Cathedral).   

27 Mass attendance across the Diocese has fallen from 26,000 in 1976 

to 10,000 today.  This represents a significant reduction in income 

against a backdrop of increasing costs. 

28 The Diocese derives no commercial income from its churches nor is 

there an option to do so.  Further the Diocese does not have any 

way in which it can readily increase its income to meet any 

exceptional expense, save for fundraising.  Churches are “cost 

centres”.  The Diocese is competing with many other projects and 

deserving causes for funding and public generosity.   

29 It would be wrong to assume that the Diocese is unwilling to fund 

the costs of repairs to its heritage buildings, indeed in later evidence 

it will be demonstrated that a greater percentage of funds have 

been apportioned to heritage buildings.  But funds are not unlimited 

and the inability of the Diocese to meet all the requirements of the 

pRDP are a simple fact of economics.  If the funds do not exist no 

                                            
1 Source 2013 Census data - Area of Usual Residence (2013), Religious Affiliation  
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amount of regulation will achieve an outcome that cannot be 

afforded.  Quite the reverse, it may prevent even the smallest 

amount of investment being made to secure an improvement.  

Further it must be acknowledged that this is an unprecedented 

occurrence and the number of buildings simultaneously impacted 

means that no provision for such an event could have reasonably 

been made.  The Diocese questions whether the pRDP considers or 

addresses this unprecedented situation, adequately or at all, 

particularly around affordability. 

The Catholic Church 

30 The legal owner of the land and buildings within the Diocese is the 

Bishop.  The churches are places of Devine Worship for the 

celebration of the Church’s Liturgy.  The rules around the Liturgy are 

contained within the Norms (Canon Law), some of which are set 

down through the work of the Second Vatican Council and some by 

the Bishop.  This means the Bishop is not solely in charge of how 

the Liturgy is celebrated and hence what happens inside his 

Cathedral. 

31 Since form follows function, the design and layout of a church, 

including its contents are not totally within the control of the Bishop.  

Therefore the Bishop may not be in a position to comply with some 

of the proposals around the setting and contents of a church as this 

may conflict with the Norms.   

32 It is hard to see how the Christchurch City Council (the Council), via 

the pRDP proposes to have jurisdiction over the arrangements 

within and surrounding any church or the Cathedral.  To attempt to 

do so may put the Bishop in a position that he simply cannot comply 

with.  This fundamental point goes to the heart of the understanding 

of the purpose of a church and why it must be treated completely 

differently from any other heritage building.   

33 Further, any proposed restrictions around the contents of a church 

that may not be altered or removed have the potential to conflict 

with the proper operation of the church.  This operation changes 

from time to time as the church seeks to maintain its role in modern 

society.  Churches must adapt to facilitate, Mass, Baptism, 

Confirmation, Weddings, Funerals and more, all of these have 

required change over the years. 

34 Churches are spiritual and cultural spaces only.  It is what happens 

inside a church that makes it totally unique from any other building. 

35 The Bishop requires churches to be spaces dedicated for the 

purpose of worship, they are not auditoriums or meeting places, 

they do not hold rock concerts or seminars, they are not multi-

purpose or flexible spaces.  They have no commercial viability and 
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no amount of investment can ever be recovered.  It is difficult to 

see what value they have other than as a church.  Any suggestion 

that heritage status improves the value of a building is totally 

misleading in the case of a church. 

36 Functions other than the celebration of the Liturgy occur in ancillary 

spaces beside the church, in halls or parish centres.  These 

additional spaces provide vital community and cultural services and 

are normally sited beside the church.  The pRDP places restrictions 

on the setting that would prevent the normal operation of the 

church occurring.  This way of working precedes any District Plan, 

current or otherwise. 

37 Two good examples of why the control sought within the pRDP 

would not work are the changes that followed changes introduced 

by the Second Vatican Council (Vatican).  In lay terms, this 

modernisation of the church led to changes in the layout of the 

inside of the church.  Originally the priest stood with his back to the 

parishioners in the nave and the Altar was positioned against the 

rear wall of the Sanctuary.  In modern times the priest faces the 

parishioners and the Alter has been moved forward into the centre 

of the Sanctuary.  This lead to the removal of the Altar Rails as 

Communion was now administered to the Faithful whilst standing 

rather than kneeling.  Neither of these changes are mandated within 

Vatican 2, there is a global acceptance that this is now the 

appropriate form/layout of the church.  Changes of this nature must 

be allowable under the direction of the Bishop without the 

interference/restriction of any third party. 

38 Churches are working buildings, much of their heritage or history 

rests in the services they have provided and the communities they 

have served.  If a church cannot function then much of its heritage 

fabric is lost, it becomes no more than a monument or in the case of 

the Cathedral a relic.  Churches only have value to the Diocese if 

they can be used for the designed purpose, economically and 

efficiently. 

39 The Diocese does not have the resources to support a relic and will 

not prioritise money away from other churches within the Diocese to 

support any building which is not capable of being a functioning 

church. 

Canterbury Earthquake 

40 Many Diocese buildings including a significant number of churches 

and schools were significantly damaged in the Canterbury 

earthquakes.  The immediate concern of the Bishop was the 

restoration of the provision of Sunday Mass, whether in the church 

or a nearby hall.  In some instances communities were combined 

within a parish, for some new parishes have been created. 
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41 The Cathedral was closed and the Cathedral Parish moved to St 

Mary’s in Manchester Street which has been designated as the Pro-

Cathedral. 

42 St Mary’s has a strength of 44% New Buildings Standard (NBS) and 

is capable of providing all the services required of the parish.  

Currently a new choir and office space are under construction at a 

cost of around $2million to supplement the operation of the church.  

St Mary’s has always had the potential to remain the Pro-Cathedral 

for some time as this investment suggests.  Therefore there is an 

adequate alternate facility in place should the plan to save the nave 

of the Cathedral be unachievable or frustrated by any changes in 

the pRDP. 

43 In 2010 the Diocese employed Opus International Consulting Ltd 

(Opus) to commence a programme of urgent evaluation firstly 

through Initial Engineering Procedures (IEP) and then where 

required in more detail through Detail Engineering Evaluations 

(DEE). 

44 The results identified a number of dangerous structures requiring 

immediate action and a further group of structures that failed to 

meet the minimum requirements of building code. 

45 Currently 11 churches including 6 heritage churches are closed, one 

more has been mothballed and 6 are operating at below 34% of 

NBS including Sacred Heart Timaru (Category 1). 11 churches have 

been demolished, only one of these, Lyttelton, was a heritage 

building (Category 2).  

46 Initial investigations considered a range of strengthening options, 

however as a result of the findings of the Royal Commission into the 

CTV and PGC buildings and legal interpretation of Council Policy and 

the Building Act 2004, many of the 400 buildings owned by the 

Diocese will require strengthening to at least 34% of NBS within the 

specified periods. 

47 The Cathedral was closed to the public following assessment of its 

strength as just 20% NBS which included a number of significant 

critical structural weaknesses. 

DIOCESE APPROACH TO RECOVERY 

48 In May 2015 the Diocese concluded a review of repairs to its 

heritage churches (excluding the Cathedral) and decided to enter 

into a programme of staged repairs.  The first stage involves 

temporary works enabling the re-opening of these churches.  The 

first 3 heritage churches to receive these repairs are Leeston, 
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Temuka and Hokitika (Category 1).  They are all scheduled to re-

open by 2nd quarter 2016. 

49 A significant number of other churches require non-structural 

repairs. 

50 The work to assess all churches concluded in April 2015. 

Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament 

51 As early as July 2013, the Cathedral Management Board (the CMB) 

set out a vision for a future Cathedral Precinct (the Precinct) to 

include a cathedral on the same site as the existing cathedral.  The 

brief for the Precinct was to be used as part of the later options 

evaluation of the future of the Cathedral. 

52 In September 2014, a major investigation into the options for the 

Cathedral was put in place. 

53 A total of 16 options were initially identified from ‘Do Nothing’ to a 

full ‘Replica Rebuild” and evaluated against a very detailed set of 

criteria approved by the CMB. 

54 This process reduced the long list of 16 down to 5 then to 2.  Equal 

weighting was given to heritage significance as to any other criteria 

and so as to give all options a chance of thorough review.  Budget 

constraints were only introduced in the final round. 

55 Consultation with Heritage New Zealand (HNZ) and the Council 

Heritage Team was maintained throughout which resulted in the 

identification of a further “footprint relic” option.  Finally, 

consultation with Sir Miles Warren identified a fourth option to ‘save 

the nave’ 

56 The option selected for recommendation to the Bishop was the third 

highest scoring option.  This option achieved a much improved score 

for heritage acceptance.  This option was ‘save the nave’. 

57 The Opus Report includes as appendices: 

57.1 An evaluation of the Master Plan options; 

57.2 A structural report as relates to the Options Evaluation; 

57.3 A heritage impact statement (to be addressed in the evidence 

of Carole-Lynne Kerrigan); and  

57.4 The Cathedral Demolition Plan.  
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58 During the investigations, the Diocese commenced work on two 

plans:  

58.1 a Master Plan for a Cathedral Precinct,  

58.2 the outline of a Recovery Plan for Diocese.   

59 With the conclusion of all investigations and the Cathedral options 

evaluation, these plans were combined to form a single Diocesan 

Recovery Plan (the Recovery Plan). 

60 In early 2014 the Management and Finance Board commissioned 

Ernst & Young (EY) to develop a draft Financial Model (the Financial 

Model) that would form the basis of the Recovery Plan.  The initial 

model produced in June 2014 included early assumptions for repair 

but lacked prioritization.  The revision issued in July 2015 includes 

all of the assumptions listed later in this document under ‘Repair 

Strategy’ along with the outputs from the Detailed Options Analysis 

for the Cathedral.  This current version has been adopted by the 

Diocese as its Master Recovery Plan (MRP). 

INSURANCE 

61 The churches and schools owned by the Diocese were insured by 

ACS New Zealand Limited who was a company with uncertain 

solvency after the earthquakes.  The Diocese settled its insurance 

claim and received a total settlement of $107.4m in respect of 

damage to all churches and schools.  Of the total figure $73m 

represents the proportion related to churches.  The settlement 

figure is a global sum and no proportion of it relates to an individual 

building. 

62 In addition to buildings actually damaged in the earthquakes it is 

now apparent that of the 400 plus buildings in the Diocese portfolio 

many require/required significant strengthening to meet the 

minimum standard of 34% NBS within time frames specified by 

Council.  Some buildings, notably some heritage buildings, will 

require strengthening beyond 34% NBS, for the purposes of 

protecting the building in a moderate earthquake.  The estimated 

repair costs for the 12 listed heritage buildings owned by the 

Diocese (excluding the Cathedral) is at least $22m.  Notably this 

includes The Sacred Heart Basilica at Timaru. 

63 The insurance proceeds are estimated to represent less than half of 

the figure required for repairs and strengthening to return the 

Diocese to normal, yet safe operation. 

64 The Bishop has obtained agreement from all the Parish Priests to 

centralise the insurance settlement sum to be used for the “common 
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good” of ensuring that the Catholic Community overall recovers 

from the effects of the earthquakes.  This includes the costs of 

repairs, rebuilds, demolition strengthening and professional fees.  It 

also includes buildings which were not damaged as a consequence 

of earthquake but require strengthening to take them out of the 

earthquake prone building threshold (34% NBS).  This means that 

no single building within the Diocese can claim an entitlement to any 

fixed proportion of the insurance proceeds, including the Cathedral. 

ASSESSMENT 

65 A total of 103 buildings were included for assessment.  Of these, 43 

require repair, rebuild or strengthening.  Of the 11 that were 

demolished, only 6 will be rebuilt. 

The costs of all assessments to date total $4.9million. 

66 Of the 43 buildings requiring repair, rebuild or strengthening, only 

28 were included in the global insurance settlement as a result of 

some form of actual damage, the rest are as a result of being 

registered earthquake prone. 

67 Therefore only 65% of the projects to be completed will have 

received any contribution from the $73million insurance settlement. 

REPAIR STRATEGY 

68 In 2014, faced with the monumental task of “expediting the 

restoration of the operation of all Catholic Churches within the 

Diocese”, Ernst and Young (EY) was asked to prepare the Financial 

Model to assist in making decisions around a rebuild, repair and 

strengthening strategy for all of the buildings within the Diocese.   

69 The Bishop stated that the priority for the Diocese must be the 

provision of Sunday Mass.  The EY Financial Model is a very 

comprehensive piece of work which takes into account the following 

guidelines developed by the Diocese to enable recovery across the 

whole Catholic Community: 

69.1 the Royal Commission appointed to investigate the collapse of 

CTV and PGC found that there was a marked benefit in 

personal safety in bringing a building up to 34% NBS, but 

minimal extra benefit to people above this.  There is however 

a marked benefit in protecting buildings if a building’s 

strength is increased from 34% NBS to 67% NBS; 

69.2 while each building needs to be considered on a case by case 

basis the Diocese aims where practical to repair buildings to 

at least 34% of NBS within 15 years;  
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69.3 where there are buildings with high and frequent occupation, 

and hence a higher potential concern for life safety, the 

Diocese will aim to strengthen/repair to as high a standard 

beyond 34% as reasonably possible; 

69.4 priority will be given to buildings that are currently closed, or 

in operation but below 34% NBS; 

69.5 any parish where an existing church has been demolished will 

be given a high priority for rebuild;   

69.6 buildings assigned importance level 3 (usually where there 

can be more than 300 occupants) will be given priority; 

69.7 where there are suitable alternative facilities available for 

provision of mass within a reasonable distance of an existing 

church, this may temporarily reduce the priority for repair.  

This might include halls; 

69.8 churches already at 34% of NBS will not be prioritised for 

cosmetic repair but may proceed where parish funds are 

available for immediate use; 

69.9 For the 9 listed heritage churches (excluding the Cathedral) 

requiring repairs/strengthening, it is proposed to 

repair/strengthen these churches in defined stages.  This will 

enable early reoccupation and produce a fundraising platform 

for heritage churches which represent some of the highest 

costs for repair/strengthening.  It should be noted that 

heritage churches qualify for an extension of time of a further 

10 years to allow strengthening to occur;   

69.10 A staged approach enables the repair/strengthening of 

heritage churches in defined stages which in turn enables 

early reoccupation of churches currently closed and provides 

a platform for fundraising once that initial re-occupation 

occurs.  This may mean some churches are operative but at 

less than 34% of NBS for a period.  The most complex 

strengthening process will relate to Sacred Heart at Timaru; 

69.11 major repairs and rebuilds need to be staged to facilitate fund 

raising, reduce supply chain stress and manage cashflow.  It 

is planned to operate only one major rebuild/repair scheme 

and associated fundraising at any one time (in addition to 

fundraising related to the Cathedral). 

Funding 

70 The draft Financial Model was developed including data obtained 

from the IEP/DEE reports completed thus far, inputs from insurance 
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settlement receipts, interest on deposits and individual parish funds 

on deposit. 

71 This early draft indicated a shortfall of funding of $65million 

excluding the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament and up to 

$175million if the total restoration of the Cathedral was to be 

considered (Early expert estimate for restoration/replica 

$110million); 

72 This draft set out a 20-year recovery plan for the entire diocese and 

included a sum of $45million for the Cathedral.  Key assumptions 

included repairs/strengthening of all buildings to >67% NBS and 

made allowances for construction inflation based on current 

published indices.  Therefore the funding gap was identified as 

$110million; 

73 From September 2014 through to June 2015, considerable work 

took place on developing the draft Financial Model into the MRP and 

in early July 2015, the Diocese adopted version 3 of the Financial 

Model.  Changes to key assumptions and prioritization are set out 

further in this evidence; however the required funding for the MRP 

was identified as $124million.  With $73million available from 

insurance funds, there is a requirement to raise a further $51million.  

This is to be achieved through a $30million capital fund raising 

campaign, any heritage grants, the sale of assets and interest 

accrued on deposits less construction inflation; 

74 The fund raising plan includes an identified $15million for the 

Cathedral. 

75 Built into the Financial Model are assumptions regarding funding for 

the repair/strengthening of each building.  In most instances it is 

assumed that the Diocese will provide the first third from its 

insurance proceeds.  In some instances this will be sufficient to 

undertake the level of strengthening required to re-open a church or 

undertake temporary repairs.  Re-occupation then provides a 

platform for further fundraising.  The significance of providing the 

first third is that it would also enable any individual building to meet 

the threshold to apply for heritage grants. 

76 Each parish has also been set a fund raising budget based on 

assumptions about the capacity for fund raising and demographics 

of the parish.  In principle the budget seeks a target of roughly one 

third of required funds through new fundraising. 

77 The final third will be met through external funding grants, sale of 

assets, extensions to fundraising initiatives or shortfall to be met by 

the Diocese.  Assumptions about sale of assets are included in the 

Financial Model. 
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78 Global fund raising organisation AskRIGHT has been retained to 

assist the Diocese in achieving its targets.  Key to the success of the 

campaign will be the ability to identify what will happen for each 

parish, when works will take place and what are the funding needs.  

No account has been taken for a more complex regulatory 

framework or the additional costs that may be incurred.   

79 A significant proportion of the funds required are to be raised from 

the public, in particular from the Catholic Community.  The Diocese 

has an obligation to use this money provided by the public for the 

purpose for which it was raised.  The Diocese has gone to great 

lengths to ensure minimal costs are incurred on administration 

around fundraising and all other indirect costs. 

80 The Diocese is not a commercial entity. The Diocese has registered 

a charitable entity in the form of “The Common Good Company” 

specifically to raise funds for the rebuild/repair.  It has lodged an 

application for Class Relief for raising funds via equity and is in 

consultation with the Financial Markets Authority (FMA) around the 

level of reporting and disclosure that would be necessary.  Once 

again to minimise the overhead for each parish and target 

maximum funds to the rebuild. 

81 It would be disingenuous of the Diocese to attempt to raise funds 

for the Cathedral or any other heritage church within the City 

knowing that the pRDP contents may hinder or render the plans for 

rebuild unachievable.  It is my expert opinion that in the absence of 

the relief sought to the pRDP, the assumptions made during options 

evaluation would no longer be valid.  In particular, the indicated 

requirements for retention/re-use of heritage materials and the 

restrictions placed upon both adding to the building and changing 

the setting.  Both of these are requirements to build out the rest of 

the Cathedral and integrate the nave into a working church. 

The Diocesan Master Recovery Plan (MRP) 

82 The Diocese adopts the definitions contained within the Canterbury 

Earthquake Recovery Act 2011 (CER Act) for Recovery and Rebuild.  

Recovery is more than reinstatement it is “restoration and 

enhancement”.  This Diocese focuses on restoration of services.  

Rebuild includes “extending, repairing, improving” and again for the 

Diocese it is about rebuilding communities.  The focus on provision 

of Sunday Mass prioritises people over buildings. 

83 Work on the Cathedral and for all other buildings comes together 

under a single plan, the MRP. 

84 The MRP assumes all buildings will be repaired to a minimum 

standard of 34% NBS, but in all cases life safety is a key factor in 

determining the NBS level of the final scheme. 
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85 Of equal importance is the ability of the building to fulfil its primary 

purpose, celebration of the Liturgy.  The Diocese considers that any 

building not able to be repaired or strengthened economically and 

expediently cannot fulfil the criteria of Recovery. 

86 The application to demolish the Cathedral was made to the 

Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA) for authorisation 

under s38 CER Act in June 2015.  This was necessary in order to 

gain certainty around the budget required and to expedite recovery. 

87 Only with the certainty of a cap of $45million is it possible to put the 

MRP for the rest of the Diocese into action.  A number of projects 

commenced immediately following the issue of the Section 38 

instruction, including staged repairs to 3 heritage/listed churches. 

88 This critical linkage between the Cathedral and the rest of the repair 

programme sets very clear budgetary constraints on all projects, 

especially the Cathedral given that it is the largest single 

expenditure and the highest risk of all projects. 

89 Any changes to the costs of delivering the Cathedral will impact on 

the rest of the MRP, any increase would result in either delay or 

cancellation of any of the projects, including the Cathedral, unless it 

can be fully mitigated. 

90 Rebuilding the Cathedral at any cost is not an option.  One of the 

main purposes of the Section 38 authorisation was to provide the 

certainty required to set the budget for the MRP.  Losing this 

certainty requires the plan to be fundamentally reviewed, retimed or 

reduced in scope.   

91 The Bishop signed off the plan to ‘save the nave’ contingent upon 

delivering a working cathedral for no more than $45million.  The 

Bishop would not accept any plan that put the recovery of the rest 

of the diocese at risk.  If the plan contained within the Section 38 

cannot be achieved, the recommendation to the Bishop will be to 

proceed immediately to full demolition of the Cathedral.  This option 

would be supported by the results of the 12 point test process 

documented in the Section 38 instruction.  This will protect the 

funds required for the rest of the Diocese and minimise funds 

expended on the investigations into the nave.  The balance of the 

$45million remaining will be applied to build a new cathedral on the 

same site 

92 Deviation from the plan for the Cathedral would put other projects 

at risk.  This includes the two other heritage churches (Little River 

and Akaroa) within the district of Christchurch and a further 10 

heritage churches across the Diocese.  This would not be 

acceptable. 
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93 The MRP is a portfolio wide plan.  Hence any decisions made for 

Christchurch will impact on the wider diocese.  No preferential 

treatment will be given to Christchurch. 

94 Figures within the plan do not anticipate any increase in costs for 

gaining consent or approvals beyond those in place in early July 

2015.  The cost estimates from the Council of $2000 for resource 

consent are totally unrealistic and take no account of the level of 

work required to prepare an application including any heritage 

expert input.  The level of detail required in the engineering 

evaluation and production of detailed coordinated designs is 

completely overlooked in this figure. 

95 By way of example, Hokitika, which is the first Category 1 church to 

be strengthened, will require a minimum of 3 resource consents for 

each phase of the works.  The cost for the preparation and planning 

of the scheme are estimated at $220,000 which includes $35,000 

for heritage input and consenting.  This is under the normal 

Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) procedure with fully notified 

consent.  The costs of strengthening are estimated at around 

$1.7million.  The costs of removal of the fibrous ceiling were an 

unwelcome surprise requiring further consent and an additional 

$150,000 expenditure. 

96 Similar costs are involved with two other heritage strengthening 

schemes for Leeston and Temuka. 

Assumptions and priorities 

97 A major component of the MRP is a method of prioritizing the work 

that needs to be completed.  This prioritization strikes a balance 

between the needs of the parishioners and sound financial 

management of the diocesan reserves, including cashflow and takes 

into consideration a realistic programme of capital fund raising. 

98 A prioritization based on needs not wants was established and is 

detailed annexed to this Statement of Evidence and marked “A”.  

The MRP must be affordable and deliverable within the identified 

resources and timescales. 

99 The plan for the Cathedral is governed by a strict budget cap of 

$45million and a 12 point test and hold programme included within 

the Section 38 application and subsequent instruction received from 

CERA. 

100 All repairs/strengthening will result in a fully functioning church that 

serves the needs of the community, parish and diocese. 

101 All proposals must be supported by the parish priest and 

parishioners. 
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102 In summary the MRP supports the key mission of the Diocese which 

centres around the “Provision of Sunday Mass” 

103 Therefore priority is given to those who have lost a church or where 

their church has been closed. 

104 This priority increases where there are no suitable alternate long 

term facilities available to the parish.  This tends to favour rural 

communities where the church plays a key role in supporting the 

members of the community. 

105 Priority is also given to those projects presenting a high risk around 

affordability or success.  It has been agreed to deal with these ‘high 

risk’ projects whilst the diocese reserves are at their greatest.  This 

includes the Cathedral. 

106 A carefully planned and professionally managed capital campaign for 

fundraising will be put in place to support the staged roll out of 

projects. 

107 A staged repair process will be applied to heritage churches, 

including the Cathedral with a priority of re-opening those that have 

been closed.  This phased approach allows a larger number of 

churches to re-open during the early part of the MRP, maximizing 

the benefit to the communities and maximizing early fund raising 

opportunities. 

108 To guard against over commitment, work will take place in groups of 

approximately 10 buildings at a time over a period of 15 years.  

Only once the schemes have been clearly defined and funds from 

the capital campaign and sale of assets show promise of meeting 

targets will the next wave of projects commence. 

109 Once started, the Diocese will underwrite the completion of the 

project.  Thus parishes are expected to fully support all fund raising 

initiatives to reduce the potential burden on diocesan funds and help 

expedite commencement of the next wave of projects. 

110 Finally and significantly the Diocese has targeted the more deprived 

communities of Christchurch.  The first church to undergo repairs in 

the City was St.  Annes in Woolston (Opened October 2015).  The 

first planned rebuild is St Mary’s in New Brighton (Mid 2017) and 

the highest priority for any heritage building has been placed upon 

the Cathedral with work commencing before the end of 2015. 

HERITAGE FOCUS 

111 The Diocese is a committed owner of heritage buildings.  Of the 13 

heritage buildings included in the scope of the MRP, already 11 have 
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been identified for retention, repair and strengthening.  The final 2 

are both being reviewed for retention as opposed to the current 

assumption of replacement. 

112 A degree of remodelling is anticipated in all repairs/strengthening. 

113 This has been achieved through continuing consultation with 

Heritage New Zealand and the District Authorities involved. 

114 Three heritage churches in addition to the Cathedral are currently 

under repair, those of Leeston, Temuka and Hokitika.  All of these 

are undergoing staged repairs where the first stage is to secure 

them, remove any critical weaknesses and re-open them to their 

parishioners. 

115 In the case of both Leeston and Temuka this involves removal of the 

upper tower and a later replacement using a lightweight look alike 

structures.  This replacement however will be at the end of the 

repair cycle and may be 5-7 years after the initial stage.   

116 The Diocese is in conversation with Heritage New Zealand about the 

removal of the tower from Hokitika and its later replacement.  The 

entire ceiling has already been removed due to the presence of 

fibrous asbestos and a new ceiling has been approved with the 

addition of replica mouldings to be applied in a further repair stage. 

117 This demonstrates a clear commitment from the Diocese with 

support and challenge from HNZ and the District Authorities outside 

of Christchurch to determine acceptable outcomes for heritage 

churches.  In all instances these works are granted on the basis of 

fully notified consents. 

118 The staged nature of repairs is anticipated in all consents granted.  

As each stage is developed and refined from the lessons learned in 

the previous stage, all schemes are potentially subject to change, 

this requires careful monitoring and reporting of progress from the 

Diocese and flexibility and engagement with HNZ and the District 

Council. 

119 An example of this is Leeston where until 2 December 2015, the 

plan included the replacement of footings beneath the transept arch 

requiring the removal of the two large supporting columns defining 

the entrance to the sanctuary. 

However careful deconstruction of the brick arch has revealed 

additional elements of strength that can be supplemented with 

additional timbers in the roof.  This means no further deconstruction 

of the arch or supporting columns is required and the additional 

strengthening will be hidden from view.  This is a major 

improvement in heritage outcome as well as a simplified scheme.  
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This would not be achieved without the parties working together.  

Without this flexible approach, the transept arch and supporting 

columns would have been lost. 

120 Heritage buildings have a far greater significance to the Diocese 

than the value of the building, its setting or contents.  The real 

value to the Diocese is history they tell of the diocese and its 

parishioners.  They represent the memories of their creation, the 

communities that struggled to fund their build, the parishioners 

confirmed or married in them and of family funerals held in them.  

They represent the celebration of the Catholic Faith.  For these 

reasons the desire to maintain them is paramount, but always in a 

way in which they can best serve their communities and can be 

funded.  Their future must be sustainable. 

121 For this reason, there is a need for the buildings to be able to 

incorporate change, and remain functional, as well as remaining 

faithful to their origins. 

122 Many churches have suffered from lack of maintenance and have 

significant elements of rot.  Akaroa is a good example of where an 

estimated $700,000 must be spent repairing the fabric of the 

building. 

123 Buildings including the Cathedral have suffered from changes to 

accommodate increased parking provision over the years.  This has 

had a negative impact on the site and the Diocese wishes to 

improve the setting by returning much of the space around the 

Cathedral to a more tranquil and greener setting.  This can be 

achieved when master planning the rest of the Precinct. 

124 Pope Francis is placing significant emphasis on the impact of our 

buildings on the environment.  The Diocese has become a member 

of the New Zealand Green Building Council (NZGBC) with a view to 

leading the way on “greening the Diocese” ahead of any central 

directive.   

125 The 2010/2011 earthquakes provide an unprecedented opportunity 

to improve the performance of all buildings requiring repairs, rebuild 

or strengthening, including heritage buildings and the Cathedral.  

There are currently no “green Stars” awarded to any church in 

Australasia; 

126 It is disappointing that the Council has made no consideration of this 

important initiative in the pRDP, rather the contents prevent any 

improvements being made. 
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Financial Commitment to Heritage 

127 The Diocese spent $4.7million stabilising the Cathedral including the 

removal of the dome and the careful preservation of all heritage 

materials removed from site.  The removal of the dome took place 

under section 38 CER Act control. 

128 The costs of storing these materials and maintaining the existing 

site amount to more than $250,000 per annum.  The Diocese has 

spent $4.9million to date carrying out DEE/IEP inspections and on 

designs required for consenting including all 13 heritage buildings. 

129 The cost of the options evaluation for the Cathedral was in excess of 

$500,000. 

130 The Diocese has retained the services of 2 heritage consultants, one 

for the Cathedral and one for other heritage churches.  Including 

Carole-Lynne Kerrigan who has also provided evidence for this 

hearing. 

131 Of the total planned spend on repairs, the 13 heritage churches 

account for $70million of the total spend. 

132 Therefore the Diocese has committed 57% of its budget on just 

30% of its churches classified as heritage or protected. 

133 All heritage buildings have a Conservation Plan in place and all 

works require Temporary Protection plans. 

Grants for Heritage Churches 

134 The Diocese has registered with LWEH, met with the team in 

Wellington and discussed applications for 3 of its heritage buildings 

including the Category 1 church in Hokitika. 

135 LWEH identified their potential funds as $9million per annum for all 

heritage buildings of which they believe churches represent just 

10% of all buildings. 

136 LWEH warned against multiple applications for the same building or 

‘funding fatigue’. 

137 LWEH were clear that the funds were reserved for the preservation 

of heritage buildings and expressed no interest in community, 

economic or visitor values.  They felt this was covered by other 

agencies.  As such they stated they would not support the removal 

of materials to enable repairs to take place.  Thus Hokitika does not 

qualify for any assistance in the enabling phase of asbestos removal 

or stabilization of the structure. 
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138 There is a considerable delta in what members of the Council believe 

might be available through heritage grants and what LWEH have to 

hand.   

139 I note that the scale of grants awarded from other schemes such as 

Central City Landmark Grants are in the same quantum as to that 

offered by LWEH.  The scale of funding required to support the 

Cathedral project dwarfs the amount of funding potentially available 

from all grant type sources. 

140 The Diocese does not have any evidence to suggest that grants will 

assist in the significant shortfall of funding for the 

repair/strengthening of its churches. 

Ownership of Heritage Churches 

141 The Diocese has commissioned, constructed and preserved all of its 

heritage buildings.  It has been and shall remain a net contributor to 

heritage.  None of its buildings have been acquired, they have all 

been ‘Built in Faith’. 

142 The Diocese is a responsible owner with a portfolio of heritage 

spaces and a commitment to retain these as working churches 

where practicably and economically viable. 

143 Ownership of heritage churches comes at a higher cost to maintain 

and operate these buildings.  However for an organisation that 

makes no profit, the care and ownership of these buildings is a 

challenge. 

144 Heritage buildings including the Cathedral are difficult to heat and 

many parishioners are put off by the lack of comfort during winter 

months, this reduces the number of attendees and hence income.  

The pRDP would not allow for improvements to this problem as it 

would fall outside maintenance operations. 

Costs of Consenting 

145 The Diocese disagrees with the costs of consenting claimed by the 

Council.   

146 The volume of consent applications for the diocese is such that it 

has seconded a planner full time onto the project team for the next 

2 years.  This cost, which is in excess of $300,000 goes straight to 

the bottom line for repairs and reduces the amount of money 

available. 

147 The fact that the Diocese needs to employ a full time planner to 

apply for consents is a reflection of the overhead already imposed 

and the council acknowledges that there may be further 

requirements and costs involved under the pRDP.  The Diocese 
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would see the need to employ additional planning effort as an 

unnecessary drain on resources that should be applied to the 

repairs/strengthening. 

The Plan for the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament. 

148 The Diocese received a decision from CERA under s38 CER Act for 

the total demolition of the Cathedral.  It has elected to attempt to 

“save the nave’ with a self-imposed 12 point test and hold Option 

Evaluation Plan.  This plan is designed to assess the findings of the 

investigations against the original evaluation criteria that gave rise 

to the decision to ‘save the nave’.  These criteria include heritage 

values as well as technical feasibility and budget acceptance. 

149 If it can be demonstrated that the original criteria cannot reasonably 

be realized, the Bishop will accept a recommendation for the total 

demolition of the structure.  The three separate stages of test and 

hold are designed to identify any issues at the earliest possible 

opportunity. 

150 Sign off by the Bishop and his advisors limited the exposure to 

$5million during the investigations phase. 

151 All parties within the Diocese agreed the plan to save the nave with 

a maximum budget of $45million.  If this cannot be achieved then it 

will trigger the demolition of the Cathedral.  If additional fundraising 

is achieved for the Cathedral, it will first be applied to make up the 

total diocesan requirement of $30m just as any shortfall will be 

made up from the rest of the Diocese.  If more than $30million is 

received it will go in the first instance to speed up the delivery of 

MRP. 

152 The plan for the Cathedral follows five phases listed below.  There is 

considerable overlap and interdependence between the phases but 

for simplicity: 

152.1 Investigations to prove feasibility to “save the nave” 

152.2 Secure and repair the nave – Possible working Cathedral 

152.3 Build out new elements to complete Cathedral - (Bell 

Towers/Transepts/Sanctuary) 

152.4 Complete Master Plan for Cathedral Precinct 

152.5 Build out Cathedral Precinct 

153 Phase 1 is anticipated to take around 12 months.  During this period 

the 12 point test and hold Nave Option Evaluation Plan will be used 

to confirm feasibility or demonstrate the need to demolish. 
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154 Phase 2  assumes feasibility of the plan and anticipates a 

construction period of around 36 months. 

155 Phase 3  may run in parallel with phase 2 depending on successful 

fund raising and the ability to deliver phase 1 within budget. 

156 Phase 4  has already commenced with the purchase of land to the 

North of the Cathedral site previously owned by the Sisters of Our 

Lady of the Missions.  This land is occupied by the Samoan 

Community and as of January 2016 will be the new home of the 

Christchurch School of Music. 

The diocese has lodged its interest in purchasing the land currently 

owned by the Red Bus Company in order to complete the Precinct 

master plan. 

157 The plan focuses on religion, education, music and youth as well as 

looking to provide senior and affordable living. 

The Cathedral is a catalyst for regeneration of the site and the 

South Eastern part of the city. 

158 Phase 5  will see multiple developments of the site centred around 

the Cathedral.  Any development will address the Cathedral, 

preserving and enhancing its setting. 

159 The twelve point test and hold plan is designed to identify any 

issues that might prevent the retention of the nave within the 

agreed budget cap.  It is also designed to prevent unnecessary 

expenditure during the investigations phase that might otherwise 

benefit the construction of a new building. 

160 The contents of the pRDP, without the relief requested, will trigger a 

staged review as the assumptions contained within the initial 

detailed options evaluation will need to be re-assessed. 

Section 38 Investigations 

161 The Diocese obtained a section 38 approval from CERA. The 

authority of this approval is uncertain given the expiry of the CER 

Act next year. The replacement legislation is currently in Bill form 

only and therefore, it cannot be confirmed that the section 38 

approval will not expire with the CER Act. Therefore, the Diocese 

considers the pRDP should allow the same works to be undertaken 

on the Cathedral as those approved by CERA.  

162 CERA made its decision using the information annexed to this 

evidence. The Diocese now seeks that the same information is used 

to make a decision in relation to the works able to done on the 
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Cathedral in accordance with the objective, policy and rule 

framework in the pRDP.  

163 The current condition of the Nave is mostly unknown, therefore the 

true extent of earthquake damage remains unknown.  Significant 

assumptions around the existing structure have been made and the 

section 38 instruction allows further investigation in order to 

determine the feasibility of the Cathedral plan.   

164 This initial stage includes a Condition Survey, Demolition Plan, 

Health and Safety Plan and Materials Disposal Plan. 

165 A requirement of the section 38 instruction is the employment of a 

registered structural engineer and an approved demolition 

contractor. 

166 To date the diocese has appointed: 

166.1 Heritage Approved Architect – Alec Bruce (Wilkie and Bruce) 

166.2 Structural Engineers Jamie Lester (Opus), Grant Wilkinson 

(Ruamoko) 

166.3 Heritage Consultant – Carole-Lynne Kerrigan (CLK Heritage) 

166.4 Demolition Contractor – Naylor Love 

166.5 Quantity Surveyor – Julian Mace (Rawlinsons) 

166.6 Project Manager – Shaun Mitchell (Opus) 

166.7 Planner – Steve Baker – (Opus) 

167 Both the planner and project manager have been seconded to the 

Diocese. 

168 Sir Miles Warren continues to support the Diocese in identifying 

architectural options for the Cathedral. 

169 The investigations, including the level of deconstruction required, 

are in the early stages of development.  This includes work to 

secure the building whilst investigations continue. 

170 A significant element of the work is determining a scheme for 

securing the nave, including the ground works, to prevent any 

future further significant displacement of the structure in a future 

seismic event.   
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171 Consideration of the strength of the existing structure, the 

requirements for ground remediation and the use of lightweight 

materials in future construction are all being evaluated. 

172 At this time, the impact of retaining the nave on the setting is 

unknown and will remain so for some time. 

173 Likewise, the condition of much of the contents of the Cathedral and 

the ability to retain or re-use is not known. 

174 A commitment to minimal deconstruction is part of the 

investigations phase, but these investigations must reveal any 

weaknesses in the existing structure to enable the design and 

implementation of an appropriate strengthening scheme. 

This includes making intrusive investigations. 

The purpose of bringing the team together early is to ensure that all 

recommendations, designs and retentions have equal consideration 

across all disciplines. 

Early Design 

175 Early concept designs are being developed as the condition of the 

existing building is confirmed.  For simplicity the building is divided 

into 5 areas for design, these are: 

175.1 The Nave including North and South Colonnades 

175.2 The West End 

175.3 The Bell Towers 

175.4 The Transepts 

175.5 The Sanctuary 

176 It is assumed that the works required for the retention of the nave 

are contained within the remit of the section 38 bar any 

archaeological consent.  Including temporary works to the setting.  

Further removal, cataloguing and storage of the contents are 

envisaged. 

177 It is anticipated that additional elements of new build for the Bell 

towers, Transepts and future Sanctuary will require consent save for 

those elements of each that form and essential part of the structure 

to stabilize and retain the nave. 
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178 The option to use of lightweight materials has been assumed when 

replacing elements that have already been removed or elements 

that may be removed during reconstruction. 

179 A major concern of the viability of saving the nave is the condition 

of the ground beneath the Cathedral and its load bearing capacity.  

The option to employ lightweight materials reduce the loading and 

require the remaining structure to support less load.  This means 

that considerable intervention and possible loss of remaining 

heritage structure may be avoided, including the level of work 

beneath the ground.  This allows the option to use a system of 

interconnected beams beneath the Cathedral that will limit potential 

deflection in a future seismic event and hence offer an increased 

level of protection to the structure.  The proposal in the pRDP to 

maximise the reuse of any salvaged heritage material could 

seriously compromise the ability of the ground to adequately 

support the remaining structure without considerable intervention to 

the foundations.  The purpose of bringing the design team together, 

including CLK is to explore all reasonable options around the re-use 

of materials, this is quite different to the wording of the pRDP. 

180 Any significant increase in costs to the ground works would render 

the scheme unviable. 

CONCLUSION 

181 I have set out a very detailed explanation of the MRP and the 

constraints created by the limited funding. 

182 The MRP plan represents a thoroughly developed professional 

master plan for recovery and rebuild that focusses on the provision 

of services by the church including the celebration of the Liturgy.  

The plan puts communities before buildings. 

183 There is only one plan for the whole recovery of the Diocese and the 

plan is highly sensitive to the factors that will deliver success.  

Constraints or unnecessary risk placed upon the plan will likely 

result in reduced outcomes.  The fairness of the plan dictates that 

no undue priority will be given to any one project or building over 

another, whether heritage or not. 

184 I do not accept that the pRDP demonstrates an understanding of the 

operation of the Church and that its belief that the substantial 

heritage value of a church is the building itself is fundamentally 

flawed.  The value of a church is the history of the worship and of 

the faithful. 

185 Churches are not adaptable, saleable or a form of tradable 

commodity, their value cannot be measured in the same manner as 
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any other building The retention of heritage through the use of re-

modelling, including the use of modern materials is wholly 

appropriate as this provides to sustain the sole purpose of the 

church and its cultural and spiritual heritage. 

186 The concept of retaining heritage at all cost fails to take account of 

the special circumstances building owners have been put in 

following the Canterbury Earthquakes.  The concept that restoration 

or adaptive re-use should involve retaining and re-using heritage 

fabric at the expense of affordability, function and even buildability 

demonstrates a lack of understanding of the owners’ resources and 

need for these building to be used.  Minimising the financial burden 

of earthquake upgrades on owners is an important consideration. 

187 The use of lightweight engineered forms are appropriate not only to 

obviate the expense but also the intrusion of significant structural 

elements that would otherwise be highly visible.   

188 When the extent of damage to a building is still mostly unknown, I 

cannot accept that it is right to apply restrictions to the settings or 

the contents of the building let alone the fabric of the structure.  

There is the potential to seriously compromise the optimal 

engineering solution to provide for the most secure future for the 

building in future seismic events. 

189 The relief sought by the Diocese is to enable the MRP to succeed.  

This plan includes 13 heritage or listed buildings that have served 

their communities for many years and are loved by those 

communities.  Much consultation has taken place with the 

communities about what intervention would be required to retain 

these churches at an affordable cost to the community.   

190 I believe the Diocese has demonstrated that it is a responsible 

custodian of heritage as well as a significant contributor to heritage.  

That the relief sought is justified in achieving the outcomes set out 

in the evidence above and in continuing to support the objectives of 

the council in a balanced manner. 

Dated:  14 December 2015 

 

Keith Beal 
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1 Introduction 

This document and supporting information supports the application by the Catholic Diocese of 

Christchurch (CDC) to the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA) requesting 

authorisation to demolish the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament (the Cathedral) under Section 38 

of the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011 (CER Act) 

The Cathedral is located within a larger site that also contained the presbytery, Diocesan offices 

and the School of Music.  Together, this wider site is referred to as being the Cathedral Precinct. 

The CDC commissioned a master-planning study to provide them with information to assist with 

making informed decisions about how best to redevelop the Cathedral Precinct following the 

devastating Canterbury earthquakes.  This study identified six broad approaches that could be 

adopted to treat the Cathedral and Precinct, resulting in 16 individual options that were assessed 

against evaluation criteria. 

Assessment of the 16 options against the evaluation criteria initially identified four options, with a 

fifth option to strengthen the existing Cathedral subsequently being added.  Budget constraints 

were not considered as part of this initial evaluation process. 

The full evaluation of the five options included an assessment against the Diocese budget 

constraint of $45M.  This figure represents a significant portion of the overall insurance proceeds 

for the Diocese, and is at the limit of proceeds which can be applied to one building within the 

overall Diocese portfolio without jeopardising the recovery of the whole Diocese.  Based on this full 

evaluation, the option to demolish and rebuild a new Cathedral on the same site emerged initially 

as the preferred option. 

Running parallel with the options evaluation process, the Diocese engaged in consultation with 

Heritage New Zealand, Christchurch City Council Heritage Team, and Sir Miles Warren.  As a 

result, two further options were identified, being the retention of the nave, and an unconstrained 

relic option.  These options were subsequently evaluated against the evaluation criteria and the 

$45M budget constraint.  

Whilst the option to demolish the Cathedral and build a new one scores highest against the criteria 

of cost, functionality and technical feasibility, the option of retaining the nave scored highly in 

terms of heritage and community acceptance and potentially offers the greatest opportunity for 

fundraising.   

The outcome therefore is that CDC proposes to attempt to retain the nave as its preferred option.  

Whether retention of the nave can be achieved in a practical and economic way can only be 

determined by further evaluation which can only be undertaken during deconstruction of the 

remainder of the Cathedral.  In order to achieve this, a Retain the Nave Option Evaluation Plan has 

been developed.  This plan includes 12 self-imposed tests and three ‘hold points’ that will need to 

be passed before any decision can be made to rely on the section 38 authorisation to demolish the 

whole building, including the nave. 

Therefore, this application seeks authority to undertake a full demolition of the 

Cathedral, but only if that proves necessary and it is found that the nave cannot be 

retained.  
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Demolition of the Cathedral (either partial in order to retain the nave, or full demolition) provides 

the best opportunities for the CDC to achieve the multiple benefits expected of the Precinct 

redevelopment within the stated project budget, including advancing the work of the Diocese and 

reaching out to Christchurch with a new and attractive presence. 

The CDC proposes to develop the Cathedral Precinct in accordance with their vision, aspirations 

and fundamental needs.  As such, the overall site / Precinct will continue to serve as the location of 

the cathedral for the Catholic Diocese within Canterbury.  Of importance to the Precinct will be a 

new Cathedral within the site, along with the services required to support the functions of the 

Cathedral and the Catholic Diocese and which may include the Diocesan offices, presbytery and an 

interpretive centre.  The overall re-development of the site will be the subject of a wider master 

planning exercise with further decisions yet to be made on the design of these facilities, once the 

outcome of the Cathedral is determined. 

The scope of the current master-planning phase, and this application, is to obtain an approval from 

CERA to demolish the earthquake-damaged Cathedral in order to further develop the master 

planning exercise and to commence the redevelopment of the Cathedral Precinct. 

This application describes and outlines the following matters: 

 The damage sustained to the Cathedral as a result of the Canterbury earthquake sequence 

 The preferred options for the Cathedral 

 The Cathedral Precinct Options Assessment Process that has been undertaken to identify the 

preferred options, and which demonstrates that a suitable range of options have been 

appropriately scoped and compared, and that there has been a clear process undertaken which 

shows why the preferred options have been chosen 

 The financial constraints and stated project budget 

 The effect on the heritage values of the Cathedral as a result of the proposed demolition 

 The consultation that has been undertaken to date 

 The proposed Cathedral Demolition Plan. 

The following supporting documentation is included as appendices to this application: 

 Catholic Cathedral Precinct - Precinct Master Plan Options and Evaluation 

 Cathedral Options Evaluation – Structural Report 

 Heritage Impact Assessment 

 Cathedral Demolition Plan 

The reports that form the appendices to this application were completed prior to identification of 

the preferred ‘Save the Nave’ option.  As a result, there are still references to option B4a – full 

demolition and rebuild, within the text.  The main body of this application details the shift in 

approach from the rebuild option to the ‘Save the Nave’ option. 
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2 Site Description 

The Cathedral Precinct is located at 136 Barbadoes Street, Christchurch.  It is positioned within the 

four avenues that surround the Christchurch central business district. 

 

 
Map 1: Map of Christchurch showing site location of the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament. 
Source: www.maps.google.com 

 

2.1 Ownership and Legal Description 

2.1.1 Legal Description 

The Cathedral Precinct covers three land parcels legally described (from north to south) as Lots 2-4 

DP 50663, Canterbury Land District.  The Cathedral itself sits on the middle land parcel, legally 

described as Lot 3 DP 50663 (CT CB29B/1137), Canterbury Land District. 

2.1.2 Ownership 

Lot 2 DP 50663 (northern most allotment) is owned by The Institute de Notre Dame Des Missions 

Trust Board. 

Lots 3-4 DP 50663 are owned by the Roman Catholic Bishop of the Diocese of Christchurch.   

The Cathedral is owned by the Catholic Diocese of Christchurch. 

Site location 
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2.2 Heritage and Archaeological Status 

2.2.1 Local Authority Listing 

The Cathedral is listed as ‘Group 1’ on Appendix 1 - List of Protected Buildings, Places and Objects 

of the Christchurch City Plan.  Group 1 listed heritage items include buildings, places and objects of 

international or national significance. 

2.2.2 Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Registration 

The Cathedral is listed as a Category I Historic Place on the HNZPT List (List Number 47).  Category 

I status is given to places of 'special or outstanding historical or cultural heritage significance or 

value'. 

2.2.3 Archaeological constraints 

The Cathedral site is known to include the sites of the first prefabricated timber church (1860), the 

‘redstone, brick and wood’ Church of the Blessed Sacrament (1864), and the presbytery (1879).   

2.3 Heritage Values 

The heritage values of the Cathedral and statement of significance are described in full in the 

Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) contained in Appendix 3. 

2.3.1 Heritage Values Post-Earthquake 

The HIA recognises and acknowledges that the structural integrity of the Cathedral has been 

severely compromised as a result of the Canterbury earthquakes.  As a result, the building remains 

closed to the public and services have been transferred to St Mary’s Pro-Cathedral in Manchester 

Street, Christchurch.  This has resulted in a temporary relocation of the seat of the Roman Catholic 

Church and their principal place of worship. 

The statement of significance post-earthquake only considers the building from the exterior as 

internal access is restricted due to safety concerns. 

As a result of the Canterbury earthquakes, and subsequent necessary ‘make safe’ works, the 

Cathedral has suffered the loss of a number of prominent architectural features and forms that 

include, and are not limited to, the main dome, and the northern and southern towers.  These 

losses have contributed to altered and reduced architectural, aesthetic and architectural innovation 

values; however, the building retains some neo-classical styled features and decoration, its basilica 

planned footprint, transepts and the nave.  As such, the Cathedral retains its association with the 

architect and engineer F.W. Petre, Bishop Grimes, and the papal visit of Pope John Paull II in 1986.  

In its current dilapidated state, however, the Cathedral is no longer considered to be one of the 

finest churches in Australasia. 

Currently, the Cathedral retains its contextual setting within a Catholic precinct and remains a 

dominated presence within Christchurch City.  The HIA considers the recent loss of adjacent 

Catholic buildings, combined with the recent loss of historic heritage, particularly religious 

buildings throughout Christchurch, reduces the contextual values while enhancing the landmark 

values of the place. 
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Technological and craftsmanship values associated with the Cathedral, although reduced in volume 

and integrity, are considered to remain.  These include the use of concrete and steam cranes in its 

construction, and the craftsmanship associated with the limestone dressings. 

The Cathedral retains its archaeological significance. 

2.3.2 Revised Statement of Significance 

Given the changes to the heritage values post-quake, the following Revised Statement of 

Significance is given in the HIA: 

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament has suffered considerable structural damage as a 

result of the Canterbury earthquakes with the loss of substantial elements such as the 

main dome, and the northern and southern towers.  These losses have resulted in a 

diminished significance of the place.  However, the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament 

remains historically, socially, culturally and spiritually significant as the centre of 

Catholic worship in Christchurch.  It continues to display, albeit reduced, architectural, 

aesthetic, craftsmanship and technological significance as a finely constructed and 

technologically advanced exemplar of the neo-classical style of architecture at that time.  

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament retains its contextual significance as a Catholic 

precinct, it remains a landmark across the southern central city and is a representative 

sample of the works of F.W. Petre.  The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament remains as 

one of a few survivors of the city’s other pre-eminent denominational buildings. 
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3 Catholic Diocese of Christchurch 

The CDC are owners of a significant portfolio of buildings throughout the central South Island 

within an approximate area that includes the Canterbury Regional Council and the Westland and 

Grey districts.  This portfolio comprises residential, administrative, educational and ecclesiastical 

buildings. 

3.1 CDC Vision 

The Cathedral Precinct Development offers a unique opportunity in the life of the Catholic 

Community of Canterbury.  With the grief of losing many wonderful buildings comes the 

anticipation of new opportunity, re-igniting a sense of purpose and passion for believers across the 

city.  

The CDC have developed a Master Plan Briefing Document which outlines the vision, aspirations 

and fundamental needs of the Diocese.  Critical objectives including Design Principles have been 

established to define functions associated with the Cathedral Precinct presently and for the 

foreseeable future. 

The Precinct Vision is stated in the Master Plan Briefing Document as: 

“…The Catholic Cathedral Precinct will support enrich and expand the vision of the 

Catholic Community of Canterbury.  It will be a significant spiritual entity in the 

reconstructed fabric of Christchurch City. 

The Precinct should be an enabler to lead, guide and serve the community; a place of 

learning that integrates with the Catholic Education Precinct. 

The Precinct will need to be a welcoming gathering place for visitors and worshippers; a 

sanctuary, a place of contemplation, worship and celebration. 

At its heart, a Cathedral of beauty should reflect the majesty, mystery, presence and glory 

of God; it must also reflect it heritage and culture with gratitude and look to the future 

with confidence…” 

The 4 pastoral principles: “holiness, communio, collaboration, mission” define the Christchurch 

Catholic Diocesan Vision and will inform the key principles on which the Precinct design will be 

based: 

 Sacred Space  

 Transcendence  

 Community Engagement  

 Future Legacy  

 Stewardship  

 Multiculturalism 
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These six key principles are addressed through the Options Assessment Process through the 

evaluation criteria “Adherence to CDC Vision”. 

3.2 CDC Budget Constraints 

Following the earthquakes of 2010/2011 the Diocese suffered considerable damage to a large 

number of its buildings, including the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament. In some cases buildings 

suffered irreparable damage and have since been demolished. 

 

The Diocese settled its insurance claim in 2012 by way of a global sum to cover churches, schools 

and other diocesan assets. This settlement represents a percentage of the total claim, negotiated 

against a backdrop of complex financial circumstances for the insurers. 

 

Of the 400 plus buildings in the Diocese, many require significant strengthening but were not 

damaged in the earthquakes and thus did not constitute part of the settlement.  However all repairs 

and strengthening must take place in the prescribed timeframes and to the required standards to 

enable safe and continued operation.  

 

Therefore the global sum received in settlement will be applied for the greater good to cover the 

costs of strengthening, repairs and rebuilds along with the associated demolition and professional 

services and project costs. 

 

In summary, the Diocese received a global settlement of $107m of which $73m is for claims on all 

churches.  After applying mitigation by not rebuilding a number of the demolished churches, this 

figure represents less than half the requirement for the repairs and strengthening needed to return 

the Diocese back to normal, safe operation.  

 

Within its’ remaining portfolio, the Diocese has 12 listed buildings in addition to the Cathedral of 

the Blessed Sacrament. The current estimated repair cost for these 12 listed buildings is at least 

$22m. 

 

The Diocese commissioned EY to develop a Financial Model to support the creation of a master 

plan for the recovery and rebuild. The model takes into account the monies received from 

insurance, monies on deposit and potential fund raising activity to give a more accurate picture of 

the financial position and likely timescales for the programme of rebuild and repair. 

The model has been refined into a 15 year plan for the recovery for the whole Diocese and the 

future of the Cathedral is integral to the plan. Because of the scale of the commitment required for 

the Cathedral, certainty over its future is essential before green lighting the rest of the plan for the 

Parishes across Canterbury and the West Coast. The plan anticipates work to commence on the 

Cathedral in FY15/16 with a programme of fundraising to support the expenditure of Diocesan 

reserves. 

 

A fundamental requirement of the model is to support and expedite the restoration of the 

operation of Catholic Church within the Diocese. Key to this is the provision of safe, secure, 

operational churches. The model assumes a strategy of repairs, strengthening and rebuilds in 

stages to enable re-occupation at the earliest opportunity. This approach is mirrored across a 

number of the Heritage Churches and has already been discussed with Heritage New Zealand 
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The model includes $45m for the repair or replacement of the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament 

based on the realistic replacement cost of a modern equivalent sized structure. 

 

The figure represents 62% of the global insurance settlement and demonstrates the level of 

commitment of the diocese to retain a Cathedral in the City of Christchurch. 

 

This leaves the Diocese with a considerable challenge in serving the needs of the whole Catholic 

community, including those who are served by heritage buildings, as the repairs and strengthening 

requirements demand significant additional funding within a limited timeframe. 

 

Balancing the needs of the whole community is core to the approach of the master plan and as such 

the sum allocated for the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is at the limit of affordability. 

 

It is therefore important to ensure all funding is put to best use and not lost to undue process or 

consultation. The Diocese believes that its application is aligned with the purpose of recovery and 

has followed a robust process of analysis, review and recommendation.  

 

The Diocese will enter into comprehensive programme of international and domestic fund raising 

via a range of initiatives. Overall the Diocese aims to raise $28m over 10 years to fully fund the 

entire recovery programme, including the Cathedral.   

 

Expending more than $45m would put the rest of the recovery at risk and hence the sum 

represents a maximum cap. If this sum were to be exceeded during the planning phase it would put 

this very high profile project at an extremely high risk of failure. 
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4 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence and Damage 

to the Cathedral 

The Canterbury earthquake sequence started with the magnitude 7.1 earthquake on 4 September 

2010, centred 40km south west of Christchurch.  This caused a moderate level of damage to parts 

of the building, which was subsequently closed while an assessment of the building was carried out.   

Boxing Day, 26 December 2010 another shallow earthquake of magnitude 4.9 occurred under the 

city.  The two front towers of the Cathedral were damaged, and as a result temporary bracing was 

designed and fabricated to restrain them.  The building was cordoned off due to the collapse 

hazard, until the temporary bracing could be implemented. 

The foundations for this bracing were installed when the damaging magnitude 6.3 earthquake hit 

on 22 February 2011.  This event caused sudden collapse of the two towers, significant damage to 

the main dome structure and transepts, and fracturing throughout the structure.  

As a result of the magnitude 6.3 event on 22 February 2011, the Cathedral suffered significant 

damage, with the front towers collapsing, the main dome structure significantly damaged, and 

many wall elements fractured and displaced.  Since then, significant securing and deconstruction 

work, including removal of the main dome structure, has been required to secure the building and 

prevent ongoing damage to the remainder of the structure.   

The failure modes observed in the existing structure are shear/sliding failures in the wall elements, 

and block-type failure mechanisms were exhibited in the large scale failures such as the collapse of 

the front towers and the damage to the transepts.  Rocking related damage was also observed on 

the arches supporting the main dome and the nave wall piers at ground level. 

4.1 Securing and Deconstruction 

The stabilisation work carried out to date is summarised below.  This has been documented in 

detail in previous reports.   All the work was carried out from outside the building, so as not to 

unnecessarily endanger human life.   

The main stages of securing and deconstruction were: 

1) Deconstruction of an unstable section of the bell tower 

2) Propping of the two transepts using shipping containers 

3) Propping of the south nave wall at ground floor level 

4) Deconstruction of the main dome and the rear of the building. 

This work was necessary to prevent more of the remainder of the building being damaged, and to 

remove significant fall hazards.  Several key samples of the building fabric were able to be salvaged 

intact, including the internal pressed zinc dome.  
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4.2 Primary Heritage Objective during Securing and 

Deconstruction Works 

The primary heritage objective throughout the duration of securing and deconstruction works was 

to ensure that as much of the heritage fabric of the building was retained in situ as far as was safely 

practicable and, where necessary, the retention of key features and material carried out.  The 

proposed work and methods were carried out in accordance with methodologies approved by the 

Civil Defence National Controller, CERA, Christchurch City Council Heritage Response Team (CCC 

Heritage) and Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga1 (HNZ).   

All work was carried out with the aim of allowing for future reconstruction.  Approval for each 

stage was given by CERA through Section 38 notices issued under the CER Act. 

4.3 Building Seismic Performance 

Seismic strengthening carried out in 2004 addressed the most susceptible aspects of the Cathedral, 

such as the top level of the two towers and the main dome, and tied the wall elements together with 

a new floor diaphragm at first floor and roof level.   The diaphragms proved very effective in 

distributing lateral loads, and the post tensioning to the nave columns and balustrade and 

ornaments performed very well.  This strengthening prevented failure of the main part of the 

building in the February earthquake, which was over two times the buildings expected capacity, but 

was not extensive enough to be able to prevent collapse of the front towers.   

The performance of the building was expected to be approximately 33%NBS (New Building 

Standard), or 45% of the loadings code at the time of the 2004 seismic strengthening.  The 4 

September 2010 earthquake proved that the building could perform to this level.  However, the 

seismic demands from the 22 February event far exceeded the expected capacity of the building.  

The front towers failed in this event as expected, and the main dome structure and surrounding 

structural elements suffered substantial damage.  The Cathedral proved to be more prone to sliding 

failure than expected due to poor cohesion in the concrete wall infill. 

4.4 Current Building Capacity 

The remaining capacity of the building in its damaged state is now considered to be approximately 

20%NBS.  This equates to over 10 times the risk of collapse compared to that of a new building 

during a period of normal seismic activity.  The critical failure mode is the out-of-plane failure of 

the ground floor nave walls, which is considered to be the governing failure mode for the building.  

Other lateral load resisting wall elements are governed by sliding failure, and due to the significant 

displacement capability that these elements still have, this does not govern the ultimate capacity of 

the building.   

Currently the building is still considered “dangerous”, as it has a capacity of less than 33%NBS.  In 

addition, securing to date has only been carried out to critical parts of the building to enable access 

for short periods for the purposes of engineering assessment and urgent securing, and to secure the 

building to a point at which it will not significantly degrade until such a time as a decision is made 

on the building’s future. 

                                                        
1 Formerly Historic Places Trust 
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4.5 Current Building Condition 

The building is currently not watertight.  In places, significant degradation of the stonework has 

occurred due to water ingress.  The building is also open to birds, vermin and wind-borne debris. 

Minor degradation of the windows and fretting of the stone is also occurring in moderate 

aftershocks.  The containers buttressing the transepts now provide only minimal restraint against 

collapse, as the hay bales between the containers and the building have degraded. Partial collapse 

of the transepts is probable in a moderate earthquake. 

Figure 1:  Aerial view illustrating the current building condition.  
Source: www.maps.google.com 

 

4.6 S.38 Notice 

Notwithstanding the stabilisation and deconstruction works that have taken place as described 

above, the Cathedral currently still sits under the control of CERA by way of the section 38 notice.  

As noted above, this is due to the fact that the building was only secured to a point to enable 

engineering assessments to be undertaken and to ensure the building would not significant 

degrade until a decision had been made on the building’s future.  The Cathedral is still considered a 

dangerous building. 

http://www.maps.google.com/
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5 Preferred Option for the Cathedral Precinct 

The CDC proposes to develop the Cathedral Precinct in accordance with their vision, aspirations 

and fundamental needs.2  As such, the overall site / precinct will continue to serve as the location of 

the cathedral for the Catholic Diocese within Canterbury.    

Central to the precinct will be a fully functional Cathedral, along with the essential services 

required to support the functions of the Cathedral and the Catholic Diocese.  These may include the 

Diocesan offices, presbytery and an interpretive centre.  The re-development of the site will be the 

subject of a wider master planning exercise with further decisions yet to be made on the design of 

these facilities.  Refer to Appendix 1 for further details of the options. 

5.1 Preferred Option 

The preferred option for the Cathedral Precinct is described below. The evaluation process is based 

on the following parameters and constraints, which are detailed further in Section 6 of this 

application:  

 Identified Evaluation Criteria applied on an equally weighted basis 

 A CDC budget limit of $45M 

Recognising the challenge and risks associated with the preferred option (C2.2a retain the nave) a 

backup option is introduced (Option B4a to rebuild a new cathedral), should the preferred option 

not be achievable within the prescribed parameters.   

5.1.1 Option C2.2a (Preferred option) 

The existing nave including the internal nave colonnades, side aisles, mezzanine balconies, ceilings 

and roof structure are retained to form part of the new Cathedral. The retained areas are left in-situ 

and structurally stabilised where practicable, and reconstructed anew where that is not practicable.  

 

The remainder of the existing Cathedral is partly demolished, in a careful manner so as to salvage 

amounts of the fabric for reuse where reasonably practicable.  

 

New, large structural concrete shear walls are added to buttress the nave structure, and the stone 

claddings from the exterior of the Nave walls would be removed and new shotcrete applied to bring 

the nave up to modern structural standards. This means that the external appearance of the 

Cathedral nave would be completely altered from existing, and careful architectural design would 

be needed to provide finishes to the exterior of the retained nave and to integrate that successfully 

with the new-build around the nave. 

 

The remainder of the Cathedral would be new, and constructed to contemporary requirements, 

incorporating the Nave as major, distinct but functionally integrated component of the Cathedral.  

 

The location of the Cathedral on the precinct is constrained to the existing Nave location, and is 

generally on the same footprint as existing. The plan arrangement and ancillary spaces can be 

                                                        
2 2014. Catholic Cathedral Precinct: Christchurch: Master-planning Brief. Opus Architecture 
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optimised somewhat, but this will be constrained to some extent by the considerable size and 

existing layout of the Relic nave, this is not foreseen as being a problem. 

 

In order to reduce the cost estimate to $45M, the Interpretive Centre and Diocesan Offices are 

deferred from the project at this stage. These changes will remove many of the expected benefits of 

the precinct redevelopment, especially in terms of outreach to the community and providing a 

range of amenities on site to bring life to the precinct throughout the week. Diocesan Offices might 

be accommodated elsewhere in leased accommodation, shifting accommodation costs from Capex 

to Opex.  However they may be able to be incorporated into wider master planning once the 

Cathedral outcome is known. 

 

The site layout for the preferred option is shown in Figure 2 below. 

 
Figure 2: Site layout 
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5.1.2 Option B4a (Backup option) 

The backup preferred option for the Cathedral Precinct: 

 Build a completely new Cathedral to contemporary requirements, possibly on a different 

location within the same site (i.e., within the Cathedral Precinct).  The location of the Cathedral 

on the precinct is not constrained, so can be optimised to achieve best fit, synergies, and use of 

the site.  The floor area of the new Cathedral is reduced from the original brief’s 2,950m2 to 

2,200m2 to assist in meeting the budget.  A desktop design study has shown that the functional 

needs of the brief can still be met, albeit in a more constrained format. 

 Build a highly integrated Interpretive Centre to the south of the Cathedral, fronting onto a 

shared public forecourt and with a more private courtyard between the two.  Linkages to the 

Cathedral can be designed without functional compromise, and to be functionally 

uncompromised, and architecturally sympathetic. The floor area of the new Interpretive Centre 

is reduced to 75% of the original brief (from 1,750m2 to 1,350m2) to assist in meeting the 

budget.  A desktop design study has shown that the benefits expected of the Interpretive Centre 

can mostly be met, but with some compromises that would need to be evaluated further to 

obtain the best outcome. 

This option was originally defined in the options assessment as a ‘new rebuild – different building, 

different location, same site with base isolation’ but has been reduced in scope to achieve a budget 

constraint of $45M.  This option does not include any relic portions of the current Cathedral. 

This option is illustrated in Figure 3 below.  It must be recognised that the illustrations below are 

concepts only.  The actual location on site, and the form of each building has not been decided and 

will form the basis of a future architectural commission.  The clear advantage of this option is that 

it provides the best opportunities for the CDC to achieve the multiple benefits expected of the 

Precinct redevelopment within the stated project budget through being able to maximise the use of 

the site. 
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Figure 3: Cathedral Precinct Preferred Option (B4a) 
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6 Cathedral Precinct Options Assessment Process 

The Cathedral Precinct Options Assessment Process is summarised below, and is fully described 

and illustrated in greater detail in the ‘Cathedral Precinct Masterplan Options Study’ contained in 

Appendix 2 of this report. 

6.1 Cathedral Precinct Draft Master Plan Brief 

The CDC and Opus developed a Draft Master Plan Brief for the Cathedral Precinct in early 2014.  

This draft brief has not been formally adopted by the CDC because wider consultation about the 

vision and functional requirements for the redevelopment has not proceeded to a point where the 

brief could be finalised and adopted. However, the Cathedral Management Board directed that the 

Draft Master Plan Brief be made available as a draft document for consultation with HNZ, CERA 

and CCC Heritage with the purpose being to ensure the consultation process for the proposed new 

Cathedral Precinct is discussed with the regulatory authorities prior to any decisions being made or 

recommendations being provided to the Bishop. 

6.1.1 Design Brief 

The key features within the design brief outline and describe the functional needs of the CDC for its 

Cathedral Precinct, as follows: 

 A Cathedral to accommodate a congregation of 600, plus the choir and 60 priests.  The brief 

also includes a wide variety of functional and spiritual ancillary spaces such as a Narthex, side 

chapel, sacristies, toilets, etc.  The briefed requirements are derived from modern expectations 

for places of worship, and the experience of the Diocese in using the current Cathedral.  The 

brief requires that a new Cathedral should ideally have a larger capacity for people than the 

current Cathedral, and provide a considerably more extensive range of integrated support 

spaces.  The briefed gross floor area is in the order of 2,950m2 

 An Interpretive Centre to include a welcome and information point for visitors, museum and 

catholic education centre, parish amenities and meeting rooms, archives and study spaces, an 

auditorium and a commercial café.  The former precinct did not provide for these requirements 

in a coordinated manner, if at all.  They are seen as being essential for the life of the parish and 

diocese, and to engage the broader community.  The briefed gross floor area is in the order of 

1,770m2 

 A new Diocesan Office building, to replace the current earthquake-risk building.  The brief calls 

for a new building very similar in overall floor area to the existing, but providing more 

flexibility inside.  The briefed gross floor area is in the order of 855m2 

 A Presbytery.  The existing Presbytery is relatively new and is seen as being very appropriate to 

needs.  The Options Assessment has assumed that it will be retained 

 Carparking and vehicle circulation 

 Site works to form useful exterior spaces and linkages between the above, and to provide 

beautiful setting for the precinct setting.
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The design brief has been used as the basis to develop a diverse range of preliminary options to be taken forward through the Options Assessment Process.   

6.2 Options Assessment Process 

Summarised below is the Options Assessment Process that has been undertaken.  A full description of this process, including the evaluation criteria, sub-criteria and the scoring of the options throughout the 

process is contained in the “Precinct Masterplan Options and Evaluation” contained in Appendix 1 of this application. 

 

In summary, the options assessment process undertook the following phases: 

6.2.1 Evaluation Criteria 

Evaluation criteria were developed and defined, with sub-criteria and definition statements produced.  This was undertaken prior to considering what options might be developed for consideration to ensure the 

criteria were not developed to favour or handicap any possible option.  The following criteria were adopted: 

a) Adherence to CDC vision 

b) Precinct functionality 

c) Budget acceptance 

d) Technical feasibility (structural) 

e) Heritage acceptance (heritage values of the place in terms of the revised statement of significance) 

f) Urban design values 

g) Community acceptance 
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h) Futureproofing  

6.2.2 Identify Options 

The overall approaches that could be adopted to treat the Cathedral and precinct were then identified, as follows: 

a) Deconstruct the Cathedral completely and rebuild a replica in the exact same position 

b) Deconstruct the Cathedral completely and rebuild a new Cathedral on the precinct site 

c) Retain part of the existing Cathedral and rebuild a new Cathedral incorporating the remaining fabric 

d) Retain part of the existing Cathedral as a relic and build a new Cathedral on the precinct site
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e) Mothballing the existing Cathedral to make safe and protect against weather and non-

permitted entry 

f) Do nothing 

These six broad approaches were then further explored to establish a number of design principles 

which formed the basis of each option.  This provided a framework of option groups representing 

each approach, and individual options within each group to be evaluated. 

Out of the six option groups, 16 individual options for the Cathedral and precinct were identified. 

6.2.3 First Round Evaluation Workshop (Initial Screening) 

All 16 options were evaluated against a scoring framework for 6 of the 8 criteria.  The ‘budget 

acceptance’ and ‘community acceptance’ criteria were not considered in this first workshop to 

prevent the evaluation process from being guided by cost or ‘popular vote’ influences. 

The first round evaluation workshop identified the following four options to be taken forward for 

further evaluation: 

a) Option A4 Replica Rebuild – same building, modern equivalent materials.  Base isolation 

b) Option B4 New Rebuild – different building, different location, same site.  Base isolation 

c) Option C2 Strengthening existing Cathedral – reuse medium aspects of existing in-situ to 

rebuild same building 

d) Option D3 Relic retention as a monument – minimal relic retained 

As these four options were developed further, a fifth option became apparent that was considered 

to be a potential enhancement on option C2 to strengthen the existing Cathedral.  This new option 

(referred to as Option C2.1) still comprised part of the group of strengthening options, but creates a 

Cathedral of a new design rather than aiming to replicate the existing Cathedral design. 

6.2.4 Second Round Evaluation Workshop (Full Evaluation – Stage 1) 

The objective of the second round evaluation workshop was to identify a clear preferred option 

from the five shortlisted options.  The ‘budget acceptance’ criteria was included within this 

evaluation workshop following the inputs received from the quantity surveyor review. 

The outcome of the evaluation workshop was that two options scored highly (within 1 point of each 

other) and were considered to be too close to identify a preferred option.  These two options were 

therefore taken forward for further development and evaluation.  The two options were: 

a) Option B4 New Rebuild – different building, different location, same site. Base isolation 

b) Option C2.1 Strengthen Existing Cathedral – reuse medium aspects of existing in-situ to 

rebuild new building 
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6.2.5 Third Round Evaluation Workshop (Full Evaluation – Stage 2) 

The objective of the third round evaluation workshop was to identify a preferred option from the 

two shortlisted options that met the CDC’s budget constraint of $45M. 

Both of the shortlisted options taken forward exceeded the $45M budget constraint and therefore 

needed to be further refined to meet the budget limit. 

Options B4 and C2.1 were subjected to a ‘value-engineering’ exercise in which various project 

components were reduced in size or deleted altogether in order to reduce the option cost estimate 

to the CDC budget of $45M.   

Both options were given the notation (a) following the option grouping/number (i.e., B4a and 

C2.1a) in order to differentiate between the fully scoped option and the scope-reduced option to 

meet the CDC budget constraint. 

The outcomes of the value-engineering exercise resulted in amended design scopes for both 

options, as follows: 

Option B4a: 

 Less salvage of former Cathedral elements to reduce demolition costs 

 Reduction of new Cathedral floor area from briefed 2,947m2 down to 2,158m2 (73%) 

 Reduction of Interpretive Centre floor area from briefed 1,768m2 down to 1,326m2 (75%) 

 Reduction in area of siteworks hard landscaping 

Option C2.1a: 

 Reduction of new Cathedral floor area from briefed 2,947m2 down to 1,735m2 (59%) 

 Deletion of the Interpretive Centre from the project 

 Deletion of the Diocesan Offices from the project 

 Reduction is site services and site works 

Due to the radical nature of the reductions in the Cathedral floor area and the deletion of 

Interpretive Centre and Diocesan Office functions arising from Option C2.1a in order to meet the 

CDC $45M budget limit, it was considered the expected benefits of the redevelopment under this 

option would be severely compromised. 

Option B4a (New Rebuild, different building, different location, same site. Base isolation) was 

identified as being the preferred option. 

6.2.6 Consultation Options Evaluation 

In parallel to the options evaluation process as summarised above, two further options were 

identified following consultation activities.  These consultation activities are outlined in Section 9 

below.   
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The two consultation options identified were: 

 Option C2.2 Nave Retention 

This option fits within part of the group of strengthening options (Option C grouping) and 

consequently was referred to as Option C2.2. 

The existing nave, including the internal nave colonnades, side aisles, mezzanine balconies, 

ceilings and roof structure are retained to form part of the new Cathedral.  The retained areas 

are left in-situ and structurally stabilised where practicable, and reconstructed anew where that 

is not practicable. 

 Option D4 Unconstrained Relic 

This option fits within part of the group of relic options (Option D grouping) and consequently 

was referred to as Option D4. 

The existing Cathedral is largely demolished, in a reasonably careful manner so as to salvage 

limited amounts of the fabric superstructure, and to leave the sub-ground archaeology as 

substantially intact as possible for expression in the design and landscaping of the precinct, and 

interpretation to future generations. 

6.2.7 Fourth Round Evaluation Workshop 

The objective of the fourth round evaluation workshop was to evaluate the two consultation options 

in light of the CDC budget limit of $45M. 

The two options were subjected to a value-engineering exercise (signified by the (a) notation).  The 

outcomes of the value-engineering exercise resulted in amended design scopes for both options, as 

follows: 

Option C2.2a: 

 Reduction of new Cathedral floor area from briefed 2,947m2 down to 1,865m2 (63%) 

 Deletion of the Interpretive Centre from the project 

 Deletion of the Diocesan Offices from the project 

 Reduction is site services and site works 

Option D4a: 

 Reduction of new Cathedral floor area from briefed 2,947m2 down to 2,061m2 (70%) 

 Reduction of Interpretive Centre floor area from briefed 1,768m2 down to 1,150m2 (65%) 

 Reduction in area of siteworks hard landscaping 

Upon completion of the fourth round evaluation workshop, neither of the two consultation options 

exceeded the score already obtained for Option B4a as ascertained through the third round 

evaluation workshop. 
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Option B4a remained the preferred option for the Cathedral and site. 

6.2.8 Fifth Round Evaluation 

The objective of the fifth round evaluation, undertaken by the Diocese following further discussions 

with HNZ, CCC and Sir Miles Warren, was to incorporate the feedback received into the outcomes 

of the Fourth Round Evaluation Workshop.   

 

The four options evaluated in the third and fourth round evaluation workshops were revisited in 

light of these discussions.  The main outcome of this was a review of the Heritage Acceptance and 

Community Acceptance scoring across the options.  In particular, it was considered the full 

demolition and build new option (B4a) would be a fatal flaw against these criteria, and as such, 

were scored 0, resulting in it becoming a non-compliant option. 

 

The remaining three options all scored comparably, and the Diocese has made a considered 

decision to proceed with the option to retain the nave (C2.2a) as the recommended option. 

 

This evaluation round is summarised in the table below. 

 

 
 

Option C2.2a is identified as the preferred option for the cathedral. 

  

6.3 Structural Considerations 

The structural elements required for all of the options were taken into account to assist in 

identifying the complexity and cost of the options as they were assessed through the Options 

Assessment Process. 

The structural options for the existing Cathedral take into account the extensive damage to the 

existing building given the extensive knowledge of the building, its performance in the Canterbury 

earthquakes, failure mechanisms and construction. 
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The new-build options could be easily assessed at the “pre-concept” stage, as all aspects of design 

and construction are well known.  However, in order to evaluate a strengthening option for a 

damaged unreinforced masonry building, a structural concept first needed to be developed 

sufficiently to enable the scope of work to be understood.   

General comments regarding the structural approach to the various options considered are as 

follows: 

 The options have been considered at a pre-conceptual or feasibility level 

 Limited, brief calculations have been carried out for selected members 

 Demolition and salvage needs to be allowed for in addition to the options proposed 

 Temporary works needs to be allowed for in addition to the options proposed, and will be 

significant for options involving strengthening 

 Restoring the stonework is common to all options involving retention and strengthening 

 Sketches have been provided taking into account due consideration for structural and 

geotechnical requirements to assist the quantity surveyor in building up a cost estimate 

In addition, Ruamoko Solutions (structural engineers) was commissioned to carry out a peer 

review of the structural solutions for the various options. 

The “Cathedral Options Evaluation: Structural Report” attached at Appendix 2 of this application 

contains the full detail of the structural considerations, drawings showing the structural 

requirements, and the Ruamoko Solutions peer review. 

The structural assessments were used to inform the evaluation for each of the options under the 

‘Technical Feasibility’ criteria. 

6.4 Heritage Considerations 

Given the heritage status of the Cathedral, the effects on heritage values has been a key 

consideration for the Options Assessment process.   

A Heritage Impact Assessment has been undertaken, and has been peer reviewed by David Young, 

an internationally recognised Heritage Consultant. 

Heritage considerations formed an important part of the overall Options Evaluation Process, where 

one of the key criteria used in the evaluation was termed ‘Heritage Acceptance’.  The Heritage 

Acceptance criteria were defined as follows: 

Heritage Acceptance 

 Historical and Social Significance. For its historic value or significance in terms of a 

notable figure, event, phase or activity, and whether it is an important reflection of the identity 

of a community/ social patterns of its time.  
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 Cultural and Spiritual Significance. For its contribution to the distinctive characteristics 

of a way of life, philosophy, religion or other belief and / or the esteem in which it is held by a 

particular group or community, including whether it is of special significance to the Tangata 

Whenua 

 Architectural and Artistic Significance.  For its significance in terms of a design of a 

particular style, period or designer and whether it has significant artistic value or visual 

attributes.  In addition it considers whether the place provides a strong example of work by an 

important architect or architects 

 Group and Setting Significance. For its degree of unity in terms of scale, form, materials, 

texture and colour in relationship to its setting and/or surrounding buildings 

 Landmark Significance. For its landmark significance in the community consciousness 

 Archaeological Significance. The heritage item and its relevance in respect of important 

physical evidence of pre 1900 human activities 

 Technology and Craftsmanship. The heritage items importance for the nature and use of 

materials, finishes and/or constructional methods which were innovative for the period or of 

noteworthy quality 

 Scientific. Considers the association with scientific innovation and achievement 

As fully described in the Cathedral Precinct Masterplan Options Study, the First Round Evaluation 

Workshop considered all of the options against the broad criteria headings only.  Subsequent 

workshops evaluated the short-listed options against each of the sub-criteria (including the 

Heritage Acceptance sub-criteria as shown above) in order to establish a greater division between 

the short-listed options. 

6.5 Cost Estimations 

The CDC have a budget limit of $45M for the Cathedral Precinct project. 

Cost estimates were developed for the five options that were taken through to the Second 

Evaluation Workshop.  Quantity Surveyor input and review was sought and estimates were derived 

using elemental estimates and square metre rates based on the developed option packs. 

This input has shown that to construct all of the elements in the brief would cost in excess of the 

$45M budget.  Value-engineering was therefore required to reconcile the draft brief with the 

budget. 

As noted in Section 6.2.3 above, the ‘budget acceptance’ criteria was not considered at the first 

evaluation workshop to prevent the evaluation process from being guided by cost influences.  It was 

not until the third round evaluation workshop where the CDC budget constraint of $45M was 

introduced and considered 

Subsequent option iterations and evaluations to identify the preferred option used the design brief 

(as stated in Section 6.1.1) as the basis to re-scope the shortlisted options down to the $45M budget 

constraint for final evaluation.  The feasibility of the brief reductions was tested by design studies 

of the re-scoped options. 
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Changes to the brief to re-scope the shortlisted options to the $45M budget are described in the 

Precinct Master Plan Options and Evaluation at Appendix 1 of this application. 
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7 Assessment of Effects on the Environment 

7.1 Effects on Heritage Values   

A Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) has been undertaken and is attached to Appendix 3 of this 

application.  A summary of the Assessment of Effects from the HIA is shown below. 

As a result of the Evaluation Workshop process four sub-options were considered to meet the 

required $45M budget.  These sub-options included:  

 B4a as a new build (a smaller base isolated cathedral, smaller ancillary structures) with 

unconstrained use of the site 

 C2.1a as limited strengthening for reuse as a cathedral 

 C2.2a as conserving the nave and elimination of the interpretive centre and diocesan offices 

 D4a as an archaeological interpretation with smaller interpretive centre.   

After careful consideration of the four final sub-options the sub-option B4a, a new build with 

demolition of the remains of the existing cathedral permitting unconstrained use of the site, was 

selected as most appropriate to enable the future development of the place in accordance with the 

vision, aspirations and fundamental needs of the CDC.  This option includes the construction of a 

new cathedral, interpretive centre and diocesan offices.   

Considering the heritage values afforded to the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament the negative 

effect of the project will be the loss of all physical evidence and heritage values associated with the 

Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament constructed in 1901.  

7.1.1 Recommended Heritage Mitigation Measures 

The HIA recommends the following measures be implemented as mitigation for the total loss of 

heritage values.  These mitigation measures are also contained within the Cathedral Demolition 

Plan (Appendix 4): 

Site Interpretation 

 Develop an interpretation plan for the site.  Heritage interpretation to be implemented with 

due regard to the ICOMOS NZ Charter and in consultation with a heritage specialist 

 Consideration to be given to the development of a memorial to the events that led to the 

demolition of the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament 

Archive  

 Develop and maintain an archive of material associated with the Cathedral of the Blessed 

Sacrament.  This archive should be made available for public use.  It is considered appropriate 

strategies and policies for archival of material be outlined in an interpretation plan. 
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Photographic Recording 

 Develop a photographic record prior to, and during the works 

 Photographic record to complement the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament Photographic 

Record: Report developed by Opus International Limited in 2014 

 Retain a copy of the photographic record in the Catholic cathedral archives 

 Retain digital copies of all images in the Catholic cathedral archives 

Scanning 

 Undertake a 3D scan of the building 

 Scan the exterior of the building prior to the commencement of demolition 

 If possible, scan the interior of the building (in full or in part) should health and safety 

requirements permit 

 Retain a copy of all imagery in the Catholic cathedral archives 

Salvage 

 Determine the future use of previously salvaged material and develop a protocol for disposal of 

items no longer required 

 Prior to the commencement of and, if necessary during demolition, enable the heritage 

consultant to identify significant elements in addition to those outlined in the demolition plan 

for removal and storage. Removal of any items to be carried out in accordance with specific 

removal methodologies provided by the heritage consultant. Removal methodologies may be 

developed on site if required 

 Salvaged materials to remain on site in secure safe storage insofar as is practical 

 Update the Salvage Database to reflect final storage of all materials.  Salvage Database to be 

maintained accordingly 

 Retain a copy of the Salvage Database in the Catholic cathedral archives 

Archaeology 

 An archaeological authority will be obtained prior to commencing the demolition works.  

Should an archaeological authority be granted, all works are to be carried out in accordance 

with the conditions laid out in the authority 

 In addition to the archaeological authority associated with the demolition of the Catholic 

cathedral, further archaeological authorities may be required for any future works on the 

Catholic cathedral site.  It is imperative that the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga 

Regional Archaeologist is consulted prior to any future development of the site 
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Demolition 

 Undertaking of the works will be by a suitably recognised contractor 

 The heritage consultant is to be on site during all critical processes that require specialist 

heritage knowledge and methodology 

7.2 Demolition Related Effects 

7.2.1 Noise 

Demolition works will have the potential to create adverse noise effects on the surrounding 

neighbourhood. 

Construction noise is managed in accordance with the NZ Standard: Acoustics – Construction 

Noise (NZS 6803:1999).  This standard provides for demolition works which are of a temporary 

nature, and includes such measures as noise standards to be met, hours of operation and 

complaints procedures. 

In order to reduce any impacts on the surrounding neighbourhood arising from demolition noise, 

all demolition noise will be managed in accordance with the NZ Standard: Acoustics – 

Construction Noise (NZS 6803:1999). 

The Cathedral Demolition Plan (Appendix 4) contains the requirement for the demolition activities 

to be managed in accordance with this Standard. 

7.2.2 Dust 

Demolition works will have the potential to create adverse dust effects on the surrounding 

neighbourhood.  In addition, demolition / deconstruction works may also have an adverse effect on 

the local stormwater network through run-off during storm events. 

These effects are generally managed in accordance with an appropriate erosion, sediment and dust 

control management plan.   

The Cathedral Demolition Plan (Appendix 4) contains the requirement for an Erosion, Sediment 

and Dust Control Management Plan to be prepared and submitted to the relevant authorities prior 

to demolition works commencing. 

7.2.3 Demolition / Deconstruction Traffic 

Demolition works will require heavy vehicle movements to and from the site. 

In order to reduce any impacts on the surrounding local road network, all demolition traffic will be 

managed through a Temporary Traffic Management Plan, prepared in accordance with the NZTA 

“Code of Practice for Temporary Traffic Management, Fourth Edition, November 2012” (or the 

equivalent Code of Practice at the time of commencing demolition). 

The Cathedral Demolition Plan (Appendix 4) contains the requirement for a Temporary Traffic 

Management Plan to be prepared and submitted to the relevant authorities prior to demolition 

works commencing. 
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7.3 Mitigation Measures 

Based on the AEE above, the following mitigation measures are to be implemented as part of the 

demolition process: 

a) A Heritage Interpretation Plan for the site shall be prepared and implemented 

b) An archive of material associated with the demolition of the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament 

shall be developed and maintained, and shall be made available for public use.  Appropriate 

strategies and policies for the archival of material shall be outlined in the Heritage 

Interpretation Plan 

c) Photographic recording, both prior to and during the demolition works, shall be undertaken.  

The photographic record shall complement the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament 

Photographic Record: Report developed by Opus International Limited in 2014.  A copy of the 

photographic record, and digital copies of all images, shall be retained in the Catholic cathedral 

archives 

d) Prior to the commencement of demolition, a 3D scan of the exterior of the Cathedral shall be 

undertaken.  If health and safety requirements permit, a 3D scan of the interior (in part or in 

full) shall also be undertaken.  A copy of all imagery shall be retained in the Catholic cathedral 

archives 

e) The future use of previously salvaged material shall be determined and a protocol developed for 

the disposal of items no longer required 

f) Prior to the commencement of demolition, and if necessary during demolition, the Heritage 

Consultant shall identify any significant elements that are in addition to those outlined in the 

Demolition Plan for removal and storage.  Removal of any items are to be carried out in 

accordance with specific removal methodologies as provided by the Heritage Consultant.  

Removal methodologies may be developed on site if required 

g) All salvaged materials are to remain on site in secure safe storage, as far as is practical 

h) The existing Salvage Database shall be updated to reflect the final storage of all materials.  The 

Salvage Database shall be maintained and a copy of the Database shall be retained in the 

Catholic cathedral archives 

i) An archaeological authority shall be obtained prior to commencing the demolition works.  All 

works are to be carried out in accordance with the conditions laid out in the Authority 

j) The demolition works shall be undertaken by a contractor who is suitably experienced and 

recognised as being competent at demolition and salvage of a heritage building. 

k) The Heritage Consultant shall be on site during all critical processes that require specialist 

heritage knowledge and methodology 

l) All demolition / deconstruction works shall be managed in accordance with the NZ Standard: 

Acoustics – Construction Noise (NZS 6803:1999) 
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m) All demolition / deconstruction works shall be managed in accordance with an Erosion, 

Sediment and Dust Control Management Plan 

n) All demolition / deconstruction works shall be managed in accordance with a Temporary 

Traffic Management Plan 
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8 Demolition Plan and Methodology 

In order to facilitate the recovery of the Cathedral Precinct in accordance with the Cathedral 

Precinct Master Plan, the following work needs to be carried out: 

 Demolition of the existing Cathedral including foundations to clear the site 

 Salvage of key items from within the building 

 Salvage of parts of the existing building structure for re-use.  

The proposed demolition process is outlined in the Cathedral Demolition Plan attached at 

Appendix 4 of this application.   

The demolition plan includes a combination of both demolition and deconstruction of the 

Cathedral.  Salvage of specific items will be undertaken during the demolition as the hazards are 

removed and access is improved.  Appendix 3 of the Cathedral Demolition Plan identifies the 

specific list of items to be salvaged, and the stages during the demolition process at which they are 

to be removed.  

8.1 Heritage Considerations during Demolition 

During the course of the demolition, a heritage methodology is to be applied to monitor and record 

the demolition.  The primary heritage objective throughout the demolition process will be to 

undertake recording and deconstruction / dismantling work to protect and preserve the specific 

items identified in Appendix 3 of the Cathedral Demolition Plan.   

The heritage methodology is outlined in the Cathedral Demolition Plan attached at Appendix 4 of 

this application.
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9 Consultation 

9.1 Heritage New Zealand and Christchurch City Council 

9.1.1 Initial Consultation 

In addition to / aside from the specific discussions with HNZ and CCC Heritage in relation to the 

securing and deconstruction works described in Section 4 of this report, two meetings were held 

with HNZ and CCC Heritage to test the CDC’s thoughts and direction for the Cathedral and the site. 

These meetings were held prior to the commencement of the Options Assessment Process detailed 

below. The outcomes from these two meetings helped the CDC to re-shape their focus and direction 

by suggesting alternative, creative ways that portions of the existing Cathedral might help shape 

new redevelopment concepts. 

As a result of these two discussions, significant work was subsequently undertaken by the CDC to 

reassess their needs and desires for the Precinct, and to revisit whether demolition of the Cathedral 

was the best option or whether there was an alternative preferred option that allowed for the 

retention, or partial retention, of the Cathedral, prior to committing to demolition.  This resulted in 

the following two phases of work: 

Phase 1 

 Site analysis and description 

 Sequence of events including securing and deconstruction summary 

 Heritage and regulatory framework and requirements 

 Building survey and monitoring of the Cathedral 

 Geotechnical assessment 

Phase 2 

 Express the vision and define the design principles for the cathedral precinct development 

 Verify the functional needs of the Diocese 

 Explore the heritage values given to the site 

 Form the basis of an initial cost estimate 

 Provide direction to the subsequent Master Plan and concept designs as Phase 3 

The outcomes derived from Phase 2 were used to inform the Design Brief as outlined in Section 

6.1.1 above, and which has led to the Options Assessment Process described in this report. 

9.1.2 Options Assessment Process 

Throughout the Options Assessment Process, regular contact was maintained with HNZ and CCC 

as follows: 
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 Met with CMB and Heritage to present The Brief (CMB minutes) 

 Upon completion of the ‘first round evaluation workshop’ which shortlisted the 16 

identified options down to four potential options (later expanded to five) 

 Upon completion of the ‘second round evaluation workshop’ which further evaluated the 

five options and which consequently shortlisted two options for further analysis 

 Upon completion of the ‘third round evaluation workshop’ which took the two shortlisted 

options and further refined them to recognise the CDC budget limit of $45M for the project 

Following each of the above phases, meetings were held with both parties to brief them on the 

outcomes and the next steps to be taken in the process.  When either party could not attend a 

meeting, the relevant information was forwarded and followed up with a telephone discussion.  The 

key intention of these meetings was to ensure that both HNZ and CCC understood the development 

of the evaluation criteria and options, and the clear and consistent reasoning behind the evaluation 

workshops that have led to the identification of the preferred option. 

9.1.3 Consultation Option 

At the meeting with HNZ and CCC following the third round evaluation workshop in December 

2014, a further option was identified and was subsequently developed by the project team. 

This option is described as an ‘unrestrained’ relic option in which the existing Cathedral is largely 

demolished, in a reasonably careful manner so as to salvage limited amounts of the fabric 

superstructure, and to leave the sub-ground archaeology as substantially intact as possible for 

expression in the design and landscaping of the precinct, and interpretation to future generations.  

A new “Relic Garden” is developed on the footprint of the former cathedral. The garden is mainly at 

ground level. The floor plan of the former cathedral is delineated in stone paving on top of the 

foundations to provide the geometric structure of the garden, and various areas of the garden are 

finished as lawn, planting, paving or paths.  A completely new cathedral is constructed to 

contemporary requirements.  

The ‘unrestrained relic option’ was developed and evaluated through the same phases of the 

options assessment process as was used for the earlier options assessments.  This assessment was 

undertaken at the ‘fourth round evaluation workshop’ as detailed in section 6.2.7 above. 

At the time of writing this report, the project team had yet to meet with HNZ and CCC to discuss 

the evaluation and outcome arising from this additional option. 

9.2 Diocese Consultation 

As part of the wider consultation, the Bishop is required under Canon Law to consult with his 

advisers represented by the College of Consultors. Because of the level of expenditure required he 

must also consult with the Council of Priests and secure approval from the Management and 

Finance Board.  Beyond this, the Diocese has updated Mayor Dalziel on the processes being applied 

and progress to date and has met with Minister Gerry Brownlee, representatives of CERA and 

Heritage New Zealand. 
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On 28th November 2014, the Diocese met with Sir Miles Warren to consider a proposal he wished 

to present. 

 

At this meeting, Sir Miles and the Diocese reviewed plans that showed a new approach to retain 

parts of the existing Cathedral, in particular the nave. Sir Miles, working with Holmes Consulting 

who had been involved in an earlier (2003/4) strengthening scheme for the Cathedral, had the 

engineering drawings set out to support his proposal. This scheme showed that the only part of the 

Cathedral that could be realistically retained was the nave. Sir Miles explains; ‘it’s just a box and 

that box can be made secure’ he went on to draw a quite brutal execution of what would be taken 

away in order to enable the retention of the nave. 

 

The Diocese agreed to take his proposal away and run it through exactly the same option analysis 

as all other options, treating it equally with those already reviewed.  Refer to Section 6.2.8 for 

further details of this evaluation. 

 

Sir Miles was keen to stress that he fully understood the option was not viable if the costs proved to 

be too great.  

 

Immediately following this, the Opus team were updated of the outcome of this meeting and the 

proposal from Sir Miles Warren. 

 

The Diocese met with John Hare from Holmes Consulting and a request was made for Holmes 

Consulting and the Opus team to discuss further. 

 

9.2.1 Consultation Option 

The completion of the options analysis and presentation of the Opus draft report issued late 

February 2015 provided the Diocese with a thorough review and detailed understanding of all 

options. Importantly it provided a shortlist of 4 options that became the basis for consultation.  

The decision to go to consultation once the report was fully formed has proven to be a very robust 

approach and has resulted in a carefully thought through recommendation supported by detailed 

analysis and an understanding of the risks involved. 

 

The Opus draft report was received by the Cathedral Management Board on the 2nd March 2015. 

From this point the consultation began and the Diocese took responsibility for the interpretation 

and extrapolation of the data contained in the report.  The future for the Cathedral was considered 

as part of the wider rebuild programme for the Diocese it forms part of the overall recovery plan. 

It will draw down funds that have been pooled for the greater good. Any decision regarding the 

Cathedral impacts directly on the strategy for Christchurch and the funding available for the whole 

Diocese. 

 

Some specifics of the consultation were: 

 Cathedral Management Board reached unanimous agreement to recommend the nave 

retention option to the Bishop following a series of individual briefings and then a full 

Board review. 

 The Management and Finance Board required that the Financial Model be updated to 

reflect the anticipated costs and the whole of the recovery plan before supporting the 

recommendation. At a second meeting where the Financial Model demonstrates the 
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viability of the capped scheme within the proposed timeframe, the recommendation 

received unanimous support. 

 The College of Consultors requested that the consultation be widened to include the Council 

of Priests. This met the requirements of Canon Law but also involved a wider group with a 

greater representation of parishes and parishioners. Two meetings were held, the first to 

share the details of the process and the outcomes of the analysis, the second to consider the 

recommendation from the Cathedral Management Board. Unanimous support was given to 

the recommendation. 

 The Bishop, having consulted with all his advisors confirmed his acceptance of the 

recommendation from the Cathedral Management Board and instructed the Board to 

proceed with the application. 

Support from the external stakeholders has been strong with consistent comment on the quality of 

the process and the depth of the analysis. 

 

In particular, Heritage New Zealand described the decision as ‘brave’ but in a positive way, were 

very encouraged by the recommendation being made. 

 

Heritage New Zealand was updated not only on the recommendation made to the Bishop but on 

the plan for all the Heritage churches in the Diocese. The plan demonstrates that the Cathedral 

outcome is integral to the whole recovery plan and rebuild project. 

 

The timeline for consultation is detailed below.  This timeline mainly recognises consultation 

activities undertaken following issue of this report in draft.  In addition, there has been significant 

consultation undertaken with HNZ and CCC Heritage, both prior to, and during the Options 

Assessment Process.  This is detailed above in Section 9.1. 
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Consultation Timeline 
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Appendix 1: Catholic Cathedral Precinct – Precinct Master Plan Options and 

Evaluation 
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FOREWORD

The Catholic Diocese of Christchurch (CDC) engaged Opus in 2014 to undertake this 

masterplanning study for the Cathedral precinct on Barbadoes Street, Christchurch.

The purpose of this masterplanning study is to provide information to the CDC to 

assist them to make informed decisions about how best to redevelop the Cathedral 

precinct.

For purposes of assessment, the scope of the masterplanning study is limited to 

the existing Cathedral precinct. This precinct is approximately 280 metres long and 

varies between 55 and 95 metres wide. It is envisaged to accommodate a range of 

buildings and features including a Cathedral, Interpretive Centre, Diocesan Offices, 

and Presbytery. The adjacent school sites have not been included within the 

masterplanning design scope, but the potential synergies and interactions between 

the schools and the precinct are recognised, and the evaluation of each option has 

included the potential to maximise this.

Scope and scale of the masterplan design study is strategic and precinct-wide, so 

while each design option illustrates the individual buildings and other components 

to scale and correct total floor area, detailed designs for each building have not been 

generated. The focus of the study is determining the potential of various different 

relative arrangements of the key buildings and features of the precinct. Therefore 

the buildings are illustrated for each option in a relatively standardised and generic 

manner, to allow the evaluation focus to remain on their relative arrangements and 

interrelationships, rather than risk being influenced by the idiosyncrasies of a variety 

of detailed design proposals. Specific design for each building and site feature will 

follow in subsequent project stages.

Design options have been produced in response to the functional and aspirational 

brief for the project, generated in a previous project stage (Refer Appendix). The future 

of the existing Cathedral is central to the masterplanning study and so the design 

options have in large part been generated to ensure that a full range of options for 

reconstruction, retention in whole or in part, or replacement were considered.

Options have then been evaluated and ranked against pre-established criteria, which  

were established in conjunction with the CDC, and reflect the vision for how the 

precinct might support the work of the Church in the CDC, and the benefits that are 

expected from the investment in the redevelopment project.

A very wide range of options were initially considered, and these have been evaluated 

and refined through an iterative process of shortlisting, design development and re-

evaluation. After a series of evaluation stages, a preferred option has emerged and is 

recommended.
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Left: Former Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament 

O’Beirne, G. (2005). Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament
Retrieved from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cathedral_
of_the_Blessed_Sacrament,_Christchurch
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of the masterplanning study is to provide information to the CDC to 

assist them to make informed decisions about how best to redevelop the Cathedral 

precinct.

This report documents the process and the outcome of an options assessment study, 

and recommends the masterplan design option considered to provide the best 

framework for the redevelopment.

The assessment process was as follows:

• Assessment criteria were generated from the masterplan brief generated in

2014, and to reflect the CDC vision for the precinct and the benefits that the

redevelopment is expected to generate. While the Cathedral is clearly the main

driver for the redevelopment and central to the success of the precinct, the

masterplan brief also reflects the intention to add a greater range of activities and

amenities to the precinct to enable greater outreach to the Parish, Diocese and

broader community.

• The project team re-familiarised themselves with the physical layout, attributes

and potential of the precinct site and its context.

• A wide range of different masterplan design approaches were generated. The

Cathedral is the main driver for the precinct. So while the masterplan options

incorporated a number of different buildings and site features, the key generator

for the options and key differentiator between them, was whether the former

Cathedral would be strengthened and restored, wholly or partially, or demolished

and replaced with a new Cathedral.

• Consultation with several interested parties resulted in two sub-options generated 

from their suggestions, in addition to those generated by the project team.

• The options were assessed against the assessment criteria. This was an iterative

process in which the initial “long list” was reduced to a shortlist. The shortlisted

options were developed in more detail and reassessed, until a preferred option

clearly emerged. In later evaluation stages, shortlisted options were amended to

comply with the project budget of $45m.

The recommended masterplan option is labelled B4a. Option B4a is described in 

outline on pages 10 and 11, and in more detail further into the report. Option B4a 

has a cost estimate of $45 million, and involves demolishing the former Cathedral and 

replacing it with a new Cathedral elsewhere on the site. Final design verification has 

shown that locating a new Cathedral on the same site as the existing Cathedral (option 

B2) also provides similar benefits and opportunities. Therefore it is suggested that the 

final location for the new Cathedral be determined in subsequent implementation 

stages of the redevelopment. 

‘...The precinct should be an enabler to lead, guide 
and serve the community; a place of learning that 
integrates with the Catholic Education Precinct.’

PRECINCT MASTERPLANNING BRIEF JUNE 2014
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OPTION EVALUATION FLOWCHART

Workshop One

Internal Screening

Develop 

Evaluation 

Criteria

Evaluation 

Framework

Identify 

16 Options

Shortlisted Four

Options

Identi�ed

Fifth

Option

Develop Five

Options

Cost 

Estimates

Workshop Two

Full Evaluation 

Stage One

Shortlisted Two

Options

Redevelop Options 

to Budget

CDC

Budget

Limit

Workshop Three

Full Evaluation 

Stage Two

Identify

Preferred Option

Workshop Four

Evaluation of 

Consultation Options

Develop Two

Consultation

Options

Identi�ed Two

Consultation

Options

Identify

Preferred Option

Recommend

Preferred Option

The following evaluation flowchart outlines the process in which the design options 

were developed and tested to a final preferred option. 
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RECOMMENDED OPTION OVERVIEW

Option B4a has been selected as the preferred option in this assessment. 

Option B4a provides the best opportunities for the CDC to achieve the multiple 

benefits expected of the precinct redevelopment within the stated project budget, 

including advancing the work of the Diocese and reaching out to Christchurch with a 

new and attractive presence. 

A completely new Cathedral would be constructed to meet the contemporary and 

future requirements of the CDC. As the location of the Cathedral on the precinct is not 

constrained, the maximum opportunity is provided to optimise the Cathedral location 

and footprint and achieve best fit within the neighbourhood, and synergies with the 

many other functions briefed to be accommodated within the Precinct. The illustrated 

scheme shows the Cathedral at the north end of the site, near the corner of Barbadoes 

Street and Ferry Road. Other locations are possible and should be explored in more 

detail in future design stages. For example, the Cathedral might be located centrally 

on the site, with Interpretive Centre to the (sunny) north side and Diocesan Offices to 

the south, in a similar arrangement to Option B2.

It addition to the new Cathedral, a highly integrated interpretive centre would be 

constructed in close proximity to the Cathedral, providing opportunities for both 

buildings to front onto a shared public forecourt and with a courtyard between the 

two, which might have a more private, parish-centred focus. The Interpretive Centre is 

expected to include a reception area, music and performance space, museum, parish 

offices and a commercial café. Linkages to the Cathedral can be designed without 

functional compromises, and to be architecturally sympathetic to both buildings. 

Diocesan Offices would be reconstructed to replace the existing, earthquake damaged 

offices. The illustrated scheme shows them located close to the Presbytery, but 

flexibility is available for them to have a closer relationship to the Cathedral and/or 

Interpretive Centre if that is found to be desirable.

The existing presbytery is a new and functionally appropriate building, so is illustrated 

as remaining in place. The option provides flexibility for it to be altered or replaced if 

desired but this is not currently foreseen.

Salvaged historic elements from the former Cathedral might be repurposed within the 

Interpretive Centre (e.g. in the museum), within the linkage (e.g. a colonnade along 

the linkage length), within the Cathedral itself, or in an outdoor relic garden.

Above: B4a Inital Exploration, Potential precinct layout
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B4a INITAL EXPLORATION RESPONSE TO URBAN CONTEXT

11

Cathedral Presence

Cathedral Forecourt Connectivity

Above: The Presence of the Cathedral holds utmost 

importance in the new precinct. These illustrations of 

the option show how the Cathedral and its forecourt to 

address the traffic flow and visual connection towards 

the CBD.

Right: Fragments of Light pt2

Authors Image. (2015)

Active Edge ConnectivityHistoric Retention

Edge ActivationSchool Connection
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Cathedral Presence Cathedral Forecourt Connectivity

COURTYARD SOUTH - FERRY ROAD ALLIGNMENT

This design study develops option B4a by addressing vehicle circulation. Circulation 
has been developed behind the Cathedral to provide better linkages to adjacent roads 
and to allow car parks and service access to be located more conveniently.
This more detailed design study confirms that the benefits expected from option B4a 
can be achieved, and that the option provides a sound basis for further development.

Edge Activation

B4a LAYOUT EXPLORATION

Option B4a has been further explored through a short series of design studies which 
test the viability of this as a preferred option.

The separate functional areas within the Interpretive Centre, the ancillary support 
spaces associated with the Cathedral, and the circulation routes between them have 
been planned in more detail and are shown separately (but still diagrammatically).

Additionally, each development has been visually analysed in terms of Cathedral 
Presence, Forecourt Connectivity, and Edge Activation as per previous Options C2.1a 
and B4a.
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COURTYARD NORTH - BARBADOES STREET ALIGNMENT

This design study is similar to the ‘Option B4a - Courtyard South’ in terms of design 
evolution. Vehicle circulation has been developed behind the Cathedral to provide 
better linkages to adjacent roads and to allow car parks and service access to be 
located more conveniently.

This design study represents a departure from previous iterations of option B4a, by 
‘mirroring’ the Interpretive Centre and Cathedral to place the IC on the sunny northern 
side of the tall Cathedral. This has resulted in a different and equally sound basis 
for further development. This study also confirms the degree of flexibility that was 
assessed as a strength of Option B4a, in terms of leaving many design opportunities 
open as the brief and project design develops further in the future project stages.

COURTYARD NORTH - SPLIT STREET ALIGNMENT 

This design Study is very similar to the ‘Option B4a - Courtyard North’ in terms of 
design evolution. The option angles the Interpretive Center to address both Ferry 
Road and the corner connection with the inner city. This allows for better site usage 
optimisation and provides for larger Barbadoes Street Forecourts and public gathering 
areas.

In addition, this provides for greater visual connection with to the cathedral from 
Barbadoes Street. The main vehicle circulation has been developed behind the 
Cathedral to provide better linkages to adjacent roads and to allow car parks and 
service access to be located more conveniently.

This has resulted in a different and equally sound basis for further development.

Cathedral Presence Cathedral Forecourt Connectivity Edge Activation Cathedral Presence Cathedral Forecourt Connectivity Edge Activation
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Left: Photo of Catholic Cathedral precinct model

Authors Image. (2014)

‘...The four pastoral principles:” holiness, 
communion, collaboration, mission” define the 
Catholic Diocese of Christchurch vision and will 
inform the key principles on which the Catholic 
Cathedral precinct design will be based.’

PRECINCT MASTERPLANNING BRIEF JUNE 2014
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PRECINCT BRIEF SUMMARY

Opus and the CDC developed a draft design brief for the Cathedral precinct in early 

2014. This draft brief has not been formally adopted by the CDC because wider 

consultation about the vision and functional requirements for the redevelopment has 

not proceeded to a point where the brief could be finalised and adopted. 

In addition, Quantity Surveyor input into the options study has shown that to construct 

all the elements in the brief would cost in excess of the $45M budget. Therefore further 

value engineering will be needed to reconcile the draft brief with the feedback from 

consultation, and to the budget. 

For the purposes of the options study, the full brief was used as the basis to develop a 

very diverse range of preliminary options. In later iterations and evaluations the draft 

brief was used as a basis to re-scope shortlisted options down to the $45M budget for 

final evaluation. The re-scoping was done in discussion with the Diocese Property and 

Development Manager, and the feasibility of the brief reductions was tested by design 

studies of the re-scoped options.

Key features within the draft brief are as follows;

• A Cathedral to accommodate a congregation of 600, plus the choir and 60 priests.

The brief also includes a wide variety of functional and spiritual ancillary spaces

such as a Narthex, side chapel, sacristies, storage, etc. The briefed requirements

are derived from modern expectations for places of worship, and the experience

of the CDC in using the current Cathedral. The brief requires that a new Cathedral

should ideally have a larger capacity for people than the current Cathedral, and

provide a considerably more extensive range of integrated support spaces. The

briefed gross floor area is in the order of 2,950 m2. Subsequent cost estimates have 

shown that this floor area will probably need to be reduced down to around 2,200

m2 to meet budget. A desktop design study has shown that the functional needs

of the brief can still be met within that footprint, albeit in a more constrained

format.

• An Interpretive Centre to include a welcome and information point for visitors,

museum and catholic education centre, parish amenities and meeting rooms,

archives and study spaces, an auditorium and a commercial café. The former

precinct did not provide for these requirements in a coordinated manner, if at all.

They are seen as being essential for the life of the parish and CDC, and to engage

the broader community. The briefed gross floor area is in the order of 1,770 m2.

Subsequent cost estimates have shown that this floor area will probably need to

be reduced down to around 1,350 m2 to meet budget. A desktop design study

has shown that the benefits expected of the Interpretive Centre can mostly be

met within that footprint, but with some compromises that would need to be

evaluated further to obtain the best outcome.

• A new Diocesan Office building, to replace the current earthquake-risk building.

The brief calls for a new building very similar in overall floor area to the existing,

but providing more flexibility and a different mix of spaces inside. The briefed

gross floor area is in the order of 855 m2.

• A Presbytery. The existing Presbytery is relatively new and is seen as being very

appropriate to needs. The options study has assumed that it will be retained.

• Car parking and vehicle circulation.

• Siteworks to form useful exterior spaces and linkages between the above, and to

provide beautiful setting for the precinct activities.

Changes to the brief to re-scope the shortlisted options to the $45M budget are 

described in the Options Assessment Report, under each shortlisted option B4a and 

C2.1a.

The draft brief has proven to be a sound basis both for conceptual master planning 

design work, and for the preliminary re-scoping of shortlisted designs down to 

the $45M budget.  It is expected that the final brief will contain more background 

information and guidance as to building “look and feel”, as well as more detailed 

functional requirements than the draft brief currently contains. Some of the required 

features and estimated floor areas within the draft brief may also be amended as a 

result. It is also expected that the final Cathedral precinct brief might be developed 

alongside concepts for the adjacent schools, in order to maximise potential linkages 

and synergies.
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The precinct design principles were established in phase two of the consultation 

process with CDC these were defined as:

• Sacred Space

• Transcendence

• Community Engagement

• Future Legacy

• Stewardship

• Multiculturalism

PRECINCT DESIGN PRINCIPLES
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EVALUATION CRITERIA

It was important to establish the evaluation criteria prior to considering what options 

might be developed for consideration.  This ensured that the criteria were not 

developed to favour or handicap any possible option.  

The criteria were developed from the precinct design principles and precinct 

masterplanning brief and were identified as:

• Adherence to CDC Vison

• Precinct Functionality

• Budget Acceptance

• Technical Feasibility

• Heritage Acceptance

• Urban Design Values

• Community Acceptance (CDC Consultation)

• Futureproofing

Each of these criteria were then expanded to provide detailed definitions, with sub-

criteria and definition statements. (Refer Appendix)

Two criteria, Budget Acceptance and Community Acceptance, were not considered 

in the first evaluation workshop (Initial Screening). This was to prevent the evaluation 

process from being guided by cost or ‘popular vote’ influences. 

The cost component was included in the subsequent two workshops, and the 

Community Acceptance criteria was renamed CDC Consultation to better define its 

intent.

These criteria were developed by the project team in conjunction with CDC,  with the 

exeption of CDC Consultation which was managed within the Diocese.

ADHERANCE TO CDC VISION
 Sacred Space, Transcendence  
 Community Engagement

  Future Legacy
 Stewardship
 Multiculturalism

PRECINCT FUNCTIONALITY        
    Precinct Planning

  Cathedral
 Interpretive Centre
 Diocesan Oices

  Presbytery
 Music and Performing Arts                  

  Carparking
  Landscaping

BUDGET ACCEPTANCE  
    Cost Estimates

TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY            
    Complexity

 Seismic Resilience
 Constructability
 Compliance

HERITAGE ACCEPTANCE           
    Historic and Social

 Cultural and Spiritual
 Architectural and Artistic
 Group and Setting

  Landmark
  Archaeological
  Technology and Craftsmanship        
  Scientiic         

URBAN DESIGN VALUES 
    City Context

 Precinct Prominence
  Life and ‘Buzz’
 Placemaking
 Connections         

  CPTED
 Precinct Synergies

FUTURE PROOFING
    Cathedral

 Future Additions
 Diocesan Oices
 Interpretive Centre
 Catholic Education Precinct                                               
 Enhanced Links to Neighbours         

Right: Frères Sainsaulieu’s Notre Dame du Chene - 

Virolay (France)

Fouillet, F. (2012). Eglise St Martin Retrieved from 
http://www.archdaily.com/?p=305871
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LOCATION

CANTERBURY

Canterbury is New Zealand’s largest region by area, with an area of 45,346 km². The 

region is traditionally bounded in the north by the Conway River and to the west by 

the Southern Alps. The southern boundary is the Waitaki River.

The area is commonly divided into North Canterbury (north of the Rakaia River to the 

Conway River), Mid Canterbury (from the Rakaia River to the Rangitata River), South 

Canterbury (south of the Rangitata River to the Waitaki River) and Christchurch City. 

The population of the Canterbury region is 522,000 (June 2013 estimate), making it 

the largest region by population in the South Island and the second largest region 

by population in New Zealand.

CHRISTCHURCH Christchurch is the largest city in the South Island of New Zealand by area and the 

country ’s third-most populous urban area. It lies one third of the way down the 

South Island’s east coast, just north of Banks Peninsula which itself, since 2006, lies 

within the formal limits of Christchurch. The population of Christchurch City at the 5 

March 2013 census was 348,435

Source: 

Stats NZ. (2013). QuickStats About Canterbury Region. Retrieved 
from http://stats.govt.nz/Census/2006CensusHomePage/QuickStats/
AboutAPlace/SnapShot.aspx?id=1000013&type=region&ParentID=
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THE BLUEPRINT PLAN

Developed following the earthquakes in 2011, the Christchurch Central Recovery 

Plan (CCRP) outlines the future development of central Christchurch.

The CCRP incorporates a spatial Blueprint Plan developed by a professional 

consortium working with the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority ’s 

Christchurch Central Development Unit (CCDU) over a 100 day period.

The Blueprint Plan describes the form in which the central city can be rebuilt as a 

whole, and defines the locations of ‘anchor ’ projects, which will stimulate further 

development.

The current edition of the blueprint plan does not make specific proposals or 

references to the Catholic Cathedral precinct, however the precinct is located very 

close to the Frame and its proposed developments. Additionally Barbadoes St and 

Ferry Rd provide a strong connectivity to the CBD.

The CDC aspirations for the Cathedral precinct redevelopment are to increase the 

presence of the Cathedral and precinct in Christchurch. The new Interpretive Centre 

is expected to create a sense of  ‘life and buzz’ within the precinct by offering a 

variety of activities and amenities to the broader community.
The Blueprint Plan: issued on July 2012

Not to scale

CATHOLIC CATHEDRAL PRECINCT

CHRISTCHURCH CENTRAL RECOVERY PLAN

Source: 

Christchurch Central Development Unit
http://www.ccdu.govt.nz
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IMMEDIATE SITE CONTEXT

CHRISTCHURCH CATHOLIC CATHEDRAL PRECINCT - SITE

Situated on the South-East corner of the Christchurch CBD the Catholic Cathedral 

precinct might be redeveloped to form a more prominent gateway to the city, and 

to engage with a more diverse range of people in the surrounding context and wider 

city.

Two Catholic schools neighbour the precinct to the east. The opportunity to create 

greater synergies and to share facilities between the Cathedral and schools is an 

important part of the Precinct Vision, and that is reflected in the Assessment Criteria.

The nearby CPIT and commercial premises provide opportunities for greater 

community outreach to the immediate neighbourhood, and potential patrons for 

any commercial operations, such as a café, within the precinct.

Within the context of the city blueprint plan this site will be closely bordered by 

major cycle and bus routes, as well as major arterial roads, providing for the potential 

to engage the community beyond the immediate surroundings.

For the purposes of this study, it has been assumed ( in discussion with a CDC 

representative) that some flexibility is available in the alignment of the school / 

precinct boundary as both are under common ownership.
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ACTIVE EDGE OPORTUNITIES ACTIVE EDGE SCHOOL RELATION OPORTUNITIES BEYOND THE SITE - NEIGHBOURS

Above: The orientation and positioning of this site engages opportunity to promote 

active edges on the majority of boundaries. The North and West boundaries engage 

vital traffic routes in and out of the city whilst the east promotes strong school 

relations.

Left: With sustainability being on of the key design principles of the CDC, and to 

promote passive thermal control, it is important to note the annual sun distribution 

and prevailing wind direction.

The area to the immediate south of the cathedral is likely to be shaded for much of 

the day. Outdoor space needs to be sheltered from the easterly wind direction.
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METHODOLOGY: GENERATING DESIGN OPTIONS

After the Assessment Criteria had been established, based on the Masterplan Brief 

and analysis of the site and context, design work could begin to identify a range of 

strategic options for redevelopment.

The Cathedral is the key element in the precinct therefore the first step to identify 

options was to consider what overall approaches could be adopted to treat the 

Cathedral. Approaches were identified as following:

A   - Deconstruct the Cathedral completely and rebuild a replica in the exact same 
position.

B   - Deconstruct the Cathedral completely, and rebuild a new Cathedral on the 
Precinct site.

C   - Retain part of the existing Cathedral and rebuild new Cathedral incorporating
the remaining fabric plus replica new-build.

D   - Retain part of the existing Cathedral as a relic and build a new Cathedral 
elsewhere on the precinct site.

E    - Mothballing the existing Cathedral building to make safe and protect against 
weather and non-permitted entry.

F    - Do nothing.

These approaches were then explored to establish a number of design principles 

which formed the basis of each Option.  As shown in table (Right), this has provided 

a framework of Option Groups representing each broad approach. Individual Options 

within each group represent ‘variations upon the theme’ for evaluation in the first 

round evaluation.

REF Group Design Principle  Description

A Replica build
A1 Same building, like for like  Deconstruct completely and reconstruct

materials / same materials. replica to original design as close as 
Standard foundations. reasonably practical, with maximum 

salvage fabric reused, standard
foundations.

A2 Same building, like for like  Deconstruct completely and reconstruct
materials / same materials. replica to original design as close as 
Base isolation reasonably practical, with maximum 

salvage fabric reused, base isolation.

A3 Same building, modern equivalent Deconstruct completely and reconstruct
materials. Standard foundations. replica to original design with modern  

materials and minimum salvaged fabric, 
standard foundations.

A4 Same building, modern equivalent Deconstruct completely and reconstruct
materials. Base isolation. replica to original design with modern  

materials and minimum salvaged fabric,
base isolation.

B New rebuild
B1 Different building, same location Deconstruct completely and construct 

standard foundations. new Cathedral to new design in same 
location. Standard foundations.

B2 Different building, same location Deconstruct completely and construct 
base isolation. new Cathedral to new design in same 

location. Base isolation

B3 Different building, different location Deconstruct completely and construct 
same site, standard foundations. new Cathedral to new design in same 

site but a different location. Standard
foundations.

B4 Different building, different location Deconstruct completely and construct 
same site, base isolation. new Cathedral to new design in same 

site but a different location. Base
isolation.

C Strengthen existing damaged Cathedral for reuse as a Cathedral
C1 Reuse extensive aspects of Maximum Fabric stabilised in-situ,

existing in-situ. minimum demo and reconstruction.

C2 Reuse medium aspects of Mix of in-situ stabilisation and
existing in-situ. reconstruction.

C3 Reuse minimal aspects of Mostly reconstructed, with stabilisation 
existing in-situ. in-situ in part.

D Relic - retain aspects of existing Cathedral as a monument
D1 Large extensive relic retained or Relic extensive aspects of existing; north

reconstructed. and west walls; crypt; colonnade; arches;
and foundations.

D2 Significant relic retained or Relic Significant aspects of existing; 
reconstructed. west wall and partial north; colonnade; 

and foundations.

D3 Minimal relic retained. Relic aspects of existing; crypt; 
foundations; relic garden with old
foundation expressed, little structure.

E Do Minimum - Mothballing
E1 Secure Building from  Take long term measures to secure   

unauthorised access. building from unauthorised access.
Take measures to protect building from
weather or deterioration.

F Do Nothing
F1 Do Nothing Leave Building in current State.  

Take no security or protection measures

For all 16 options, the following were developed for the Initial Screening Workshop:

(Refer Appendix)

• Site layout plan

• Description of option

• A statement of key attributes in terms of each evaluation criteria.

Workshop One

Internal Screening

Develop 

Evaluation 

Criteria

Identify 

16 Options

Shortlisted Four

Options

Develop Five

Options

Workshop Two

Full Evaluation 

Stage One

Shortlisted Two

Options

Redevelop Options 

to Budget

Workshop Three

Full Evaluation 

Stage Two

Identify

Preferred Option

Workshop Four

Evaluation of 

Consultation Options
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WORKSHOP ONE - INITIAL SCREENING

The objective of this workshop was to identify an unspecified number (in the likely 

range of 4-7) of options that would progress to further development and evaluation.

A scoring framework was established that required a rating for each criteria.  The 

rating scale adopted was:

3 Good Outcome

2 Neutral Outcome

1 Poor Outcome

0 Unacceptable Outcome

An average of all the criteria ratings against each option provided a final rating for 

each option.

The workshop was attended by the Opus project team, each participating in the 

option evaluation. This included:

• Project Director

• Project Manager

• Architectural Director

• Project Architect

• Structural Engineer

• Heritage Specialist

• Planner

A CDC representative attended the workshop, acting as an observer. They did not 

participate in the evaluation.

Prior to the workshop each team member was required to individually pre-score the 

options.  This pre-scoring was then combined to provide a provisional rating for all 

the options.

A reliability index was then established to identify the alignment of all the scores.  

This provided quick recognition of where the project team were aligned with their 

individual scoring, and where there were significant difference of view.

At the workshop, the discussion, moderation and final decision on scoring for each 

criteria was led by the technical specialist.  These were:

• Adherence to CDC Vison Project Architect

• Precinct Functionality  Project Architect

• Budget Acceptance Not assessed

• Technical Feasibility Structural Engineer

• Heritage Acceptance Heritage Specialist

• Urban Design Values  Project Architect

• Community Acceptance Not assessed

• Futureproofing Project Architect

The outcome of the workshop is summarised in the Initial Screening Evaluation Matrix 

Selected Options

Four options were initially selected from Workshop 1 for further development.  They 

were:

1. A4 Replica Rebuild – Original design, Modern equivalent materials. Base isolation.

2. B4 New Rebuild – Contemporary building, different location, same site. Base

isolation.

3. C2 Strengthening Existing Cathedral – Reuse medium aspects of existing insitu to

rebuild original design with modern equivalent materials.

4. D3 Relic Retention as a Monument – Minimal relic retained. New Cathedral built

elsewhere on site.

As the project team started developing these four options further, it became apparent 

that a 5th option should also be considered, that would potentially be an enhancement 

on the selected C2 option.  This option (C2.1) was included in the group of options to 

be considered further.

5. C2.1 Strengthening Existing Cathedral – Reuse medium aspects of existing insitu

to form part of a contemporary building. 

This option C2.1 still comprises part of the C group of strengthening options, but 

is based on creating a Cathedral of new design rather than aiming to replicate the 

existing Cathedral design.

Option Development

The five options identified above were then developed further, to produce the 

following.

• Site layout plan

• Description of option

• Architectural statement

• Structural statement (where applicable)

• Architectural sketches

• Initial structural concept sketches

• Review of key attributes relating to each evaluation criteria

• Development of cost estimates

(Refer Appendix for Workshop 2 - Full Evaluation Stage 1)
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INITIAL SCREENING EVALUATION MATRIX

A1          2 2           -           0 1 2 - 1          1.33        NO

A2          2 2           -           1 1 2 - 1          1.50        NO

A3          2 2           -           1 1 2 - 2          1.67        NO

A4          2 2           - 2 1 2 - 2          1.83       YES

B1          3 2           -           2 0 2 - 2          1.83        NO

B2          3 2           -           3 0 2 - 2          2.00        NO

B3          3 3           -           2 0 3 - 3          2.33        NO

B4          3 3           - 3 0 3 - 3          2.50       YES

C1          1 2           -           0 3 2 - 1          1.50        NO

C2          2 2           - 0 2 2 - 2          1.67       YES

C3          2 2           -           1 1 2 - 2          1.67        NO

D1          3 1           -           0 3 1 - 1          1.50        NO

D2          3 1           -           1 2 1 - 1          1.50        NO

D3          3 2           - 2 1 2 - 1          1.83       YES

E1          1 0           -           1 3 0 - 0          0.83        NO

F1          0 0           -           1 0 0 - 0          0.17        NO

LEGEND:

     0 Unacceptable outcome

     1 Poor outcome

     2 Neutral outcome

     3 Good outcome

Workshop One

Internal Screening

Develop 

Evaluation 

Criteria

Identify 

16 Options

Shortlisted Four

Options

Develop Five

Options

Workshop Two

Full Evaluation 

Stage One

Shortlisted Two

Options

Redevelop Options 

to Budget

Workshop Three

Full Evaluation 

Stage Two

Identify

Preferred Option

Workshop Four

Evaluation of 

Consultation Options
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‘...The Catholic Cathedral Precinct will support 
enrich and expand the vision of the Catholic 
Community of Canterbury. It  will be a significant 
spiritual entity in the reconstructed fabric of 
Christchurch City.’

PRECINCT MASTERPLANNING BRIEF JUNE 2014

Left: Eglise St Martin - Donges (France)

Fouillet, F. (2012). Eglise St Martin Retrieved from 
http://www.archdaily.com/?p=305871
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Option B4 (Fresh Start)
The existing Cathedral is completely dismantled.

A completely new Cathedral is constructed to contemporary 

requirements of the CDC. The location of the Cathedral on 

the precinct is not constrained, so can be optimised to 

achieve best fit, synergies, and use of the site.

A highly integrated interpretive centre is constructed to the 

south of the Cathedral, fronting onto a shared forecourt and 

with a courtyard between the two. Linkages to the Cathedral 

can be designed to be uncompromised functionally, and 

architecturally sympathetic.

The presbytery and diocesan offices are arranged in the 

standardised design adopted for all shortlisted options. As 

an alternative, the diocesan offices could be relocated closer 

to the interpretive centre, should closer links be seen as an 

advantage. 

Option A4 (All - New Replica Rebuild)
The existing Cathedral is dismantled, in a careful manner so 

as to salvage amounts of the building fabric for reuse where 

reasonably practicable.

A new Cathedral is constructed in replica to the original 

configuration from modern equivalent materials, with the 

incorporation of some salvaged materials.

Indicative Construction may be as follows:

- Basic structure of in-situ or precast concrete, with steel 

framing to form roofs and the dome.

- Roof claddings of copper sheet on the dome, towers and 

any other roofs easily visible from the ground.

- Copper capping to visible parapets and/or other roof 

elements clad in coloursteel or longrun copper or zinc to 

modern practice.

- Wall claddings of Oamaru stone veneer with some carved 

detail to the majority of the exterior, and incorporating 

salvaged stone where possible and especially for highly 

detailed carved elements. 

- New interior architecture and finishes, incorporating 

limited but consolidated areas of salvaged interior Oamaru 

stone and salvaged treasures. The remainder of the interior 

constructed in accordance with the original configuration, 

but of painted stucco finish with simplified detail lines 

formed to continue the classical geometry in a stripped or 

contemporary manner. 

A highly integrated interpretive centre is constructed to the 

north of the Cathedral, fronting onto a shared forecourt and 

with a courtyard between the two. Linkages to the Cathedral 

from the interpretive centre could be a covered walkway 

with glazing to one wall, kept minimalist and stopping short 

of the Cathedral to maintain its architectural integrity as 

a stand-alone building. The interpretive centre would be 

unlikely to match the Cathedral closely, but may allude to it 

in some subtle respects.

The presbytery and diocesan offices are arranged in the 

standardised design adopted for all shortlisted options. As 

an alternative, the diocesan offices could be relocated closer 

to the south of the Cathedral, so they and the interpretive 

centre frame the Cathedral frontage.
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* Gazebo link with possible Relic
colonnade

** Garden with possible Relic
landscape

 Link *






* Completely new Cathedral re-
built to original configuration with
modern equivalent materials and
a small percentage of recovered
existing materials
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* Gazebo link with possible Relic colonnade

** New Cathedral incorporating portion of
existing ( Portion of existing Cathedral nave
and front facade stabilised in-situ)

*** Garden with possible Relic landscape
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 Link *

Option C2.o (Replica Rebuild incorporating 
Stabilised Heritage)
The existing Cathedral is largely dismantled, in a careful 

manner so as to salvage amounts of the fabric for reuse 

where reasonably practicable. 

Limited areas of existing building fabric are retained in place, 

structurally stabilised, and new works are constructed to 

incorporate them as seamlessly as possible. Other than the 

retained areas of existing building, the new Cathedral is re-

constructed to the original configuration, but from modern 

equivalent materials, and in a similar manner to option A4.

A highly integrated interpretive centre is constructed to the 

north of the Cathedral, fronting onto a shared forecourt and 

with a courtyard between the two. Linkages to the Cathedral 

can be designed to be uncompromised functionally, and 

architecturally sympathetic.

The presbytery and diocesan offices are arranged in the 

standardised design discussed above. As an alternative, the 

diocesan offices could be relocated closer to the south of 

the Cathedral, so they and the interpretive centre frame the 

Cathedral frontage.

* New Cathedral with some fabric
retained in-situ (Shown blue).
Majority rebuilt to resemble original
with new structure.
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Option C2.1 (Stabilised Heritage within 
Contemporary Cathedral)
The existing Cathedral is largely dismantled, in a careful 

manner so as to salvage amounts of the fabric for reuse 

where reasonably practicable. 

Limited areas of existing fabric are retained in place, 

structurally stabilised, and new works are constructed to 

incorporate them as distinct but functionally integrated 

adjuncts to a new, contemporary Cathedral design.

A new Cathedral is constructed to contemporary 

requirements, but to incorporate the remaining relic portion 

in a meaningful manner. The location of the Cathedral on 

the precinct is constrained to that extent, and is likely to 

be generally on the same footprint as existing. However the 

plan arrangement and ancillary spaces can be optimised to 

achieve the fit, synergies, and use of the site subject to any 

constraints that the relic location and configuration imposes.

A highly integrated interpretive centre is constructed to the 

north of the Cathedral, fronting onto a shared forecourt and 

with a courtyard between the two. Linkages to the Cathedral 

can be designed to be uncompromised functionally, and 

architecturally sympathetic.

The presbytery and diocesan offices are arranged in the 

standardised design discussed above. As an alternative, the 

diocesan offices could be relocated closer to the south of 

the Cathedral, so they and the interpretive centre frame the 

Cathedral frontage.
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Option D3 (New Cathedral + Relic Garden)
The existing Cathedral is largely dismantled, in a careful 

manner so as to salvage limited amounts of the fabric 

superstructure, and to leave the foundations and external 

steps and other selected elements in place to form the basis 

of a relic garden. 

The relic garden would retain the existing Cathedral 

foundation walls up to ground floor FFL. Existing ground floor 

surfaces would be removed and replaced by a combination 

of lawn, garden and exterior paving and paths.

Accessible ramps would be required to give access up to 

the raised relic garden level. Oamaru stone pavers might be 

formed from salvaged stone and used to delineate the old 

floor plan throughout the garden. 

A few limited parts of the old Cathedral might be 

reconstructed above the garden plane, such as a length of 

colonnade, or portions of wall, these fragments would be 

structurally stabilised. Some portions of the interpretive 

centre are envisaged as being constructed within the relic 

garden footprint.

A completely new Cathedral is constructed to contemporary 

requirements. The location of the Cathedral on the precinct 

is constrained to a considerable extent by the large size and 

central location of the relic garden and this would cause 

considerable compromises to the fit and synergies between 

other precinct functions, and overall effective use of the site.

A decentralised interpretive centre is constructed to 

the south of the Cathedral, and far from the footpath to 

Barbadoes Street. The interpretive centre is constructed in 

portions threaded through and around the relic garden. This 

would provide opportunities to create interesting circulation 

paths and settings for activities, but is likely to compromise 

synergies and to spread activity thinly across the site area, 

lessening the desired sense of buzz and life in the precinct. 

Linkages to the Cathedral and portions of the interpretive 

centre are highly compromised.

The presbytery and diocesan offices are arranged in the 

standardised design discussed above. Fewer options exist 

for alternative arrangements of the diocesan offices in this 

option.

* Auditorium with strong link to relic
garden

** Relic garden with former
Cathedral plan expressed with stone
outline in raised lawn at old
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Right: Guillame Gillet’s Notre Dame de Royan, 

Royan, (France)

Fouillet, F. (2012). Eglise St Martin Retrieved from 
http://www.archdaily.com/?p=305871
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* Gazebo link with possible Relic colonnade

** New Cathedral incorporating portion of
existing ( Portion of existing Cathedral nave
and front facade stabilised in-situ)

*** Garden with possible Relic landscape
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The objective of this workshop was to identify either a clear preferred option, or if the 

scores were close, to identify two (or maybe three) options for further development.

For this workshop, a ranking assessment (1 – 5, 5 is highest) was adopted. This helped 

to create a separation between options which previously scored closely.

To assist in ranking the options, each criteria was assessed in detail at a sub-attribute 

level, adopting the rating approach used in the Initial Screening workshop.  

The same project team participated in this workshop, using the same approach to 

moderation and final decision making by each technical specialist.  There was no pre-

scoring of the options.

The outcome of the workshop is summarised below in the Option Evaluation Matrix - 

Full Evaluation Stage 1 Matrix.

WORKSHOP TWO - FULL EVALUATION STAGE ONE
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colonnade
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FULL EVALUATION MATRIX SECOND ROUND

A4          2 3          1 2 2          2.5 -         2.5          15         NO

B4          3 5          5 5 1 5 -           5           29         YES

C2          1 2          2 1 4          2.5           -          2.5          15         NO

C2.1       5 4          3 3 5 4 -           4            28         YES

D3          4 1          4 4 3 1 - 1           18         NO

LEGEND:

     1 Worst outcome

     2 Poor outcome

     3 Neutral outcome

     4 Good outcome

     5          Best outcome
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Evaluation 
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16 Options
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Full Evaluation 
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Selected Options

Two options were selected from Workshop 2 for further development. They were:

1. B4 ( FRESH START ) New Rebuild – Different building, different location, same

site. Base isolation

2. C2.1 (STABILISED HERITAGE WITHIN CONTEMPORARY CATHEDRAL)

Strengthening Existing Cathedral – Reuse medium aspects of existing insitu

to rebuild new building.

Options B4 and C2.1 were subjected to a Value Engineering exercise in which various project 
components were reduced in size or deleted altogether in order to reduce the option cost 
estimate to the CDC budget of $45 million. The QS assisted the project team to quantify the cost 
reductions, and the VE exercise was revisited and minor amendments made again in January 
2015 to maximise accuracy. 

The outcomes of the VE exercise were amended design scopes for options B4 and C2.1 and the 
resulting new options were labelled Option B4a and C2.1a. The changes between the original 
options and the amended, $45 million versions are detailed on the spreadsheet “Options B4a and 
C2.1a Revisions to $45M Budget” illustrated below. A brief summary of the changes is as follows;

B4a  

• Less salvage of former Cathedral elements to reduce demolition cost.
• Reduction of new Cathedral loor area from briefed 2,947 m2 down to 2,158 m2 (73%).
• Reduction of Interpretive Centre loor area from briefed 1,768 m2 down to 1,326 m2 (75%).
• Reduction in area of siteworks hard landscaping.

Although the reductions in loor area of the Cathedral and Interpretive Centre in Option B4a 
were signiicant, it was considered that the briefed functions and expected beneits of the 
redevelopment could still be achieved, albeit at a more constrained scale.

C2.1a

• Reduction of new Cathedral loor area from briefed 2,947 m2 down to 1,735 m2 (59%).
• Deletion of the Interpretive Centre from the project.
• Deletion of the Diocesan Oices from the project.
• Reduction in site services and siteworks costs.

Due to the radical nature of the reductions in Cathedral loor area and deletion of Interpretive 
Centre and Diocesan Oices in Option C2.1a, it was considered that the briefed functions and 
expected beneits of the redevelopment would be severely compromised.

** New Cathedral incorporating
portion of existing ( Portion of
existing Cathedral tower and
aisle stabilised in-situ)
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COSTING

OPTION B4 ($58m) OPTION B4a ($45m) OPTION C2.1 ($72m) OPTION C2.1a ($45m)

D
quantity unit cost rate cost quantity unit cost rate cost quantity unit cost rate cost quantity unit cost rate cost

DEMOLITION
Demolish Cathedral - with selective salvage 1 Item 5,250,000.00$    5,250,000.00$     a 1 Item 3,990,000.00$    3,990,000.00$     1 Item included below -$   1 Item included below -$   

CATHEDRAL - NEW BUILD
Narthex 378 m2 10,100.00$   3,817,800.00$     230 m2 10,100.00$   2,323,000.00$     378 m2 10,100.00$   3,817,800.00$   130 m2 10,100.00$   1,313,000.00$     

Nave, Transepts if any 1110 m2 10,100.00$   11,211,000.00$   850 m2 10,100.00$   8,585,000.00$     1110 m2 10,100.00$   11,211,000.00$   750 m2 10,100.00$   7,575,000.00$     

Sanctuary 130 m2 10,100.00$   1,313,000.00$     100 m2 10,100.00$   1,010,000.00$     130 m2 10,100.00$   1,313,000.00$     100 m2 10,100.00$   1,010,000.00$     

Small Chapels and Reconciliation 89 m2 10,100.00$   898,900.00$   75 m2 10,100.00$   757,500.00$   89 m2 10,100.00$   898,900.00$   20 m2 10,100.00$   202,000.00$   

Bishop and Parish Sacristies 91 m2 10,100.00$   919,100.00$   80 m2 10,100.00$   808,000.00$   91 m2 10,100.00$   919,100.00$   80 m2 10,100.00$   808,000.00$   

Baptistry 24 m2 10,100.00$   242,400.00$   24 m2 10,100.00$   242,400.00$   24 m2 10,100.00$   242,400.00$   0 m2 10,100.00$   -$   

Choir and Music Store 199 m2 10,100.00$   2,009,900.00$     160 m2 10,100.00$   1,616,000.00$     199 m2 10,100.00$   2,009,900.00$     150 m2 10,100.00$   1,515,000.00$     

Offices 18 m2 10,100.00$   181,800.00$   18 m2 10,100.00$   181,800.00$   18 m2 10,100.00$   181,800.00$   18 m2 10,100.00$   181,800.00$   

Belfry, Parents Room, Storage 81 m2 10,100.00$   818,100.00$   70 m2 10,100.00$   707,000.00$   81 m2 10,100.00$   818,100.00$   30 m2 10,100.00$   303,000.00$   

Subtotal 2120 1607 2120 1278

Plant at 2% 42 m2 10,100.00$   428,240.00$   32 m2 10,100.00$   324,614.00$   42 m2 10,100.00$   428,240.00$   26 m2 10,100.00$   258,156.00$   

Circulation at 15% 318 m2 10,100.00$   3,211,800.00$     241 m2 10,100.00$   2,434,605.00$     318 m2 10,100.00$   3,211,800.00$   192 m2 10,100.00$   1,936,170.00$     

Toilets and Cleaners 82 m2 10,100.00$   828,200.00$   82 m2 10,100.00$   828,200.00$   82 m2 10,100.00$   828,200.00$   82 m2 10,100.00$   828,200.00$   

Subtotal 2562 1962 2562 1577

Structural Grossing Factor at 15% / 10% 384 m2 10,100.00$   3,882,036.00$   196 m2 10,100.00$   1,981,811.90$     384 m2 10,100.00$   3,882,036.00$   158 m2 10,100.00$   1,593,032.60$     

Total 2947 29,762,276.00$   b 2158 21,799,930.90$   2947 29,762,276.00$   m 1735 17,523,358.60$   

CATHEDRAL - RELIC
Cathedral - Retain Relic (Option C2.1 only) 1 Item 17,500,000.00$ 17,500,000.00$   1 Item 17,500,000.00$     17,500,000.00$   

INTERPRETIVE CENTRE
Front of House 120 m2 4,500.00$   540,000.00$   90 m2 4,500.00$   405,000.00$   120 m2 4,500.00$   540,000.00$   0 m2 4,500.00$   -$   

Museum and Heritage Display 200 m2 4,500.00$   900,000.00$   150 m2 4,500.00$   675,000.00$   200 m2 4,500.00$   900,000.00$   0 m2 4,500.00$   -$   

Parish Amenities 170 m2 4,500.00$   765,000.00$   127.5 m2 4,500.00$   573,750.00$   170 m2 4,500.00$   765,000.00$   0 m2 4,500.00$   -$   

Archives, Meeting Rooms, etc 130 m2 4,500.00$   585,000.00$   97.5 m2 4,500.00$   438,750.00$   130 m2 4,500.00$   585,000.00$   0 m2 4,500.00$   -$   

Auditorium 320 m2 4,500.00$   1,440,000.00$   240 m2 4,500.00$   1,080,000.00$     320 m2 4,500.00$   1,440,000.00$   0 m2 4,500.00$   -$   

Café 300 m2 4,500.00$   1,350,000.00$   225 m2 4,500.00$   1,012,500.00$     300 m2 4,500.00$   1,350,000.00$   0 m2 4,500.00$   -$   

Glazed Link to Cathedral 200 m2 4,500.00$   900,000.00$   150 m2 4,500.00$   675,000.00$        200 m2 4,500.00$   900,000.00$   0 m2 4,500.00$   -$   

Misc 328 m2 4,500.00$   1,476,000.00$   246 m2 4,500.00$   1,107,000.00$     328 m2 4,500.00$   1,476,000.00$   0 m2 4,500.00$   -$   

Interpretive Centre Total 1768 7,956,000.00$     c 1326 5,967,000.00$     1768 7,956,000.00$     n 0 -$   

DIOCESAN OFFICES
Two-storey Diocesan Offices 855 m2 3,550.00$   3,035,250.00$   855 m2 3,550.00$   3,035,250.00$     855 m2 3,550.00$   3,035,250.00$     o 0 m2 3,550.00$   -$   

PRESBYTERY
Presbytery 1 Item -$   -$   1 Item -$   -$   1 Item -$   -$   1 Item -$   -$   

SITE 
Drainage and Services 1 Item 2,869,020.00$    2,869,020.00$     1 Item 2,869,020.00$    2,869,020.00$     1 Item 2,869,020.00$   2,869,020.00$     p 1 Item 5,100,000.00$   5,100,000.00$   

External Works 1 Item 2,998,795.34$    2,998,795.34$     d 1 Item 2,498,795.34$    2,498,795.34$     1 Item 2,998,795.34$   2,998,795.34$     p 1 Item included above included above

SUBTOTAL 51,871,341.34$   40,159,996.24$   64,121,341.34$   40,123,358.60$   

Professional Fees at 12% 6,224,560.96$     4,819,199.55$     7,694,560.96$     4,814,803.03$     

TOTAL 58,095,902.30$   44,979,195.79$   71,815,902.30$   44,938,161.63$   

a Delete salvage of roof to save $1.26M as per A4:EL01:7 m Reduce Cathedral floor area from 1962m2 to 1735m2

b Reduce Cathedral floor area from 2962m2 to 2160m2 n Delete Interpretive Centre (do without)

c Reduce Interpretive Centre floor area to 75% of brief o Delete Diocesan Offices (lease premises elsewhere - ongoing cost)

d Reduce hard-paved areas by $400K + margins and contingency p Reduced by QS from $5.6M by $500K
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OPTION B4a DEVELOPMENT

The existing Cathedral is completely dismantled.

A completely new Cathedral is constructed to contemporary requirements. The 

location of the Cathedral on the precinct is not constrained, so can be optimised to 

achieve best fit, synergies, and use of the site.

A highly integrated interpretive centre is constructed to the south of the Cathedral, 

fronting onto a shared forecourt with the cathedral, and with a courtyard between the 

two. Linkages to the Cathedral can be designed without functional compromise, and  

to be architecturally sympathetic.

The presbytery and diocesan offices are arranged in the standardised design used for 

earlier design iterations. As an alternative, the diocesan offices could be relocated 

closer to the interpretive centre, should closer links be seen as an advantage. 

The link between the new Cathedral and the Interpretive Centre might incorporate 

elements from the old cathedral, salvaged and relocated, e.g. a colonade.

Compared to option B4, the reduced floor area of option B4a is reflected in a ‘thining 

out’ of the Cathedral and Interpretive Centre floor plans, but the combined footprint 

of both remains approximately 100x60m overall and relative locations of the elements 

reamains the same.

Above: Hope in hard light

Authors Image. (2015)
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RESPONSE TO URBAN CONTEXT

Overall Precinct

Cycle Connectivity Active Edge Connectivity Historic Retention

Edge Activation

School Connection Cathedral Presence

Cathedral Forecourt Connectivity

Above: The Presence of the Cathedral holds utmost 

importance in the new precinct. This option situates 

the Cathedral and its forecourt to address the traffic 

flow and visual connection towards the CBD. 
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OPTION B4a EVALUATION

Adherence to CDC Vision

• Sacred Space, Transcendence. The qualities of the sacred space would be

designed to current preferences. The Cathedral is smaller than previous option B4

due to budget reasons but potential remains for it fulfil the vision for it, in a more

modest scale.

• Community Engagement. The precinct could accommodate a range of buildings

and settings to facilitate community engagement.

• Future Legacy. The original Cathedral design and location would not be reflected

in the new precinct design. There would be little if any heritage fabric on site for

new buildings and site development to respond to. The precinct and building

stock would face the future as representative of the present times.

• Stewardship. Building a new Cathedral would entail a large investment. The

new buildings and site development can be designed sustainably. The benefits

expected from the redevelopment can still largely be delivered within a budget

of $45M.

• Multiculturalism. The new buildings (including the new Cathedral) and site

development can be designed to reflect multiculturalism to the extent preferred.

Precinct Functionality

• Precinct Planning. The Cathedral location and orientation could be selected to

optimise its prominence and to provide best overall use of the site. There would

be freedom to optimise outdoor spaces around the Cathedral and linkages to

other buildings.

• Cathedral. Requirement for new design provides flexibility to respond fully to

brief, but in a more modest manner than option B4 due to cost constraints leading

to a reduced floor area.

• Interpretive Centre. Option provides flexibility for design to meet brief. Efficient

linkages to Cathedral could be designed as part of the new precinct plan. The

floor area is reduced from the brief due to cost constraints and there would be

consequential cuts to functionality and/or capacity.

• Diocesan Offices. Option provides flexibility for design to meet brief.

• Presbytery. Existing could remain “as-is”. Option also provides flexibility for design

to meet brief, should new Presbytery be preferred.

• Music and Performing Arts. Option provides flexibility for design to meet brief.

• Carparks. Option provides around 120+ carparks. Location can be optimised to

locations of new buildings.

• Landscaping. The Cathedral can be given an appropriate setting. A range of

options are available for outdoor spaces. Landscaping can be sustainable.

Technical Feasibility

• Complexity of Solution The design solution can be tailored to suit the

building.  Risks can be dealt with through the design.  Complex analysis likely by

nature of the building. Minor to Moderate risk of scope creep.

• Seismic Resilience Base Isolation provides a resilient building, which will limit

damage after a design earthquake.  Loss of function after a design event is very

low: in days.

• Constructability Assume conventional construction, and local resources

are used.  Need for specialist work depends on design concept, but can be

managed. Foundations complex, and will require a skilled contractor.

• Compliance.  Compliance able to be achieved with relative ease. Peer Review

will be required.  Weathertightness addressed through design. Fire and

accessibility designed to suit.

Heritage Acceptance

• Historical and Social Significance.  A new building will remove Bishop Grimes’

association with the place.  A new building will ensure the continuity of being

the principal place of worship since 1860 it will also remain the seat seat of the

Bishop of Christchurch.

• Cultural and Spiritual Significance.  A new building will retain the use as the

spiritual home of the Catholic community.  It will no longer be the building visited

by Pope John Paul II.

• Architectural and Artistic Significance.  All architectural and artistic significance

associated with the original building will be lost.

• Group and Setting Significance.  All group and setting significance associated

with the original building will be lost.

• Landmark Significance. Landmark values associated with the original building

will be lost.

• Archaeological Significance.  An archaeological authority will be required for any

below ground work.

• Technology and Craftsmanship Significance. All technology associated with the

construction of the original building will be lost.

• Scientific.  No known values.

Urban Design Values

• City Context. Cathedral location and orientation can be selected to optimise how

it addresses the surrounding area. The option provides flexibility for new buildings

and siteworks design.

• Precinct Prominence. The Cathedral would be a new, and potentially very

significant local landmark.

• Life and Buzz. The option provides flexibility to locate key functions to create

active edges, in conjunction with achieving other precinct aims.

• Placemaking. The Cathedral would create a new anchor for a strong sense of

place. There is potential for a different approach to placemaking, as the Cathedral

location and orientation can be changed if preferred. The new buildings and

landscaping could be designed to reinforce that.

• Connections. Strong connections can be achieved. Existing Cathedral and other

building locations can be optimised with carpark layout, but these could be

prominent or somewhat hidden as preferred.

• CPTED. As with all options, this would need to be considered in conjunction with

other factors.

• Precinct Synergies. Because locations of most precinct elements are not fixed

by existing layouts, the option provides potential for an efficient, coordinated,

attractive whole.

Future Proofing

• Cathedral. The main Cathedral space is “fixed’ in format, and ability to reformat

ancillary spaces would be limited, but some flexibility could be designed-in.

• Future Additions. Flexible space remains on the precinct site to provide for

limited future additions. As for all options, later additions would impact overall

car park numbers.

• Diocesan Offices. Can be enlarged or reconfigured in future if required.

• Interpretive Centre. Can be enlarged or reconfigured in future if required.

• Catholic Education Precinct. The Cathedral and Interpretive Centre provide a

variety spaces that can be used by schools to maximise utilisation and achieve

vision goals. Selecting a new Cathedral location does provide potential for better

functional and symbolic linkages between the schools and precinct buildings.

• Enhanced Linkages To Neighbours. Greater synergies and linkages can be

supported in future, e.g. to adjacent schools. New overall site layout can factor

this potential requirement into the design.
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Ecce Tabernaculum Dei Cum Hominibus
“Behold, Look, here lives God among us”

Left: God among us

Authors Image. (2015)
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OPTION C2.1a DEVELOPMENT

The existing Cathedral is largely dismantled, in a careful manner so as to salvage 

amounts of the fabric for reuse where reasonably practicable. 

Limited areas of existing fabric are retained in place, structurally stabilised, and the 

new works are constructed to incorporate them as distinct but functionally integrated 

elements within a new, contemporary Cathedral design.

A new Cathedral is constructed to contemporary requirements, but to incorporate 

the remaining relic portion in a meaningful manner. The location of the Cathedral on 

the precinct is constrained to that extent, and is likely to be generally on the same 

footprint as existing.

The Interpretive Centre and Dioceasan offices required by the brief are omitted on 

cost grounds.

Above: Cathedral values - Religion - The People - History

Authors Image. (2015)
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RESPONSE TO URBAN CONTEXT

Overall Precinct 

Cycle Connectivity Active Edge Connectivity Historic Retention

Edge Activation

School Connection Cathedral Presence

Cathedral Forecourt Connectivity

Above: The Presence of the Cathedral holds utmost 

importance in the new precinct. This option situates 

the Cathedral and its forecourt in its current location 

acting as a central point.
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OPTIONC2.1a EVALUATION

Adherence to CDC Vision

• Sacred Space, Transcendence. The qualities of the sacred space would be

designed to current preferences. The Cathedral is smaller than previous option

C2.1 due to budget reasons but potential remains for it fulfil the vision for it, in a

more modest manner. The retention of a portion of the old Cathedral is a risk; it

may compromise the design of the new Cathedral, but also provides potential for

a positive mixture of old and new.

• Community Engagement. The precinct does not contain an Interpretive Centre

and this severely limits opportunities for community engagement.

• Future Legacy. The original Cathedral is remembered by a significant relic, which

would continue to provide useful, integrated spaces as part of a new Cathedral.

However the lack of Interpretive Centre or Diocesan Offices within the precinct

would be a huge loss both to the precinct vision and the wider Diocesan

operations.

• Stewardship. Building a new Cathedral would entail a large investment. The

retention of the relic effectively commits much of the remaining budget that

otherwise might be spent on the Interpretive Centre and Diocesan Offices. Many

of the most important benefits expected from the redevelopment cannot be

delivered within a budget of $45M.

• Multiculturalism. The new Cathedral and site development can be designed to

reflect multiculturalism to the extent preferred. Outreach to communities through

the Interpretive Centre amenities would not be possible.

Precinct Functionality

• Precinct Planning. The Cathedral location and orientation would be driven by the

Relic location. Other key parts of the precinct brief would not be built at all due

to cost.

• Cathedral. Requirement for new design provides flexibility to respond to brief,

with some constraints on the design due to the Relic and reduced construction

budget.

• Interpretive Centre. Could not be afforded within $45M budget, so many of the

precinct functions and benefits would not be achieved.

• Diocesan Offices. Could not be afforded within $45M budget, so many of the

precinct functions and benefits would not be achieved.

• Presbytery. Existing could remain “as-is”. Option also provides flexibility for design

to meet brief, should new Presbytery be preferred.

• Music and Performing Arts. These functions were intended to be accommodated

within the Interpretive Centre and cannot be afforded within a $45M budget, so

these precinct functions and benefits would not be achieved.

• Carparks. Option provides around 120+ carparks. There may be some compromises

in location and long term cost due to uncertainty about long term provision of

additional buildings?

• Landscaping. The Cathedral can be given an appropriate setting. A range of

options are available for outdoor spaces. Landscaping can be sustainable.

Technical Feasibility

Heritage Acceptance

Urban Design Values

• City Context. Cathedral location and orientation would be similar to existing,

but with a new Cathedral design (plus integrated Relic). The Interpretive Centre

and Diocesan Offices would not constructed, removing the ability to group other,

smaller buildings around the Cathedral to give it a setting.

• Precinct Prominence. The Cathedral would be a new, and potentially very

significant local landmark.

• Life and Buzz. The Interpretive Centre and Diocesan Offices would not constructed,

removing much of the intended activity and attractiveness from the precinct.

• Placemaking. The Cathedral would create a new anchor for a strong sense of

place. The Interpretive Centre and Diocesan Offices would not constructed,

removing the ability to group other, smaller buildings around the Cathedral to

make a variety of interlinked places.

• Connections. The Cathedral would be isolated from other briefed functions, as

these would not be constructed or in the case of the Presbytery are far away.

• CPTED. As with all options, this would need to be considered in conjunction with

other factors.

• Precinct Synergies. The Interpretive Centre and Diocesan Offices would not

constructed, removing much opportunity for synergies within the precinct and

with neighbouring schools and other activities.

• Complexity of Solution Design will require significant, complex analysis to

determine superstructure loads. Foundation solution complex. High degree of

innovation required. High risk of scope creep.

• Seismic Resilience Assume that 100%NBS is the target strengthening.

Resilience is moderate.

• Constructability Specialist, precise construction required, with on-site testing

required. Superstructure and Foundations complex, and will require a skilled

contractor.

• Compliance. Compliance should be achievable. Peer Review may be required.

Weathertightness complex. Fire and accessibility achievable under heritage

conditions.

• Historical and Social Significance. Retention of historical and social

significance values.

• Cultural and Spiritual Significance. Retention of cultural and spiritual

significance values.

• Architectural and Artistic Significance. Retention of some of the

architectural and artistic significance values.

• Group and Setting Significance. Retention of group and setting significance

values.

• Landmark Significance. Retention of some of the landmark significance

values.

• Archaelogical Significance. An archaelogical authority will be required for

any below ground work.

• Technology and Craftsmanship Significance. Loss of some of the technology

and craftsmanship associated with the construction of the building.

• Scientific. No known values.
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WORKSHOP THREE - FULL EVALUATION STAGE THREE

The objective of this workshop was to identify a preferred option that meets the CDC budget limit 

of $45M. 

The scoring framework used in the Initial Screening Workshop was adopted again, requiring a 
rating for each criteria. The options were now modiied from when they were evaluated in earlier 
workshops, so a full re-evaluation against the criteria was required. 

To assist in rating the options, each criteria was assessed in detail at a sub-attribute level, adopting 
the rating approach used in the Initial Screening workshop. 

Again, the same project team participated in this workshop, using the same approach to 
moderation and inal decision making by each technical specialist. There was no pre-scoring of 
the options.

The recommended masterplan option is B4a. Final design veriication has shown that locating 
a new Cathedral on the same site as the existing Cathedral (option B2) also provides similar 
beneits and opportunities. Therefore it is suggested that the inal location for the new Cathedral 
be determined in subsequent implementation stages of the redevelopment.
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FULL EVALUATION MATRIX STAGE 2 08 DEC 2014

B4a        3 3           -           3 1 3 - 3           16          YES        29

C2.1a     1 1           -           2 3 2 - 2           11          NO        28

LEGEND:

     0 Unacceptable outcome

     1 Poor outcome

     2 Neutral outcome

     3 Good outcome

The outcome of the workshop is summarised below in the Option Evaluation Matrix - Full 
Evaluation Stage 2 Matrix.

Workshop One

Internal Screening

Develop 

Evaluation 

Criteria

Identify 

16 Options

Shortlisted Four

Options

Develop Five

Options

Workshop Two

Full Evaluation 

Stage One

Shortlisted Two

Options

Redevelop Options 

to Budget

Workshop Three

Full Evaluation 

Stage Two

Identify

Preferred Option

Workshop Four

Evaluation of 

Consultation Options
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Identify

Preferred Option

Recommend

Preferred Option
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WORKSHOP FOUR - CONSULTATION OPTIONS

In parallel to the option evaluation process, two options were identified following 

consultation activities.  

C2.2 Nave Retention Option

Recognising that significant grandeur and architectural value is contained within the 

interior of the nave, the principle of this option is to preserve the interior of the 

nave as a priority.

Option Decription

The existing nave including the internal nave colonnades, side aisles, mezzanine 

balconies, ceilings and roof structure are retained to form part of the new 

Cathedral. The retained areas are left in-situ and structurally stabilised where 

practicable, and reconstructed anew where that is not practicable.

The remainder of the existing Cathedral is partly demolished, in a careful manner 

so as to salvage amounts of the fabric for reuse where reasonably practicable.

D4 Unconstrained Relic Option

The principle of this option is to layout the optimal site masterplan, then work with 

remaining existing Cathedral fabric to create a relic.  The problem with the other relic 

options is that they restrict optimal development of the precinct, thereby scoring 

poorly on Precinct Functionality, Urban Design, and Futureproofing criteria.  This 

approach may increase the criteria where other relic options scored poorly, yet retain 

good scoring in the other areas.

The adjacent table records the evaluation of option C2.2 and D4 according to the 

same assessment workshop methodology as the First Round Evaluation workshop on 

13 October 2014. Both schemes scored well, and would have been selected for further 

evaluation in round 2. Therefore both were developed for further evaluation. 

The two options are described on the following three pages.
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C2.2 & D4 SCREENING EVALUATION MATRIX

A1          2 2           -           0 1 2 - 1          1.33        NO

A2          2 2           -           1 1 2 - 1          1.33        NO

A3          2 2           -           1 1 2 - 2          1.67        NO

A4          2 2           - 2 1 2 - 2          1.67        YES

B1          3 2           -           2 0 2 - 2          1.83        NO

B2          3 2           -           3 0 2 - 2          2.00        NO

B3          3 3           -           2 0 3 - 3          2.33        NO

B4          3 3           - 3 0 3 - 3          2.50        YES

C1          1 2           -           0 3 2 - 1          1.50        NO

C2          2 2           - 0 2 2 - 2          1.67        YES

C3          2 2           -           1 1 2 - 2          1.67        NO

D1          3 1           -           0 3 1 - 1          1.50        NO

D2          3 1           -           1 2 1 - 1          1.50        NO

D3          3 2           - 2 1 2 - 1          1.83       YES

E1          1 0           -           1 3 0 - 0          0.83        NO

F1          0 0           -           1 0 0 - 0          0.17        NO

Consultation Options

C2.2       3 3           - 1 2 2 - 2          2.17        YES

D4         3 2           - 3 1 2 - 1          2.00        YES

LEGEND:

     0 Unacceptable outcome

     1 Poor outcome

     2 Neutral outcome

     3 Good outcome
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Internal Screening

Develop 

Evaluation 

Criteria

Identify 

16 Options

Shortlisted Four

Options

Develop Five

Options

Workshop Two

Full Evaluation 

Stage One
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Options

Redevelop Options 

to Budget

Workshop Three

Full Evaluation 

Stage Two

Identify

Preferred Option

Workshop Four

Evaluation of 

Consultation Options
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* Relic Garden at ground level with
mix of lawn, paving and garden.
Old plan expressed in paving at
G.L. Some selected 3D elements
retained.
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Option D4
The existing Cathedral is largely demolished, in a reasonably 

careful manner so as to salvage limited amounts of the fabric 

superstructure, and to leave the sub-ground archaeology as 

substantially intact as possible for expression in the design 

and landscaping of the precinct, and interpretation to future 

generations.

A new “Relic Garden” is developed on the footprint of the 

former Cathedral. The garden is mainly at ground level. The 

floor plan of the former Cathedral is delineated in stone 

paving on top of the foundations to provide the geometric 

structure of the garden, and various areas of the garden are 

finished as lawn, planting, paving or paths.

A few limited parts of the old Cathedral might be 

reconstructed above the garden plane, such as the lower 

parts of some column colonnades, or portions of wall, or 

steps. These fragments would be structurally stabilised.

A completely new Cathedral is constructed to contemporary 

requirements. The location of the Cathedral on the precinct 

is constrained to a considerable extent by the large size and 

central location of the relic garden and this would cause 

some compromises to the fit and synergies between other 

precinct functions, and overall effective use of the site.

An interpretive centre is constructed to the south of the 

Cathedral, and close to the footpath of Barbadoes Street. 

The interpretive centre is constructed as an integrated 

single development to maximise synergies between the 

components. The Interpretive Centre can be linked to the 

Cathedral effectively, and can respond to the geometry of 

the Relic Garden creatively. 

The Presbytery and Diocesan Offices are arranged in the 

standardised design as per other design options. 
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Option C2.2
The existing nave including the internal nave colonnades, 

side aisles, mezzanine balconies, ceilings and roof structure 

are retained to form part of the new Cathedral. The retained 

areas are left in-situ and structurally stabilised where 

practicable, and reconstructed anew where that is not 

practicable. 

The remainder of the existing Cathedral is partly demolished, 

in a careful manner so as to salvage amounts of the fabric for 

reuse where reasonably practicable. 

New, large structural concrete shear walls are added to 

buttress the nave structure, and the stone claddings from 

the exterior of the Nave walls would be removed and new 

shotcrete applied to bring the nave up to modern structural 

standards. This means that the external appearance of the 

Cathedral nave would be completely altered from existing, 

and careful architectural design would be needed to provide 

finishes to the exterior of the the retained nave and to 

integrate that sucessfully with the new-build around the 

nave.

The remainder of the Cathedral would be new, and 

constructed to contemporary requirements, but to 

incorporate the Relic as major, distinct but functionally 

integrated component of the Cathedral. 

The location of the Cathedral on the precinct is constrained 

to that extent, and is generally on the same footprint as 

existing. The plan arrangement and ancillary spaces can be 

optimised somewhat, but this will be constrained to some 

extent by the considerable size and existing layout of the 

Relic nave. 

An interpretive centre is constructed to the north of the 

Cathedral, and close to the footpath of Barbadoes Street. 

The interpretive centre is constructed as an integrated 

single development to maximise synergies between the 

components. The Interpretive Centre can be linked to the 

Cathedral effectively.

The Presbytery and Diocesan Offices are arranged in the 

standardised design as per other design options. 
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OPTIONS C2.2 & D4 - COST ESTIMATES
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WORKSHOP FOUR - CONSULTATION OPTIONS - 28 JAN 2015

The objective of this workshop was to evaluate variations of options C2.2 and D4 that 

meet the CDC budget limit of $45M. 

Options C2.2 and D4 were subjected to a Value Engineering exercise in which various 

project components were reduced in size or deleted altogether in order to reduce the 

option cost estimate to the CDC budget of $45 million. The QS assisted the project 

team to quantify the cost reductions.

The outcomes of the VE exercise were amended design scopes for options C2.2 and 

D4 and the resulting new options were labelled Option C2.2a and D4a. The changes 

between the original options and the amended, $45 million versions are detailed on 

the spreadsheet “Options C2.2a and D4a Revisions to $45M Budget” illustrated below. 

A brief summary of the changes is as follows

C2.2a 

• Reduction of new Cathedral floor area from briefed 2,947 m2 down to 1,865 m2

(63%).

• Deletion of the Interpretive Centre from the project.

• Deletion of the Diocesan Offices from the project.

• Reduction in site services and site-works costs.

Due to the radical nature of the reductions in Cathedral floor area and deletion of 

Interpretive Centre and Diocesan Offices in Option C2.2a, it was considered that the 

briefed functions and expected benefits of the redevelopment would be severely 

compromised.

D4a 

• Reduction of new Cathedral floor area from briefed 2,947 m2 down to 2,061 m2

(70%).

• Reduction of Interpretive Centre floor area from briefed 1,768 m2 down to 1,150

m2 (75%).

• Reduction in area of site-works hard landscaping.

• 

Although the reductions in floor area of the Cathedral and Interpretive Centre in 

Option D4a were significant, it was considered that most if not all of the briefed 

functions and expected benefits of the redevelopment could still be achieved, albeit 

at a very constrained scale.

The scoring framework used in the Initial Screening Workshop was adopted again, 

requiring a rating for each criteria. The options were now modified from when they 

were evaluated in earlier workshops, so a full re-evaluation against the criteria was 

required. 

To assist in rating the options, each criteria was assessed in detail at a sub-attribute 

level, adopting the rating approach used in the Initial Screening workshop. 

Again, the same project team participated in this workshop, using the same approach 

to moderation and final decision making by each technical specialist. There was no 

pre-scoring of the options.

The outcome of the workshop is summarised below in the Option Evaluation Matrix - 

Full Evaluation Stage 2 Matrix. Neither option scored as highly as B4a, which therefore 

remained the highest scoring and recommended option 
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FULL EVALUATION MATRIX STAGE 2  - 28 JAN 2015

B4a        3 3           -           3 1 3 - 3           16          YES        29

C2.1a     1 1           -           2 3 2 - 2           11          NO         28

C2.2a     1 1           -           2 2 2 - 2           10          NO         25

D4a        3 2           -           3 1 3 - 2           14          NO         19

LEGEND:

     0 Unacceptable outcome

     1 Poor outcome

     2 Neutral outcome

     3 Good outcome
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OPTION C2.2 ($61m) OPTION C2.2a ($45m) OPTION D4 ($48m) OPTION D4a ($45m)

quantity unit cost rate cost quantity unit cost rate cost quantity unit cost rate cost quantity unit cost rate cost

DEMOLITION
Demolish Cathedral - with selective salvage 1 Item included below -$   1 Item included below -$   1 Item 3,990,000.00$   3,990,000.00$     1 Item 3,990,000.00$   3,990,000.00$   

CATHEDRAL - NEW BUILD (brief) (brief) (brief) (brief)

Narthex 210 378 m2 10,100.00$   2,121,000.00$     100 378 m2 10,100.00$   1,010,000.00$     222 378 m2 10,100.00$   2,242,200.00$     195 378 m2 10,100.00$   1,969,500.00$     

Nave, Transepts 1110 m2 refer item below 1110 m2 10,100.00$   -$   1000 1110 m2 10,100.00$   10,100,000.00$   1000 1110 m2 10,100.00$   10,100,000.00$   

Sanctuary 100 130 m2 10,100.00$   1,010,000.00$     100 130 m2 10,100.00$   1,010,000.00$   100 130 m2 10,100.00$   1,010,000.00$     100 130 m2 10,100.00$   1,010,000.00$     

Small Chapels and Reconciliation 40 89 m2 10,100.00$   404,000.00$   40 89 m2 10,100.00$   404,000.00$   40 89 m2 10,100.00$   404,000.00$   40 89 m2 10,100.00$   404,000.00$   

Bishop and Parish Sacristies 80 91 m2 10,100.00$   808,000.00$   50 91 m2 10,100.00$   505,000.00$   80 91 m2 10,100.00$   808,000.00$   60 91 m2 10,100.00$   606,000.00$   

Baptistry 20 24 m2 10,100.00$   202,000.00$   20 24 m2 10,100.00$   202,000.00$   20 24 m2 10,100.00$   202,000.00$   20 24 m2 10,100.00$   202,000.00$   

Choir and Music Store 160 199 m2 10,100.00$   1,616,000.00$     60 199 m2 10,100.00$   606,000.00$   120 199 m2 10,100.00$   1,212,000.00$     80 199 m2 10,100.00$   808,000.00$    

Offices 17 18 m2 10,100.00$   171,700.00$   17 18 m2 10,100.00$   171,700.00$   17 18 m2 10,100.00$   171,700.00$   17 18 m2 10,100.00$   171,700.00$   

Belfry, Parents Room, Storage 50 81 m2 10,100.00$   505,000.00$   0 81 m2 10,100.00$   -$   40 81 m2 10,100.00$   404,000.00$   20 81 m2 10,100.00$   202,000.00$   

Subtotal 677 2120 387 2120 1639 2120 1532 2120

Plant at 2% 28 42 m2 10,100.00$   282,800.00$   15 42 m2 10,100.00$   151,500.00$   28 42 m2 10,100.00$   282,800.00$   28 42 m2 10,100.00$   282,800.00$   

Circulation at 15% 213 318 m2 10,100.00$   2,151,300.00$   120 318 m2 10,100.00$   1,212,000.00$   150 318 m2 10,100.00$   1,515,000.00$     150 318 m2 10,100.00$   1,515,000.00$   

Toilets and Cleaners 82 82 m2 10,100.00$   828,200.00$   82 82 m2 10,100.00$   828,200.00$   82 82 m2 10,100.00$   828,200.00$   82 82 m2 10,100.00$   828,200.00$   

Subtotal 1000 2562 604 2562 1899 2562 1792 2562

Structural Grossing Factor at 15% / 10% 150 384 m2 10,100.00$   1,515,000.00$     91 384 m2 10,100.00$   915,060.00$   285 384 m2 10,100.00$   2,876,985.00$     269 384 m2 10,100.00$   2,714,880.00$     

Total 1150 2947 11,615,000.00$   a 695 2947 7,015,460.00$     2184 2947 22,056,885.00$   m 2061 2947 20,814,080.00$   

CATHEDRAL - RELIC
Cathedral - Retain Relic 1170 1110 Item 23,931.62$   28,000,000.00$   a 1170 1110 m2 23,931.62$   28,000,000.00$   1 Item 1,550,000.00$   1,550,000.00$     1 Item 1,550,000.00$   1,550,000.00$   

INTERPRETIVE CENTRE (brief) (brief) (brief) (brief)

Front of House 90 120 m2 4,500.00$   405,000.00$   0 120 m2 4,500.00$   -$   90 120 m2 4,500.00$   405,000.00$   78 120 m2 4,500.00$   351,000.00$   

Museum and Heritage Display 150 200 m2 4,500.00$   675,000.00$   0 200 m2 4,500.00$   -$   150 200 m2 4,500.00$   675,000.00$   130 200 m2 4,500.00$    585,000.00$   

Parish Amenities 127.5 170 m2 4,500.00$   573,750.00$   0 170 m2 4,500.00$   -$   127.5 170 m2 4,500.00$   573,750.00$   110.5 170 m2 4,500.00$   497,250.00$    

Archives, Meeting Rooms, etc 97.5 130 m2 4,500.00$   438,750.00$   0 130 m2 4,500.00$   -$   97.5 130 m2 4,500.00$   438,750.00$   84.5 130 m2 4,500.00$   380,250.00$   

Auditorium 240 320 m2 4,500.00$   1,080,000.00$     0 320 m2 4,500.00$   -$   240 320 m2 4,500.00$   1,080,000.00$     208 320 m2 4,500.00$   936,000.00$   

Café 225 300 m2 4,500.00$   1,012,500.00$     0 300 m2 4,500.00$   -$   225 300 m2 4,500.00$   1,012,500.00$     195 300 m2 4,500.00$   877,500.00$   

Glazed Link to Cathedral 150 200 m2 4,500.00$   675,000.00$   0 200 m2 4,500.00$   -$   150 200 m2 4,500.00$   675,000.00$        130 200 m2 4,500.00$    585,000.00$   

Misc 246 328 m2 4,500.00$   1,107,000.00$     0 328 m2 4,500.00$   -$   246 328 m2 4,500.00$   1,107,000.00$     213.2 328 m2 4,500.00$   959,400.00$   

Interpretive Centre Total 1326 1768 5,967,000.00$     b 0 1768 -$   1326 1768 5,967,000.00$     n 1149.2 1768 5,171,400.00$     

DIOCESAN OFFICES
Two-storey Diocesan Offices 855 855 m2 3,550.00$   3,035,250.00$     c 0 855 m2 3,550.00$   -$   855 855 m2 3,550.00$   3,035,250.00$     855 855 m2 3,550.00$   3,035,250.00$     

PRESBYTERY
Presbytery 1 Item -$   -$   1 Item -$   -$   1 Item -$   -$   1 Item -$   -$   

SITE 
Drainage and Services 1 Item 6,000,000.00$    6,000,000.00$     1 Item 5,110,000.00$    5,110,000.00$     1 Item 5,550,000.00$   5,550,000.00$     1 Item 5,550,000.00$   5,600,000.00$   

External Works 1 Item included above included above d 1 Item included above included above 1 Item included above included above 1 Item included above included above

SUBTOTAL 54,617,250.00$   40,125,460.00$   42,149,135.00$   40,160,730.00$   

Professional Fees at 12% 6,554,070.00$     4,815,055.20$     5,057,896.20$     4,819,287.60$     

TOTAL 61,171,320.00$   44,940,515.20$   47,207,031.20$   44,980,017.60$   

a Reduce Cathedral floor area further from 2320m2 to 1865m2 (brief is 2962m2) m Reduce Cathedral floor area further from 2184m2 to 2060m (brief is 2962m2

b Delete Interpretive Centre (do without) n Reduce Interpretive Centre from 75% to 65% of brief - loss of functionality

c Delete Diocesan Offices (lease premises elsewhere - ongoing cost)

d As per QS estimate
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APPENDIX A - EVALUATION CRITERIA DEFINITIONS

ADHERENCE TO CDC VISION (Reference document - Masterplanning Brief 3 June 2014)

• Sacred Space. Creates an environment which invites the contemplation of divine

mystery and encourages spiritual openness.

• Transcendence. The potential for space, volume, music and light to create a

sense of transcendence. The sacred space invites contemplation of divine mystery

and encourages spiritual openness. Beliefs and rituals central to Catholicism are

expressed.

• Community Engagement. The precinct provides a range of buildings and settings

to support education, gathering and celebration spaces both for the parish and

the wider community. The Cathedral is the key building. The precinct provides

for key life moments such as ordination, baptism, confirmation, marriage and

funerals. The precinct supports a sense of community.

• Future Legacy. The precinct looks to the future, providing spaces that are safe,

bold, open and sustainable. There is a sense of permanency and certainty, together 

with flexibility. History and tradition are respected, new buildings are sensitive to

the legacy of the past of the site. Any chosen Heritage elements from within the

old Cathedral should be respectfully incorporated into the new. Spaces for youth

and linkages to schools and polytechnic are created. The CDC preference is for a

Cathedral that represents a traditional form.

• Stewardship. Defined as “Acceptance or assignment of responsibility to shepherd

and safeguard the values of others”. The precinct promotes the stewardship of

faith, and affords best utilisation, financial and commercial sustainability.  The

buildings are sustainable and responsible through design, construction and

operation.  CDC values are protected through this transition of past to future.

• Multiculturalism. The precinct creates an intuitive resonance with multicultural

users and neighbours. It invites participation and extends welcome. It respects

cultural sensitivities and values and removes perceived and physical barriers. It ’s

design shall take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi

PRECINCT FUNCTIONALITY

• Precinct Planning. All buildings and landscape elements are arranged into a

coherent accessible design composition, with efficient use of land, efficient

functional relationships and all contributing to a strong sense of community and

place.

• Cathedral. Accommodates 600 congregation and 60 priests for special occasions.

Ancillary spaces such as Narthex, Sacristy, etc all have adequate accessible space

and correct locations.

• Interpretive Centre. The complex mix of spaces and functions (including outdoor

spaces) is accommodated with the particular needs of each recognised, and such

that synergies can be realised. Links to the Cathedral are effective.

• Diocesan Offices. Correct size and an efficient, flexible layout. Convenient for

visitors.

• Presbytery. Correct size and an efficient layout. Located to provide some overview 

of the precinct and allowing for convenient access and appropriate outdoor

gathering spaces in a garden setting. The presbytery is comfortable and provides

a suitable ambience and impression. 

• Music and Performing Arts. Potential for the precinct to provide a centre and

several venues/formats for music and performing arts.

• Carparks. Located conveniently in relation to traffic flows and destinations within

or adjacent to the precinct. Note that any parking provision will align with the

City Plan as well as integrate sympathetically with the flow of the precinct and its

landscape.

• Landscaping. Cathedral is given a welcoming but impressive setting appropriate

to its significance. Useful outdoor spaces are created as “rooms” in their own right.

Sustainability is recognised in mix of hard and soft landscaping, species selection,

etc.

TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY

• Complexity of Solution: The simplicity of the technical solutions required to

deliver the proposed option. Consider whether well understood methods, such

as Acceptable Solutions of the Building Code can be utilised or whether complex

analytical methods and innovate solutions that are largely untried and untested

will be needed.  Assess the relative risk to successful delivery of the programme.

• Seismic Resilience: Assess the relative seismic performance of proposal with

respect to life-safety, cost of repair following a damaging earthquake, impact and

duration of any loss of operation following a significant seismic event.

• Constructability: Is the proposal easily buildable. Assess the requirements

for specialist contractors, construction and materials.  Assess the design and

construction risks, particularly for unforeseen items, such as complex foundation

solutions, or working with existing elements.

• Compliance: Ease of achieving compliance with the relevant regulatory

requirements, such as Resource Consent and Building Act requirements. Building

Act requirements would encompass aspects such as accessibility, fire, structure,

weather tightness, etc.

HERITAGE ACCEPTANCE

• Historical and Social Significance. For its historic value or significance in terms of

a notable figure, event, phase or activity, and whether it is an important reflection

of the identity of a community/ social patterns of its time.

• Cultural and Spiritual Significance. For its contribution to the distinctive

characteristics of a way of life, philosophy, religion or other belief and/or the

esteem in which it is held by a particular group or community, including whether

it is of special significance to the Tangata Whenua.

• Architectural and Artistic Significance. For its significance in terms of a design of

a particular style, period or designer and whether it has significant artistic value

or visual attributes.  In addition it considers whether the place provides a strong

example of work by an important architect or architects.

• Group and Setting Significance. For its degree of unity in terms of scale, form,

materials, texture and colour in relationship to its setting and/or surrounding

buildings. 

• Landmark Significance. For its landmark significance in the community

consciousness.

• Archaeological Significance. The heritage item and its relevance in respect of

important physical evidence of pre 1900 human activities.

• Technology and Craftsmanship Significance. The heritage items importance for

the nature and use of materials, finishes and/or constructional methods which

were innovative for the period or of noteworthy quality.

• Scientific. Considers the association with scientific innovation and achievement

URBAN DESIGN VALUES

• City Context. Buildings and landscaping address both the urban street edges and

geometry in a constructive manner.

• Precinct Prominence. Potential for the Cathedral and wider precinct to remain/

become a very significant local landmark, defining the Eastern entry to the city,

and supporting the recovery of Christchurch.

• Life And Buzz. Provides a vibrant destination supporting the vision of the CDC

and providing active edges and/or sense of place and activity/buzz.

• Placemaking. The precinct creates a strong, distinctive sense of place, through

expression of belief, functions and programmes in landscape and architecture.

• Connections. Strong connections to neighbours and footpath/roading network

and adjacent car park options. Design car parks sympathetically to balance

convenience and a safe traffic free public realm.  Recognise special access needs

such as disabled parking.

• CPTED. Crime Prevention Through Design. Take care with lighting and visibility to

minimise spaces that might be prone to vandalism or crime.

• Precinct Synergies. The precinct forms an efficient, coordinated, attractive whole,

with indoor and outdoor spaces suitably sized and oriented, circulation paths safe

and clear. The architecture provides a satisfying complex with a hierarchy of scale

and design encompassed within a consistent aesthetic approach.

FUTURE PROOFING

• Cathedral. The main Cathedral space is probably “fixed’ in format, but ancillary

spaces can be reconfigured (within reason), should spatial arrangement

requirements change in future.

• Future Additions. Flexible spaces remain on the precinct site to provide for future

functions or elements to be added in a coordinated fashion.

• Diocesan Offices. Configured to allow future flexibility and expansion as required

• Interpretive Centre. Needs to be easily reconfigurable. Construction and location

to enable ease of expansion at a later date.

• Catholic Education Precinct. Ensure opportunities to create meaningful

connections to adjoining Catholic schools.

• Enhanced Linkages To Neighbours. Opportunities to exploit improved synergies

and linkages in future.
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Cathedral Precinct Option Summary A1 

Option Description 

Carefully deconstruct ( demolish sto e  sto e ) the former Cathedral completely and reconstruct

a new replica to original design as close as reasonably practical, with maximum salvage fabric 

reused. The new Cathedral would have standard foundations (not base isolation). 

Design Principle 

Same building, like for like materials / same materials 

Key attributes for Evaluation 

Adherence to CDC Vision 

 Sacred Space, Transcendence. The qualities of the sacred space would remain as close as

possible to the pre-earthquake condition.

 Community Engagement. The precinct could accommodate a range of buildings and settings

to facilitate community engagement.

 Future Legacy. The original Cathedral is reconstructed to the original design. The new

buildings and site development can be designed to respond to the past, and look to the

future.

 Stewardship. Reconstructing the Cathedral would entail a large investment. The new

buildings and site development can be designed sustainably.

 Multiculturalism. The original Cathedral is reconstructed to the original, Classical European

design. The new buildings and site development can be designed to reflect multiculturalism.

Precinct Functionality 

 Precinct Planning. The cathedral lo atio  a d floor pla  re ai s a gi e , ith the
remainder of the precinct brief redeveloped around that.

 Cathedral. Capacity is somewhat smaller than the brief requests.

 Interpretive Centre. Option provides flexibility for design to meet brief. Design options for

linkages to Cathedral would be limited by need to respond appropriately to heritage values.

 Diocesan Offices. Option provides flexibility for design to meet brief.

 Presbytery. E isti g ould re ai  as-is . Optio  also pro ides fle i ility for new design to

meet brief, should a new Presbytery be preferred.

 Music and Performing Arts. Option provides flexibility for design to meet brief.

 Carparks. Option provides around 170 carparks. Existing Cathedral location would drive new

carpark layout to some extent.

 Landscaping. The Cathedral can be given an appropriate setting. A range of options are

available for outdoor spaces. Landscaping can be sustainable.



Technical Feasibility 

 Complexity of Solution Design will be an acceptable solution, but will require complex

analysis to determine the transfer forces. Innovative design solutions required. Moderate to

High risk of scope creep.

 Seismic Resilience Extent of resilience complies with Code, but damage will be significant

after a design earthquake.  Loss of function after a design event in months to years.

 Constructability Buildable using conventional construction, and local resources.  Significant

specialist work required for stonework.  Foundations complex, and will require a skilled

contractor.  Concrete work will require a skilled contractor. More structure required than

original building.

 Compliance.  Compliance may be difficult to be achieved.  Weathertightness complex.  Fire

and accessibility likely to be achievable.

Heritage Acceptance 

 Historical and Social Significance.  The reuse of salvaged material will retain some

significance with Bishop Grimes who was responsible for the construction of the original

building.  A new building will ensure the continuity of being the principal place of worship

since 1860 it will also remain the seat seat of the Bishop of Christchurch.

 Cultural and Spiritual Significance.  The new building will retain the use as the spiritual

home of the Catholic community; however, it will no longer be the building visited by Pope

John Paul II.

 Architectural and Artistic Significance.  The original building will be lost.  A new building as a

replica using original design elements, form, scale, materials, style and ornamentation will

have the potential to present misleading architectural and artistic significance.   Association

with the architect is removed.

 Group and Setting Significance.  The original building will be lost.  A new building as a replica

using original material will have the potential to present misleading group and setting

significance.

 Landmark Significance.  Landmark values associated with the original building will be lost.  A

new building as a replica using original material will have the potential to present misleading

landmark values based on the original building.

 Archaeological Significance.  An archaeological authority will be required for any below

ground work.

 Technology and Craftsmanship Significance. All technology associated with the construction

of the building will be lost.  Reuse of salvaged material will retain some craftsmanship

significance.

 Scientific.  No known values.

Urban Design Values 

 City Context. The Cathedral addresses the it  as efore, a d re ai s as a gi e  for the

rest of the precinct to be redeveloped around. Within that constraint the option provides

flexibility for new buildings and siteworks design.



 Precinct Prominence. The Cathedral remains the same very significant local landmark as 

before the earthquakes. 

 Life and Buzz. Maintaining vistas to, and prominence of, the Cathedral front facade may 

limit ability to create active edges.  

 Placemaking. The Cathedral would remain as the key anchor for creating a strong sense of 

place. The new buildings and landscaping could be designed to reinforce that. 

 Connections. Strong connections can be achieved. The existing Cathedral location would 

drive carpark layout to some extent, but carparks could be made prominent, or somewhat 

hidden, as preferred. 

 CPTED. As with all options, this would need to be considered, in conjunction with other 

factors. 

 Precinct Synergies. The existing, central Cathedral location and current layout will limit 

design options for layout of, and connections to, other precinct functions to some extent. 

But the option does provide reasonable potential for an efficient, coordinated, attractive 

whole. 

 

Future Proofing 

 Cathedral. The existing cathedral design is already established in format, so ability to 

reformat ancillary spaces would be very limited by need to respect the existing design. 

 Future Additions. Flexible space remains on the precinct site to provide for limited future 

additions. As for all options, later additions would impact overall car park numbers. 

 Diocesan Offices. Can be enlarged or reconfigured in future if required. 

 Interpretive Centre. Can be enlarged or reconfigured in future if required. 

 Catholic Education Precinct. As for all options, the Cathedral and Interpretive Centre provide 

a variety spaces that can be used by schools to maximise utilisation and achieve vision goals. 

Functional linkages can be provided between the schools and the precinct, but note that the 

Cathedral does tur  its a k  o  the s hools as it is orie ted to Bar adoes “t, a d this a  
make it more difficult for newer buildings and spaces to address the Cathedral, Barbadoes St 

and the schools all in a strong, symbolic manner.  

 Enhanced Linkages To Neighbours. Greater synergies and linkages can be supported in 

future, e.g. to adjacent schools. 

 

 

  





Cathedral Precinct Option Summary A2 

Option Description 

Carefully deconstruct (demolish sto e  sto e ) the former Cathedral completely and reconstruct

a new replica to original design as close as reasonably practical, with maximum salvage fabric 

reused. The new Cathedral would have base isolation foundations. 

Design Principle 

Same building, like for like materials / same materials. Base isolation 

Key attributes for Evaluation 

Adherence to CDC Vision 

 Same as for Option A1

Precinct Functionality 

 Same as for Option A1

Technical Feasibility 

 Complexity of Solution Design will be an alternative solution, and will require complex

analysis, and Peer Review.  Moderate risk of scope creep.

 Seismic Resilience BI provides a resilient building, which will limit damage after a design

earthquake.  Loss of function after a design event is minor: in days to weeks.

 Constructability Buildable using conventional construction, and local resources.  Specialist

work required for stonework, and Isolation.  Foundations complex, and will require a skilled

contractor.  Concrete work will require a skilled contractor.

 Compliance.  Compliance able to be achieved with relative ease. Peer Review required.

Weathertightness moderately complex. Fire and accessibility likely to be achievable.

Heritage Acceptance 

 Historical and Social Significance.  The reuse of salvaged material will retain some

significance with Bishop Grimes who was responsible for the construction of the original

building.  A new building will ensure the continuity of being the principal place of worship

since 1860 it will also remain the seat seat of the Bishop of Christchurch.

 Cultural and Spiritual Significance.  The new building will retain the use as the spiritual

home of the Catholic community; however, it will no longer be the building visited by Pope

John Paul II.



 Architectural and Artistic Significance.  The original building will be lost.  A new building as a

replica using original design elements, form, scale, materials, style and ornamentation will

have the potential to present misleading architectural and artistic significance.   Association

with the architect is removed.

 Group and Setting Significance.  The original building will be lost.  A new building as a replica

using original material will have the potential to present misleading group and setting

significance.

 Landmark Significance.  Landmark values associated with the original building will be lost.  A

new building as a replica using original material will have the potential to present misleading

landmark values based on the original building.

 Archaeological Significance.  An archaeological authority will be required for any below

ground work.

 Technology and Craftsmanship Significance. All technology associated with the construction

of the building will be lost.  Reuse of salvaged material will retain some craftsmanship

significance.

 Scientific.  No known values.

Urban Design Values 

 Same as for Option A1

Future Proofing 

 Same as for Option A1





Cathedral Precinct Option Summary A3 

Option Description 

Carefully demolish the former Cathedral completely and reconstruct a new replica to original design 

as close as reasonably practical, but using predominantly modern materials. Only a minimal amount 

of re-use of salvaged materials or features is envisaged. The new Cathedral would have standard 

foundations (not base isolation). 

Design Principle 

Same building, Modern equivalent materials. Standard foundations 

Key attributes for Evaluation 

Adherence to CDC Vision 

 Similar to Option A1, but the reconstruction in modern materials may appear incongruous

and undermine the integrity of the Cathedral for some people. There is potential for the

original design to be varied in detail to give some recognition of multiculturalism.

Precinct Functionality 

 Same as for Option A1

Technical Feasibility 

 Complexity of Solution Design will be an acceptable solution, but will require complex

analysis to determine the transfer forces.  Moderate risk of scope creep.

 Seismic Resilience Extent of resilience complies with Code, but damage may be significant

after a design earthquake.  Loss of function after a design event in months.

 Constructability Buildable using conventional construction, and local resources.  Specialist

work required for stonework.  Foundations complex, and will require a skilled contractor.

Concrete work will require a skilled contractor.

 Compliance.  Compliance able to be achieved with relative ease.  Weathertightness

moderately complex. Fire and accessibility achievable.

Heritage Acceptance 

 Historical and Social Significance.  The use of new material to form a replica building will

retain minor significance with Bishop Grimes who was responsible for the construction of

the original building.  A new building will ensure the continuity of being the principal place of

worship since 1860 it will also remain the seat seat of the Bishop of Christchurch.



 Cultural and Spiritual Significance.  The new building will retain the use as the spiritual

home of the Catholic community; however, it will no longer be the building visited by Pope

John Paul II.

 Architectural and Artistic Significance.  The original building will be lost.  A new building as a

replica using original design elements, form, scale, new materials, style and ornamentation

will not re-establish architectural and artistic significance.   Association with the architect is

removed.

 Group and Setting Significance.  The original building will be lost.  A new building as a replica

using new material will not re-establish the group and setting significance values.

 Landmark Significance.  Landmark values associated with the original building will be lost.  A

new building as a replica using new material will not re-establish the landmark significance

values

 Archaeological Significance.  An archaeological authority will be required for any below

ground work.

 Technology and Craftsmanship Significance. All technology and craftsmanship significance

associated with the construction of the original building will be lost.

 Scientific.  No known values.

Urban Design Values 

 Same as for Option A1

Future Proofing 

 Same as for Option A1





Cathedral Precinct Option Summary A4 

Option Description 

Carefully demolish the former Cathedral completely and reconstruct a new replica to original design 

as close as reasonably practical, but using predominantly modern materials. Only a minimal amount 

of re-use of salvaged materials or features is envisaged. The new Cathedral would have base 

isolation foundations. 

Design Principle 

Same building, Modern equivalent materials. Base isolation 

Option Ref. A4 

Key attributes for Evaluation 

Adherence to CDC Vision 

 Similar to Option A1, but the reconstruction in modern materials may appear incongruous

and undermine the integrity of the Cathedral for some people. There is potential for the

original design to be varied in detail to give some recognition of multiculturalism.

Precinct Functionality 

 Same as for Option A1

Technical Feasibility 

 Complexity of Solution Design will be an alternative solution, and will require complex

analysis to determine the transfer forces, and Peer Review.  Moderate risk of scope creep.

 Seismic Resilience BI provides a resilient building, which will limit damage after a design

earthquake.  Loss of function after a design event is very low: in days.

 Constructability Buildable using conventional construction, and local resources.  Specialist

work required for stonework, and Isolation.  Foundations complex, and will require a skilled

contractor.  Concrete work will require a skilled contractor.

 Compliance.  Compliance able to be achieved with relative ease. Peer Review required.

Weathertightness moderately complex. Fire and accessibility achievable.

Heritage Acceptance 

 Historical and Social Significance.  The use of new material to form a replica building will

retain minor significance with Bishop Grimes who was responsible for the construction of



the original building.  A new building will ensure the continuity of being the principal place of 

worship since 1860 it will also remain the seat seat of the Bishop of Christchurch. 

 Cultural and Spiritual Significance.  The new building will retain the use as the spiritual

home of the Catholic community; however, it will no longer be the building visited by Pope

John Paul II.

 Architectural and Artistic Significance.  The original building will be lost.  A new building as a

replica using original design elements, form, scale, new materials, style and ornamentation

will not re-establish architectural and artistic significance.   Association with the architect is

removed.

 Group and Setting Significance.  The original building will be lost.  A new building as a replica

using new material will not re-establish the group and setting significance values.

 Landmark Significance.  Landmark values associated with the original building will be lost.  A

new building as a replica using new material will not re-establish the landmark significance

values

 Archaeological Significance.  An archaeological authority will be required for any below

ground work.

 Technology and Craftsmanship Significance. All technology and craftsmanship significance

associated with the construction of the original building will be lost.

 Scientific.  No known values.

Urban Design Values 

 Same as for Option A1

Future Proofing 

 Same as for Option A1





Cathedral Precinct Option Summary B1 

Option Description 

Demolish the former Cathedral completely and construct a new cathedral to new design in same 

location. The new Cathedral would have standard foundations (not base isolation). 

Design Principle 

Different building, same location. Standard foundations. 

Key attributes for Evaluation 

Adherence to CDC Vision 

 Sacred Space, Transcendence. The qualities of the sacred space would be designed to

current preferences.

 Community Engagement. The precinct could accommodate a range of buildings and settings

to facilitate community engagement.

 Future Legacy. The former Cathedral is remembered only in the location of the new

Cathedral. There would be little if any heritage fabric on site for the new buildings and site

development to respond to. The precinct and building stock would face the future as

representative of the present times, without any heritage buildings remaining.

 Stewardship. Building a new Cathedral would entail a large investment. The new buildings

and site development can be designed sustainably.

 Multiculturalism. The new buildings (including the new Cathedral) and site development can

be designed to reflect multiculturalism to the extent preferred.

Precinct Functionality 

 Precinct Planning. The cathedral location re ai s a gi e , ith the re ai der of the
precinct brief redeveloped around that. There would be more freedom to optimise outdoor

spaces around the Cathedral and linkages to other buildings.

 Cathedral. Requirement for new design provides flexibility to respond fully to brief.

 Interpretive Centre. Option provides flexibility for design to meet brief. Efficient linkages

into the Cathedral could be designed as part of the new precinct plan.

 Diocesan Offices. Option provides flexibility for design to meet brief.

 Presbytery. E isti g ould re ai  as-is . Optio  also pro ides fle i ilit  for a new design to

meet the brief, should a new Presbytery be preferred.

 Music and Performing Arts. Option provides flexibility for design to meet brief.

 Carparks. Option provides around 160 carparks. Existing Cathedral location would drive

carpark layout to some extent.

 Landscaping. The Cathedral can be given an appropriate setting. A range of options are

available for outdoor spaces. Landscaping can be sustainable.



Technical Feasibility 

 Complexity of Solution Design can be tailored to suit the building.  Risks can be dealt with

through the design.  Complex analysis likely by nature of the building. Minor to Moderate

risk of scope creep.

 Seismic Resilience Design measures can be implemented to make the building resilient, but

some impact on layout and structure to optimise.  Loss of function after a design event is

moderate: in weeks to months.

 Constructability Assume conventional construction, and local resources are used.  Need for

specialist work depends on design concept, but can be managed.  Foundations complex, and

will require a skilled contractor.

 Compliance.  Compliance able to be achieved with relative ease.  Weathertightness

addressed through design. Fire and accessibility designed to suit.

Heritage Acceptance 

 Historical and Social Significance.  A new buildi g ill re o e Bishop Gri es’ asso iatio
with the place.  A new building will ensure the continuity of being the principal place of

worship since 1860 it will also remain the seat seat of the Bishop of Christchurch.

 Cultural and Spiritual Significance.  A new building will retain the use as the spiritual home

of the Catholic community.  It will no longer be the building visited by Pope John Paul II.

 Architectural and Artistic Significance.  All architectural and artistic significance associated

with the original building will be lost.

 Group and Setting Significance.  All group and setting significance associated with the

original building will be lost.

 Landmark Significance. Landmark values associated with the original building will be lost.

 Archaeological Significance.  An archaeological authority will be required for any below

ground work.

 Technology and Craftsmanship Significance. All technology associated with the construction

of the original building will be lost.

 Scientific.  No known values.

Urban Design Values 

 City Context. The Cathedral addresses the city largely as before but with a new facade, and

re ai s as a gi e  for the rest of the pre i t to fit arou d. Within that constraint the

option provides flexibility for new buildings and siteworks design.

 Precinct Prominence. The Cathedral would be a new, and potentially very significant local

landmark.

 Life and Buzz. Maintaining vistas to and prominence of the Cathedral front may limit ability

to create active edges.

 Placemaking. The Cathedral would create a new anchor for a strong sense of place. The new

buildings and landscaping could be designed to reinforce that.



 Connections. Strong connections can be achieved. Existing Cathedral location would drive

carpark layout to some extent, but these could be prominent or somewhat hidden as

preferred.

 CPTED. As with all options, this would need to be considered in conjunction with other

factors.

 Precinct Synergies. The existing, central Cathedral location will limit design options for

layout and connections of other functions to some extent. But the option does provide

reasonable potential for an efficient, coordinated, attractive whole.

Future Proofing 

 Cathedral. The main cathedral space is fi ed’ i  for at, and ability to reformat ancillary

spaces would be limited, but some flexibility could be designed-in.

 Future Additions. Flexible space remains on the precinct site to provide for limited future

additions. As for all options, later additions would impact overall car park numbers.

 Diocesan Offices. Can be enlarged or reconfigured in future if required.

 Interpretive Centre. Can be enlarged or reconfigured in future if required.

 Catholic Education Precinct. As for all options, the Cathedral and Interpretive Centre provide

a variety spaces that can be used by schools to maximise utilisation and achieve vision goals.

Functional linkages can be provided between the schools and the precinct. The Cathedral

does tur  its a k  o  the s hools as it is orie ted to Bar adoes “t, but as a new design

there is more potential to address the Cathedral, Barbadoes St and the schools all in a

strong, symbolic manner.

 Enhanced Linkages To Neighbours. Greater synergies and linkages can be supported in

future, e.g. to adjacent schools.





Cathedral Precinct Option Summary B2 

Option Description 

Demolish the former Cathedral completely and construct a new cathedral to new design in same 

location. The new Cathedral would have base isolation foundations. 

Design Principle 

Different building, same location. Base isolation. 

Key attributes for Evaluation 

Adherence to CDC Vision 

 Same as for Option B1

Precinct Functionality 

 Same as for Option B1

Technical Feasibility 

 Complexity of Solution Design can be tailered to suit the building.  Risks can be dealt with

through the design.  Complex analysis likely by nature of the building. Minor to Moderate

risk of scope creep.

 Seismic Resilience BI provides a resilient building, which will limit damage after a design

earthquake.  Loss of function after a design event is very low: in days.

 Constructability Assume conventional construction, and local resources are used.  Need for

specialist work depends on design concept, but can be managed.  Foundations complex, and

will require a skilled contractor.

 Compliance.  Compliance able to be achieved with relative ease. Peer Review will be

required.  Weathertightness addressed through design. Fire and accessibility designed to

suit.

Heritage Acceptance 

 Historical and Social Significance.  A e  uildi g ill re o e Bishop Gri es’ asso iatio
with the place.  A new building will ensure the continuity of being the principal place of

worship since 1860 it will also remain the seat seat of the Bishop of Christchurch.

 Cultural and Spiritual Significance.  A new building will retain the use as the spiritual home

of the Catholic community.  It will no longer be the building visited by Pope John Paul II.



 Architectural and Artistic Significance.  All architectural and artistic significance associated 

with the original building will be lost.   

 Group and Setting Significance.  All group and setting significance associated with the 

original building will be lost.   

 Landmark Significance. Landmark values associated with the original building will be lost.   

 Archaeological Significance.  An archaeological authority will be required for any below 

ground work. 

 Technology and Craftsmanship Significance. All technology associated with the construction 

of the original building will be lost.   

 Scientific.  No known values. 

 

Urban Design Values 

 Same as for Option B1 

 

Future Proofing 

 Same as for Option B1 

  





Cathedral Precinct Option Summary B3 

Option Description 

Demolish the former Cathedral completely and construct a new cathedral to new design in different 

location within the Precinct. The new Cathedral would have standard foundations (not base 

isolation). 

Design Principle 

Different building, different location, same site. Standard foundations. 

Key attributes for Evaluation 

Adherence to CDC Vision 

 Sacred Space, Transcendence. The qualities of the sacred space would be designed to

current preferences.

 Community Engagement. The precinct could accommodate a range of buildings and settings

to facilitate community engagement.

 Future Legacy. The original Cathedral design and location would not be reflected in the new

precinct design. There would be little if any heritage fabric on site for new buildings and site

development to respond to. The precinct and building stock would face the future as

representative of the present times.

 Stewardship. Building a new Cathedral would entail a large investment. The new buildings

and site development can be designed sustainably.

 Multiculturalism. The new buildings (including the new Cathedral) and site development can

be designed to reflect multiculturalism to the extent preferred.

Precinct Functionality 

 Precinct Planning. The cathedral location and orientation could be selected to optimise its

prominence and to provide best overall use of the site. There would be freedom to optimise

outdoor spaces around the Cathedral and linkages to other buildings.

 Cathedral. Requirement for new design provides flexibility to respond fully to brief.

 Interpretive Centre. Option provides flexibility for design to meet brief. Efficient linkages to

Cathedral could be designed as part of the new precinct plan.

 Diocesan Offices. Option provides flexibility for design to meet brief.

 Presbytery. E isti g ould re ai  as-is . Optio  also pro ides fle i ilit  for desig  to meet

brief, should new Presbytery be preferred.

 Music and Performing Arts. Option provides flexibility for design to meet brief.

 Carparks. Option provides around 120+ carparks. Location can be optimised to locations of

new buildings.



 Landscaping. The Cathedral can be given an appropriate setting. A range of options are

available for outdoor spaces. Landscaping can be sustainable.

Technical Feasibility 

 Complexity of Solution Design can be tailered to suit the building.  Risks can be dealt with

through the design.  Complex analysis likely by nature of the building. Minor to Moderate

risk of scope creep.

 Seismic Resilience Design measures can be implemented to make the building resilient, but

some impact on layout and structure to optimise.  Loss of function after a design event is

moderate: in weeks to months.

 Constructability Assume conventional construction, and local resources are used.  Need for

specialist work depends on design concept, but can be managed.  Foundations complex, and

will require a skilled contractor.

 Compliance.  Compliance able to be achieved with relative ease.  Weathertightness

addressed through design. Fire and accessibility designed to suit.

Heritage Acceptance 

 Historical and Social Significance.  A e  uildi g ill re o e Bishop Gri es’ asso iation

with the place.  A new building will ensure the continuity of being the principal place of

worship since 1860 it will also remain the seat seat of the Bishop of Christchurch.

 Cultural and Spiritual Significance.  A new building will retain the use as the spiritual home

of the Catholic community.  It will no longer be the building visited by Pope John Paul II.

 Architectural and Artistic Significance.  All architectural and artistic significance associated

with the original building will be lost.

 Group and Setting Significance.  All group and setting significance associated with the

original building will be lost.

 Landmark Significance. Landmark values associated with the original building will be lost.

 Archaeological Significance.  An archaeological authority will be required for any below

ground work.

 Technology and Craftsmanship Significance. All technology associated with the construction

of the original building will be lost.

 Scientific.  No known values.

Urban Design Values 

 City Context. Cathedral location and orientation can be selected to optimise how it

addresses the surrounding area. The option provides flexibility for new buildings and

siteworks design.

 Precinct Prominence. The Cathedral would be a new, and potentially very significant local

landmark.

 Life and Buzz. The option provides flexibility to locate key functions to create active edges, in

conjunction with achieving other precinct aims.

 Placemaking. The Cathedral would create a new anchor for a strong sense of place. There is

potential for a different approach to placemaking, as the Cathedral location and orientation



can be changed if preferred. The new buildings and landscaping could be designed to 

reinforce that. 

 Connections. Strong connections can be achieved. Existing Cathedral and other building

locations can be optimised with carpark layout, but these could be prominent or somewhat

hidden as preferred.

 CPTED. As with all options, this would need to be considered in conjunction with other

factors.

 Precinct Synergies. Because locations of most precinct elements are not fixed by existing

layouts, the option provides potential for an efficient, coordinated, attractive whole.

Future Proofing 

 Cathedral. The main cathedral space is fi ed’ i  for at, a d a ilit  to refor at ancillary

spaces would be limited, but some flexibility could be designed-in.

 Future Additions. Flexible space remains on the precinct site to provide for limited future

additions. As for all options, later additions would impact overall car park numbers.

 Diocesan Offices. Can be enlarged or reconfigured in future if required.

 Interpretive Centre. Can be enlarged or reconfigured in future if required.

 Catholic Education Precinct. As for all options, the Cathedral and Interpretive Centre provide

a variety spaces that can be used by schools to maximise utilisation and achieve vision goals.

Selecting a new Cathedral location does provide potential for better functional and symbolic

linkages between the schools and precinct buildings.

 Enhanced Linkages To Neighbours. Greater synergies and linkages can be supported in

future, e.g. to adjacent schools. New overall site layout can factor this potential requirement

into the design.





Cathedral Precinct Option Summary B4 

Option Description 

Demolish the former Cathedral completely and construct a new cathedral to new design in different 

location within the Precinct. The new Cathedral would have base isolation foundations. 

Design Principle 

Different building, different location, same site. Base isolation. 

Key attributes for Evaluation 

Adherence to CDC Vision 

 Same as for Option B3

Precinct Functionality 

 Same as for Option B3

Technical Feasibility 

 Complexity of Solution Design can be tailered to suit the building.  Risks can be dealt with

through the design.  Complex analysis likely by nature of the building. Minor to Moderate

risk of scope creep.

 Seismic Resilience BI provides a resilient building, which will limit damage after a design

earthquake.  Loss of function after a design event is very low: in days.

 Constructability Assume conventional construction, and local resources are used.  Need for

specialist work depends on design concept, but can be managed.  Foundations complex, and

will require a skilled contractor.

 Compliance.  Compliance able to be achieved with relative ease. Peer Review will be

required.  Weathertightness addressed through design. Fire and accessibility designed to

suit.

Heritage Acceptance 

 Historical and Social Significance.  A e  uildi g ill re o e Bishop Gri es’ asso iatio
with the place.  A new building will ensure the continuity of being the principal place of

worship since 1860 it will also remain the seat seat of the Bishop of Christchurch.

 Cultural and Spiritual Significance.  A new building will retain the use as the spiritual home

of the Catholic community.  It will no longer be the building visited by Pope John Paul II.



 Architectural and Artistic Significance.  All architectural and artistic significance associated

with the original building will be lost.

 Group and Setting Significance.  All group and setting significance associated with the

original building will be lost.

 Landmark Significance. Landmark values associated with the original building will be lost.

 Archaeological Significance.  An archaeological authority will be required for any below

ground work.

 Technology and Craftsmanship Significance. All technology associated with the construction

of the original building will be lost.

 Scientific.  No known values.

Urban Design Values 

 Same as for Option B3

Future Proofing 

 Same as for Option B3





Cathedral Precinct Option Summary C1 

Option Description 

Carefully conserve and stabilise/strengthen as much of the former Cathedral as possible i -situ
(i.e. minimising demolition). Maximum existing fabric would be retained and strengthened in place, 

and any reconstruction work would be minimised. Any demolition required would be a careful 

disasse l  o  a sto e  sto e  asis. Where re o struction work was required that would be

similar to option A1 where maximum salvaged fabric would be reincorporated onto a new structural 

skeleto  to preserve the original appearance and materials as far as possible.

Design Principle 

Reuse extensive aspects of existing insitu 

Key attributes for Evaluation 

Adherence to CDC Vision 

 Sacred Space, Transcendence. The qualities of the sacred space would remain as close as

possible to the pre-earthquake condition – however significant quantities of new structural

walls and frames might be needed and would be likely to be very obvious within and

perhaps without the Cathedral in order to stabilise it. This may compromise the visual

ambience.

 Community Engagement. The precinct could accommodate a range of buildings and settings

to facilitate community engagement.

 Future Legacy. The original Cathedral is stabilised/reconstructed to the original design with

elements left in-situ wherever possible, but probably with obvious modern strengthening

interventions. The new buildings and site development can be designed to respond to the

past, and look to the future.

 Stewardship. Stabilising/reconstructing the Cathedral would entail a large investment. The

new buildings and site development can be designed sustainably.

 Multiculturalism. The original Cathedral is stabilised/reconstructed to the original, Classical

European design. The new buildings and site development can be designed to reflect

multiculturalism.

Precinct Functionality 

 Precinct Planning. The cathedral location a d floor pla  re ai s a gi e , ith the
remainder of the precinct brief redeveloped around that.

 Cathedral. Capacity is somewhat smaller than the brief requests, and may be further

compromised by addition of new strengthening walls and braces?

 Interpretive Centre. Option provides flexibility for design to meet brief. Design options for

linkages to Cathedral would be limited by need to respond appropriately to heritage values.



 Diocesan Offices. Option provides flexibility for design to meet brief.

 Presbytery. E isti g ould re ai  as-is . Optio  also pro ides fle i ilit  for e  desig  to

meet brief, should a new Presbytery be preferred.

 Music and Performing Arts. Option provides flexibility for design to meet brief.

 Carparks. Option provides around 170 carparks. Existing Cathedral location would drive new

carpark layout to some extent.

 Landscaping. The Cathedral can be given an appropriate setting. A range of options are

available for outdoor spaces. Landscaping can be sustainable.

Technical Feasibility 

 Complexity of Solution Design will require extensive, complex analysis to determine

superstructure loads.  Foundation solution complex. High degree of innovation required.

High risk of scope creep.

 Seismic Resilience Assume that 67%NBS is the target strengthening. Resilience is average.  In

a design event the building is likely to be extensively damaged, and likely to be a write-off.

 Constructability Specialist, precise construction required, with on-site testing required.

Specialist work required for stonework.  Superstructure and Foundations complex, and will

require a skilled contractor with specialist skills.

 Compliance.  Compliance should be achievable. Peer Review may be required.

Weathertightness complex. Fire and accessibility achievable under heritage conditions.

Heritage Acceptance 

 Historical and Social Significance.  Retention of historical and social significance values.

 Cultural and Spiritual Significance.  Retention of cultural and spiritual significance values.

 Architectural and Artistic Significance.  Retention of architectural and artistic significance

values.

 Group and Setting Significance.  Retention of group and setting significance values.

 Landmark Significance. Retention of landmark significance values.

 Archaeological Significance.  An archaeological authority will be required for any below

ground work.

 Technology and Craftsmanship Significance. Minimal loss of technology and craftsmanship

significance associated with the construction of the building.

 Scientific.  No known values.

Urban Design Values 

 City Context. The Cathedral addresses the it  as efore, a d re ai s as a gi e  for the
rest of the precinct to be redeveloped around. Within that constraint the option provides

flexibility for new buildings and siteworks design.

 Precinct Prominence. The Cathedral remains the same very significant local landmark as

before the earthquakes.

 Life and Buzz. Maintaining vistas to, and prominence of, the Cathedral front facade may

limit ability to create active edges.



 Placemaking. The Cathedral would remain as the key anchor for creating a strong sense of

place. The new buildings and landscaping could be designed to reinforce that.

 Connections. Strong connections can be achieved. The existing Cathedral location would

drive carpark layout to some extent, but carparks could be made prominent, or somewhat

hidden, as preferred.

 CPTED. As with all options, this would need to be considered, in conjunction with other

factors.

 Precinct Synergies. The existing, central Cathedral location and current layout will limit

design options for layout of, and connections to, other precinct functions to some extent.

But the option does provide reasonable potential for an efficient, coordinated, attractive

whole.

Future Proofing 

 Cathedral. The existing cathedral design is already established in format, so ability to

reformat ancillary spaces would be very limited by need to respect the existing design. New

strengthening work may impact on functionality.

 Future Additions. Flexible space remains on the precinct site to provide for limited future

additions. As for all options, later additions would impact overall car park numbers.

 Diocesan Offices. Can be enlarged or reconfigured in future if required.

 Interpretive Centre. Can be enlarged or reconfigured in future if required.

 Catholic Education Precinct. As for all options, the Cathedral and Interpretive Centre provide

a variety spaces that can be used by schools to maximise utilisation and achieve vision goals.

Functional linkages can be provided between the schools and the precinct, but note that the

Cathedral does tur  its a k  o  the s hools as it is orie ted to Bar adoes “t, a d this a
make it more difficult for newer buildings and spaces to address the Cathedral, Barbadoes St

and the schools all in a strong, symbolic manner.

 Enhanced Linkages To Neighbours. Greater synergies and linkages can be supported in

future, e.g. to adjacent schools.





Cathedral Precinct Option Summary C2 

Option Description 

Carefully conserve and stabilise/strengthen parts of the former Cathedral where reasonably possible 

i -situ  (i.e. minimising demolition). Compared to option C1, less existing fabric would be retained

and strengthened in place, and more full reconstruction work would be needed. Significant 

demolition would be required and would likely be a areful disasse l  o  a sto e  sto e  asis.
Much reconstruction work would be required and would be similar to option A1 where maximum 

salvaged fa ri  ould e rei orporated o to a e  stru tural skeleto  to preserve the original

appearance and materials as far as possible.  

Design Principle 

Reuse medium aspects of existing insitu 

Key attributes for Evaluation 

Adherence to CDC Vision 

As per option C1, except under the heading Sacred Space, Transcendence: The qualities of the 

sacred space might remain closer to the pre-earthquake condition because fewer significant 

quantities of new structural walls and frames might be needed? However this might be negated by 

the potential to obtain a higher NBS rating? So comparative effect on visual ambience is difficult to 

predict. 

Precinct Functionality 

 Same as for option C1.

Technical Feasibility 

 Complexity of Solution Design will require significant, complex analysis to determine

superstructure loads.  Foundation solution complex. High degree of innovation required.

High risk of scope creep.

 Seismic Resilience Assume that 67%NBS is the target strengthening. Resilience is poor to

moderate.  In a design event the building is likely to be significantly damaged, and may be a

write-off.

 Constructability Specialist, precise construction required, with on-site testing required.

Specialist work required for stonework.  Superstructure and Foundations complex, and will

require a skilled contractor with specialist skills.

 Compliance.  Compliance should be achievable. Peer Review may be required.

Weathertightness complex. Fire and accessibility achievable under heritage conditions.



Heritage Acceptance 

 Historical and Social Significance.  Retention of historical and social significance values.

 Cultural and Spiritual Significance.  Retention of cultural and spiritual significance values.

 Architectural and Artistic Significance.  Retention of some of the architectural and artistic

significance values.

 Group and Setting Significance.  Retention of group and setting significance values.

 Landmark Significance. Retention of some of the landmark significance values.

 Archaeological Significance.  An archaeological authority will be required for any below

ground work.

 Technology and Craftsmanship Significance. Loss of some of the technology and

craftsmanship significance associated with the construction of the building.

 Scientific.  No known values.

Urban Design Values 

 Same as for option C1.

Future Proofing 

 Same as for option C1.





Cathedral Precinct Option Summary C3 

Option Description 

Carefully conserve and stabilise/strengthen minimal aspects of the former Cathedral where 

reasonably possi le i -situ  (i.e. minimising demolition). Compared to option C1 and C2, less

existing fabric would be retained and strengthened in place, and considerably more full 

reconstruction work would be needed. Very significant demolition would be required and would 

likely be a areful disasse l  o  a sto e  sto e  asis. The majority of work would be

reconstruction and would be similar to option A1 where maximum salvaged fabric would be 

rei orporated o to a e  stru tural skeleto  to preserve the original appearance and materials

as far as possible.  

Design Principle 

Reuse minimal aspects of existing insitu 

Key attributes for Evaluation 

Adherence to CDC Vision 

As per option C1 and C2, except under the heading Sacred Space, Transcendence: The qualities of 

the sacred space would remain even closer to the pre-earthquake condition because fewer 

significant quantities of new structural walls and frames might be needed? However this might be 

negated by the potential to obtain a higher NBS rating? So comparative effect on visual ambience is 

difficult to predict. 

Precinct Functionality 

 Same as for option C1.

Technical Feasibility 

 Complexity of Solution Design will require significant, complex analysis to determine

superstructure loads.  Foundation solution complex. High degree of innovation required.

Medium risk of scope creep.

 Seismic Resilience Assume that 100% current Code is the target strengthening. Resilience is

moderate.  In a design event the building may suffer moderate damage, but is likely to be

repairable. Time to regain function is weeks to months.

 Constructability Specialist, precise construction required, with on-site testing required.

Specialist work required for stonework.  Superstructure and Foundations complex, and will

require a skilled contractor with specialist skills.

 Compliance.  Compliance should be straight-forward.  Weathertightness achievable, but

challenging. Fire and accessibility achievable under heritage conditions.



Heritage Acceptance 

 Historical and Social Significance.  Retention of historical and social significance values.

 Cultural and Spiritual Significance.  Retention of cultural and spiritual significance values.

 Architectural and Artistic Significance.  Minimal architectural and artistic significance values

remain.

 Group and Setting Significance.  Retention of group and setting significance values.

 Landmark Significance. Minimal landmark significance values remain.

 Archaeological Significance.  An archaeological authority will be required for any below

ground work.

 Technology and Craftsmanship Significance. Minimal technology and craftsmanship

associated with the construction of the building remains.

 Scientific.  No known values.

Urban Design Values 

 Same as for option C1.

Future Proofing 

Same as for option C1. 





Cathedral Precinct Option Summary D1 

Option Description 

Demolish much of the existing Cathedral, but retain considerable portions as a very significant relic. 

Foundations might form the asis of a reli  garde , ith sele ted wall and other elements such as

bell towers, front colonnade and facade, side elevation and internal colonnade stabilised in-situ or 

reconstructed from salvaged fabric around new structural systems.  

Construct new cathedral to new design in different location within the Precinct. The new Cathedral 

would have standard foundations (not base isolation). 

It is unlikely that briefed accommodation might be constructed within the relic footprint, due to the 

extensive nature of the relic and expectation that it would be desirable to view it unobstructed by 

new structures. 

Design Principle 

Large extensive relic retained or reconstructed 

Key attributes for Evaluation 

Adherence to CDC Vision 

 Sacred Space, Transcendence. The qualities of the new sacred space would be designed to

current preferences.

 Community Engagement. The precinct could accommodate a range of buildings and settings

to facilitate community engagement.

 Future Legacy. The original Cathedral design and location would be reflected in the relic.

This would provide heritage fabric on site for new buildings and site development to

respond to. The new building stock would need to also reflect the present.

 Stewardship. Building a new Cathedral would entail a large investment, as would retaining a

significant relic. The new buildings and site development can be designed sustainably.

 Multiculturalism. The new buildings (including the new Cathedral) and site development can

be designed to reflect multiculturalism to the extent preferred.

Precinct Functionality 

 Precinct Planning. Fle i ilit  for the e  Cathedral’s lo atio  and orientation would be

li ited  the eed to reate a ea i gful relatio ship to the reli , a d the Reli ’s e tral
location. There would be limited freedom to optimise outdoor spaces around the Cathedral

and linkages to other buildings because the relic occupies the centre of the site, and would

provide a very large outdoor space in a fixed location. The combined footprints of both the

new Cathedral and the relic would occupy a large proportion of the site, and would limit

options for locating other elements.



 Cathedral. Requirement for new design provides flexibility to respond fully to brief.

 Interpretive Centre. Relic location is likely to impact on design options for location and

layout, and linkages to new Cathedral.

 Diocesan Offices. Option provides flexibility for design to meet brief.

 Presbytery. E isti g ould re ai  as-is . Optio  also pro ides fle i ilit  for desig  to meet

brief, should new Presbytery be preferred.

 Music and Performing Arts. Option provides flexibility for design to meet brief, but relic

location may impact provision of linkages to other elements and options to tailor the design

of outdoor spaces for music. Relic itself may provide opportunities too.

 Carparks. Option provides around 140 carparks. Locations will be driven by large Relic

footprint to some extent, but can still be designed to suit locations of new buildings.

 Landscaping. A range of options are available for outdoor spaces, and the Relic may provide

positive opportunities as well as limit flexibility to some extent. Microclimate within the Relic

footprint is exposed to the east and shaded. Landscaping can be sustainable.

Technical Feasibility 

 Complexity of Solution Design will require extensive, complex analysis to determine

superstructure loads.  Foundation solution complex, but no deep foundations. High degree

of innovation required. High risk of scope creep.

 Seismic Resilience Assume that 67%NBS is the target strengthening, and reduced

Importance Level.  Resilience is poor.  In a design event the building is likely to be extensively

damaged, and likely to be a write-off.

 Constructability Specialist, precise construction required, with on-site testing required.

Specialist work required for stonework.  Superstructure and Foundations complex, and will

require a skilled contractor with specialist skills.

 Compliance.  Compliance should be achievable. Peer Review may be required.  No Fire and

accessibility.  Durability of some concern for medium-long term.

Heritage Acceptance 

 Historical and Social Significance.  It will retain the association with Bishop Grimes who was

responsible for the construction of the original building.  It will no longer be the principal

place of worship for Catholics it will also no longer be the seat of the Bishop of Christchurch.

 Cultural and Spiritual Significance.  It will no longer be the spiritual home of the Catholic

community; however, it will remain the place visited by Pope John Paul II and remain a place

of cultural and spiritual significance

 Architectural and Artistic Significance.  Extensive architectural and artistic significance

values will remain.

 Group and Setting Significance.  Retention of group and setting significance values.

 Landmark Significance. Retention of landmark significance values.

 Archaeological Significance.  An archaeological authority will be required for any below

ground work.

 Technology and Craftsmanship Significance. Some technology and craftsmanship associated

with the construction of the building will remain.

 Scientific.  No known values.



Urban Design Values 

 City Context. The prominent and central location of the Relic will limit options for new

Cathedral location and orientation.  The option provides less flexibility for new buildings and

siteworks design.

 Precinct Prominence. The Cathedral would be a new, and potentially very significant local

landmark. Its relationship both architecturally and in urban design terms to the relic would

be a challenge to reconcile in terms of meaning and primacy, given the retention of much of

the for er Cathedral’s fro t façade i  the e tre of the site.

 Life and Buzz. The option provides some flexibility to locate key functions to create active

edges, in conjunction with achieving other precinct aims. The need to respond to the Relic

location does limit flexibility in this regard.

 Placemaking. The Cathedral would create a new anchor for a strong sense of place. There is

potential for a different approach to placemaking, as the Cathedral location and orientation

can be changed. The new buildings and landscaping could be designed to reinforce that. Its

relationship both architecturally and in urban design terms to the relic would be a challenge

to reconcile in terms of meaning and primacy, given the retention of much of the former

Cathedral’s front façade in the centre of the site.

 Connections. Connections are likely to be compromised by the central relic location and its

extent.

 CPTED. As with all options, this would need to be considered in conjunction with other

factors. The relic garden itself would be an extensive outdoor area that would not be visible

from Barbadoes St.

 Precinct Synergies. The prominent and central location of the Relic, and inability to

accommodate much of the brief within the Relic footprint, will limit options for locations of

other elements and is therefore likely to limit synergies.

Future Proofing 

 Cathedral. The main cathedral space is fi ed’ i  for at, a d a ilit  to refor at ancillary

spaces would be limited, but some flexibility could be designed-in.

 Future Additions. Little space remains on the precinct site to provide for any future

additions, due to the relic garden size. As for other options, any future additions would

impact overall car park numbers.

 Diocesan Offices. Can be enlarged or reconfigured in future if required.

 Interpretive Centre. Can be enlarged or reconfigured in future if required.

 Catholic Education Precinct. As for all options, the Cathedral and Interpretive Centre provide

a variety spaces that can be used by schools to maximise utilisation and achieve vision goals.

Selecting a new Cathedral location does provide potential for better functional and symbolic

linkages between the schools and precinct buildings. The relic may provide additional

opportunities for linkages and synergies, but may also limit flexibility as it occupies a large,

central location.

 Enhanced Linkages To Neighbours. Greater synergies and linkages can be supported in

future, e.g. to adjacent schools. New overall site layout can factor this potential requirement

into the design.





Cathedral Precinct Option Summary D2 

Option Description 

Demolish much of the existing Cathedral, but retain some as a significant relic. Foundations might 

form the asis of a reli  garde , ith sele ted wall and other elements such as bell towers, front

colonnade and facade, arches stabilised in-situ or reconstructed from salvaged fabric around new 

structural systems.  

Construct new cathedral to new design in different location within the Precinct. The new Cathedral 

would have standard foundations (not base isolation). 

Some briefed accommodation might be constructed within the relic footprint. 

Design Principle 

Significant relic retained or reconstructed 

Key attributes for Evaluation 

Adherence to CDC Vision 

 Same as for Option D1

Precinct Functionality 

 Same as for Option D1

Technical Feasibility 

 Complexity of Solution Design will require extensive, complex analysis to determine

superstructure loads.  Foundation solution complex, but no deep foundations. High degree

of innovation required. High risk of scope creep.

 Seismic Resilience Assume that 67%NBS is the target strengthening, and reduced

Importance Level.  Resilience is poor to moderate.  In a design event the building is likely to

be extensively damaged, and likely to be a write-off.

 Constructability Specialist, precise construction required, with on-site testing required.

Specialist work required for stonework.  Superstructure and Foundations complex, and will

require a skilled contractor with specialist skills.

 Compliance.  Compliance should be achievable. Peer Review may be required.  No Fire and

accessibility.  Durability of some concern for medium-long term.



Heritage Acceptance 

 Historical and Social Significance.  It will retain the association with Bishop Grimes who was

responsible for the construction of the original building.  It will no longer be the principal

place of worship for Catholics it will also no longer be the seat of the Bishop of Christchurch.

 Cultural and Spiritual Significance.  It will no longer be the spiritual home of the Catholic

community; however, it will remain the place visited by Pope John Paul II and remain a place

of cultural and spiritual significance.

 Architectural and Artistic Significance.  Retention of some of the architectural and artistic

significance values.

 Group and Setting Significance.  Retention of some of the group and setting significance

values.

 Landmark Significance. Retention of some of the landmark significance values.

 Archaeological Significance.  An archaeological authority will be required for any below

ground work.

 Technology and Craftsmanship Significance. Some technology and craftsmanship associated

with the construction of the building will remain.

 Scientific.  No known values.

Urban Design Values 

 Same as for Option D1

Future Proofing 

 Same as for Option D1





Cathedral Precinct Option Summary D3 

Option Description 

Demolish much of the existing Cathedral, but retain some as a minimal relic. Foundations (in whole 

or in part of the existing footprint) might form the asis of a reli  garde , ith a few selected wall

and other elements such as sections of walls or colonnades arches stabilised in-situ or reconstructed 

from salvaged fabric around new structural systems.  

Construct new cathedral to new design in different location within the Precinct. The new Cathedral 

would have standard foundations (not base isolation). 

Some briefed accommodation might be constructed within the relic footprint. 

Design Principle 

Minimal relic retained 

Key attributes for Evaluation 

Adherence to CDC Vision 

 Same as for Option D1

Precinct Functionality 

 Same as for Option D1 except under the heading Precinct Planning : flexibility for the new

Cathedral’s lo atio  a d orie tatio  ould e slightl  less li ited  the eed to reate a
meaningful relationship to the relic, as the relic would be a less obvious visual feature on

site. Ho e er the Reli ’s e tral lo atio  ould remain an important design

constraint/opportunity.

Technical Feasibility 

 Complexity of Solution Design will require moderate analysis to determine loads.

Superstructure design moderate complexity. Foundation solution moderate, but no deep

foundations. Medium risk of scope creep.

 Seismic Resilience Assume that 67%NBS is the target strengthening, and reduced

Importance Level.  Resilience is moderate.  In a design event the building may suffer

moderate but repairable damage.

 Constructability Specialist, precise construction required, with on-site testing required.

Specialist work required for stonework.  Superstructure and Foundations complex, and will

require a skilled contractor with specialist skills.

 Compliance.  Compliance achievable. No Fire and accessibility.  Durability of some concern

for medium-long term.



Heritage Acceptance 

 Historical and Social Significance.  It will retain the association with Bishop Grimes who was

responsible for the construction of the original building.  It will no longer be the principal

place of worship for Catholics it will also no longer be the seat of the Bishop of Christchurch.

 Cultural and Spiritual Significance.  It will no longer be the spiritual home of the Catholic

community; however, it will remain the place visited by Pope John Paul II and remain a place

of cultural and spiritual significance

 Architectural and Artistic Significance.  Minimal architectural and artistic significance values

remain.

 Group and Setting Significance.  Minimal group and setting significance values remain.

 Landmark Significance. No landmark significance values remain.

 Archaeological Significance.  An archaeological authority will be required for any below

ground work.

 Technology and Craftsmanship Significance. No technology and craftsmanship associated

with the construction of the building will remain.

 Scientific.  No known values.

Urban Design Values 

 Same as for Option D1 except under the headings Precinct Prominence and Placemaking:

The new Cathedral prominence would not be conflicted by the Relic, because it would be

visually less significant than in Options D1 and D2.

Future Proofing 

 Same as for Option D1



Cathedral Precinct Option Summary E 

Option Description 

Take long term measures to secure building from unauthorised access.  Review and improve 

temporary fencing and building security arrangements.  Board up windows and doors.  Take long 

term measures to protect building from the weather or deterioration.  Temporary strengthening of 

building to allow access for mothballing activities.  Construct temporary structure to minimise 

further deterioration by weather and the elements.  No further recovery of items of value or 

heritage significance. 

Design Principle 

Secure building from unauthorised access. Protect building from further deterioration from weather 

Key attributes for Evaluation 

Adherence to CDC Vision 

 Little adherence to CDC vision

Precinct Functionality 

 Little functionality for the Diocese or public.

Technical Feasibility 

 Complexity of Solution Design of temporary structure required for protection.  Health &

Safety a key consideration.  Complex design of securing required, and high degree of

innovation. High risk of scope creep.

 Seismic Resilience Assume that 34%NBS is the target strengthening, and reduced

Importance Level.  Resilience is poor.  In a design event the building is likely to suffer further

significant damage.

 Constructability Specialist, precise construction required.  a skilled contractor with specialist

skills and good processes is required.

 Compliance.  Compliance achievable. No Fire and accessibility.  Durability of some concern

for medium-long term.

Heritage Acceptance 

 Historical and Social Significance.  Retention of historical and social significance values.

 Cultural and Spiritual Significance.  Retention of cultural and spiritual significance values.



 Architectural and Artistic Significance.  Retention architectural and artistic significance

values.

 Group and Setting Significance.  Retention group and setting significance values.

 Landmark Significance.  Retention of landmark significance values.

 Archaeological Significance.  An archaeological authority will be required for any below

ground work.

 Technology and Craftsmanship Significance. Retention of technology and craftsmanship

significance values.

 Scientific.  No known values.

Urban Design Values 

 Few urban design values are retained or obtained.

Future Proofing 

 Flexibility for the development of any future option is retained



Cathedral Precinct Option Summary F 

Option Description 

Leave building in current state. Take no security or protection measures. 

Design Principle 

Do nothing. Retain building in existing state 

Key attributes for Evaluation 

Adherence to CDC Vision 

 Little adherence to CDC vision

Precinct Functionality 

 Little functionality for the Diocese or public.

Technical Feasibility 

 Complexity of Solution No design work required.

 Seismic Resilience Resilience is poor.  Significant collapse certain in design event

 Constructability No construction required.

 Compliance.  Compliance achievable. Security (fencing etc) to deny public access is required

for Health and Safety.

Heritage Acceptance 

 Current heritage values are retained in their existing condition in the short term.  These will

substantially reduce over the longer term.

Urban Design Values 

 Few urban design values are retained or obtained.

Future Proofing 

 Flexibility for the development of any future option is retained



Catholic Cathedral Precinct

Option Evaluation Matrix - Initial Screen

Option  Evaluation Criteria Outcomes

Ref. Option Group Design Principle Option Description

NBS% for 

Option

Adherence to 

CDC Vision

Precinct 

Functionality

Budget 

Acceptance

Technical 

Feasibility

Heritage 

Acceptance

Urban Design 

Values

Community 

Acceptance

Future 

Proofing 

Average 

Rating

Option to 

Progress? Overall Benefits Overall Dis-Benefits

A Replica Rebuild

A1

Same building, Like for like materials / same 

materials

Deconstruct completely and reconstruct replica to 

original design as close as reasonably practical, 

with maximum salvage fabric reused, standard 

foundations 100 2 2 0 1 2 1 1.33 No

Advantages of current Cathedral including 

appearance remain, but building is stronger.

Cathedral itself does not fully meet current brief 

for capacity, multiculturalism. Heritage values limit 

Cathedral connectivity to rest of precinct. 

A2

Same building, Like for like materials / same 

materials. Base isolation

Deconstruct completely and reconstruct replica to 

original design as close as reasonably practical, 

with maximum salvage fabric reused, base 

isolation 100 2 2 1 1 2 1 1.50 No

Advantages of current Cathedral including 

appearance remain, but building is stronger.

Cathedral itself does not fully meet current brief 

for capacity, multiculturalism. Heritage values limit 

Cathedral connectivity to rest of precinct. 

A3

Same building, Modern equivalent materials. 

Standard foundations

Deconstruct completely and reconstruct replica to 

original design with modern equivalent materials 

and only minimum salvage, standard foundations 100 2 2 1 1 2 2 1.67 No

Advantages of current Cathedral including 

appearance partially maintained, but building is 

stronger.

Cathedral itself does not fully meet current brief 

for capacity, multiculturalism. Heritage values limit 

Cathedral connectivity to rest of precinct. 

Juxtaposition of old and new may be 

problemmatic.

A4

Same building, Modern equivalent materials. Base 

isolation

Deconstruct completely and reconstruct replica to 

original design with modern equivalent materials 

and only minimum salvage, base isolation 100 2 2 2 1 2 2 1.83

Yes - based on 

score

Advantages of current Cathedral including 

appearance partially maintained, but building is 

stronger.

Cathedral itself does not fully meet current brief 

for capacity, multiculturalism. Heritage values limit 

Cathedral connectivity to rest of precinct. 

Juxtaposition of old and new may be 

problemmatic.

Average Replica Rebuild Option Rating

B New Rebuild

B1

Different building, same location. Standard 

foundations.

Deconstruct completely and construct new 

cathedral to new design in same location.  

Standard foundations 100 3 2 2 0 2 2 1.83

No - but can be 

considered as 

varient on B4

Cathedral design can be better integrated with rest 

of precinct, and designed fully to brief. Location 

reflects old design.

Heritage building elements on site largely lost.

B2 Different building, same location. Base isolation.

Deconstruct completely and construct new 

cathedral to new design in same location.  Base 

isolation 100 3 2 3 0 2 2 2.00

No - but can be 

considered as 

varient on B4

Cathedral design can be better integrated with rest 

of precinct, and designed fully to brief. Location 

reflects old design.

Heritage building elements on site largely lost.

B3

Different building, different location, same site. 

Standard foundations.

Deconstruct completely and construct new 

cathedral to new design on the same site but a 

different location.  Standard foundations 100 3 3 2 0 3 3 2.33

No - but can be 

considered as 

varient on B4

Provides maximum flexibility for Cathedral design 

to be best integrated with rest of precinct, and 

designed fully to brief.

Heritage building elements on site largely lost, even 

Cathedral location.

B4

Different building, different location, same site. 

Base isolation.

Deconstruct completely and construct new 

cathedral to new design on the same site but a 

different location.  Base isolation 100 3 3 3 0 3 3 2.50

Yes - based on 

score

Provides maximum flexibility for Cathedral design 

to be best integrated with rest of precinct, and 

designed fully to brief.

Heritage building elements on site largely lost, even 

Cathedral location.

Average New Rebuild Option Rating

C Strengthen Existing Damaged Cathedral for Reuse as a Cathedral

C1 Reuse extensive aspects of existing insitu

Maximum fabric stabilised in-situ, minimum demo 

and reconstruction 34 1 2 0 3 2 1 1.50 No

Remaining heritage fabric is left "in-situ". 

Advantages of current Cathedral including 

appearance remain (subject to strengthening 

appearance?), but building is stronger.

Strengthening works may impinge on appearance 

and functioning of Cathedral? Cathedral itself does 

not fully meet current for capacity, 

multiculturalism. Heritage values limit Cathedral 

connectivity. Low NBS leaves Cathedral vulnerable.

C2 Reuse medium aspects of existing insitu Mix of in-situ stabilisation and reconstruction 67 2 2 0 2 2 2 1.67

Yes - based on 

desire to assess a 

stengthening 

option further

Remaining heritage fabric is left "in-situ". 

Advantages of current Cathedral including 

appearance remain (subject to strengthening 

appearance?), but building is stronger.

Strengthening works may impinge on appearance 

and functioning of Cathedral? Cathedral itself does 

not fully meet current for capacity, 

multiculturalism. Heritage values limit Cathedral 

connectivity. Low NBS leaves Cathedral vulnerable.

C3 Reuse minimal aspects of existing insitu

Mostly reconstructed, but stabilisation in-situ in 

part 100 2 2 1 1 2 2 1.67 No

Some heritage fabric is retained "in-situ". 

Advantages of current Cathedral including 

appearance remain, but building is stronger.

Cathedral itself does not fully meet current for 

capacity, multiculturalism. Heritage values limit 

Cathedral connectivity. 

Average Strengthening Option Rating

D Relic - retain aspects of existing cathedral as a monument

D1 Large extensive relic retained or reconstructed

Relic extensive aspects of existing - north and west 

walls, crypt, colonnade, arches, foundations - 3 1 0 3 1 1 1.50 No

Relic provides tangible link to past, while allowing 

new Cathedral to fully address brief.

Footprint of both Relic plus new Cathedral occupy 

much of site. Relic may compromise locations and 

linkages of other buildings? Relationship of old and 

new Cathedral may be problemmatic

D2 Significant relic retained or reconstructed

Relic significant aspects of existing - west wall and 

partial north wall, colonnade, foundations - 3 1 1 2 1 1 1.50 No

Relic provides tangible link to past, while allowing 

new Cathedral to fully address brief.

Footprint of both Relic plus new Cathedral occupy 

much of site. Relic may compromise locations and 

linkages of other buildings? Relationship of old and 

new Cathedral may be problemmatic

D3 Minimal relic retained

Relic aspects of existing - crypt, foundations, relic 

garden with old foundation plan expressed, little 

superstructure - 3 2 2 1 2 1 1.83

Yes - based on 

score

Relic provides tangible link to past, while allowing 

new Cathedral to fully address brief.

Footprint of both Relic plus new Cathedral occupy 

much of site. Relic may compromise locations and 

linkages of other buildings? 

Average Relic Option Rating

E Do Minimum - Mothballing

E1 Secure building from unauthorised access

Take long term measures to secure building from 

unauthorised access. Take measures to protect 

building from the weather or deterioration - 1 0 1 3 0 0 0.83 No

Options for future use of site remain open Potential for precinct to achieve CDC vision and 

functionality is highly compromised by dis-used 

former Cathedral occupying central location.  

Inaction provides no positive outcomes or benefits 

to CDC or the community

F Do Nothing

F1 Do nothing

Leave building in current state. Take no security or 

protection measures - 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.17 No

Options for future use of site remain open Potential for precinct to achieve CDC vision and 

functionality is highly compromised by dis-used 

former Cathedral occupying central location.  

Inaction provides no positive outcomes or benefits 

to CDC or the community

Key

Unacceptable Outcome 0

Options 

scoring 

1st - 3rd Options progressing further further assessment

Poor Outcome 1

Options 

scoring 

4th - 6th

Neutral Outcome 2

Options 

scoring 

7th - 9th

Good Outcome 3



Catholic Cathedral Precinct

Option Evaluation Matrix - Initial Screen

Reliability Index
Option  Evaluation Criteria

Ref. Option Group Design Principle Option Description

NBS% for 

Option

Adherence to 

CDC Vision

Precinct 

Functionality

Budget 

Acceptance

Technical 

Feasibility

Heritage 

Acceptance

Urban Design 

Values

Community 

Acceptance

Future 

Proofing 

Average 

Rating

A Replica Rebuild

A1

Same building, Like for like materials / same 

materials

Deconstruct completely and reconstruct replica to 

original design as close as reasonably practical, with 

maximum salvage fabric reused, standard 

foundations 100 3 3 3 1 2 3 3

A2

Same building, Like for like materials / same 

materials. Base isolation

Deconstruct completely and reconstruct replica to 

original design as close as reasonably practical, with 

maximum salvage fabric reused, base isolation 100 3 3 1 1 2 3 1

A3

Same building, Modern equivalent materials. 

Standard foundations

Deconstruct completely and reconstruct replica to 

original design with modern equivalent materials 

and only minimum salvage, standard foundations 100 2 3 3 3 2 3 3

A4

Same building, Modern equivalent materials. Base 

isolation

Deconstruct completely and reconstruct replica to 

original design with modern equivalent materials 

and only minimum salvage, base isolation 100 2 3 2 3 2 3 2

Average Replica Rebuild Option Rating

B New Rebuild

B1

Different building, same location. Standard 

foundations.

Deconstruct completely and construct new 

cathedral to new design in same location.  Standard 

foundations 100 3 2 3 3 2 2 2

B2 Different building, same location. Base isolation.

Deconstruct completely and construct new 

cathedral to new design in same location.  Base 

isolation 100 3 2 3 3 2 2 2

B3

Different building, different location, same site. 

Standard foundations.

Deconstruct completely and construct new 

cathedral to new design on the same site but a 

different location.  Standard foundations 100 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

B4

Different building, different location, same site. 

Base isolation.

Deconstruct completely and construct new 

cathedral to new design on the same site but a 

different location.  Base isolation 100 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Average New Rebuild Option Rating

C Strengthen Existing Damaged Cathedral for Reuse as a Cathedral

C1 Reuse extensive aspects of existing insitu

Maximum fabric stabilised in-situ, minimum demo 

and reconstruction 34 2 2 2 3 2 2 2

C2 Reuse medium aspects of existing insitu Mix of in-situ stabilisation and reconstruction 67 3 2 3 3 2 2 2

C3 Reuse minimal aspects of existing insitu Mostly reconstructed, but stabilisation in-situ in part 100 3 2 2 3 2 2 2

Average Strengthening Option Rating

D Relic - retain aspects of existing cathedral as a monument

D1 Large extensive relic retained or reconstructed

Relic extensive aspects of existing - north and west 

walls, crypt, colonnade, arches, foundations - 3 2 3 3 3 1 3

D2 Significant relic retained or reconstructed

Relic significant aspects of existing - west wall and 

partial north wall, colonnade, foundations - 3 3 2 2 3 2 2

D3 Minimal relic retained

Relic aspects of existing - crypt, foundations, relic 

garden with old foundation plan expressed, little 

superstructure - 3 2 2 3 2 2 2

Average Relic Option Rating

E Do Minimum - Mothballing

E1 Secure building from unauthorised access

Take long term measures to secure building from 

unauthorised access. No measures to protect 

building from the weather or deterioration - 2 2 3 2 1 1 1

F Do Nothing

F1 Do nothing

Leave building in current state. Take no security or 

protection measures - 3 3 1 2 3 1 1

Key

Assessment has a high level of confidence 3

Assessment has a medium level of confidence 2

Assessment has a low level of confidence 1
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CATHEDRAL OPTION C2.0  -  Structural

Foundation Plan  (SK 1)                 14/11/14

New Reinforced Concrete Raft Foundation, 1.5m thick.

New Reinforced Concrete Groundbeam 1.0 - 1.5m deep,
0.75m wide.

Note:
 - New floor slab across building footprint, 150mm thick.
 - Some underpinning and de-watering should be allowed for.
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CATHEDRAL OPTION C2.0  -  Structural

Ground Floor Plan  (SK 2)               14/11/14

Remove existing structure and replace with new, reinforced
concrete element

Retain and strengthen existing structure with grouted post
tensioned rods or reinforced, sprayed concrete 150mm thick.

Retain outer face, remove inner face veneer, apply new
reinforced sprayed concrete (approx 300mm thick), and
replace veneer

Extend Pier
Length, Typical
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CATHEDRAL OPTION C2.0  -  Structural

First Floor Plan  (SK 3) 14/11/14

Add additional 100mm thick RC diaphragm over existing concrete
diaphragm and original floor.

New 150mm thick reinforced concrete diaphragm over existing floor.

Remove existing structure and replace with new, reinforced concrete
element with stone veneer

Retain and strengthen existing structure with grouted post tensioned
rods or reinforced, sprayed concrete 150mm thick.

Retain outer face, remove inner face veneer, apply new reinforced
sprayed concrete (approx 300mm thick), and replace veneer
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CATHEDRAL OPTION C2.0  -  Structural

Roof Plan  (SK 4) 14/11/14

Rebuild Dome using Reinforced
Concrete and Structural Steel. 
Re-use salvaged internal dome
and original dome roof

Additional Steel Bracing in the
plane of the Roof, connected
to existing trusses

New Truss

Add additional 100mm thick RC diaphragm over existing reinforced
concrete diaphragm and original floor.

New 150mm thick reinforced concrete diaphragm over existing floor.

Remove existing structure and replace with new, reinforced
concrete element with stone veneer

Retain and strengthen existing structure with grouted post tensioned
rods or reinforced, sprayed concrete 150mm thick.

New reinforced
concrete towers
with stone veneer.
Possibly with
vertical
post-tensioning
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CATHEDRAL OPTION C2.1  -  Structural

Foundation Plan  (SK 1)                 14/11/14

Indicates Retrofitted Micropiles 25m deep

New Reinforced Concrete Groundbeams 1.0m deep, 0.75m
wide.

Note:
 - New floor slab across retained building footprint, 150mm
thick.
 - Some underpinning and de-watering should be allowed for.

DemolishRetain

Demolish

Retain
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Retain

Retain Demolish

Demolish

CATHEDRAL OPTION C2.1  -  Structural

Ground Floor Plan  (SK 2)              14/11/14

Indicates Shotcrete 150mm thick applied to existing wall, with
internal veneer replaced

Indicates post tensioned, grouted rods.
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Retain

Demolish

Demolish

CATHEDRAL OPTION C2.1  -  Structural

First Floor Plan  (SK 3) 14/11/14

Indicates new 200mm thick concrete diaphragm on existing
slab

Indicates adding an additional 100mm RC overlay to existing
RC diaphragm to achieve 200mm thick diaphragm over
original floor slab.

Note, new slab to be shaped to falls, and waterproofed

Retain





















Catholic Cathedral Precinct

Option Evaluation Matrix - Full Evaluation Stage 1

Option  Evaluation Criteria

Outcome of 

Full 

Evaluation

Outcome of 

Initial 

Screening

Ref. Option Group Design Principle Option Description

NBS% for 

Option

Adherence to 

CDC Vision

Precinct 

Functionality Cost Estimate

Technical 

Feasibility

Heritage 

Acceptance

Urban Design 

Values

CDC 

Consultation

Future 

Proofing 

Average 

Rating

Preferred 

Option (s)

Option to 

Progress? Overall Benefits Overall Dis-Benefits

A Replica Rebuild

A4

Same building, Modern equivalent materials. Base 

isolation

Deconstruct completely and reconstruct replica to 

original design with modern equivalent materials 

and only minimum salvage, base isolation 100

2 3 1 2 2 2.5 2.5 15
Yes - based on 

score

Advantages of current Cathedral including 

appearance partially maintained, but building is 

stronger.

Cathedral itself does not fully meet current brief 

for capacity, multiculturalism. Heritage values limit 

Cathedral connectivity to rest of precinct. 

Juxtaposition of old and new may be 

problemmatic.

Average Replica Rebuild Option Rating

B New Rebuild

B4

Different building, different location, same site. 

Base isolation.

Deconstruct completely and construct new 

cathedral to new design on the same site but a 

different location.  Base isolation 100

3 5 5 5 1 5 5 29 X Yes - based on 

score

Provides maximum flexibility for Cathedral design 

to be best integrated with rest of precinct, and 

designed fully to brief.

Heritage building elements on site largely lost, 

even Cathedral location.

Average New Rebuild Option Rating

C Strengthen Existing Damaged Cathedral for Reuse as a Cathedral

C2

Reuse medium aspects of existing insitu to 

construct replica cathedral Mix of in-situ stabilisation and reconstruction 67

1 2 2 1 4 2.5 2.5 15
Yes - based on 

desire to assess a 

stengthening 

option further

Remaining heritage fabric is left "in-situ". 

Advantages of current Cathedral including 

appearance remain (subject to strengthening 

appearance?), but building is stronger.

Strengthening works may impinge on appearance 

and functioning of Cathedral? Cathedral itself does 

not fully meet current for capacity, 

multiculturalism. Heritage values limit Cathedral 

connectivity. Low NBS leaves Cathedral vulnerable.

C2.1

Reuse medium aspects of existing insitu to 

construct new cathedral  to new design

Mix of in-situ stabilisation and reconstruction, 

incorporating existing fabric into new design 67

5 4 3 3 5 4 4 28 X
Yes - based on 

desire to assess a 

stengthening 

option further

Remaining heritage fabric is left "in-situ". 

Advantages of current Cathedral including 

appearance remain (subject to strengthening 

appearance?), but building is stronger.

Strengthening works may impinge on appearance 

and functioning of Cathedral? Cathedral itself does 

not fully meet current for capacity, 

multiculturalism. Heritage values limit Cathedral 

connectivity. Low NBS leaves Cathedral vulnerable.

Average Strengthening Option Rating

D Relic - retain aspects of existing cathedral as a monument

D3 Minimal relic retained

Relic aspects of existing - crypt, foundations, relic 

garden with old foundation plan expressed, little 

superstructure -

4 1 4 4 3 1 1 18 Yes - based on 

score

Relic provides tangible link to past, while allowing 

new Cathedral to fully address brief.

Footprint of both Relic plus new Cathedral occupy 

much of site. Relic may compromise locations and 

linkages of other buildings? 

Average Relic Option Rating

Key

Best Outcome 5 X Options progressed for further assessment

Better Outcome than 3 4

Better Outcome than 2 3

Better Outcome than 1 2

Worst Outcome 1
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Shortlisted Options Review

OPTION A4 OPTION B4 OPTION C2 OPTION C2.1 OPTION D3

ADHERENCE TO CDC VISION 2 3 1 5 4

Sacred Space, Transcendence 2 Old somewhat compromised? 3 New cathedral 1 Old more compromised? 3 New cathedral 3 New cathedral

Community Engagement 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 2 I.C. compromised?

Future Legacy 2 Backward looking? 1 Heritage built over 2 Backward looking? 3 Old and new together 3 Old and new together

Stewardship 1 Expense of poor replica 2 Heritage built over 1 Expense of poor replica 3 Efficient heritage? 2 Garden on centre of site?

Multiculturalism 2 Euro cathedral 3 New opportunity 2 Euro cathedral 3 New opportunity 3 New opportunity

Total 10 12 9 15 13

PRECINCT FUNCTIONALITY 3 5 2 4 1

Precinct Planning 2 Links to old compromised 3 Few constraints 2 Links to old compromised 3 Few constraints 1 Pluses and minuses

Cathedral 1 Locked into old plan 3 Few constraints 0 Old plan + strengthening 2 Must build to Relic 3 Few constraints

Interpretive Centre 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 2 Disjointed but opps

Diocesan Offices 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints

Presbytery 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints

Music and Performing Arts 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 2 Disjointed

Carparks 2 Worked around bldgs 2 Worked around bldgs 2 Worked around bldgs 2 Worked around bldgs 2 Worked around bldgs

Landscaping 3 Opportunities 3 Opportunities 3 Opportunities 3 Opportunities 3 Opportunities

Total 20 23 19 22 19

COST ESTIMATE 1 5 2 3 4

Cost Estimate 0 3 0 1 2

Total 0 3 0 1 2

TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY 2 5 1 3 4

Complexity 1 Challenging 3 Manageable 0 Very challenging 2 Some challenges 3 Manageable

Seismic Resilience 2 Reasonable resilience 3 Good resilience 1 Low resilience 2 Reasonable resilience 3 Good resilience

Constructability 0 Very challenging 3 Standard 0 Very challenging 2 Some challenges 3 Some challenges

Compliance 3 Standard 3 Standard 1 Difficult 2 Some challenges 3 Standard

Total 6 12 2 8 12

HERITAGE ACCEPTANCE 2 1 4 5 3

Historical and Social 2 Some significance 1 Low significance 3 High significance 3 High significance 2 Some significance

Cultural and Spiritual 2 Some significance 1 Low significance 3 High significance 3 High significance 2 Some significance

Architectural and Artistic 1 Low significance 0 Very low significance 2 Some significance 2 Some significance 1 Low significance

Group and Setting 1 Low significance 0 Very low significance 2 Some significance 3 High significance 1 Low significance

Landmark 1 Low significance 0 Very low significance 2 Some significance 3 High significance 1 Low significance

Archaeological 3 High significance 3 High significance 3 High significance 3 High significance 3 High significance

Technology and Craftsmanship 1 Low significance 0 Very low significance 2 Some significance 2 Some significance 1 Low significance

Scientific Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Total 11 5 17 19 11

URBAN DESIGN VALUES 2.5 5 2.5 4 1

City Context 3 Constructive engagement 3 Constructive engagement 3 Constructive engagement 3 Constructive engagement 3 Constructive engagement

Precinct Prominence 3 Prominent opportunity 3 Prominent opportunity 3 Prominent opportunity 3 Prominent opportunity 3 Prominent opportunity

Life and Buzz 2 I.C. away from footpath? 3 I.C. on footpath 2 I.C. away from footpath? 2 I.C. away from footpath? 2 I.C. away from footpath?

Placemaking 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 2 Disjointed but opps

Connections 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 2 Disjointed

CPTED 2 Poor visability areas? 2 Poor visability areas? 2 Poor visability areas? 2 Poor visability areas? 2 Poor visability areas?

Precinct Synergies 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 1 Disjointed

Total 19 20 19 19 15

FUTURE PROOFING 2.5 5 2.5 4 1

Cathedral 1 Locked into old plan 2 Locked into new plan 1 Locked into old plan 2 Locked into new plan 2 Locked into new plan

Future Additions 2 Limited room - carparks 2 Limited room - carparks 2 Limited room - carparks 2 Limited room - carparks 1 Less than others

Diocesan Offices 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities

Interpretive Centre 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 1 Less opportunities

Catholic Education Precinct 2 Some potential 3 Best potential 2 Some potential 2 Some potential 3 Best potential

Enhanced Linkages to Neighbours 2 Landlocked - but potential 2 Landlocked - but potential 2 Landlocked - but potential 2 Landlocked - but potential 2 Landlocked - but potential

Total 13 15 13 14 12

COMBINED SCORES 15 29 15 28 18

Unacceptable Outcome 0

Poor Outcome 1

Neutral Outcome 2

Good Outcome 3
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“Third Round” Evaluation 8 December 2014

The third round evaluation is of the final two options; B4a and C2.1a. These two options are 
developed from the previous options B4 and C2.1 which were developed for the second round 
evaluation.  

Both these options scored highly in the second round evaluation, which indicates that in theory 
either approach could be the basis for a successful redevelopment. However the cost estimates for 
both options B4 and C2.1 were higher than the CDC budget for the precinct redevelopment which is 
$45 million. Therefore it was decided to re-scope the features within both option configurations to 
meet the $45m budget, and to then re-evaluate the two revised options B4a and C2.1a against the 
same criteria as before. 

The result is a clear win to option B4a over C2.1a. This is despite both offering very good potential 
as development templates when cost was given only a low weighting in assessing them both.  

The reason is that option B4 is the more “scalable”. Many of the redevelopment benefits of B4 are
still achieved even when the budget is reduced to $45m. On the other hand, Option C2.1 has a 
much higher budget threshold at which the redevelopment benefits start to erode, to a point where 
at $45m it represents very poor value for money. 

General  

Following is a brief description of options B4a and C2.1a from a master planning and architectural 
perspective. 

Where possible, design features for the option site master plans have been standardised. This is for 
two reasons: 

 To focus evaluation on the essential differences between the options, and preventing
arbitrary differences causing a distraction from the key issues.

 To minimise the risk of evaluation being swayed by design idiosyncrasies particular to some
scheme and not others, which are in fact not substantive.

The master plans for each option have been limited to the subject site extent shown on the site 
plans. The plans indicate suggested linkages to adjacent schools, and an alteration to boundaries 
between schools and the Cathedral Precinct. As master planning for both the precinct and adjacent 
schools develops further in future projects, greater synergies for the combined zone may become 
evident, but exploring these is beyond the scope of the present project. 

Master planning Components 

Master planning Extent 

The area of land shown occupied by the Cathedral Precinct in each Masterplan has been 
standardised. Please note that this includes parcels of land currently managed by different entities 
within the Diocese, including some land in the Northeast corner that is currently occupied by 
school grounds. The precinct boundary shown only has the status of a concept design proposal by 
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Opus, and does not imply that discussion about a potential legal or functional change to site 
boundaries or use has been commenced by the owners. 

Cathedral Design 

The Cathedral design for each option is a significant difference between the two options and is 
discussed in more detail under each option heading. For both options, the floor area of the new 
Cathedral has been reduced from the initial brief of 2,950 m2 to assist in meeting the budget. A 
desktop design study has shown that the functional needs of the brief can still be met by both, 
albeit in a more constrained format. Option C2.1a at 1,900 m2 is 300 m2 smaller than B4a at 2,200 
m2, so is further constrained still in terms of its “new-build” elements. However option C2.1a does 
also include a significant relic with integrated baptistery and side aisle to mitigate that shortfall in 
new footprint. 

The basic Cathedral floor plan footprint shown for options B4a and C2.1a has been standardised. 
The standardised approach is a cross shaped plan with the narthex at the western end of a 
relatively long nave, transepts and a crossing, and a sanctuary at the eastern end of the Cathedral. 

The design for new Cathedrals shown on master plans for options B4a and C2.1a is deliberately 
kept simple, as a detailed brief for the Cathedral plan, special qualities, form and ambience is yet to 
be determined. The floor plan could be developed with as a thoroughly contemporary building, or 
could allude to or adopt historical precedents for Cathedral design. 

Option B4a offers the maximum flexibility for the design of a new Cathedral. Cathedral design for 
option C2.1a would be considerably constrained by the need to incorporate a significant relic of the 
old Cathedral into the new Cathedral in a meaningful and functional manner. Option C2.1a also 
offers corresponding opportunities for an interesting blend of old and new. 

Interpretive Centre 

The extent of the Interpretive Centre brief that can be afforded is the largest difference between the 
two options. Compared to previous options, the Interpretive Centre shown in option B4a has been 
reduced to 75% of its former floor area (from 1,750 m2 to 1,350 m2), while the Interpretive Centre 
has been omitted completely from C2.1a. These changes have been made on cost grounds. 

The reduced size of the Interpretive Centre in option B4a would compromise the effectiveness of 
the various facilities to some extent, and the best balance of where to make the cuts in floor area 
would require further study. For example, whether to shrink all the spaces by around 75% across 
the board, or whether to drop some spaces out of the brief in order to retain other “higher priority” 
facilities at the original briefed size. However the Interpretive Centre would remain a large 
building, able to host a range of amenities and fulfil the vision for the precinct to a large degree. 

Option C2.1a does not have an Interpretive Centre at all, and therefore cannot deliver many of the 
benefits sought from the redevelopment. 

The design of the Interpretive Centre with its diverse range of user groups and functions, and its 
relationship to the Cathedral, footpath and carparks, will be critical to maximise the potential 
synergies and attractiveness of the entire precinct, and to deliver the benefits expected of the 
redevelopment. For the previous evaluation, we envisaged that a tightly integrated single building 
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will be the most appropriate approach to planning the Interpretive Centre, to provide optimum 
connectivity between the various inter-related functions.  

Diocesan Offices 

The extent of the Diocesan Offices brief that can be afforded is another key difference between the 
two options. Compared to previous options, the Interpretive Centre shown in option B4a in 
unchanged, while the Interpretive Centre has been omitted completely from C2.1a. This change has 
been made on cost grounds. 

The design illustrated in option B4a is a new two- storey Diocesan Office to replace the existing 
earthquake risk building. We envisage the new building to be a flexible modern office, able to 
accommodate future internal change and some additions if required, and to provide a comfortable 
and efficient modern working environment. 

The design illustrated relates efficiently to the existing Presbytery in a manner that serves both and 
is compact in terms of site footprint. 

The lack of a Diocesan Office in option C2.1a is a major drawback, as the leadership and 
administration of the Diocese must be accommodated somewhere. Were the office to be 
accommodated in leased premises then the cost of provision would remain, but as Opex instead of 
Capex. 

Presbytery 

Both options show the existing Presbytery remaining “as-is”, and with the existing northern garden
enclosed for privacy. The reason for this is that the existing Presbytery is undamaged and 
appropriate to requirements, and its location supports efficient master planning. 

Replacement designs could be explored in future projects, should reasons to do so become evident. 
But both options could provide flexibility to do so, and therefore the Presbytery is not a 
differentiating factor between the two options. 
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Option B4a 

Option Description: 

The existing Cathedral is completely demolished. 

A completely new Cathedral is constructed to contemporary requirements. The location of the 
Cathedral on the precinct is not constrained, so can be optimised to achieve best fit, synergies, and 
use of the site. The floor area of the new Cathedral has been reduced from 2,950m2 to 2,200 m2 to 
assist in meeting the budget. A desktop design study has shown that the functional needs of the 
brief can still be met, albeit in a more constrained format. 

A highly integrated Interpretive Centre is constructed to the south of the Cathedral, fronting onto a 
shared forecourt and with a courtyard between the two. Linkages to the Cathedral can be designed 
to be functionally uncompromised, and architecturally sympathetic. The floor area of the new 
Interpretive Centre has been reduced to 75% of original brief (from 1,750 m2 to 1,350 m2) to assist 
in meeting the budget. A desktop design study has shown that the benefits expected of the 
Interpretive Centre can mostly be met, but with some compromises that would need to be 
evaluated further to obtain the best outcome. 

The Presbytery and Diocesan Offices are both provided in the same manner as option B4. As an 
alternative, the Diocesan Offices could be relocated closer to the Interpretive Centre, should closer 
links be seen as an advantage. 

B4a Evaluation 

Adherence to CDC Vision 

 Sacred Space, Transcendence. The qualities of the sacred space would be designed to
current preferences. The Cathedral is smaller than previous option B4 due to budget
reasons but potential remains for it fulfil the vision for it, in a more modest scale.

 Community Engagement. The precinct could accommodate a range of buildings and
settings to facilitate community engagement.

 Future Legacy. The original Cathedral design and location would not be reflected in the
new precinct design. There would be little if any heritage fabric on site for new buildings
and site development to respond to. The precinct and building stock would face the future
as representative of the present times.

 Stewardship. Building a new Cathedral would entail a large investment. The new
buildings and site development can be designed sustainably. The benefits expected from the
redevelopment can still largely be delivered within a budget of $45M.

 Multiculturalism. The new buildings (including the new Cathedral) and site development
can be designed to reflect multiculturalism to the extent preferred.
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Precinct Functionality 

 Precinct Planning. The Cathedral location and orientation could be selected to optimise
its prominence and to provide best overall use of the site. There would be freedom to
optimise outdoor spaces around the Cathedral and linkages to other buildings.

 Cathedral. Requirement for new design provides flexibility to respond fully to brief, but in
a more modest manner than option B4 due to cost constraints leading to a reduced floor
area.

 Interpretive Centre. Option provides flexibility for design to meet brief. Efficient
linkages to Cathedral could be designed as part of the new precinct plan. The floor area is
reduced from the brief due to cost constraints and there would be consequential cuts to
functionality and/or capacity.

 Diocesan Offices. Option provides flexibility for design to meet brief.
 Presbytery. Existing could remain “as-is”. Option also provides flexibility for design to

meet brief, should new Presbytery be preferred.
 Music and Performing Arts. Option provides flexibility for design to meet brief.
 Carparks. Option provides around 120+ carparks. Location can be optimised to locations

of new buildings.
 Landscaping. The Cathedral can be given an appropriate setting. A range of options are

available for outdoor spaces. Landscaping can be sustainable.

Technical Feasibility 

 Complexity of Solution Design can be tailored to suit the building.  Risks can be dealt
with through the design.  Complex analysis likely by nature of the building. Minor to
Moderate risk of scope creep.

 Seismic Resilience BI provides a resilient building, which will limit damage after a
design earthquake.  Loss of function after a design event is very low: in days.

 Constructability Assume conventional construction, and local resources are used.  Need
for specialist work depends on design concept, but can be managed.  Foundations complex,
and will require a skilled contractor.

 Compliance.  Compliance able to be achieved with relative ease. Peer Review will be
required.  Weathertightness addressed through design. Fire and accessibility designed to
suit.

Heritage Acceptance 

 Historical and Social Significance.  A new building will remove Bishop Grimes’
association with the place.  A new building will ensure the continuity of being the principal
place of worship since 1860 it will also remain the seat seat of the Bishop of Christchurch.

 Cultural and Spiritual Significance.  A new building will retain the use as the spiritual
home of the Catholic community.  It will no longer be the building visited by Pope John
Paul II.

 Architectural and Artistic Significance.  All architectural and artistic significance
associated with the original building will be lost.

 Group and Setting Significance.  All group and setting significance associated with the
original building will be lost.
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 Landmark Significance. Landmark values associated with the original building will be
lost.

 Archaeological Significance.  An archaeological authority will be required for any
below ground work.

 Technology and Craftsmanship Significance. All technology associated with the
construction of the original building will be lost.

 Scientific.  No known values.

Urban Design Values 

 City Context. Cathedral location and orientation can be selected to optimise how it
addresses the surrounding area. The option provides flexibility for new buildings and
siteworks design.

 Precinct Prominence. The Cathedral would be a new, and potentially very significant
local landmark.

 Life and Buzz. The option provides flexibility to locate key functions to create active
edges, in conjunction with achieving other precinct aims.

 Placemaking. The Cathedral would create a new anchor for a strong sense of place. There
is potential for a different approach to placemaking, as the Cathedral location and
orientation can be changed if preferred. The new buildings and landscaping could be
designed to reinforce that.

 Connections. Strong connections can be achieved. Existing Cathedral and other building
locations can be optimised with carpark layout, but these could be prominent or somewhat
hidden as preferred.

 CPTED. As with all options, this would need to be considered in conjunction with other
factors.

 Precinct Synergies. Because locations of most precinct elements are not fixed by existing
layouts, the option provides potential for an efficient, coordinated, attractive whole.

Future Proofing 

 Cathedral. The main Cathedral space is “fixed’ in format, and ability to reformat ancillary
spaces would be limited, but some flexibility could be designed-in.

 Future Additions. Flexible space remains on the precinct site to provide for limited
future additions. As for all options, later additions would impact overall car park numbers.

 Diocesan Offices. Can be enlarged or reconfigured in future if required.
 Interpretive Centre. Can be enlarged or reconfigured in future if required.
 Catholic Education Precinct. The Cathedral and Interpretive Centre provide a variety

spaces that can be used by schools to maximise utilisation and achieve vision goals.
Selecting a new Cathedral location does provide potential for better functional and symbolic
linkages between the schools and precinct buildings.

 Enhanced Linkages To Neighbours. Greater synergies and linkages can be supported
in future, e.g. to adjacent schools. New overall site layout can factor this potential
requirement into the design.
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Option C2.1a 

Option Description: 

The existing Cathedral is largely demolished, in a careful manner so as to salvage amounts of the 
fabric for reuse where reasonably practicable. A considerable Relic of existing fabric is retained in 
place, structurally stabilised, and the new works are constructed to incorporate the Relic as distinct 
but functionally integrated components of a new, contemporary Cathedral design. 

The retained fabric comprises ground floor levels only, of the baptistery tower, northern side aisle 
and internal colonnade and the northern external colonnade. 

A new Cathedral is constructed to contemporary requirements, but to incorporate the remaining 
relic portion in a meaningful manner. The location of the Cathedral on the precinct is constrained 
to that extent, and is likely to be generally on the same footprint as existing. However the plan 
arrangement and ancillary spaces can be optimised to achieve the fit, synergies, and use of the site 
subject to any constraints that the relic location and configuration imposes. The floor area of the 
new Cathedral has been reduced from 2,950 m2 to 1,900 m2 to assist in meeting the budget. A 
desktop design study has shown that the functional needs of the brief can still be met, albeit in a 
quite constrained format. 

The $45m budget does not provide for any aspects of the Interpretive Centre or Diocesan Offices to 
be constructed. Therefore much of the site would remain empty, and many of the intended benefits 
of the redevelopment would not be achieved. 

The Presbytery remains in its current configuration but with the garden made more private. 

C2.1a Evaluation 

Adherence to CDC Vision 

 Sacred Space, Transcendence. The qualities of the sacred space would be designed to
current preferences. The Cathedral is smaller than previous option C2.1 due to budget
reasons but potential remains for it fulfil the vision for it, in a more modest manner. The
retention of a portion of the old Cathedral is a risk; it may compromise the design of the
new Cathedral, but also provides potential for a positive mixture of old and new.

 Community Engagement. The precinct does not contain an Interpretive Centre and this
severely limits opportunities for community engagement.

 Future Legacy. The original Cathedral is remembered by a significant relic, which would
continue to provide useful, integrated spaces as part of a new Cathedral. However the lack
of Interpretive Centre or Diocesan Offices within the precinct would be a huge loss both to
the precinct vision and the wider Diocesan operations.

 Stewardship. Building a new Cathedral would entail a large investment. The retention of
the relic effectively commits much of the remaining budget that otherwise might be spent
on the Interpretive Centre and Diocesan Offices. Many of the most important benefits
expected from the redevelopment cannot be delivered within a budget of $45M.
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 Multiculturalism. The new Cathedral and site development can be designed to reflect
multiculturalism to the extent preferred. Outreach to communities through the Interpretive
Centre amenities would not be possible.

Precinct Functionality 

 Precinct Planning. The Cathedral location and orientation would be driven by the Relic
location. Other key parts of the precinct brief would not be built at all due to cost.

 Cathedral. Requirement for new design provides flexibility to respond to brief, with some
constraints on the design due to the Relic and reduced construction budget.

 Interpretive Centre. Could not be afforded within $45M budget, so many of the precinct
functions and benefits would not be achieved.

 Diocesan Offices. Could not be afforded within $45M budget, so many of the precinct
functions and benefits would not be achieved.

 Presbytery. Existing could remain “as-is”. Option also provides flexibility for design to
meet brief, should new Presbytery be preferred.

 Music and Performing Arts. These functions were intended to be accommodated within
the Interpretive Centre and cannot be afforded within a $45M budget, so these precinct
functions and benefits would not be achieved.

 Carparks. Option provides around 120+ carparks. There may be some compromises in
location and long term cost due to uncertainty about long term provision of additional
buildings?

 Landscaping. The Cathedral can be given an appropriate setting. A range of options are
available for outdoor spaces. Landscaping can be sustainable.

Technical Feasibility 

 Complexity of Solution Design will require significant, complex analysis to determine
superstructure loads.  Foundation solution complex. High degree of innovation required.
High risk of scope creep.

 Seismic Resilience Assume that 100%NBS is the target strengthening. Resilience is
moderate.

 Constructability Specialist, precise construction required, with on-site testing required.
Superstructure and Foundations complex, and will require a skilled contractor.

 Compliance.  Compliance should be achievable. Peer Review may be required.
Weathertightness complex. Fire and accessibility achievable under heritage conditions.

Heritage Acceptance 

 Historical and Social Significance.  Retention of historical and social significance
values.

 Cultural and Spiritual Significance.  Retention of cultural and spiritual significance
values.

 Architectural and Artistic Significance.  Retention of some of the architectural and
artistic significance values.

 Group and Setting Significance.  Retention of group and setting significance values.
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 Landmark Significance.  Retention of some of the landmark significance values.   
 Archaeological Significance.  An archaeological authority will be required for any 

below ground work. 
 Technology and Craftsmanship Significance.  Loss of some of the technology and 

craftsmanship associated with the construction of the building.   
 Scientific.  No known values. 

 

Urban Design Values 

 City Context. Cathedral location and orientation would be similar to existing, but with a 
new Cathedral design (plus integrated Relic). The Interpretive Centre and Diocesan Offices 
would not constructed, removing the ability to group other, smaller buildings around the 
Cathedral to give it a setting. 

 Precinct Prominence. The Cathedral would be a new, and potentially very significant 
local landmark. 

 Life and Buzz. The Interpretive Centre and Diocesan Offices would not constructed, 
removing much of the intended activity and attractiveness from the precinct. 

 Placemaking. The Cathedral would create a new anchor for a strong sense of place. The 
Interpretive Centre and Diocesan Offices would not constructed, removing the ability to 
group other, smaller buildings around the Cathedral to make a variety of interlinked places. 

 Connections. The Cathedral would be isolated from other briefed functions, as these 
would not be constructed or in the case of the Presbytery are far away. 

 CPTED. As with all options, this would need to be considered in conjunction with other 
factors. 

 Precinct Synergies. The Interpretive Centre and Diocesan Offices would not constructed, 
removing much opportunity for synergies within the precinct and with neighbouring 
schools and other activities. 
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Catholic Cathedral Precinct

Option Evaluation Matrix - Full Evaluation Stage 2

Option  Evaluation Criteria

Outcome of Full 

Evaluation - Stage 

2

Outcome of Full 

Evaluation - Stage 

1

Outcome of 

Initial 

Screening

Ref. Option Group Design Principle Option Description

NBS% for 

Option

Adherence to 

CDC Vision

Precinct 

Functionality Cost Estimate

Technical 

Feasibility

Heritage 

Acceptance

Urban Design 

Values

CDC 

Consultation

Future 

Proofing Total Score Preferred Option Average Rating

Option to 

Progress? Overall Benefits Overall Dis-Benefits

B New Rebuild

B4

Different building, different location, same site. 

Base isolation.

Deconstruct completely and construct new 

cathedral to new design on the same site but a 

different location.  Base isolation 100 3 3 3 1 3 3

16 X 29
Yes - based on 

score

Provides maximum flexibility for Cathedral 

design to be best integrated with rest of 

precinct, and designed fully to brief.

Heritage building elements on site largely 

lost, even Cathedral location.

C Strengthen Existing Damaged Cathedral for Reuse as a Cathedral

C2.1

Reuse medium aspects of existing insitu to 

construct new cathedral  to new design

Mix of in-situ stabilisation and reconstruction, 

incorporating existing fabric into new design 67 1 1 2 3 2 2

11 28 Yes - based on 

desire to assess a 

stengthening 

option further

Remaining heritage fabric is left "in-situ". 

Advantages of current Cathedral including 

appearance remain (subject to 

strengthening appearance?), but building is 

stronger.

Strengthening works may impinge on 

appearance and functioning of Cathedral? 

Cathedral itself does not fully meet 

current for capacity, multiculturalism. 

Heritage values limit Cathedral 

connectivity. Low NBS leaves Cathedral 

vulnerable.

Key

Unacceptable Outcome 0

Poor Outcome 1

Neutral Outcome 2

Good Outcome 3
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Shortlisted Options Review

OPTION B4 OPTION B4a ($45m) OPTION C2.1 OPTION C2.1a ($45m)

ADHERENCE TO CDC VISION

Sacred Space, Transcendence 3 New cathedral 3 New cathedral 3 New cathedral 3 New cathedral

Community Engagement 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 1 No I.C.

Future Legacy 1 Heritage built over 1 Heritage built over 3 Old and new together 1 Key benefits not achieved

Stewardship 2 Heritage built over 3 Most benefits achieved 3 Efficient heritage? 0 Key benefits not achieved

Multiculturalism 3 New opportunity 3 New opportunity 3 New opportunity 1 Limited opportunity

Average 3 1

PRECINCT FUNCTIONALITY

Precinct Planning 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 1 Some brief unbuilt

Cathedral 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 2 Must build to Relic 2 Must build to Relic

Interpretive Centre 3 Few constraints 2 Floor area reduced 3 Few constraints 0 No I.C.

Diocesan Offices 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 0 No D.O.

Presbytery 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints

Music and Performing Arts 3 Few constraints 2 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 0 No M &P.A.

Carparks 2 Worked around bldgs 2 Worked around bldgs 2 Worked around bldgs 2 Not sure where to build?

Landscaping 3 Opportunities 3 Opportunities 3 Opportunities 2 Only half developed

Average 3 1

TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY

Complexity 3 Manageable 3 Manageable 2 Some challenges 2 Some challenges

Seismic Resilience 3 Good resilience 3 Good resilience 2 Reasonable resilience 2 Reasonable resilience

Constructability 3 Standard 3 Standard 2 Some challenges 2 Some challenges

Compliance 3 Standard 3 Standard 2 Some challenges 2 Some challenges

Average 3 2

HERITAGE ACCEPTANCE

Historical and Social 1 Low significance 1 Low significance 3 High significance 3 High significance

Cultural and Spiritual 1 Low significance 1 Low significance 3 High significance 3 High significance

Architectural and Artistic 0 Very low significance 0 Very low significance 3 High significance 3 High significance

Group and Setting 0 Very low significance 0 Very low significance 3 High significance 3 High significance

Landmark 0 Very low significance 0 Very low significance 3 High significance 3 High significance

Archaeological 2 Some significance 2 Some significance 3 High significance 3 High significance

Technology and Craftsmanship 0 Very low significance 0 Very low significance 2 Some significance 2 Some significance

Scientific Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Average 1 3

URBAN DESIGN VALUES

City Context 3 Constructive engagement 3 Constructive engagement 3 Constructive engagement 2 Cathedral isolated

Precinct Prominence 3 Prominent opportunity 3 Prominent opportunity 3 Prominent opportunity 3 Prominent cathedral

Life and Buzz 3 I.C. on footpath 3 I.C. on footpath 2 I.C. away from footpath? 1 No I.C. or D.O.

Placemaking 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 1 Cathedral isolated

Connections 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 2 Good opportunities

CPTED 2 Poor visability areas? 2 Poor visability areas? 2 Poor visability areas? 3 Poor visability areas?

Precinct Synergies 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 0 No I.C. or D.O.

Average 3 2

FUTURE PROOFING

Cathedral 2 Locked into new plan 2 Locked into new plan 2 Locked into new plan 2 Locked into new plan

Future Additions 2 Limited room - carparks 2 Limited room - carparks 2 Limited room - carparks 3 Much of site unused

Diocesan Offices 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities

Interpretive Centre 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities

Catholic Education Precinct 3 Best potential 3 Best potential 2 Some potential 1 No I.C.

Enhanced Linkages to Neighbours 2 Landlocked - but potential 2 Landlocked - but potential 2 Landlocked - but potential 2 Landlocked - but potential

Average 3 2

Stage 2 Scores 16 11

0 Unacceptable Outcome

1 Poor Outcome

2 Neutral Outcome

3 Good Outcome
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Catholic Cathedral Precinct

Option Evaluation Matrix - Initial Screen for Consultation Options

Option  Evaluation Criteria Outcomes

Ref. Option Group Design Principle Option Description

NBS% for 

Option

Adherence to 

CDC Vision

Precinct 

Functionality

Budget 

Acceptance

Technical 

Feasibility

Heritage 

Acceptance

Urban Design 

Values

Community 

Acceptance

Future 

Proofing 

Average 

Rating

Option to 

Progress? Overall Benefits Overall Dis-Benefits

A Replica Rebuild

A1

Same building, Like for like materials / same 

materials

Deconstruct completely and reconstruct replica to 

original design as close as reasonably practical, 

with maximum salvage fabric reused, standard 

foundations 100 2 2 0 1 2 1 1.33 No

Advantages of current Cathedral including 

appearance remain, but building is stronger.

Cathedral itself does not fully meet current brief for 

capacity, multiculturalism. Heritage values limit 

Cathedral connectivity to rest of precinct. 

A2

Same building, Like for like materials / same 

materials. Base isolation

Deconstruct completely and reconstruct replica to 

original design as close as reasonably practical, 

with maximum salvage fabric reused, base isolation 100 2 2 1 1 2 1 1.50 No

Advantages of current Cathedral including 

appearance remain, but building is stronger.

Cathedral itself does not fully meet current brief for 

capacity, multiculturalism. Heritage values limit 

Cathedral connectivity to rest of precinct. 

A3

Same building, Modern equivalent materials. 

Standard foundations

Deconstruct completely and reconstruct replica to 

original design with modern equivalent materials 

and only minimum salvage, standard foundations 100 2 2 1 1 2 2 1.67 No

Advantages of current Cathedral including 

appearance partially maintained, but building is 

stronger.

Cathedral itself does not fully meet current brief for 

capacity, multiculturalism. Heritage values limit 

Cathedral connectivity to rest of precinct. 

Juxtaposition of old and new may be problemmatic.

A4

Same building, Modern equivalent materials. Base 

isolation

Deconstruct completely and reconstruct replica to 

original design with modern equivalent materials 

and only minimum salvage, base isolation 100 2 2 2 1 2 2 1.83

Yes - based on 

score

Advantages of current Cathedral including 

appearance partially maintained, but building is 

stronger.

Cathedral itself does not fully meet current brief for 

capacity, multiculturalism. Heritage values limit 

Cathedral connectivity to rest of precinct. 

Juxtaposition of old and new may be problemmatic.

Average Replica Rebuild Option Rating

B New Rebuild

B1

Different building, same location. Standard 

foundations.

Deconstruct completely and construct new 

cathedral to new design in same location.  

Standard foundations 100 3 2 2 0 2 2 1.83

No - but can be 

considered as 

varient on B4

Cathedral design can be better integrated with rest 

of precinct, and designed fully to brief. Location 

reflects old design.

Heritage building elements on site largely lost.

B2 Different building, same location. Base isolation.

Deconstruct completely and construct new 

cathedral to new design in same location.  Base 

isolation 100 3 2 3 0 2 2 2.00

No - but can be 

considered as 

varient on B4

Cathedral design can be better integrated with rest 

of precinct, and designed fully to brief. Location 

reflects old design.

Heritage building elements on site largely lost.

B3

Different building, different location, same site. 

Standard foundations.

Deconstruct completely and construct new 

cathedral to new design on the same site but a 

different location.  Standard foundations 100 3 3 2 0 3 3 2.33

No - but can be 

considered as 

varient on B4

Provides maximum flexibility for Cathedral design 

to be best integrated with rest of precinct, and 

designed fully to brief.

Heritage building elements on site largely lost, even 

Cathedral location.

B4

Different building, different location, same site. 

Base isolation.

Deconstruct completely and construct new 

cathedral to new design on the same site but a 

different location.  Base isolation 100 3 3 3 0 3 3 2.50

Yes - based on 

score

Provides maximum flexibility for Cathedral design 

to be best integrated with rest of precinct, and 

designed fully to brief.

Heritage building elements on site largely lost, even 

Cathedral location.

Average New Rebuild Option Rating

C Strengthen Existing Damaged Cathedral for Reuse as a Cathedral

C1 Reuse extensive aspects of existing insitu

Maximum fabric stabilised in-situ, minimum demo 

and reconstruction 34 1 2 0 3 2 1 1.50 No

Remaining heritage fabric is left "in-situ". 

Advantages of current Cathedral including 

appearance remain (subject to strengthening 

appearance?), but building is stronger.

Strengthening works may impinge on appearance 

and functioning of Cathedral? Cathedral itself does 

not fully meet current for capacity, 

multiculturalism. Heritage values limit Cathedral 

connectivity. Low NBS leaves Cathedral vulnerable.

C2 Reuse medium aspects of existing insitu Mix of in-situ stabilisation and reconstruction 67 2 2 0 2 2 2 1.67

Yes - based on 

desire to assess a 

stengthening 

option further

Remaining heritage fabric is left "in-situ". 

Advantages of current Cathedral including 

appearance remain (subject to strengthening 

appearance?), but building is stronger.

Strengthening works may impinge on appearance 

and functioning of Cathedral? Cathedral itself does 

not fully meet current for capacity, 

multiculturalism. Heritage values limit Cathedral 

connectivity. Low NBS leaves Cathedral vulnerable.

C3 Reuse minimal aspects of existing insitu

Mostly reconstructed, but stabilisation in-situ in 

part 100 2 2 1 1 2 2 1.67 No

Some heritage fabric is retained "in-situ". 

Advantages of current Cathedral including 

appearance remain, but building is stronger.

Cathedral itself does not fully meet current for 

capacity, multiculturalism. Heritage values limit 

Cathedral connectivity. 

Average Strengthening Option Rating

D Relic - retain aspects of existing cathedral as a monument

D1 Large extensive relic retained or reconstructed

Relic extensive aspects of existing - north and west 

walls, crypt, colonnade, arches, foundations - 3 1 0 3 1 1 1.50 No

Relic provides tangible link to past, while allowing 

new Cathedral to fully address brief.

Footprint of both Relic plus new Cathedral occupy 

much of site. Relic may compromise locations and 

linkages of other buildings? Relationship of old and 

new Cathedral may be problemmatic

D2 Significant relic retained or reconstructed

Relic significant aspects of existing - west wall and 

partial north wall, colonnade, foundations - 3 1 1 2 1 1 1.50 No

Relic provides tangible link to past, while allowing 

new Cathedral to fully address brief.

Footprint of both Relic plus new Cathedral occupy 

much of site. Relic may compromise locations and 

linkages of other buildings? Relationship of old and 

new Cathedral may be problemmatic

D3 Minimal relic retained

Relic aspects of existing - crypt, foundations, relic 

garden with old foundation plan expressed, little 

superstructure - 3 2 2 1 2 1 1.83

Yes - based on 

score

Relic provides tangible link to past, while allowing 

new Cathedral to fully address brief.

Footprint of both Relic plus new Cathedral occupy 

much of site. Relic may compromise locations and 

linkages of other buildings? 

Average Relic Option Rating

E Do Minimum - Mothballing

E1 Secure building from unauthorised access

Take long term measures to secure building from 

unauthorised access. Take measures to protect 

building from the weather or deterioration - 1 0 1 3 0 0 0.83 No

Options for future use of site remain open Potential for precinct to achieve CDC vision and 

functionality is highly compromised by dis-used 

former Cathedral occupying central location.  

Inaction provides no positive outcomes or benefits 

to CDC or the community

F Do Nothing

F1 Do nothing

Leave building in current state. Take no security or 

protection measures - 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.17 No

Options for future use of site remain open Potential for precinct to achieve CDC vision and 

functionality is highly compromised by dis-used 

former Cathedral occupying central location.  

Inaction provides no positive outcomes or benefits 

to CDC or the community

Consultation Options

C2.2 Retention of the Nave

Preserve the interior of the nave as a 

priority. Provide new structural 

elements to support existing nave 

building fabric - 3 3 1 2 2 2 2.17

Yes - based on 

score relative 

to earlier 

options

Remaining heritage fabric is left "in-situ". 

Advantages of current Cathedral including  interior 

appearance remain, but building is stronger.

Flexibility to optimise precinct retained

Strengthening works will impinge on exterior 

appearance and functioning of Cathedral?  Low NBS 

leaves Cathedral vulnerable.

D4 Unconstrained Relic Option

Develop a desirable precinct masterplan 

layout, and work with the 

remainingexisting cathedral to create a 

relic - 3 2 3 1 2 1 2.00

Yes - based on 

score relative 

to earlier 

options

Relic provides tangible link to past, while allowing 

new Cathedral to fully address brief.

Good connection between relic and IC

Reasonable flexibility to optimise precinct retained 

Footprint of both Relic plus new Cathedral occupy 

much of site. Relic may compromise locations and 

linkages of other buildings? 

Key

Unacceptable Outcome 0

Options 

scoring 

1st - 3rd Options progressing further further assessment

Poor Outcome 1

Options 

scoring 

4th - 6th

Neutral Outcome 2

Options 

scoring 

7th - 9th

Good Outcome 3
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Shortlisted Options Review

OPTION A4 OPTION B4 OPTION C2 OPTION C2.1 OPTION D3 OPTION C2.2 OPTION D4

ADHERENCE TO CDC VISION 2 3 1 5 4 5 4

Sacred Space, Transcendence 2 Old somewhat compromised? 3 New cathedral 1 Old more compromised? 3 New cathedral 3 New cathedral 3 New cathedral 3 New cathedral

Community Engagement 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 2 I.C. compromised? 3 Good opportunities 2 I.C. compromised?

Future Legacy 2 Backward looking? 1 Heritage built over 2 Backward looking? 3 Old and new together 3 Old and new together 3 Old and new together 3 Old and new together

Stewardship 1 Expense of poor replica 2 Heritage built over 1 Expense of poor replica 3 Efficient heritage? 2 Garden on centre of site? 3 Efficient heritage? 2 Garden on centre of site?

Multiculturalism 2 Euro cathedral 3 New opportunity 2 Euro cathedral 3 New opportunity 3 New opportunity 3 New opportunity 3 New opportunity

Total 10 12 9 15 13 15 13

PRECINCT FUNCTIONALITY 3 5 2 4 1 5 3

Precinct Planning 2 Links to old compromised 3 Few constraints 2 Links to old compromised 3 Few constraints 1 Pluses and minuses 3 Few constraints 1 Pluses and minuses

Cathedral 1 Locked into old plan 3 Few constraints 0 Old plan + strengthening 2 Must build to Relic 3 Few constraints 3 options presented 3 Few constraints

Interpretive Centre 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 2 Disjointed but opps 3 Few constraints 3 Disjointed but opps

Diocesan Offices 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints

Presbytery 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints

Music and Performing Arts 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 2 Disjointed 3 Few constraints 3 Disjointed

Carparks 2 Worked around bldgs 2 Worked around bldgs 2 Worked around bldgs 2 Worked around bldgs 2 Worked around bldgs 2 Worked around bldgs 1 Worked around bldgs

Landscaping 3 Opportunities 3 Opportunities 3 Opportunities 3 Opportunities 3 Opportunities 3 Opportunities 3 Opportunities

Total 20 23 19 22 19 23 20

COST ESTIMATE 1 5 2 3 4

Cost Estimate 0 3 0 1 2 Not assessed Not assessed

Total 0 3 0 1 2

TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY 2 5 1 3 4 2 5

Complexity 1 Challenging 3 Manageable 0 Very challenging 2 Some challenges 3 Manageable 1 Challenging 3 Manageable

Seismic Resilience 2 Reasonable resilience 3 Good resilience 1 Low resilience 2 Reasonable resilience 3 Good resilience 1 Low resilience 3 Good resilience

Constructability 0 Very challenging 3 Standard 0 Very challenging 2 Some challenges 3 Some challenges 2 Some challenges 3 Standard

Compliance 3 Standard 3 Standard 1 Difficult 2 Some challenges 3 Standard 2 Some challenges 3 Standard

Total 6 12 2 8 12 6 12

HERITAGE ACCEPTANCE 2 1 4 5 3 4 1

Historical and Social 2 Some significance 1 Low significance 3 High significance 3 High significance 2 Some significance 3 High significance 1 Some significance

Cultural and Spiritual 2 Some significance 1 Low significance 3 High significance 3 High significance 2 Some significance 3 High significance 1 Some significance

Architectural and Artistic 1 Low significance 0 Very low significance 2 Some significance 2 Some significance 1 Low significance 2 Some significance 0 Very low significance

Group and Setting 1 Low significance 0 Very low significance 2 Some significance 3 High significance 1 Low significance 3 High significance 0 Very low significance

Landmark 1 Low significance 0 Very low significance 2 Some significance 3 High significance 1 Low significance 2 Some significance 1 Low significance

Archaeological 3 High significance 3 High significance 3 High significance 3 High significance 3 High significance 3 High significance 3 High significance

Technology and Craftsmanship 1 Low significance 0 Very low significance 2 Some significance 2 Some significance 1 Low significance 2 Some significance 0 Very low significance

Scientific Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Total 11 5 17 19 11 18 6

URBAN DESIGN VALUES 2.5 5 2.5 4 1 5 4

City Context 3 Constructive engagement 3 Constructive engagement 3 Constructive engagement 3 Constructive engagement 3 Constructive engagement 3 Constructive engagem 3 Constructive engagement

Precinct Prominence 3 Prominent opportunity 3 Prominent opportunity 3 Prominent opportunity 3 Prominent opportunity 3 Prominent opportunity 3 Prominent opportunity 3 Prominent opportunity

Life and Buzz 2 I.C. away from footpath? 3 I.C. on footpath 2 I.C. away from footpath? 2 I.C. away from footpath? 2 I.C. away from footpath? 3 I.C. away from footpath 3 Vibrant spaces

Placemaking 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 2 Disjointed but opps 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities

Connections 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 2 Disjointed 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities

CPTED 2 Poor visability areas? 2 Poor visability areas? 2 Poor visability areas? 2 Poor visability areas? 2 Poor visability areas? 2 Poor visability areas? 2 Poor visability areas?

Precinct Synergies 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 1 Disjointed 3 Good opportunities 2 A little disjointed

Total 19 20 19 19 15 20 19

FUTURE PROOFING 2.5 5 2.5 4 1 4 1

Cathedral 1 Locked into old plan 2 Locked into new plan 1 Locked into old plan 2 Locked into new plan 2 Locked into new plan 2 Locked into new plan 2 Locked into new plan

Future Additions 2 Limited room - carparks 2 Limited room - carparks 2 Limited room - carparks 2 Limited room - carparks 1 Less than others 2 Limited room - carparks 2 Limited room - carparks

Diocesan Offices 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities

Interpretive Centre 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 1 Less opportunities 3 Good opportunities 1 Less opportunities

Catholic Education Precinct 2 Some potential 3 Best potential 2 Some potential 2 Some potential 3 Best potential 2 Some potential 2 Some potential

Enhanced Linkages to Neighbours 2 Landlocked - but potential 2 Landlocked - but potential 2 Landlocked - but potential 2 Landlocked - but potential 2 Landlocked - but potential 2 Landlocked - but poten 2 Landlocked - but potential

Total 13 15 13 14 12 14 12

COMBINED SCORES 15 29 15 28 18 25 18

Unacceptable Outcome 0

Poor Outcome 1

Neutral Outcome 2

Good Outcome 3



Catholic Cathedral Precinct

Option Evaluation Matrix - Full Evaluation Stage 1 - Consultation Options

Option  Evaluation Criteria

Outcome of 

Full 

Evaluation

Outcome of 

Initial 

Screening

Ref. Option Group Design Principle Option Description

NBS% for 

Option

Adherence to 

CDC Vision

Precinct 

Functionality Cost Estimate

Technical 

Feasibility

Heritage 

Acceptance

Urban Design 

Values

CDC 

Consultation

Future 

Proofing 

Average 

Rating

Preferred 

Option (s)

Option to 

Progress? Overall Benefits Overall Dis-Benefits

A Replica Rebuild

A4

Same building, Modern equivalent materials. Base 

isolation

Deconstruct completely and reconstruct replica to 

original design with modern equivalent materials 

and only minimum salvage, base isolation 100

2 3 2 2 2.5 2.5 14
Yes - based on 

score

Advantages of current Cathedral including 

appearance partially maintained, but building is 

stronger.

Cathedral itself does not fully meet current brief 

for capacity, multiculturalism. Heritage values limit 

Cathedral connectivity to rest of precinct. 

Juxtaposition of old and new may be 

problemmatic.

Average Replica Rebuild Option Rating

B New Rebuild

B4

Different building, different location, same site. 

Base isolation.

Deconstruct completely and construct new 

cathedral to new design on the same site but a 

different location.  Base isolation 100

3 5 5 1 5 5 24 X Yes - based on 

score

Provides maximum flexibility for Cathedral design 

to be best integrated with rest of precinct, and 

designed fully to brief.

Heritage building elements on site largely lost, 

even Cathedral location.

Average New Rebuild Option Rating

C Strengthen Existing Damaged Cathedral for Reuse as a Cathedral

C2

Reuse medium aspects of existing insitu to 

construct replica cathedral Mix of in-situ stabilisation and reconstruction 67

1 2 1 4 2.5 2.5 13
Yes - based on 

desire to assess a 

stengthening 

option further

Remaining heritage fabric is left "in-situ". 

Advantages of current Cathedral including 

appearance remain (subject to strengthening 

appearance?), but building is stronger.

Strengthening works may impinge on appearance 

and functioning of Cathedral? Cathedral itself does 

not fully meet current for capacity, 

multiculturalism. Heritage values limit Cathedral 

connectivity. Low NBS leaves Cathedral vulnerable.

C2.1

Reuse medium aspects of existing insitu to 

construct new cathedral  to new design

Mix of in-situ stabilisation and reconstruction, 

incorporating existing fabric into new design 67

5 4 3 5 4 4 25 X
Yes - based on 

desire to assess a 

stengthening 

option further

Remaining heritage fabric is left "in-situ". 

Advantages of current Cathedral including 

appearance remain (subject to strengthening 

appearance?), but building is stronger.

Strengthening works may impinge on appearance 

and functioning of Cathedral? Cathedral itself does 

not fully meet current for capacity, 

multiculturalism. Heritage values limit Cathedral 

connectivity. Low NBS leaves Cathedral vulnerable.

Average Strengthening Option Rating

D Relic - retain aspects of existing cathedral as a monument

D3 Minimal relic retained

Relic aspects of existing - crypt, foundations, relic 

garden with old foundation plan expressed, little 

superstructure -

4 1 4 3 1 1 14
Yes - based on 

score

Relic provides tangible link to past, while allowing 

new Cathedral to fully address brief.

Footprint of both Relic plus new Cathedral occupy 

much of site. Relic may compromise locations and 

linkages of other buildings? 

Average Relic Option Rating

C Strengthen Existing Damaged Cathedral for Reuse as a Cathedral

C2.2 Retention of the Nave

Preserve the interior of the nave as a 

priority. Provide new structural 

elements to support existing nave 

building fabric 67

5 5 2 4 5 4 25 X

Yes - based on 

score relative 

to earlier 

options

Remaining heritage fabric is left "in-situ". 

Advantages of current Cathedral including  interior 

appearance remain, but building is stronger.

Flexibility to optimise precinct retained

Strengthening works will impinge on exterior 

appearance and functioning of Cathedral?  Low 

NBS leaves Cathedral vulnerable.

D Relic - retain aspects of existing cathedral as a monument

D4 Unconstrained Relic Option

Develop a desirable precinct 

masterplan layout, and work with the 

remainingexisting cathedral to create a 

relic 100

4 3 5 1 4 1 18 X

Yes - based on 

score relative 

to earlier 

options

Relic provides tangible link to past, while allowing 

new Cathedral to fully address brief.

Good connection between relic and IC

Reasonable flexibility to optimise precinct retained 

Footprint of both Relic plus new Cathedral occupy 

much of site. Relic may compromise locations and 

linkages of other buildings? 

Key

Best Outcome 5 Note: X Options progressed for further assessment

Better Outcome than 3 4 Cost Estimate Scores on original evaluation omited for comparative purposes

Better Outcome than 2 3

Better Outcome than 1 2

Worst Outcome 1



Catholic Diocese of Christchurch

Catholic Cathedral Precinct Options Study

6-G1535.03

Options B4 and C2.1: Brief Revisions to $45M Budget
20 January 2015

OPTION C2.2 ($61m) OPTION C2.2a ($45m) OPTION D4 ($72m) OPTION D4a ($45m)

quantity unit cost rate cost quantity unit cost rate cost quantity unit cost rate cost quantity unit cost rate cost

DEMOLITION
Demolish Cathedral - with selective salvage 1 Item included below -$   1 Item included below -$   1 Item 3,990,000.00$    3,990,000.00$      1 Item 3,990,000.00$   3,990,000.00$      

CATHEDRAL - NEW BUILD (brief) (brief) (brief) (brief)

Narthex 210 378 m2 10,100.00$   2,121,000.00$      130 378 m2 10,100.00$   1,313,000.00$      222 378 m2 10,100.00$   2,242,200.00$      200 378 m2 10,100.00$   2,020,000.00$      

Nave, Transepts 1110 m2 refer item below 1110 m2 10,100.00$   -$   1000 1110 m2 10,100.00$   10,100,000.00$    1000 1110 m2 10,100.00$   10,100,000.00$    

Sanctuary 100 130 m2 10,100.00$   1,010,000.00$      100 130 m2 10,100.00$   1,010,000.00$      100 130 m2 10,100.00$   1,010,000.00$      100 130 m2 10,100.00$   1,010,000.00$      

Small Chapels and Reconciliation 40 89 m2 10,100.00$   404,000.00$   40 89 m2 10,100.00$   404,000.00$   40 89 m2 10,100.00$   404,000.00$   40 89 m2 10,100.00$   404,000.00$   

Bishop and Parish Sacristies 80 91 m2 10,100.00$   808,000.00$   60 91 m2 10,100.00$   606,000.00$   80 91 m2 10,100.00$   808,000.00$   60 91 m2 10,100.00$   606,000.00$   

Baptistry 20 24 m2 10,100.00$   202,000.00$   20 24 m2 10,100.00$   202,000.00$   20 24 m2 10,100.00$   202,000.00$   20 24 m2 10,100.00$   202,000.00$   

Choir and Music Store 160 199 m2 10,100.00$   1,616,000.00$      80 199 m2 10,100.00$   808,000.00$   120 199 m2 10,100.00$   1,212,000.00$      80 199 m2 10,100.00$   808,000.00$   

Offices 17 18 m2 10,100.00$   171,700.00$   17 18 m2 10,100.00$   171,700.00$   17 18 m2 10,100.00$   171,700.00$   17 18 m2 10,100.00$   171,700.00$   

Belfry, Parents Room, Storage 50 81 m2 10,100.00$   505,000.00$   20 81 m2 10,100.00$   202,000.00$   40 81 m2 10,100.00$   404,000.00$   20 81 m2 10,100.00$   202,000.00$   

Subtotal 677 2120 467 2120 1639 2120 1537 2120

Plant at 2% 28 42 m2 10,100.00$   282,800.00$   20 42 m2 10,100.00$   202,000.00$   28 42 m2 10,100.00$   282,800.00$   28 42 m2 10,100.00$   282,800.00$   

Circulation at 15% 213 318 m2 10,100.00$   2,151,300.00$      150 318 m2 10,100.00$   1,515,000.00$      150 318 m2 10,100.00$   1,515,000.00$      150 318 m2 10,100.00$   1,515,000.00$      

Toilets and Cleaners 82 82 m2 10,100.00$   828,200.00$   82 82 m2 10,100.00$   828,200.00$   82 82 m2 10,100.00$   828,200.00$   82 82 m2 10,100.00$   828,200.00$   

Subtotal 1000 2562 719 2562 1899 2562 1797 2562

Structural Grossing Factor at 15% / 10% 150 384 m2 10,100.00$   1,515,000.00$      108 384 m2 10,100.00$   1,089,285.00$      285 384 m2 10,100.00$   2,876,985.00$      270 384 m2 10,100.00$   2,722,455.00$      

Total 1150 2947 11,615,000.00$    a 827 2947 8,351,185.00$      2184 2947 22,056,885.00$    m 2067 2947 20,872,155.00$    

CATHEDRAL - RELIC
Cathedral - Retain Relic 1170 1110 Item 23,931.62$   28,000,000.00$    a 1170 1110 m2 23,931.62$   28,000,000.00$    1 1110 Item 1,550,000.00$    1,550,000.00$      1 1110 Item 1,550,000.00$   1,550,000.00$      

INTERPRETIVE CENTRE (brief) (brief) (brief) (brief)

Front of House 90 120 m2 4,500.00$   405,000.00$   0 120 m2 4,500.00$   -$   90 120 m2 4,500.00$   405,000.00$   78 120 m2 4,500.00$   351,000.00$   

Museum and Heritage Display 150 200 m2 4,500.00$   675,000.00$   0 200 m2 4,500.00$   -$   150 200 m2 4,500.00$   675,000.00$   130 200 m2 4,500.00$   585,000.00$   

Parish Amenities 127.5 170 m2 4,500.00$   573,750.00$   0 170 m2 4,500.00$   -$   127.5 170 m2 4,500.00$   573,750.00$   110.5 170 m2 4,500.00$   497,250.00$   

Archives, Meeting Rooms, etc 97.5 130 m2 4,500.00$   438,750.00$   0 130 m2 4,500.00$   -$   97.5 130 m2 4,500.00$   438,750.00$   84.5 130 m2 4,500.00$   380,250.00$   

Auditorium 240 320 m2 4,500.00$   1,080,000.00$      0 320 m2 4,500.00$   -$   240 320 m2 4,500.00$   1,080,000.00$      208 320 m2 4,500.00$   936,000.00$   

Café 225 300 m2 4,500.00$   1,012,500.00$      0 300 m2 4,500.00$   -$   225 300 m2 4,500.00$   1,012,500.00$      195 300 m2 4,500.00$   877,500.00$   

Glazed Link to Cathedral 150 200 m2 4,500.00$   675,000.00$   0 200 m2 4,500.00$   -$   150 200 m2 4,500.00$   675,000.00$   130 200 m2 4,500.00$   585,000.00$   

Misc 246 328 m2 4,500.00$   1,107,000.00$      0 328 m2 4,500.00$   -$   246 328 m2 4,500.00$   1,107,000.00$      213.2 328 m2 4,500.00$   959,400.00$   

Interpretive Centre Total 1326 1768 5,967,000.00$      b 0 1768 -$   1326 1768 5,967,000.00$      n 1149.2 1768 5,171,400.00$      

DIOCESAN OFFICES
Two-storey Diocesan Offices 855 855 m2 3,550.00$   3,035,250.00$      c 0 855 m2 3,550.00$   -$   855 855 m2 3,550.00$   3,035,250.00$      855 855 m2 3,550.00$   3,035,250.00$      

PRESBYTERY
Presbytery 1 Item -$   -$   1 Item -$   -$   1 Item -$   -$   1 Item -$   -$   

SITE 
Drainage and Services 1 Item 6,000,000.00$     6,000,000.00$      1 Item 1,893,553.20$     1,893,553.20$      1 Item 5,550,000.00$    5,550,000.00$      1 Item 5,550,000.00$   5,550,000.00$      

External Works 1 Item included above included above d 1 Item 1,893,553.20$     1,893,553.20$      1 Item included above included above 1 Item included above included above

SUBTOTAL 54,617,250.00$    40,138,291.40$    42,149,135.00$    40,168,805.00$    

Professional Fees at 12% 6,554,070.00$      4,816,594.97$      5,057,896.20$      4,820,256.60$      

TOTAL 61,171,320.00$    44,954,886.37$    47,207,031.20$    44,989,061.60$    

a Reduce Cathedral floor area further from 2320m2 to 2000m2 (brief is 2962m2) m Reduce Cathedral floor area further from 2184m2 to 2067m (brief is 2962m2)

b Delete Interpretive Centre (do without) n Reduce Interpretive Centre from 75% to 65% of brief - loss of functionality

c Delete Diocesan Offices (lease premises elsewhere - ongoing cost)

d Reduced from B4 by around 66% due to less new-build requiring servicing
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Option C2.2a (Sir Miles Warren’s “Save the Nave” Suggestion reduced to $45M) 

Option Description: 

The existing nave including the internal nave colonnades, side aisles, mezzanine balconies, ceilings 
and roof structure are retained to form part of the new Cathedral. The retained areas are left in-situ 
and structurally stabilised where practicable, and reconstructed anew where that is not practicable.  

The remainder of the existing Cathedral is partly demolished, in a careful manner so as to salvage 
amounts of the fabric for reuse where reasonably practicable.  

New, large structural concrete shear walls are added to buttress the nave structure, and the stone 
claddings from the exterior of the Nave walls would be removed and new shotcrete applied to bring 
the nave up to modern structural standards. This means that the external appearance of the 
Cathedral nave would be completely altered from existing, and careful architectural design would 
be needed to provide finishes to the exterior of the retained nave and to integrate that successfully 
with the new-build around the nave. 

The remainder of the Cathedral would be new, and constructed to contemporary requirements, but 
to incorporate the Relic as major, distinct but functionally integrated component of the Cathedral.  

Note that compared to Option C2.2, new-build cathedral floor areas are reduced further as follows. 
It is expected that compromises to the Cathedral functionality will become even more significant 
compared to those already imposed by option C2.2. 

Brief Option C2.2 Option C2.2a 
Nave Relic (m2) 1,170 1,170 
New-Build (m2) 1,150 827 
Total         (m2) 2,947 2,320 1,997 

The location of the Cathedral on the precinct is constrained to the existing Nave location, and is 
generally on the same footprint as existing. The plan arrangement and ancillary spaces can be 
optimised somewhat, but this will be constrained to some extent by the considerable size and 
existing layout of the Relic nave, this is not foreseen as being a problem. 

In order to reduce the cost estimate to $45M, the Interpretive Centre and Diocesan Offices are 
deleted from the project. These changes will remove many of the expected benefits of the precinct 
redevelopment, especially in terms of outreach to the community and providing a range of 
amenities on site to bring life to the precinct throughout the week. Diocesan Offices might be 
accommodated elsewhere in leased accommodation, shifting accommodation costs from Capex to 
Opex. 
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C2.2a Evaluation 

Adherence to CDC Vision 

 Sacred Space, Transcendence. The qualities of the sacred space have the potential to be
of very high quality, as they would combine the very fine nave of the existing Cathedral with
new elements around it. The new elements would be designed to current preferences. The
ability to fulfil the requirements of the brief would be compromised by the necessary
reductions in new-build floor area.

 Community Engagement. Without an Interpretive Centre, and with a Cathedral with
fewer ancillary support spaces, the potential for community engagement is fatally
compromised.

 Future Legacy. The original Cathedral is remembered by a very significant Relic, which
would continue to provide a major, useful and integrated space as part of the new
Cathedral. However many other important benefits expected of the redevelopment could
not be achieved.

 Stewardship. Building a new Cathedral would entail a large investment. The retention of
the extensive Relic effectively commits a further considerable expense. However the
deletion of the Diocesan Offices and Interpretive Centre from the scope of the project might
be seen as a poor decision as the impacts become evident in future.

 Multiculturalism. The new parts of the Cathedral can be designed to reflect
multiculturalism to the extent preferred. Outreach to communities through the Interpretive
Centre amenities is not possible.

Precinct Functionality 

 Precinct Planning. The Cathedral location and orientation would be driven by the Relic
location. The option offers flexibility to optimise the location of other key parts of the
precinct brief, and to connect into the Cathedral effectively – however they cannot be
afforded within the $45M budget.

 Cathedral. Requirement for new design provides flexibility to respond to brief, with some
constraints on the design due to the Relic.

 Interpretive Centre. Deleted from project, along with all its expected benefits.
 Diocesan Offices. Deleted from the project
 Presbytery. Existing could remain “as-is”. Option also provides flexibility for design to

meet brief, should new Presbytery be preferred.
 Music and Performing Arts. These functions cannot be accommodated within the

Interpretive Centre. The ancillary new-build spaces within the Cathedral brief that would
also have supported music and performing arts have been drastically pruned back in size.

 Carparks. Option provides plenty of space for carparks, with flexibility as to actual layout
to best fit selected building locations.

 Landscaping. The Cathedral can be given an appropriate setting. A range of options are
available for outdoor spaces. Landscaping can be sustainable.
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Technical Feasibility 

 Complexity of Solution Design will require a require moderately complex analysis to
determine the design loads, and will require a high level of detailing.  Moderate risk of
scope creep.

 Seismic Resilience Seismic capacity will comply with the Building Code, and could be
designed to 100%NBS, however a target of 67% will be more practical.  Retrofit deep pile
foundation required.  Loss of function after a design event is low to moderate: in weeks.

 Constructability Buildable using conventional construction, and local resources.
Specialist work required for stonework remediation.  Foundations complex, and will require
a skilled contractor.  Concrete work and strengthening will require a skilled contractor.

 Compliance.  Compliance able to be achieved with relative ease. Peer Review advisable.
Weathertightness moderately complex. Fire and accessibility achievable.

Heritage Acceptance 

 Historical and Social Significance.  Retention of historical and social significance
values.

 Cultural and Spiritual Significance.  Retention of cultural and spiritual significance
values.

 Architectural and Artistic Significance.  Retention of some of the architectural and
artistic significance values.

 Group and Setting Significance.  Minor retention of group and setting significance
values as the original building is ‘engulfed’ by the new building.

 Landmark Significance. Minor retention of some of the landmark significance values
associated with the original building.  The new building will become a landmark in its own
right.

 Archaeological Significance.  An archaeological authority will be required for any
below ground work.

 Technology and Craftsmanship Significance. Loss of some of the technology and
craftsmanship significance associated with the construction of the building.

 Scientific.  No known values.

Urban Design Values 

 City Context. Cathedral location and orientation would be similar to existing, but with a
new Cathedral design (plus integrated Relic). The Interpretive Centre and Diocesan Offices
cannot be grouped around the Cathedral to give it an attractive setting, as they are deleted
from the project scope.

 Precinct Prominence. The Cathedral would be a new, and potentially very significant
local landmark.

 Life and Buzz. Very few opportunities are provided to achieve this goal.
 Placemaking. The Cathedral would create a new anchor for a strong sense of place.

However the deletion of the Interpretive Centre and Diocesan Offices remove opportunities
to group other, smaller buildings around the Cathedral to make a variety of interlinked
places.
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 Connections. No significant constraints, but there are fewer activities within the precinct
to encourage the development of linkages.

 CPTED. As with all options, this would need to be considered in conjunction with other
factors.

 Precinct Synergies. Potential synergies greatly diminished by deletion of Interpretive
Centre and Diocesan Offices.

Future Proofing 

 Cathedral. The main cathedral space is “fixed’ in format, around the existing Nave and the
new bracing structures added to strengthen it. The ability to reformat ancillary spaces
would be limited, but some flexibility could be designed-in. The size of the Cathedral is far
less than the brief requires, and the disadvantages of that will remain evident into the
future.

 Future Additions. Much space remains on the precinct site to provide for any future
additions.

 Diocesan Offices. Can be constructed on site in future if required and if budget becomes
available.

 Interpretive Centre. Can be constructed on site in future if required and if budget
becomes available.

 Catholic Education Precinct. Lack of the Interpretive Centre lessens the variety of
spaces that can be used by schools to maximise utilisation and achieve vision goals.

 Enhanced Linkages To Neighbours. No significant constraints, but there are fewer
activities within the precinct to encourage the development of linkages.
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Option D4a (CCC / Heritage New Zealand’s Suggestion, reduced to $45M) 

Option Description 

The existing Cathedral is largely demolished, in a reasonably careful manner so as to salvage 
limited amounts of the fabric superstructure, and to leave the sub-ground archaeology as 
substantially intact as possible for expression in the design and landscaping of the precinct, and 
interpretation to future generations. 

A new “Relic Garden” is developed on the footprint of the former cathedral. The garden is mainly at 
ground level. The floor plan of the former cathedral is delineated in stone paving on top of the 
foundations to provide the geometric structure of the garden, and various areas of the garden are 
finished as lawn, planting, paving or paths. 

A few limited parts of the old cathedral might be reconstructed above the garden plane, such as the 
lower parts of some columns colonnade, or portions of wall, or steps. These fragments would be 
structurally stabilised. 

A completely new cathedral is constructed to contemporary requirements. The location of the 
cathedral on the precinct is constrained to a considerable extent by the large size and central 
location of the relic garden and this would cause some compromises to the fit and synergies 
between other precinct functions, and overall effective use of the site. 

Note that compared to Option D4, the cathedral floor areas are reduced further as follows. It is 
expected that compromises to the Cathedral functionality will become slightly more significant 
compared to those already imposed by option D4. 

CATHEDRAL Brief Option D4 Option D4 a 
New-Build (m2) 2,947 2,184 2,067 

An interpretive centre is constructed to the south of the cathedral, and close to the footpath to 
Barbadoes Street. The interpretive centre is constructed as an integrated single development to 
maximise synergies between the components. The Interpretive Centre can be linked to the 
Cathedral effectively, and can respond to the geometry of the Relic Garden creatively. 

Note that for budget reasons, the interpretive centre floor area is reduced further from the 
reductions already imposed by Option D4. This will impact further on the functionality of the 
Interpretive Centre and its ability to deliver the expected benefits. 

INTERPRETIVE CTR Brief Option D4 Option D4 a 
New-Build (m2) 1,768 1,326 1,150 

The Presbytery and Diocesan Offices are arranged in the standardised design as per other design 
options.  
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D4a Evaluation 

Adherence to CDC Vision 

 Sacred Space, Transcendence. The qualities of the new sacred space would be designed 
to current preferences. The ability to fulfil the requirements of the brief would be 
compromised by the necessary reductions in Cathedral new-build floor area. 

 Community Engagement. The precinct could accommodate a range of buildings and 
settings to facilitate community engagement. The ability to fulfil the requirements of the 
brief would be compromised by the necessary reductions in the Interpretive Centre new-
build floor area. 

 Future Legacy. The original Cathedral design and location would be reflected in the relic 
garden / footprint delineation. The new building stock could respond to that creatively, and 
also reflect the present. 

 Stewardship. Building a new Cathedral would entail a large investment. The new 
buildings and site development can be designed sustainably. The form of the relic is 
relatively modest in cost, but size of new-build components is reduced well below the 
briefed floor areas. 

 Multiculturalism. The new buildings (including the new Cathedral) and site development 
can be designed to reflect multiculturalism to the extent preferred. 

Precinct Functionality 

 Precinct Planning. The Relic Garden occupies the critical centre of the site, meaning that 
all other design elements are divided into two locations at each end of the site. The 
Cathedral location and orientation would be greatly influenced by the Relic location. The 
option offers flexibility to optimise the location of other key parts of the precinct brief, and 
to connect into the Cathedral effectively, but space for the Interpretive Centre is limited and 
convenient locations for the car parking close to the Cathedral and Interpretive Centre is 
not possible. The Parish Court would be badly shaded by the new Cathedral. 

 Cathedral. Requirement for new Cathedral provides flexibility to respond to brief, with 
few constraints on the design due to the Relic footprint. 

 Interpretive Centre. The option provides opportunities for an effective Interpretive 
Centre location and design, but restricted in location and size by the space available 
between the Cathedral and Relic Garden. Opportunities to build a larger Interpretive Centre 
in future, or if additional funding became available would be limited by adjacent site 
elements. 

 Diocesan Offices. The option provides many opportunities for an effective Diocesan 
Offices location and design. 

 Presbytery. Existing could remain “as-is”. Option also provides flexibility for design to 
meet brief, should new Presbytery be preferred. 

 Music and Performing Arts. These functions would be accommodated within the 
Interpretive Centre. Reduction in floor area may limit the functionality for that. 

 Carparks. Option provides around 110 carparks. The majority of the carparks are very 
remote from the Cathedral and Interpretive Centre. 

 Landscaping. The Cathedral can be given an appropriate setting. A range of options are 
available for outdoor spaces. Landscaping can be sustainable. 
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Technical Feasibility 

 Complexity of Solution Design will be minimal.  Some structural detailing likely to be
required, but based around preventing degradation.  Structure definition with respect to the
Building Act needs to be confirmed.

 Seismic Resilience May be prone to damage related to ground deformation. Minimal risk
to people, however.

 Constructability Buildable using conventional construction, and local resources.
Specialist work required for stonework.  Foundations complex, and will require a skilled
contractor.  Concrete work will require a skilled contractor.

 Compliance.  Compliance able to be achieved with relative ease.

Heritage Acceptance 

 Historical and Social Significance.  It will retain the association with Bishop Grimes
who was responsible for the construction of the original building.  It will no longer be the
principal place of worship for Catholics it will also no longer be the seat of the Bishop of
Christchurch.

 Cultural and Spiritual Significance.  It will no longer be the spiritual home of the
Catholic community; however, it will remain the place visited by Pope John Paul II and
remain a place of cultural and spiritual significance

 Architectural and Artistic Significance.  No architectural and artistic significance
values remain.

 Group and Setting Significance.  No original group and setting significance values
remain.

 Landmark Significance. No original landmark significance values remain.
 Archaeological Significance.  An archaeological authority will be required for any

below ground work.
 Technology and Craftsmanship Significance.

 No technology and craftsmanship associated with the construction of the building will
remain.

 Scientific.  No known values.

Urban Design Values 

 City Context. New Cathedral location and orientation could respond to the CBD and
Barbadoes Street and Ferry Road positively. The Interpretive Centre can have a prominent
location on Barbadoes Street.

 Precinct Prominence. The Cathedral would be a new, and potentially very significant
local landmark.

 Life and Buzz. Good opportunities are provided to achieve this goal, but lessened to some
extent by the smaller Interpretive Centre.

 Placemaking. The Cathedral would create a new anchor for a strong sense of place. The
Interpretive Centre and Diocesan Offices provide opportunities to group other, smaller
buildings around the Cathedral to make a variety of interlinked places. The Parish Court
would be badly shaded by the new Cathedral.

 Connections. No significant constraints.
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 CPTED. As with all options, this would need to be considered in conjunction with other
factors.

 Precinct Synergies. The central location of the Relic Garden places serious constraints on
the colocation of buildings and carparks.

Future Proofing 

 Cathedral. The new main cathedral space is “fixed’ in format. The ability to reformat
ancillary spaces would be limited, but some flexibility could be designed-in.

 Future Additions. Some space remains on the precinct site to provide for any future
additions. As for other options, any future additions would impact overall car park
numbers. Options for future additions to the Interpretive Centre would be constrained.

 Diocesan Offices. Can be enlarged or reconfigured in future if required.
 Interpretive Centre. Options for future additions to the Interpretive Centre would be

constrained.
 Catholic Education Precinct. As for all options, the Cathedral and Interpretive Centre

provide a variety spaces that can be used by schools to maximise utilisation and achieve
vision goals.

 Enhanced Linkages To Neighbours. Greater synergies and linkages can be supported
in future, e.g. to adjacent schools. New overall site layout can factor this potential
requirement into the design.



Catholic Diocese of Christchurch

Consultation Options - Sub-attribute Assessment

Shortlisted Options Review Options re-scoped to $45M C2.2a + D4a rescoped to $45M Consultation Options

OPTION B4a ($45m) OPTION C2.1a ($45m) OPTION C2.2a   OPTION D4a OPTION C2.2   OPTION D4

      Sir Miles Warren CCC / HNZ       Sir Miles Warren CCC / HNZ

ADHERENCE TO CDC VISION $45 million $45 million $61 million $47 million

Sacred Space, Transcendence 3 New cathedral 3 New cathedral 2 The best of the old? 3 New cathedral 3 The best of the old? 3 New cathedral

Community Engagement 3 Good opportunities 1 No I.C. 1 No I.C. 2 OK, but IC smaller 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities

Future Legacy 1 Heritage built over 1 Key benefits not achieved 1 Key benefits not achieved 3 New + some memory 3 Old and new together 3 New + some memory

Stewardship 3 Most benefits achieved 0 Key benefits not achieved 0 Key benefits not achieved 3 Efficient heritage? 0 Expensive, cannot trim 2 Efficient heritage?

Multiculturalism 3 New opportunity 1 Limited opportunity 2 Limited opportunity 3 New opportunity 3 New opportunity 3 New opportunity

Total (also stage 1 Team/RD) 13 6 6 14 12 14

PRECINCT FUNCTIONALITY

Precinct Planning 3 Few constraints 1 Some brief unbuilt 1 Some brief unbuilt 1 Garden in centre of site 3 Few constraints 2 Garden in centre of site

Cathedral 3 Few constraints 2 Must build to Relic 1 Old and new together 3 Few constraints 3 Old and new together 3 Few constraints

Interpretive Centre 2 Floor area reduced 0 No I.C. 0 No I.C. 2 Constrained somewhat 3 Few constraints 2 Constrained somewhat

Diocesan Offices 3 Few constraints 0 No D.O. 0 No D.O. 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints

Presbytery 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints

Music and Performing Arts 2 Few constraints 0 No I.C. 0 No I.C. 2 Constrained somewhat 3 Few constraints 3 Few constraints

Carparks 2 Worked around bldgs 1 Not sure where to build? 1 Not sure where to build? 1 Garden in centre of site 2 Worked around bldgs 1 Garden in centre of site

Landscaping 3 Opportunities 2 Only half developed 2 Only half developed 3 Opportunities 3 Opportunities 3 Opportunities

Total 21 9 8 18 23 20

TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY

Complexity 3 Manageable 2 Some challenges 1 Challenging 3 Manageable 1 Challenging 3 Manageable

Seismic Resilience 3 Good resilience 2 Reasonable resilience 1 Low resilience 3 Good resilience 1 Low resilience 3 Good resilience

Constructability 3 Standard 2 Some challenges 2 Some challenges 3 Standard 2 Some challenges 3 Standard

Compliance 3 Standard 2 Some challenges 2 Some challenges 3 Standard 2 Some challenges 3 Standard

Average 12 8 6 12 6 12

HERITAGE ACCEPTANCE

Historical and Social 1 Low significance 3 High significance 3 High significance 1 Some significance 3 High significance 1 Some significance

Cultural and Spiritual 1 Low significance 3 High significance 3 High significance 1 Some significance 3 High significance 1 Some significance

Architectural and Artistic 0 Very low significance 3 High significance 2 Some significance 0 Very low significance 2 Some significance 0 Very low significance

Group and Setting 0 Very low significance 3 High significance 2 Some significance 0 Very low significance 2 Some significance 0 Very low significance

Landmark 0 Very low significance 3 High significance 2 Some significance 1 Low significance 2 Some significance 1 Low significance

Archaeological 2 Some significance 3 High significance 3 High significance 3 High significance 3 High significance 3 High significance

Technology and Craftsmanship 0 Very low significance 2 Some significance 2 Some significance 0 Very low significance 2 Some significance 0 Very low significance

Scientific Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Average 4 20 17 6 17 6

URBAN DESIGN VALUES

City Context 3 Constructive engagement 2 Cathedral isolated 2 Cathedral isolated 3 Constructive engagement 3 Constructive engagement 3 Constructive engagement

Precinct Prominence 3 Prominent opportunity 2 Cathedral isolated 2 Cathedral isolated 3 Prominent opportunity 3 Prominent opportunity 3 Prominent opportunity

Life and Buzz 3 I.C. on footpath 0 No I.C. 0 No I.C. 3 I.C. on footpath 3 Good opportunities 3 I.C. on footpath

Placemaking 3 Good opportunities 1 Cathedral isolated 1 Cathedral isolated 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities

Connections 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities

CPTED 2 Poor visability areas? 3 Poor visability areas? 3 Poor visability areas? 2 Poor visability areas? 2 Poor visability areas? 2 Poor visability areas?

Precinct Synergies 3 Good opportunities 0 No I.C. 0 No I.C. 1 Garden in centre of site 3 Good opportunities 2 Garden in centre of site

Total 20 11 11 18 20 19

FUTURE PROOFING

Cathedral 2 Locked into new plan 2 Locked into new plan 2 Locked into new plan 2 Locked into new plan 2 Locked into new plan 2 Locked into new plan

Future Additions 2 Limited room - carparks 3 Much of site unused 3 Much of site unused 0 Limited room - carparks 2 Limited room - carparks 2 Limited room - carparks

Diocesan Offices 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities

Interpretive Centre 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 3 Good opportunities 1 Limited by Garden 3 Good opportunities 1 Limited by Garden

Catholic Education Precinct 3 Best potential 0 No I.C. 0 No I.C. 2 Some potential 2 Some potential 2 Some potential

Enhanced Linkages to Neighbours 2 Landlocked - but potential 2 Landlocked - but potential 2 Landlocked - but potential 2 Landlocked - but potential 2 Landlocked - but potential 2 Landlocked - but potential

Total 15 13 13 10 14 12

COMBINED SCORES 85 67 61 78 92 83

Fatal Flaw 0

Poor Outcome 1

Neutral Outcome 2

Good Outcome 3
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Option Evaluation Matrix - Full Evaluation Stage 2 - Consultation Options

Option  Evaluation Criteria

Outcome of Full 

Evaluation - Stage 

2

Outcome of Full 

Evaluation - Stage 

1

Outcome of 

Initial 

Screening

Ref. Option Group Design Principle Option Description

NBS% for 

Option

Adherence to 

CDC Vision

Precinct 

Functionality Cost Estimate

Technical 

Feasibility

Heritage 

Acceptance

Urban Design 

Values

CDC 

Consultation

Future 

Proofing Total Score Preferred Option Average Rating

Option to 

Progress? Overall Benefits Overall Dis-Benefits

B New Rebuild

B4a

Different building, different location, same site. 

Base isolation.

Deconstruct completely and construct new 

cathedral to new design on the same site but a 

different location.  Base isolation 100 3 3 3 1 3 3

16 X 29
Yes - based on 

score

Provides maximum flexibility for Cathedral 

design to be best integrated with rest of 

precinct, and designed fully to brief.

Heritage building elements on site largely 

lost, even Cathedral location.

C Strengthen Existing Damaged Cathedral for Reuse as a Cathedral

C2.1a

Reuse medium aspects of existing insitu to 

construct new cathedral  to new design

Mix of in-situ stabilisation and reconstruction, 

incorporating existing fabric into new design 67 1 1 2 3 2 2

11 28 Yes - based on 

desire to assess a 

stengthening 

option further

Remaining heritage fabric is left "in-situ". 

Advantages of current Cathedral including 

appearance remain (subject to 

strengthening appearance?), but building is 

stronger.

Strengthening works may impinge on 

appearance and functioning of Cathedral? 

Cathedral itself does not fully meet 

current for capacity, multiculturalism. 

Heritage values limit Cathedral 

connectivity. Low NBS leaves Cathedral 

vulnerable.

C Strengthen Existing Damaged Cathedral for Reuse as a Cathedral

C2.2a *Retention of the Nave

Preserve the interior of the nave as a priority. 

Provide new structural elements to support 

existing nave building fabric 67 1 1 2 2 2 2

10 25

Yes - based 

on score 

relative to 

earlier 

options

Remaining heritage fabric is left "in-situ". 

Advantages of current Cathedral including  

interior appearance remain, but building is 

stronger.

Flexibility to optimise precinct retained

Strengthening works will impinge on 

exterior appearance and functioning of 

Cathedral?  Low NBS leaves Cathedral 

vulnerable.

D Relic - retain aspects of existing cathedral as a monument

D4a Unconstrained Relic Option

Develop a desirable precinct masterplan layout, 

and work with the remaining existing cathedral to 

create a relic 100 3 2 3 1 3 2

14 19

Yes - based 

on score 

relative to 

earlier 

options

Relic provides tangible link to past, while 

allowing new Cathedral to fully address 

brief.

Good connection between relic and IC

Reasonable flexibility to optimise precinct 

retained 

Footprint of both Relic plus new 

Cathedral occupy much of site. Relic may 

compromise locations and linkages of 

other buildings? 

Key

Unacceptable Outcome 0

Poor Outcome 1

Neutral Outcome 2

Good Outcome 3
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2 CATHOLIC CATHEDRAL PRECINCT CHRISTCHURCH 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Cathedral Precinct Development offers a unique opportunity in the life of the Catholic Community of Canterbury. With 

the grief of losing many wonderful buildings comes the anticipation of new opportunity, re-igniting a sense of purpose and 

passion for believers across the city.

 

This Master Plan BRIEFING DOCUMENT outlines the vision, aspirations and fundamental needs of the Catholic Diocese of 

Christchurch. Critical objectives including Design Principles have been established to define functions associated with the 

Cathedral Precinct presently and for the foreseeable future.

 

This document will form the basis from which to develop a successful Master Plan DESIGN. This design will need to respond 

to the PRECINCT VISION by creating a built environment that is informed by the precinct DESIGN PRINCIPLES. The clarity 

of the VISION and DESIGN PRINCIPLES will enable the Diocese to make confident decisions about the shape of its built 

environment to support, embrace and enable the 4 Pastoral Principles central to the Diocese Vision for Canterbury.

 

The FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS of the brief established by close engagement with Diocesan members will need to be 

further developed, challenged and refined during the Master Plan Design phase. At this stage they provide a basis for the 

COST ESTIMATES to enable key decisions to be made and business cases to be established.

One such decision is the future of the existing damaged Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament. The potential architectural 

approach is explored in the CATHEDRAL OPTIONS. Together with COST ESTIMATES and previous Structural Assessments this 

provides a holistic basis with which to make a confident decision about this building. This will be pivotal in informing the 

Master Plan DESIGN in Phase 3.

 

This document responds to Phase 2 of the Cathedral Precinct Development Plan: Master Planning Brief and:

 

• Expresses the vision and defines the design principles for the Cathedral Precinct Development (Section 1)

• Verifies the functional needs of the Diocese (Section 2)

• Sets indicative budget (Section 2)

• Explores the Historical significance of the site (Section 3)

• Proposes an indicative programme (Section 4)

• Forms the basis of an initial cost estimate to assist the diocese in verifying funding requirements (Section 5)

• Provides direction to the subsequent Master Plan and concept designs 

 

The scope of this BRIEF is limited to the existing Cathedral Precinct. The adjacent education site and its needs are currently 

outside the scope of this work, but we believe it is imperative that a strong dialogue is established with the Catholic 

Education Precinct working group to ensure a holistic site development that will provide a fully integrated and solid legacy 

for the future.

 

The Diocese is invited to treat this BRIEF as a living document, adding to and refining it as many conversations take place 

and the community becomes engaged with this exciting project.
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6 CATHOLIC CATHEDRAL PRECINCT CHRISTCHURCH 

1.1 PRECINCT VISION

‘...The Catholic Cathedral Precinct will support enrich and expand the vision of the Catholic Community of Canterbury. It  

will be a significant spiritual entity in the reconstructed fabric of Christchurch City.

The Precinct should be an enabler to lead, guide and serve the community; a place of learning that integrates with the 

Catholic Education Precinct.

The Precinct will need to be a welcoming gathering place for visitors and worshippers; a sanctuary, a place of 

contemplation, worship and celebration.

At its heart,  a Cathedral of beauty should reflect the majesty, mystery, presence and glory of God; it must also reflect its 

heritage and culture with gratitude and look to the future with confidence...’

Ecce Tabernaculum Dei Cum Hominibus

“Behold, look, here lives God among us”

The 4 pastoral principles: “ holiness, communio, collaboration, mission” define the Christchurch Catholic Diocesan Vision and 

will inform the key principles on which the Precinct design will be based.

Sacred Space

Transcendence

Community Engagement

Future Legacy

Stewardship

Multiculturalism
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1.2 DESIGN PRINCIPLES

SACRED SPACE

Sacred space is a place which invites the contemplation of divine mystery, and encourages an attitude of spiritual openness.

A sacred space is not necessarily where answers are grasped or understood. Rather it is where questions are asked, 

conversations occur, rituals are perpetuated, songs are sung and silence is heard. A space where the human search for 

meaning, truth and divine inspiration commingle with practices and beliefs in the attempt to find answers.

Sacred spaces reveal themselves, they reveal the Creator’s hand and life-giving breath in special ways. They have a way of 

growing on the visitor, almost organically, some would say they “breathe.” Usually sacred spaces are found in inviting places, a 

wonderful antidote to all that is superficial and frenzied in modern society. 

The notion of a sacred space is complex, encompassing a range of aspects: architecture, geography, core beliefs, community 

stories, and not least of all the receptivity of one’s soul. When several of these elements come together, the result can range 

from awe inspiring to truly breathtaking.

MORAL COMPASS

The new Cathedral will be an opportunity for 

architecture to play its part in the reawakening 

of the public’s imagination of our community’s 

Christian values. These guide citizens by 

providing a moral compass for their everyday 

lives.

KEY LIFE MOMENTS

Historically, Cathedrals have always been places 

of sanctuary, hope and remembrance. They 

also provide a ceremonial space for significant 

moments in peoples lives:

Birth

Baptism and Confirmation

Marriage

Death

“.. firmness, commodity and delight…” 

(Vitruvious).  These are attributes that create 

timeless, enduring quality architecture that 

appeals to all ages, cultures and sensitively 

reflects the sacredness of the occasion.
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EUCHARIST AND TRANSUBSTANTIATION

Integral to the Master Planning and 

Cathedral architecture is an understanding 

of transubstantiation as being unique to the 

Catholic faith.

The significance of the altar to celebrate this is 

fundamental in the layout of a Cathedral and its 

planning.

BACKGROUND
Transubstantiation is the acknowledgment that 

during Mass the unconsecrated host (bread and 

wine) are transformed into the body and blood 

of Christ.

TRANSFIGURATION

The Cathedral at its heart should speak to the 

significance of the Transfiguration as a historical 

event central to the Christian faith.

This has historically been manifested in 

depictions in stained glass and other forms of 

iconography. A contemporary interpretation 

could be explored in the development of the 

design

BACKGROUND
Transfiguration is central to Christian religion 

because it marks both the appearance of Christ’s 

divine form in his human body and the time 

when God names him as the Messiah. It is the 

time in the Gospels when the face of Jesus 

“shone like the sun” revealing Christ’s divinity to 

the apostles.

PLACE OF WORSHIP

The new Cathedral and Master Plan will be the 

focus for the gathering of worshippers to the 

Catholic faith in Christchurch.

This will need to be a sacred space and through 

careful consideration will not only evoke 

contemplation and reverence but shall be 

spiritually uplifting.

The Master Plan will need to respond with 

external public gathering spaces; intimate, 

contemplative and quiet spaces and large 

majestic internal spaces.

HERITAGE

Determining what to do with the remains of the 

Christchurch Cathedral and it’s remembrance 

are of a high priority. Care will need to be 

taken to preserve and retain heritage items and 

include these in the new Cathedral and Master 

Plan. An architectural strategy will need to 

support this as part of the Master Plan.

A clear notion of the history and tradition 

of the site will be exhibited throughout the 

Master Plan, ensuring that any new buildings 

are sensitive to the legacy of the old and are 

respectful of the past, thus informing a clear 

aspirational built vision that looks to the future.
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1.2 DESIGN PRINCIPLES

TRANSCENDENCE

Cathedral architecture can create wonder that causes the spirit to soar, a majesty of scale that celebrates the awe of God, 

intimate spaces of quietness and reverence and exquisite details that foster thoughtful reflection.

Cathedrals should be a place of welcome; spaces that awaken the existential meaning of life, spaces in which light and 

decoration in some way act as the vehicle for transporting us towards an encounter with God.

Architecture of today’s cities should lead man to a deeper understanding of his essence, in such fashion that the transcendent 

is present in daily life and not merely the privilege of sacred art, but rather a challenge for each day, for each minute, in every 

place.

MUSIC

Music is a central and compelling component in 

the celebration of Holy Mass.

The new Cathedral will need to recognise this 

through the careful consideration and provision 

of specialist and appropriate acoustic treatment 

and performance.

BACKGROUND
Throughout scripture, each of God’s creative 

and redemptive activities are accompanied and 

celebrated by music. At creation we are told that 

“the morning stars sang together, and all the 

sons of God shouted for joy” (Job 38:7). At the 

incarnation, the heavenly choir sang: “Glory to 

God in the highest, and on earth peace among 

men with whom he is pleased!” (Luke 2:14). 

At the final consummation of redemption, the 

great multitude of the redeemed will sing: 

“Hallelujah! For the Lord our God the Almighty 

reigns.” (Rev 19:6).

SPACE

Architectural Space may not always be 

commonly grasped. While it is described by 

dimension, scale and proportion, it can also be 

described by opposing notional attributes:

‘private/public’,

 ‘sacred/profane’

 ‘enclosed/open’

 ‘aspirational/reflective’

‘secure/exposed’ 

‘light/dark’.

Axis, Symmetry, Rhythm, Datum and Hierarchy 

also define and organise space.

The Precinct design should create spaces that 

transcend the pure functional requirements and 

move the spirit towards God.
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LIGHT

Physical light has the opportunity to sculpt, 

define and shape space. Light creates scale, 

wonder and stirs the emotions. The greatest 

play of light in sacred spaces transcends the 

physical and connects the individual with the 

‘spiritual light’. 

Architect Louis Kahn wrote  “...the sun doesn’t 

know how wonderful it is until after a room is 

made...” 

Just as Jesus’ light renders ones own spiritual 

character visible, physical light in the design 

of the Cathedral and Precinct will allow the 

character of spaces and walls to be rendered 

visible as a transcendent connection.

“Jesus said  ‘I am the light of the world, whoever 

follows me will never walk in darkness but have 

light of life “ (John 8:12).
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1.2 DESIGN PRINCIPLES

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

A vibrant, authentic, engaged Parish will be one that is interwoven with the wider community, engaging with the evolving 

needs, providing opportunities for strong social interactions, embracing their aspirations and sharing resources.

Linking of the term ‘community’  with  ‘engagement’ serves to broaden the scope, shifting the focus from the individual to 

the collective, and refers to the process by which community benefit organisations and individuals build ongoing permanent 

relationships for the purpose of applying a collective vision for the benefit of a community.

COMMUNITY

Specific attention will need to be given to the 

development of a master plan which fosters 

fellowship and communion within both the 

parish and the wider community.

It is necessary for Master Plan to recognise the 

Cathedral at its heart but also actively establish 

spaces that foster a sense of community, a place 

to pause, gather and engage. The design should 

respond to the divergent needs as crucial to a 

dynamic community life.

This is in accordance with ‘Communio’, one of 

the Diocese’s 4 principles guiding the heart of 

the Catholic Diocese.

 

EDUCATION

Learning and the power of enquiry is fundamental 

to the continued progress of the human race. It is 

crucially important that this is balanced with an 

understanding of a moral code as embodied in the 

Christian faith.

The Master Plan should integrate and provide facili-

ties, such as the Catholic Interpretive Centre, where 

students, parish members, and the wider community 

can gather to further their understanding of this mis-

sion, Catholicism, the site and its history.

Clear legible connections to the Catholic Education 

Precinct are paramount to integrate the schools into 

the collective vision of the Diocese.
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CELEBRATION

Appropriate spaces to celebrate are crucial 

to allow individuals to gather together and 

resonate with the joy and gratitude of shared 

vision, passion and belief.

The design must consider the unique groups; 

large and small and provide spaces both 

internally and externally that facilitate 

celebration events.
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1.2 DESIGN PRINCIPLES

FUTURE LEGACY

An aspirational vision acknowledges the past but focuses on the future, providing spaces that are safe, bold, open and 

sustainable. A future focused Master Plan should be adaptable, responsive and flexible to changing needs within the site, but 

also to the influences of the City and the changing patterns of urban life.

An inclusion of future generations is essential for the ongoing existence of the Church. The design should seek to enrich and 

enhance the religious experience for all generations by providing a bold, legible and dynamic centre for interaction with the 

Catholic Faith.

FUTURE 

A new Master Plan must provide a sense 

of permanence and certainty with the new 

Cathedral at its heart as a clear marker in the 

City’s urban fabric.

The planning will need to create a strong legible 

framework that it is durable and adaptable by 

creating opportunities for buildings to expand 

and change function over time not limiting their 

future uses.

Architecturally, this demands a bold and 

inspired statement which speaks to the 

community of a current and living Catholic faith 

with a future focused aspiration.

CO-LOCATION AND COLLABORATION

Modern workplace designs explore new and 

changing ways of working, organisation and 

operations where shared flexible spaces allow 

more efficient planning thereby reducing costs. 

The Master Planning process must challenge 

the functional brief and explore opportunities 

to create multi-functional spaces reducing the 

building area (capital cost) for new buildings 

and demonstrating a commitment to ‘resource 

stewardship’. 

The design should  propose co-location of staff 

and business resources to allow the Diocese to 

respond with agility and certainty to changing 

needs whilst also reducing administrative 

costs and supporting stronger collaborative 

relationships.
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YOUTH

The Cathedral will need to be a place where the 

congregation can be informed and celebrate 

faith through traditional and contemporary 

means that consider the diverse expectations of 

varying age groups. 

Supporting facilities on the precinct, such as 

schools, will allow an emphasis on integrating 

and educating the youth in the community. The 

precinct design should provide spaces that have 

a particular relevance to the youth, establishing 

strong connections to supporting facilities; for 

example the school and polytechnic community.

Buildings should be future-proofed with a 

provision for the increasing integration of 

technology.
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1.2 DESIGN PRINCIPLES

STEWARDSHIP

Faithful and wise stewardship of resources and money is central to the church’s witness and role in the community. 

Stewardship is now generally recognised as ‘the acceptance or assignment of responsibility to shepherd and safeguard the 

values of others’.

Christian Stewardship is a grateful and responsible use of God’s gifts in the light of God’s purpose as revealed in Jesus Christ. 

Christian stewards, empowered by the Holy Spirit, commit themselves to conscious, purposeful decisions.

Wisely employing God-given human resources, abilities, and relationships; sharing the material resources we hold and giving 

them in service, justice and compassion; provides for future generations.

COMMERCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

The proposal for the redevelopment of the site 

must be cognisant of the realities of our present 

day commercial demands.

Studies will be need to undertaken to ascertain 

ways in which aspects of the redevelopment 

can recognise a return on investment for the 

Diocese; for example the role of the Catholic 

Interpretative Centre.

Financial awareness should be implemented in 

the development of the Precinct. It is proposed 

that the Master Plan will contain supporting 

facilities which will be cost effective and provide 

spaces of commercial value.

SUSTAINABILITY

In New Zealand, our clean environment and 

temperate climate present an opportunity to truly 

express the ever growing movement concerned with 

caring for the planet and mankind.

These goals are be an aspiration in the physical design 

of the Cathedral and associated Master Plan through 

its relationship to the site giving it a sense of place 

within the local culture.

Minimisation of waste and efficient use of resources, 

careful selection of materials and systems, the 

development of sustainable practices within the 

precinct management, are opportunities to be 

explored in the design.
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1.2 DESIGN PRINCIPLES

MULTICULTURALISM

The integration of cultural expression through structure, art patterning, spatial arrangements and the form of a building, offers 

a sense of belonging and communication across cultural groups. This brings into form the bi-cultural and multi-cultural nature 

of our society’s faith and our society in general.

The existence, recognition and preservation of different cultures and cultural identities within the Precinct design 

demonstrates a commitment to the rich tapestry of human life.

The Diocese acknowledge that Ngāi Tahu hold rangatiratanga or tribal authority over Ōtautahi, Christchurch. To respect the 

spirit of the Treaty the Diocese believe that a level of consultation with Ngāi Tahu, in order to ensure a dialogue on values 

and opinions are captured, will need to take place. The kaitiakitanga or guardianship of wahi tapu/wahi taonga, or places 

that are special and sacred, is closely aligned with the core values of the Diocese. Respect of these values and the sharing of 

knowledge will ensure that the special relationship the Diocese has with the Tangata Whenua is maintained.

MULTICULTURALISM

A successful Precinct design creates an intuitive 

resonance with the multi cultural nature of its 

users and neighbouring communities.

It is recommended that engagement be sought 

with all interested shareholders to develop a 

deep understanding of their needs, aspirations 

and values. 

The precinct will invite participation and extend 

welcome with a sequence of legible spaces and 

thresholds that respect the varying cultural 

sensitivities and values, by excluding any 

perceived or physical barriers.

A creative use of indigenous plants and water, 

local natural materials and an appropriate 

selection of art are all opportunities that can be 

integrated into the design.
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This section of the report is a response to the consultation process carried out with the Cathedral Management Board and 

potential stakeholders of the Cathedral Precinct. 

The purpose of this section is to provide the Diocese with a description of the buildings and elements that will be required 

to form the Catholic Cathedral Precinct. Providing this information will inform a large part of the brief for the next phase of 

the process which is to prepare a Master Plan for the sites development.

The consultation process was focused on asking what buildings and elements would be required in the Cathedral Precinct, 

what function and size would these buildings/elements be, and what design ideas might be incorporated into these. This 

process has been summarised by defining what the Overview, Purpose and Approach is for each of the noted buildings 

and elements. This information has then been illustrated through Functional Component diagrams and evidenced by Area 

Schedules of Accommodation.

The consultation process has identified the following buildings and elements that will form the Catholic Cathedral Precinct:

Cathedral

Diocesan Office

Presbytery

Catholic Interpretive Centre

External Environment

The budget plays an important part in informing the brief; however, to ensure that all options for the existing Cathedral 

are considered there will need to be a scoping exercise exploring options for cathedral retention and/or an adaptive reuse 

of the existing. Fundamentally these options will need to be tested against the budget and any other potential funding 

mechanisms i.e. local government heritage funds, private funding or fundraising. It is important to stress these options 

need to be explored to satisfy certain regulatory requirements around the treatment of listed heritage buildings post-

earthquake. 

Based on the consultation to date the key budget assumption is that the cost for the Cathedral Precinct development be 

in the order of $40-$50 million. The caveats are that any work associated with the integration of Catholic Education are 

outside the cost control figure and the scope of this report.

At the commencement of Phase 3: Master Plan Design, the functional requirements will need to be further expanded and 

refined to consider the functional relationships and space adjacencies within the buildings and between buildings and their 

potential efficiencies. Running in tandem to this process it would be important to carry out a proving exercise by providing 

a return brief for the buildings in the precinct. The purpose of this exercise is to confirm the functional relationships, 

design ideas, and ensure that the budgets set against the precinct Master Plan are accurate and can be achieved through 

subsequent concept development, documentation and construction of the new buildings. 

The tables below show the comparison between the existing and proposed floor areas as a result of the consultation 

process.

2.0 SUMMARY

PROPOSED AREAS M2

Catholic Cathedral 2962

Diocesan Office 855

Presbytery 601

Catholic Interpretive Centre 1618

Total 6036

EXISTING AREAS* M2

Catholic Cathedral 2432

Diocesan Office 835

Presbytery (including garage) 579

Pacifica Centre 342

Catholic Interpretive Centre N/A

Total 4188

* Measured from existing drawings

Note: All areas represented are gross floor areas (GFA) 
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2.1 CATHEDRAL

OVERVIEW

To determine the needs for the proposed Cathedral, an area assessment of the former Basilica was carried out. The purpose 

of this was to determine and inform the area space requirements for the new Cathedral by establishing a baseline for size, 

form and function. During this phase, consultation was carried out with the Cathedral Management Board (CMB) both as a 

group and with follow up discussions from selected board members and stakeholders to seek further clarification. 

During this consultation, it was noted that the former Cathedral at 2,432m2 Gross Floor Area (GFA), was at times during 

large formal occasions insufficient in size to comfortably service the needs of the clergy and parishioners. What has been 

suggested is that the seating requirements of the Nave be raised from 500 to 600 people; the Sanctuary be enlarged to 

cater for up to 60 priests and that an additional function space, with support facilities, be added for post mass gatherings. 

The Bishop is to have his own Sacristy with space large enough for 2 other priests to vest, together with good storage for 

their vestments and an area to lay the vestments prior to Mass. There should be a Working Sacristy; that is, a space for Altar 

Servers, Ministers of Eucharist, helpers etc. to prepare the Cathedral for Mass. There will need to be storage suitably large 

enough to cater for the ornaments of Mass, such as the processional cross, candles, flowers etc. as well as pantry storage 

for the unconsecrated host. Due to the ceremonial calendar there is also storage required for items such as the Nativity and 

other such elements that represent the milestones in the Christian timetable.  

The expanded requirements have resulted in an increase of floor area of 476m2 consequently bringing the total space 

required to 2,962m2. This represents a 16 - 20%* increase in gross floor plan area which suggests the current needs of the 

Diocese could not be catered for by a like-for-like rebuild of the existing Cathedral.

It is important to note that the needs assessment has been derived purely from a functional and spatial requirement for 

which costs have then been applied. The costs for the cathedral will need to be in the order of $30 million if all of the 

objectives and indicative budget of the Cathedral Precinct are to be met. 

As part of Phase 3 it will be necessary to have a series of design options that support or otherwise the retention, reuse, 

salvage or demolition of the existing Cathedral. From a regulatory perspective it is important that a multi criteria evaluation 

matrix be established during the Master Plan phase that can quickly prioritise the development options for the precinct. 

From this matrix, development options will need to be explored with Design Option reports to support each scheme 

ultimately concluding with recommendations and an overall scheme for the Cathedral Precinct. An exploration of options 

for retention and/or adaptive reuse of the existing Cathedral must be visited and tested against this budget as part of the 

Master Plan phase.

PURPOSE

To house the Sacred and Transcendent functions of the Diocese. These are defined by providing:

A seat for the Bishop

A place of worship 

A sacred place 

A beacon for the Catholic community

A place of congregation. 

APPROACH

By defining the underlying relationships between spiritual enlightenment and physical surroundings, Cathedral architecture 

provides a transcendent relationship between humanity and the spiritual world.

Looking back as well as looking forward, with particular reference to international precedents for Cathedral projects, will 

help to inform the most appropriate design solution. In accordance with best design practice the intention is to arrange 

a series of collaborative workshops with the design consultant team and combined Diocesan stakeholders to clarify and 

confirm the important design parameters and to evaluate and test various redevelopment options.

The Cathedral should remain respectful of its history, whilst accommodating the future needs and ambitions of the Diocese.

Key design drivers for the Cathedral component of the project, regardless of which redevelopment option is ultimately 

proceeded with, should be as follows:

• A distinctive building which in scale makes a powerful statement and has clear legibility as a place or worship.

• Remembrance should be celebrated by incorporating salvaged components and new contemporary interpretations of

other forms of iconology to visually depict the Catholic faith within the fabric of the Cathedral.

• Establish a strong presence and connectivity with the precinct and its broader urban  landscape and create natural

linkages with its surroundings.

• Reflect confidence and re-assurance for the future by expressing the permanency and sustainability of both the

Cathedral and the Parish.

• Develop and push the limits of structural beauty as architecture, expressing strength and balance in the cathedral.

• Provide an accessible, inviting, welcoming, joyful, comfortable and spiritually uplifting experience.

• Create majesty and wonder with careful consideration of scale and detailing of the interior spaces.

• Use light to transform and define spaces, stimulate emotions and provide the theatre for the congregation space and

the smaller intimate spaces of quietness and reverence.

• Enhance the quality of acoustic experience through proportional, well composed spaces and specialist acoustic

treatments.

• Consider the local seismic environment and provide a safe and robust solution which can resiliently cope with future

Earthquake events, with minimal damage and disruption of function.

• Cater for the future growth expectations based on the feedback of the Diocese.

• Construction costs and time frames must be considered in terms of the financial resources available and the delivery

programme for the overall precinct development, providing cost effective value for money.

*The percentage figure increase is dependent on an accurate conversion of net to gross floor area relative to current day standards. For example

the existing Cathedral has a net to gross figure of 75%. A similar modern facility would be in the order of 85%.
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2.1 CATHEDRAL
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Reconcilliation Room

Facilities

Transepts

Belfry / Bell Tower

Space for 50 priest and 5 servers

Sta�

Visitor

Baptismal Font

Organ Ventilation

Cathedral

Plant

FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS
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CATHEDRAL 2.1

PURPOSE OF FACILITIES

NARTHEX

NAVE

TRANSEPTS

SMALL CHAPEL/S

RECONCILIATION 
ROOM

SANCTUARY

BISHOP’S SACRISTY

WORKING/PARISH 
SACRISTY

Could be considered as the Entry or Vestibule
• Regarded as a transitional zone between built and 

unbuilt form where large groups interact
• Facilities 
• Meeting space off area (would double as a space 

where priest’s could vest during large occasions)
• Tea making facilities

Main Body of the Cathedral
• Provides central approach to the Sanctuary and 

Altar and is the area in which people attend Mass
• Spans, West to East (enter from west)
 
Transverse section that lies across the nave 
• Separates Nave from the Sanctuary
• This crossing usually supports the main Spire 

or Dome. The existing cathedral was a unique 
example where the dome was offset

 
Religious place of prayer/worship 
• Used for small daily prayer groups, provides for 

a more intimate space that can be more readily 
heated

• Small, but visible, self contained space (like a small 
office) 

• Priest and penitent are able to speak to each either 
openly or through a lattice screen

• Could be used as a withdrawal/parents  room 
during Mass

 
Sacred Place 
• Place behind altar, that the cross hangs and relics 

are held
• Contains the Altar, Ambo and Presidential Chair. It 

can also contain the Tabernacle (which location is 
determined by the Bishop)

• 50-60 Priests , & 5 Servers
 
Room Attached to place of worship 
• Located near entrance to church or/and to the side 

of the altar
• Where the Bishop and attendants vest and prepare 

before the service
• Room where vestments are kept
 
Room Attached to place of worship 
• Located near entrance to church or/and to the side 

of the altar
• Where Priest and Altar Servers  can vest and 

prepare before the service
• Room where vestments are kept
• Room for storage of ornaments, candles, flowers, 

unconsecrated host etc.

Place/room where baptism happens 
• Incorporated within the body of a church with a 

Font. 

BAPTISTRY

CHOIR

CATHEDRAL OFFICE

OTHER ROOMS

PLANT

CIRCULATION

PUBLIC TOILETS

CAR PARKING

Area that provides seating for the choir 
• To accommodate 14ft (4.2m) long organ
• To house the Music Collection 
 
Office area for the Cathedral Administration 
• One single cell office area for the Administrator
• Open office area for the Secretary
 
Belfry/ Bell Tower 
• One or two bell towers
• Storage 
• Good sized storage room for records, nativity 

scenes, banners etc…

Parents Room 
• Withdrawal room for parents and children. Could 

utilize the Reconciliation Room
 
2% of total floor area  
• will need to include room for the organ fans
 
15% of area. 
• Best kept to a minimum where possible 
 
Toilets 
• Fixtures appropriate in numbers as per the NZBC to 

service the Diocese Offices and its Visitors

Cleaner’s Cupboard
• Cleaner’s cupboard to contain space for mops, 

vacuum cleaner, buckets , cleaning chemicals and 
sink

 
Staff 
• Legal Requirement 10% of Visitors

Visitor 
• Legal Requirement the greater of 1/10m² or 1 per 

10 seats
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CATHOLIC CATHEDRAL

SCHEDULE OF ACCOMMODATION

ZONE SPACE OCCUPANCY DENSITY AREA per UNIT QUANTITY AREA per SPACE TOTAL AREA per ZONE
(at m²/pp) (m²) (m²) (m²)

Narthex Entry Hall 300 1 300

Meeting Space 75 1 75

Kitchen Facilities 3 1 3 378

Nave 600 1.85 1,110 1 1,110 1,110

Transepts 0 0 0

Small Chapel/s 60 1.4 84 1 84 84

Reconciliation Room 2 2.5 5 1 5 5

Sanctuary 65 2 130 1 130 130

Bishops Sacristy 4 4 16 1 16 16

Working/Parish Sacristy 25 3 75 1 75 75

Baptistry 6 4 24 1 24 24

Choir Choir Space 190 1 190 1 190

Music Collection 9 1 9 199

Cathedral Office Administrators Office 9 1 9

Secretary's office area 9 1 9 18

Other Rooms Belfry/ Bell Tower 18 1 18

Parents Room 9 1 9

Storeage 54 1 54 81

Plant 2% of Total Floor Area 44 44

Circulation 15% of Total Floor Area 330 330

Public Toilets Toilets 80

Cleaner's Cupboard 2 82

Structural Grossing factor 15% of Total Floor Area 386 386

Total excl. parking 2,962

Car Parking Staff 30

Visitor 296

2.1 CATHEDRAL
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CATHEDRAL 2.1

SCHEDULE OF ACCOMMODATION

CATHOLIC CATHEDRAL

SCHEDULE OF ACCOMMODATION

ZONE SPACE OCCUPANCY DENSITY AREA per UNIT QUANTITY AREA per SPACE TOTAL AREA per ZONE
(at m²/pp) (m²) (m²) (m²)

Narthex Entry Hall 300 1 300

Meeting Space 75 1 75

Kitchen Facilities 3 1 3 378

Nave 600 1.85 1,110 1 1,110 1,110

Transepts 0 0 0

Small Chapel/s 60 1.4 84 1 84 84

Reconciliation Room 2 2.5 5 1 5 5

Sanctuary 65 2 130 1 130 130

Bishops Sacristy 4 4 16 1 16 16

Working/Parish Sacristy 25 3 75 1 75 75

Baptistry 6 4 24 1 24 24

Choir Choir Space 190 1 190 1 190

Music Collection 9 1 9 199

Cathedral Office Administrators Office 9 1 9

Secretary's office area 9 1 9 18

Other Rooms Belfry/ Bell Tower 18 1 18

Parents Room 9 1 9

Storeage 54 1 54 81

Plant 2% of Total Floor Area 44 44

Circulation 15% of Total Floor Area 330 330

Public Toilets Toilets 80

Cleaner's Cupboard 2 82

Structural Grossing factor 15% of Total Floor Area 386 386

Total excl. parking 2,962

Car Parking Staff 30

Visitor 296

CATHOLIC CATHEDRAL

SCHEDULE OF ACCOMMODATION

ZONE SPACE OCCUPANCY DENSITY AREA per UNIT QUANTITY AREA per SPACE TOTAL AREA per ZONE
(at m²/pp) (m²) (m²) (m²)

Narthex Entry Hall 300 1 300

Meeting Space 75 1 75

Kitchen Facilities 3 1 3 378

Nave 600 1.85 1,110 1 1,110 1,110

Transepts 0 0 0

Small Chapel/s 60 1.4 84 1 84 84

Reconciliation Room 2 2.5 5 1 5 5

Sanctuary 65 2 130 1 130 130

Bishops Sacristy 4 4 16 1 16 16

Working/Parish Sacristy 25 3 75 1 75 75

Baptistry 6 4 24 1 24 24

Choir Choir Space 190 1 190 1 190

Music Collection 9 1 9 199

Cathedral Office Administrators Office 9 1 9

Secretary's office area 9 1 9 18

Other Rooms Belfry/ Bell Tower 18 1 18

Parents Room 9 1 9

Storeage 54 1 54 81

Plant 2% of Total Floor Area 44 44

Circulation 15% of Total Floor Area 330 330

Public Toilets Toilets 80

Cleaner's Cupboard 2 82

Structural Grossing factor 15% of Total Floor Area 386 386

Total excl. parking 2,962

Car Parking Staff 30

Visitor 296
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OVERVIEW

Due to the abandonment of the previous Diocesan Office post-earthquake the functions of the Diocesan Office are 

now spread across several temporary locations. The consultation process revealed that the operational functions of the 

Diocese should be consolidated into a single facility. As a result the Diocesan Office should incorporate the Bishops Office, 

Executive, Financial, Administrative, Property and Catholic Services agencies. In addition the Catholic Education Offices and 

the Catholic Youth and Young Adult Ministries should be incorporated into any new facility. 

The accommodation schedule reflects the rationalised space requirements which is a prerequisite for establishing 

collaborative working spaces and a commercially viable construction budget. This will mean that in order to finalise the 

Design Brief the stakeholders will need to be engaged in a workshop to confirm the spaces that can be shared and discuss 

the mechanisms to support this.

PURPOSE

To house the stewardship, community and future legacy functions of the Diocese. These are defined as a facility that will 

provide:

• The Office for the Bishop

• The Executive, Financial, Administrative, Property and Catholic Services offices

• The Catholic Education Office

• The Youth and Young Adult Ministries Office

APPROACH

The proposed Diocesan Office will be directed towards varied office arrangements to achieve maximum inhabitant 

performance and comfort. In order to do this, and in accordance with best office design practice, the first step is to have a 

series of workshops with the combined stakeholders to discuss the functional relationships. 

The design approach should look to support economies of construction by establishing a regular structural grid that would 

allow for easy reconfiguration in the future, with multi-functional internal spaces in order to cater for a change in the future 

direction of the Diocese.

The design approach should test the appropriateness of collaborative work environs as well as enhanced connectivity, both 

social and technical, relative to designing a Diocesan Office for the future.

The approach should:

• Provide a simple yet elegant building that has a presence on site but does not overshadow the Cathedral.

• The structure should be expressed to provide the inhabitants with a sense safety.

• Provide for a damage limiting structure that would keep its inhabitants safe during a seismic event.

• Provide a direct connection and entry path for people visiting the Diocese on business

• Enhance building flexibility and adaptability

• Promote sustainable design

• Have a connection to natural space (outdoors).

• Explore having centralised interconnectivity, promoting social experience

• Promote workspace diversity to cater for differing genders, generations and cultures.

• Promote collaboration.
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2.2 DIOCESAN OFFICE

FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS

Classroom

Large Break-out Room
Small Break-out Room

Board Room

Director’s O�ce
Education O�ces

Asset Management

Reception

Bishop’s Personal Assistant

Bishop’s Private O�ce

Bishop’s Private Lounge

Administration

Finance Manager

Open O�ce

Localised File Store

Pastoral Services Director

Church Tribunal

Tribunal Interview Room

Earthquake Recovery/Insurance

Resource Room
Centralised File Room

Strong Room
Server Room

Sta� Room

Cleaner’s Room

Toilets

Director’s O�ce

Resource Room

Tea Making Facilities

Toilets

Gathering Room

Foyer

CFO - Personal Assistant
Board Room

Chief Financial O�cer

Sta�

Visitor

Plant

O�ce
of the
Bishop

AdminProperty

Sta� Room
&

Facilities

Car Parking

Plant

Diocesan
Services

Finance
O�ce

Executive
O�ce

Catholic
Education

O�ces

Catholic Youth
&

Youth Adult
Ministries

Entrance

Meeting
Rooms

Diocesan
O�ce
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DIOCESAN OFFICE 2.2

PURPOSE OF FACILITIES

ENTRANCE

ADMINISTRATION

BISHOP’S OFFICE

EXECUTIVE OFFICE

Foyer 
• Main Entrance Foyer space including seating space
• Space for large groups to meet and gather
 
Reception 
• Counter reception with adequate space for full time 

receptionist
• To be the focal welcoming point for the Diocese 

Office
 
Resource Room 
• Central location for printing and publishing
• Desk for 1 F.T.E.
• Mail sorting area and cubby holes, stationary 

storage
 
Centralised File Room 
• Space large enough to accommodate mobile 

(Lundia Type) shelving storage
• To have a high degree of fire and seismic resistance 

rating
 
Strong Room 
• To accommodate stand-alone safe
• To have a high degree of fire and seismic resistance 

rating
 
Server Room 
• To be large enough to allow easy access to the 

server/patch panels
• Higher seismic standards, climate control and 

sound insulation
 
Bishop’s Private Office 
• Large desk and two visitor chairs
• Suitable for bookcase
• Private but visually connected i.e. glass partition
• Proximity close to Reception
 
Bishop’s Personal Assistant 
• Desk area 
• Visually connected to the Bishops Office
 
Bishop’s Private Lounge 
• Private but visually connected i.e. glass partition
• Suitable for four lounge chairs and coffee table
• Requires easy access to Tea Making facilities
 
Chief Financial Officer 
• Space for large desk and bookcase
• Space for small round table meetings - two visitor 

chairs
• Proximity close to Reception
 
CFO - Personal Assistant 
• Desk area

FINANCE OFFICES

DIOCESAN SERVICES

PROPERTY

CATHOLIC  
EDUCATION  
OFFICES

CATHOLIC 
YOUTH &  
YOUNG ADULT 
MINISTRIES

• Visually connected to the CFO Office
 
Finance Manager 
• Space large enough 1 person
 
Open Office 
• Space for 3-4 staff members  
 
Localised File Store 
• Space large enough to accommodate mobile 

(Lundia Type) shelving storage
• Filing with close proximity to Open Office space
 
Pastoral Services Director 
• Space large enough for 1 person
 
Meeting Room 
• Space large enough to accommodate 8 people
 
Church Tribunal 
• Single cell office space
 
Tribunal Interview Room 
• Space large enough to accommodate 3 people
 
Earthquake Recovery/Insurance 
• Open office space
 
Administration 
• Open office space
 
Asset Management 
• Open office space
 
Director’s Office 
• Space for large desk and bookcase, allow for small 

round table meetings - two visitor chairs
 
Education Offices 
• Space suitable for 9 staff with access to Break Out 

Rooms for private meetings
 
Director’s Office 
• Space for large desk and bookcase, allow for small 

round table meetings - two visitor chairs
 
Mission Team 
• Space for 3 Staff Members , filing with close 

proximity to Open Office space
 
Gathering Room 
• Space large enough to  accommodate 30 people
• This room supports the interaction of people 

between 17-35 years of age. It should contain 
connectivity for peripheral devices and be a relaxed 
environment similar to a dotcom office space

MEETING ROOMS

STAFF & FACILITIES

PLANT

CIRCULATION

CAR PARKING

Resource Room 
• Similar in function to a teachers resource room, 

large enough to house the music equipment
• To be able to support the printing of CYT 

publications
 
Tea Making Facilities 
• To provide for users of the Gathering Space and 

CYT 
 
Toilets 
• The CYT requires toilets similar to the education 

sector i.e. toilets areas should be visible to allow 
monitoring

 
Board Room 
• Large room suitable for seating up to 20 people
• Proximity close to the Reception/Foyer space
 
Small Break Out Room 
• Spaces large enough to sit 4-6 people
 
Medium Break Out Room 
• Spaces large enough to sit 12 people
 
Class Room 
• Flexible space large enough for 50 adults
 
Staff Room 
• Cafeteria space suitable for lounging and dinning
• To contain a kitchen space suitable for reheating of 

meals and tea making facilities
• Dry and chilled food storage
 
Toilets 
• Fixtures appropriate in numbers as per the NZBC to 

service the Diocese Offices and its Visitors
 
Cleaner’s Room 
• Cleaner’s cupboard to contain space for mops, 

vacuum cleaner, buckets , cleaning chemicals and 
sink

 
2% of total floor area  
 
10% of total floor area  
 
Staff 
• Legal Requirement of 21 car parks + 1 Accessible
• 
Visitor 
• Legal Requirement of 1 car parks + 1 Accessible
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2.2 DIOCESAN OFFICE

DIOCESAN OFFICE

SCHEDULE OF ACCOMMODATION

ZONE SPACE OCCUPANCY DENSITY AREA per UNIT QUANTITY AREA per SPACE TOTAL AREA per ZONE

(at m²/pp) (m²) (m²) (m²)

Entrance Foyer 20 2 40 1 40 40

Administration Reception 1 12 12 1 12

Resource Room 1 36 36 1 36

Centralised File Room 36 1 36

Strong Room 6 1 6

Server Room 6 1 6 96

Bishop'S Office Bishop's Private Office 1 12 12 1 12

Bishop's Personal Assistant 1 6 6 1 6

Bishop's Private Lounge 4 4 16 1 16 34

Executive Office Chief Financial Officer 1 12 12 1 12

CFO - Personal Assistant 1 6 6 1 6 18

Finance Office Finance Manager 1 6 6 1 6

Open Office 4 4 16 1 16 22

Diocesan Services Pastoral Services Director 1 6 6 1 6

Church Tribunal 1 4 4 1 4

Tribunal Interview Room 3 3 9 1 9

Earthquake Recovery/Insurance 1 4 4 1 4

Administration 1 4 4 1 4 27
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DIOCESAN OFFICE 2.2

SCHEDULE OF ACCOMMODATION

DIOCESAN OFFICE

SCHEDULE OF ACCOMMODATION

ZONE SPACE OCCUPANCY DENSITY AREA per UNIT QUANTITY AREA per SPACE TOTAL AREA per ZONE

(at m²/pp) (m²) (m²) (m²)

Entrance Foyer 20 2 40 1 40 40

Administration Reception 1 12 12 1 12

Resource Room 1 36 36 1 36

Centralised File Room 36 1 36

Strong Room 6 1 6

Server Room 6 1 6 96

Bishop'S Office Bishop's Private Office 1 12 12 1 12

Bishop's Personal Assistant 1 6 6 1 6

Bishop's Private Lounge 4 4 16 1 16 34

Executive Office Chief Financial Officer 1 12 12 1 12

CFO - Personal Assistant 1 6 6 1 6 18

Finance Office Finance Manager 1 6 6 1 6

Open Office 4 4 16 1 16 22

Diocesan Services Pastoral Services Director 1 6 6 1 6

Church Tribunal 1 4 4 1 4

Tribunal Interview Room 3 3 9 1 9

Earthquake Recovery/Insurance 1 4 4 1 4

Administration 1 4 4 1 4 27

Property Asset Management 2 4 8 1 8 8

Director's Office 1 12 12 1 12

Education Offices 9 4 36 1 36 48

Director's Office 1 12 12 1 12

Mission Team 3 4 12 1 12

Gathering Room 30 2 60 1 60

Resource Room 18 1 18

Tea Making Facilities 2 1 2

Toilets 9 2 18 122

Meeting Rooms Board Room 24 2 48 1 48

Class Room 50 1.5 75 1 75

Small Break Out Room 6 2 12 4 48

Medium Break Out Room 12 2 24 2 48 219

Staff & Facilities Staff Room 20 1 20

Toilets

15 1 15

15 1 15

4 2 8

Cleaner's Room 2 1 2 60

Plant 2% of Total Floor Area 14 14

Circulation 10% of Total Floor Area 69 69

Structural Grossing factor 10% of Total Floor Area 78 78

Total excl. parking 855

Car Parking Staff 22

Visitor 2

Catholic Education 

Offices

Catholic Youth & Young 

Adult Ministries
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2.3 PRESBYTERY

OVERVIEW

Based on feedback from the Diocese and occupants, the existing Presbytery meets current needs with only some minor 

changes required to the short stay visitor’s lounge. The existing building is in good condition and has been recently 

renovated to provide a functional home for the residents as well a pleasing environment for visitors. Consultation revealed 

that Priests are in residence 24/7 and are responsible, amongst other things, for the operation and security of the Cathedral. 

Any proposed siting of the Presbytery should consider proximity to the Cathedral as a requirement. Equally the Presbytery 

is a home and should promote a level of privacy for its residents.

Dependent on a future Master Plan for the Cathedral Precinct and the possibility that a new Cathedral may be positioned 

on a different part of the site, there may be a requirement for a new Presbytery in a new location in order to maintain the 

important adjacency required for Parish priests. Under this scenario, the demolition of the existing Presbytery should only 

be entertained as a last resort. If it is deemed that the location of the Presbytery needs to be shifted then the existing 

building will first be considered from an adaptive re-use perspective. For example, there may be a need for a new office 

administration building as a result to potential changes in the education precinct. If such a change was to happen then the 

existing Presbytery will need to be reused for this or a similar purpose.

Currently the Bishop does not reside in the Presbytery, however if there was to be a rebuild, consideration should be given 

to the establishment of a future requirement for accommodation of the Bishop.

PURPOSE
To house the stewardship and future legacy functions of the Cathedral. These are defined as a facility that will provide:

• Accommodation for priests

• Cater to visitors

• Provide areas for entertainment

• Establish presence on site

APPROACH

To ensure the needs of the Presbytery are met there will need to be a briefing session with the current residents. Particular 

attention should be given to what currently works and what doesn’t.

Consideration should be given to international examples.

The Presbytery should be residential in style and scale whilst reflecting its importance as the residence of the Cathedral 

Clergy. 

The Presbytery performs a vital social purpose for its occupants and its characteristics should allow for these functions. 

The approach should enhance:

• Adjacency to the Cathedral to promote connectivity and community.

• Presence in its surroundings whilst being warm and inviting.

• Relationship with the Cathedral whilst complementing its presence appropriately.

• Sustainable design principles.

• Orientation of the residential functions to the North.

• Connection to the external space.

• Privacy for the residence.

• Structural resilience
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2.3 PRESBYTERY

FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS

Entrance

Kitchen

Main Lounge

Main
Dining

Accommodation

Store

Laundry

Car Parking Garage

Lounge

Snug

Laundry 

Resident’s Bedroom Suites
Guest Bedrooms

Shared Bathrooms

Shared Toilets
Shared Lounge

Residents Storage

Dining Room

Foyer
Guest Toilets

Garage

Kitchen

Residents
Visitor/Guest

Presbytery
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PRESBYTERY 2.3

PURPOSE OF FACILITIES

ENTRANCE

MAIN LOUNGE

MAIN DINING

KITCHEN

LAUNDRY

GARAGE

ACCOMMODATION

Foyer 
• Main Entrance Foyer space including seating space
• Space for large groups to meet and gather
 
Guest’s Toilet 
• Accessible unisex toilet adjacent to the Foyer
 
Lounge 
• Large lounge suitable for several seating 

arrangements of a variety of lounge furniture
• The room should have good acoustic qualities in 

both separation and in room audible acoustics
• To have a comfortable residential quality
• To be able to access the Main Dining Room
• To have direct access to the Entry Foyer
• To have in-door/out-door flow
 
Snug 
• A smaller space off the open plan lounge to be 

used as a more intimate sitting area

Dining Room 
• To be adjacent and easily accessed from the Main 

Lounge but can be closed off when not in use
• To have direct access to the Kitchen
• Space for large side board
• To have in-door/out-door flow
 
Kitchen 
• To be for food production and catering to the Main 

Lounge and Dining Room
• To have commercial grade appliances and cooking 

surfaces
• Separate but direct access to the Dining Room
 
Laundry 
• Communal laundry for all residents and guests
• Commercial grade washing machine and dryer
• Cleaner’s cupboard to contain space for mops, 

vacuum cleaner, buckets, cleaning chemicals and 
sink

• Direct access to the outdoors and clothes line
 
Garage 
• Lockable garage space for residents
 
Resident’s Storage 
• Space for permanent residence to store personal 

belongings
 
Resident’s Bedroom Suites 
• Double bedroom with wardrobe (16m2)
• Lounge (18m2)
• Ensuite (5m2)
• To be able to open to the outside i.e. balcony or 

private courtyard

CIRCULATION

CAR PARKING

Guest Bedrooms 
• Double bedroom with wardrobe
• To be able to open to the outside i.e. balcony or 

private courtyard
 
Shared Bathroom 
• Communal private bathroom to service the guest 

rooms
 
Shared Toilet 
• Communal private toilet to service the guest rooms
 
Shared Lounge 
• Communal lounge to service the guest rooms
 
10% of total floor area  
 
Staff 
• Legal Requirement of 1 car park per unit (4 car 

parks)

Visitor/Guest 
• Legal Requirement of 1 car park per unit (3 car 

parks)
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2.3  PRESBYTERY

SCHEDULE OF ACCOMMODATION

PRESBYTERY

SCHEDULE OF ACCOMMODATION

ZONE SPACE OCCUPANCY DENSITY AREA per UNIT QUANTITY AREA per SPACE TOTAL AREA per ZONE
(at m²/pp) (m²) (m²) (m²)

Entrance Foyer 20 1 20 1 20

Guest's Toilet 4 1 4 24

Main Lounge Lounge 30 2 60 1 60

Snug 5 2.2 11 1 11 71

Main Dining Dining Room 20 1.4 28 1 28 28

Kitchen Kitchen 5 5 25 1 25 25

Laundry Laundry 13 1 13 13

Garage Garage 18 4 72

Resident's Storage 8 4 32 104

Accommodation Resident's Bedroom Suites 1 N/A 39 4 156

Guest Bedrooms 1 N/A 14 3 42

Shared Bathroom 7 1 7

Shared Toilet 2 1 2

Shared Lounge 4 6 24 1 24 231

Circulation 10% of Total Floor Area 50 50

Structural Grossing factor 10% of Total Floor Area 55 55

Total excl. parking 601

Car Parking Staff 4

Visitor/Guest 3
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2.4 CATHOLIC INTERPRETIVE CENTRE 

APPROACH

There are numerous international examples of this type of facility and the initial approach would be to do a sampling 

exercise whereby the most efficient facilities are reviewed to establish design standards. 

To align with the requirements of the Cathedral Precinct the sampling exercise would seek out exemplar facilities that have 

been successful in integrating the memory of its location and connecting with its future through the medium of heritage 

displays, interactive displays, and exhibits. It is envisaged that local, international visitors, and members of the Parish will 

frequently use this facility to educate and reflect on the history of the site and Catholicism. The Pacifica Centre should 

reflect the importance of multi-cultural relations in New Zealand with the Catholic Diocese. To fully understand the values 

of the Pacifica community, a specialist Pacifica Community Liaison would be employed to act as the intermediary in the 

establishment of a design workshop. Design workshops to engage with the Pacifica community will be important to ensure 

the aspirations of the community are fully understood and realised. The use of culturally appropriate materials, associated 

design principles, and multi-cultural values should be included.

The approach should:

• Integrate with the heritage of the Cathedral.

• Be an inviting facility for the community.

• Be an environmentally conscious design.

• Have a presence in its surroundings.

• Establish and maintain a relationship with the Cathedral whilst complementing its presence appropriately.

• Compliment the past, present and future of the Diocese. 

• Have a commercial function to offset the running costs.

• Be a destination in its own right.

• Be structurally resilient.

• Establish a strong relationship between the hall space and immediate outdoors. 

• Reflect social and multi-cultural relations.

• Express cultural heritage.

• Be culturally relevant and express its own identity.

OVERVIEW

During the consultation process it was mentioned that the archives currently housed by the Diocese should be made more 

accessible to the public and that there should be a way to share the history of the site and Catholicism. Other elements 

such as music and performance would somehow need to be catered for and there should be provision for visitor facilities 

such as a meeting space and cafeteria for both parishioners and tourists alike. Additionally there is also a need to provide 

for a Catholic shop and seminar spaces that can be made available to the wider Catholic community in Christchurch. 

In order to capture these requirements we propose the establishment of a new facility designed to enhance the Cathedral 

Precinct and evangelise in an alternate way. Current thinking regarding this kind of facility is that it would form an 

important part of sharing the history and informing visitors about the Cathedral site. The Catholic Interpretive Centre would 

be a mission centre designed to provide a contemporary experience for its visitors in the form of interactive, educational, 

community and parish facilities.

Currently, the Pacifica Centre’s function is provided in a multi-purpose hall. Provisions should be made to allow this 

function to be an integrated part of the new Catholic Interpretive Centre. Based on consultation, it is apparent that the 

Pacifica Centre could be integrated into this new facility, such that it reflects the importance of pacific relations with the 

Diocese, and maintains the Bishops promise of providing a home for Pacifica. In order to do this it is proposed that the 

auditorium be a multi-functional space that can cater to the needs of Pacifica. 

It is important that the role of music in the new precinct is not entirely lost. To this end it is proposed that a small multi-

purpose auditorium space become part of the Interpretive Centre. The brief recognises that the previous facility can not be 

replicated in terms of its scale and intensity however, the Interpretive Centre auditorium will provide a space for musical 

performance and a small rehearsal function. Moreover, this should be seen as an opportunity to instigate a dialogue 

between the education providers that surround the Cathedral Precinct with a view to having a more integrated and utilised 

approach to music.

PURPOSE

To house future legacy, multicultural, sacred and community functions for the Diocese. These are defined as a facility that 

will:

• Cater for the needs of the Parish.

• Cater for community gatherings. 

• Cater for the needs of Pacifica.

• Cater for musical performance.

• Provide for museum and heritage display.

• Provide areas for interactive and educational facilities.

• Cater to the precinct’s commercial value.

• Provide space(s) for various meeting purposes.
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2.4 CATHOLIC INTERPRETIVE CENTRE

FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS
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CATHOLIC INTERPRETIVE CENTRE 2.5

PURPOSE OF FACILITIES

ENTRANCE FOYER

MUSEUM & HERITAGE 
CENTRE

Information Kiosk 
• A welcoming point and source of information 

about the visitor centre
• The way finding focus for CIC, Catholic Precinct and 

the Cathedral
• A hub for facility bookings and events
 
Seating Area 
• Space for groups to meet, gather and sit
• Open plan to the Entrance Foyer
• Provides an opportunity for reflection
 
Catholic Shop 
• For the retail sale of worship items, books, rosary 

and appropriate souvenirs
 
Museum/Heritage Display Room 
• For static, animated and interactive display of the 

Cathedral artefacts, site history, Catholic faith, 
Canterbury and New Zealand parishioners

• To be climate and lighting controlled to preserve 
the artefacts 

• To have high resistance to fire and seismic events
• To be a world class destination in its own right
 
Archive File Room 
• Space large enough to accommodate mobile 

(Lundia Type) shelving storage
• To have research tables
• To have high resistance to fire and seismic events
• To be light and climate controlled to preserve the 

archives
 
Research Room 
• Available to the public for the purpose of 

researching the archives
• To be climate and lighting controlled to preserve 

the artefacts 
• To have two 1x1m research tables
• To have connectivity for peripheral devices
• To have two dedicated PC’s for viewing the 

electronic catalogue and to promote online 
research activities

Work Room 
• Available to the curator and museum/heritage 

centre staff
• To have sink bench and working tables
• Adjacent to the archive room and store
• To be climate and lighting controlled to preserve 

the artefacts

CAFETERIA

SEMINAR ROOMS

Store 
• Available to the curator and museum/heritage 

centre staff
• Adjacent to the work room and archive
• To be climate and lighting controlled to preserve 

the artefacts 
• To be a open plan, regular shaped space
 
Safe Room 
• To have high resistance to fire and seismic events
• Available to the curator and museum/heritage 

centre staff
• Adjacent to the work room 
 
Commercial Kitchen 
• To be for food production and catering to the 

Cafeteria and Meeting/Seminar Rooms
• To have commercial grade appliances and cooking 

surfaces
• To be self contained to allow for leasing of the 

catering contract
• Provision for Executive Chefs office
• Provision for dry and chilled store
• Provision for waste bin store
• Direct access to the cafeteria server
• To serve a range of hot & cold beverages and food
• To allow the uninterrupted flow of patrons to the 

point of sale
• To allow for up to 4 staff to be working behind the 

counter during times of peek flow

Dining Room 
•  To allow for a range of dining configurations e.g. 

lounge seating for coffee, tables and chairs for 
dining

• To have a children’s play area
• To be a destination in its own right
 
Pacifica Kitchen 
• The food preparations needs for Pacifica are quite 

different from that of a commercial kitchen. So 
that Pacifica is supported in under the roof of 
this multi purpose facility, it will be necessary to 
accommodate a specialised food preparation area.

 
Meeting Room 
• A bookable space for Public, Parish, Diocese and 

the like
• To be able to accommodate 20 people
• To have a range of electronic presentation 

equipment and connectivity
• To have a good acoustic and environmental (aircon) 

characteristics

ADMINISTRATION 
OFFICE

PUBLIC AMENITIES

PLANT

CIRCULATION

CAR PARKING

Auditorium 
• A bookable space for Public, Parish, Pacifica, 

Diocese etc.
• To be able to accommodate 150 people
• To have a range of electronic presentation 

equipment and connectivity
• To have a good acoustic and environmental (aircon) 

characteristics
• To provide a home for musical performance

Music
• Rehearsal Room
• Equipment Store

Office 
• Open office space
• Adjacent to the Information Kiosk
• Space for 2-3 people
• Filing with close proximity to Office space
 
Toilets 
• Fixtures appropriate in numbers as per the NZBC to 

service the Diocese Offices and its Visitors
 
Cleaner’s Cupboard 
• Cleaner’s cupboard to contain space for mops, 

vacuum cleaner, buckets, cleaning chemicals and 
sink

 
2% of total floor area  
 
10% of total floor area  
  
Staff 
• Legal Requirement of 3 car parks + 1 Accessible

Visitor 
• Legal Requirement of 30 car parks + 1 Accessible
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2.4 CATHOLIC INTERPRETIVE CENTRE

SCHEDULE OF ACCOMMODATION

CATHOLIC INTERPRETIVE CENTRE

SCHEDULE OF ACCOMMODATION

ZONE SPACE OCCUPANCY DENSITY AREA per UNIT QUANTITY AREA per SPACE TOTAL AREA per ZONE
(at m²/pp) (m²) (m²) (m²)

Entrance Foyer Information Kiosk 1 20 20 1 20

Seating Area 40 1.5 60 1 60

Catholic Shop 3 12 36 1 36 116

Museum/Heritage Display Room 200 1 200

Archive File Room 60 1 60

Research Room 5 3 15 1 15

Work Room 2 7.5 15 1 15

Store 15 1 15

Safe Room 4 1 4 309

Cafeteria Kitchen (plus 1 for Pacifica) 5 12 60 2 120

Dining Room (also for Parish) 150 2 300 1 300 420

Seminar Rooms Meeting Room 20 2 40 2 80

Auditorium (also for Pacifica and Parish) 150 2 300 1 300 380

Music Rehersal Room 2 4.5 9 2 18

Equipment Store 9 1 9 27

Administration Office Office 3 4 12 1 12

Parish Office 2 4 8 1 8 20

Public Amenities Toilets 40 1 40

Cleaner's Cupboard 2 1 2 42

Plant 2% of Total Floor Area 26 26

Circulation 10% of Total Floor Area 131 131

Structural Grossing factor 10% of Total Floor Area 147 147

Total excl. parking 1,618

Car Parking Staff 4

Visitor 31

Museum & 

Heritage Centre
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48 CATHOLIC CATHEDRAL PRECINCT CHRISTCHURCH 

PURPOSE

To express community engagement, multiculturalism and the sacred functions of the Diocese.

This is defined by providing:

• Invitation and perception of sacred space within and around the complex.

• A space that maintains a processional order and supports clear ‘way finding’ through and around the site.

• Embracing and recognising New Zealand’s strong connection with the outdoors and wider landscape.

• Strong connections between built and unbuilt form.

• Strong relations between neighboring boundaries

ARCHITECTURAL APPROACH

It is within the gaps of life that we can take the chance to relax, reflect, and maintain important social relations. By 

developing a ‘centralised’ area to cater for all of the functions on the site, the external environment creates and embraces 

community engagement and interconnectivity. 

The principle applied to this is ‘genius loci’ or sense of place. Workshops consulting with all site users at early stages of 

the development will be centered on this idea and would involve a Landscape Architect/s to work in conjunction with 

Architect/s at early stages to develop the brief.

This connection is expressed by:

• Considering the treatment of spaces between the buildings and the street to maximise connectivity.

• Incorporating Heritage relics and sculptures as a part of the landscape.

• Multi-use space, by ‘smart’ use of surface treatments and locality. Car parking can also be used for secondary functions 

such as community fairs and markets.

• Rainwater treatment, preservation, and rain gardens to promote sustainability and regeneration of the site.

• Potential for shared community gardens.

OVERVIEW

Due to the significant reduction in site amenities and functions as a result of the earthquake, the external environment of 

the Diocesan site has been dis-established. We understand that high importance should be placed on this as it promotes 

and provides for better interconnectivity between site facilities and the people. This helps establish strong and vital 

relations, which in turn maintains and embraces the community as a whole. 

The ability to be able to provide a connection from the interior to the exterior during periods where a large congregation 

needs to be addressed, will be an asset to the Cathedral Precinct. An opportunity exists within the planning of the new 

Cathedral to promote a practical connection with the exterior, like that evidenced at St Peter’s Square in the Vatican City, 

which would allow for larger gatherings to be addressed. This connection will need to be expressed in the architecture as 

well as the landscape and will need to be considered as part of the Master Plan process. This will enable the Precinct to 

have the greatest amount of flexibility to deliver to a greater sized audience during extraordinary occasions, than would 

have been previously possible.

In order to provide interconnectivity there must be a mixture of hard and soft landscape and a functional component 

that deals with vehicle parking, shading, circulation and site way finding. The space beneath the landscape is where the 

reticulation of building services happens and this plays a vital role in interconnecting the building amenities. 

We have reviewed the site and area to determine land balance factors for the purpose of providing an estimate of costs. 

In order to achieve this Preliminary Site Plans have been prepared (shown below) as part of the feasibility exercise. These 

diagrams are not a final solution and would require confirming as part of the consultation to adopt the Final Master Plan 

Brief.
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The first chapel was opened on the site in 1860. This was replaced in 1864 with a large wooden church designed by 

Benjamin Mountfort and was designated as Pro Cathedral. 

In 1905 the present Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament opened in response to the need of the growing population of 

Christchurch. Designed by Architect Francis Petre, it is considered an outstanding example of Church architecture in 

Australasia. The Cathedral has a Category 1 listing with the Historic Places Trust.

The Canterbury earthquakes in September 2010 and February 2011 severely damaged the Cathedral, with the collapse of the 

two front bell towers and major cracking to the primary structure. Subsequently the central Dome was removed following 

the June 2011 earthquakes to reduce the load and stresses on the remaining structure.

As an unstable ruin, the Cathedral will require significant resources to repair or rebuild. Alternatively it will be demolished.

The following options have been identified and are briefly outlined in the following pages of this report. 

• Restoration and Rebuild existing Cathedral

• Relic Retention and stabilisation of existing Cathedral remains

• Adaptive Reuse of existing Cathedral remains integrated into a development to meet future new functional and spiritual

requirements

• Demolition and salvage of existing Cathedral elements and erection of new Cathedral

At the commencement of the next Phase – “Master Plan and Concept Design” for the site, the preferred option will need to 

be identified, along with the associated cost estimates and structural considerations.

It is important to note that whatever option is considered, the Master Plan Concept Design must achieve at a minimum clear 

and strong connection to the heritage of the site. This may consider maintaining the footprint of the existing Cathedral 

etched indelibly into the site as a permanent epitaph.



2010 - Present

The Damaged

Christchurch

Basilica
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3.1 CATHEDRAL OPTIONS
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The Cathedral would be rebuilt to the same level of detailing and design of the former building, with a  structure and 

seismic design to the requirements of  the 2014 NZ Building Code standards.  

The Restore and Rebuild option provides the following:

BENEFITS

• Restores a significant iconic heritage building

• Re-establishes  an icon for the Catholic faith

• Supports Heritage preservation in Christchurch

• Re-establishes a significant marker on the city skyline

• Memory of existing building

• Revival of a lost trade skills.

CONSTRAINTS

• If rebuilt to the same footprint, the building size will not meet the growth needs and space for larger gatherings as 

required by the current Functional Briefing.

• A significant heritage building will be lost.

• Potential lack of local skills available for such a restoration.

• The impact of the structural seismic design will likely compromise the authenticity of recreating the current design.

• A significant time frame will be required to complete the project which will compromise amenity to the Diocese.

This option will be the most expensive and significant contingency funds should be allowed to cover the likely ambiguities 

in geotechnical ground conditions and  design.

ARCHITECTURAL AND MASTER PLAN OPPORTUNITIES

Faithfully replicating the original will establish the pre-earthquake situation. 

The central location of the Cathedral along the Barbadoes street boundary  and opposite the polytechnic car park creates 

an awkward relationship with little connectivity to the broader city urban design context. The  main entry orientated west, 

limits connectivity to  the School on the east and limits opportunity for external gathering spaces and connectivity to other 

diocese ancillary buildings.

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL PRECEDENTS

Numerous examples exist of restoration and rebuild of Cathedral’s following disasters and wars.

• Berlin Cathedral, Germany

• St Paul’s Cathedral, England

• Urakami Cathedral, Japan 

1. RESTORATION & REBUILD
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The  existing remains (relic) of the Cathedral still standing on the site would  be stabilised with a permanent supporting 

structural framework to meet the structure and seismic requirements of 2014  NZ Building Code standards. 

The Relic Retention option provides the following:

BENEFITS

• Retains the memory of place as a memorial artifact

• Becomes an epitaph for the Diocese and Christchurch city acknowledging the loss suffered during the recent

earthquakes

• The balance of the building foot print would also  remain to provide an appropriate context.

• Support a sense of connectedness to the site and history of occupation and aspiration from the past.

CONSTRAINTS

• The presence of the relic will dictate and constrain the options to redevelop the site.

• The structural intervention required to support the relic will impact the aesthetic and likely detract from its intrigue.

• This option will be  expensive and significant contingency funds should be allowed to cover the likely ambiguities in

geotechnical ground and unknown integrity  of present relic fabric.

• Does not provide any  functional amenity to the Diocese.

ARCHITECTURAL AND MASTER PLAN OPPORTUNITIES

The location of the Cathedral relic centrally along the Barbadoes street boundary opposite the polytechnic car park creates 

an awkward relationship that has little connectivity with the broader city urban design which may undermine its significant 

as an epitaph as part of the broader city context.  Building locations in the master planning stage will need to consider 

carefully their relationship to the relic and adjacent external spaces.

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL PRECEDENTS

Numerous examples exist of partial restoration and rebuild of significant sites following disasters and wars.

• Chiang Mai, Thailand

• Nunney and Corfe Castel, England

• Parthenon, Greece

2. RELIC RETENTION
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The  existing remains (relic) of the Cathedral still standing on the site including the foundation would  be connected and 

supported to a super structure integrated as part of a building “intervention” that would accommodate one of the primary 

functional requirements of the Diocese for example the Catholic Interpretative Centre. Parts of the current Cathedral 

presently removed and stored may be reintegrated into the built intervention. Eg. Dome.

The Adaptive Reuse option provides the following:

BENEFITS

• Retains the memory of place as a memorial artifact

• Becomes an epitaph for the Diocese and Christchurch city acknowledging the loss suffered during the recent 

earthquakes.

• The balance of the building foot print would also  remain to provide an appropriate context which will be integrated 

with a new building.

• Supports a sense of connectedness to the site and history of occupation and aspiration from the past, while also being 

connected to an aspirational building looking to the future, supporting one of the functional needs of the Diocese. 

• Provides a significant statement about integration of heritage and aspirational architecture.

• Sense of place is retained, enshrined and respected simultaneously with a sense of hope and future thinking.

CONSTRAINTS

• The presence of the relic will dictate and constrain the options to redevelop the site, however being interwoven with a 

new building the site foot print contributes to the functional requirements of the Diocese.

• The structural intervention required to support the relic will need to be carefully integrated with the new building 

design.

This option will be  expensive and significant contingency funds should be allowed however this will be offset by 

integration with the building cost.

3. ADAPTIVE REUSE

ARCHITECTURAL AND MASTER PLAN OPPORTUNITIES

The location of the Cathedral relic centrally along the Barbadoes street boundary opposite the polytechnic car park while 

constraining some site development also offers opportunities to create  a strong link to the polytechnic, school and wider 

city context. As an example the Interpretive Centre this could activate the space allowing the placement of the Cathedral in 

a more appreciated part of the site with better connectivity to  the broader city urban context.

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL PRECEDENTS

Numerous examples exist of adaptive reuse and intervention architecture

• Sydney Mint, Australia

• Parramatta Justice Precinct, Australia

• Castel Vecchio Museum, Italy

• Coventry Cathedral, England

• Convent of Sant Francesc, Spain
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The Cathedral would be demolished to provide a clear site. Selected architectural elements would be salvaged as part 

of the demolition contract for reuse in the precinct development. The Master Plan will need to make account for options 

to support a reuse of materials and/or significant elements (e.g. the colonnade or bell tower) in the Precinct Plan. These 

options will need to be tested against budget considerations to determine the viability and scope of the reuse of salvaged 

materials.

The Demolition option provides the following:

BENEFITS

• Allows flexible master planning options

• Opportunity for a clear , new  and modern expression of the Catholic faith

• Ensures maximum available funds are directed to strategic benefit

CONSTRAINTS

• Diminishes memory and sense of place

• A city skyline will change and lose a significant marker.

• Another significant heritage building is lost 

ARCHITECTURAL AND MASTER PLAN OPPORTUNITIES

The cleared site provides maximum flexibility for the Cathedral Precinct Master plan.

 

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL PRECEDENTS

• Oakland Cathedral (Cathedral of St Francis De Sales), USA

• Holy Trinity Cathedral, Haiti

• Cathédrale Notre-Dame de L’Assomption, Haiti

4. DEMOLISH + SALVAGE
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4.0 PROGRAMME

The Catholic Cathedral Development Programme shown on page 65, presents the high level activities and time line from 

the completion and approval of the Cathedral Precinct Master Planning Brief (Phase 2), through the development of the 

Cathedral Precinct Master Plan (Phase 3), and the project development, construction and handover of each of the four 

major projects that comprise the Master Plan – the Cathedral, the Diocesan Offices, the Catholic Interpretive Centre, and the 

Presbytery.

Phase 3 involves the identification, development and costing of master plan options.  These options will be assessed against 

predetermined evaluation criteria, recognising aspects such as heritage and future use.  Once identified, the preferred 

option will form the Cathedral Precinct Master Plan.

Phase 4 moves into the delivery phase of the programme.  A Cathedral Precinct Delivery Strategy will set a framework and 

direction for this phase.  It will include governance and reporting mechanisms, an overall delivery programme, budget 

controls  and cost monitoring, a coordinated approach to procurement, communications, stakeholder relationships, and risk 

management.  Project briefs will be prepared for each project.

Each project is shown with a generic programme of Procurement, Design, Construction, Handover.  These project 

programmes will be developed further as part of the project briefs.

For simplicity, this programme is shown with each project starting as early as possible.  As the Master Plan is developed, 

there are likely to be priorities or sequencing constraints that change this arrangement.
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ID Task 
Mode

Task Name Duration

1 Phase 2 23 days
2 Finalise Precinct Masterplan Brief 8 days
3 Issue Precinct Masterplan Brief 0 days
4 Board Review 15 days
5 Board approval 0 days
6

7 Phase 3 85 days
8 Confirmation to proceed 0 days
9 Master plan development 75 days
10 Identify options 20 days
11 Develop options 20 days
12 Cost options 15 days
13 Assess options 15 days
14 Select option 5 days
15 Issue Precinct Masterplan 0 days
16 Consultation with HNZ, CCC, CERA 70 days
17 Board Review 10 days
18 Board approval 0 days
19

20 Public announcement on existing cathedral 0 days
21

22 Phase 4 980 days
23 Develop Precinct Delivery Strategy 50 days
24 Governance and Reporting framework 10 days
25 Delivery Programme and sequencing 15 days
26 Procurement Plan 15 days
27 Communications Plan 15 days
28 Stakeholder Engagement Plan 15 days
29 Risk Management Framework 15 days
30 Develop project level client briefs 30 days
31 Completion of Precinct Delivery Strategy 10 days
32 Project 1 - Cathedral 930 days
33 Procurement 80 days
34 Design 350 days
35 Construction 500 days
36 Handover 0 days
37 Project 2 - Diocese Offices 470 days
38 Procurement 40 days
39 Design 230 days
40 Construction 200 days
41 Handover 0 days
42 Project 3 - Catholic Interpretive Centre 630 days
43 Procurement 50 days
44 Design 280 days
45 Construction 300 days
46 Handover 0 days
47 Project 3 - Presbytery 310 days
48 Procurement 40 days
49 Design 120 days
50 Construction 150 days
51 Handover 0 days

21/05

11/06

11/06

24/09

8/10

26/09

11/07

5/10

17/05

24/02

Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4
2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Catholic Cathedral Precinct Development Programme

PROGRAMME 4.0
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5.0 OVERVIEW

For the purpose of this document, we have been relatively pragmatic in our assumptions but have provided a range of 

specific costs. Our assumptions have been outlined as have a number of options relating to size, foundation and structural 

design and ornament, with associated costs.

It is intended that with the attached financial information and examples of other Cathedrals, the CMB will be able to 

confirm the budget for the new Cathedral, to which the design brief can be tailored, ensuring a suitable outcome for the 

allocated budget. This applies to the associated buildings too.

The approach to heritage has been discussed in the body of the document and has been defined as:

• Restoration and Rebuild $110,000,000

• Relic Retention $18,500,000

• Adaptive Reuse n/a

• Demolish Existing $3,700,000 - $5,780,000

The costs for Restoration and Rebuild are contained in Appendix 5.2. This estimate would require a greater deal of 

interrogation in order to qualify the costs and would also require an additional review in order to cover the escalation of 

construction costs since 2011. The price indication should be viewed as a minimum order of cost for restoration which can 

be used by the Diocese as a financial benchmark against other options such as Demolish and Salvage.

The Demolition estimates contained in Appendix 5.3 are a range of costs relative to the retention or otherwise of Cathedral 

artefacts and the building fabric for salvage. The extent of salvage may only be truly defined once decisions on Adaptive 

Reuse have been clarified. This is unknown at this phase of the process and can only be determined during the Building 

Design Phase.

A separate report on Relic Retention has been prepared and highlights a series of options previously explored for retaining 

a Relic. Obviously the combinations and permutations for this approach are endless however the costs contained in this 

report provide a benchmark for scale, cost and complexity. Relative to the budgetary constraints it is not viable for the 

cathedral Management Board to support the establishment of a non-functional relic of the scale and complexity outlined in 

the Relic Retention report dated 12th February 2014. 

No costs options for Adaptive Reuse have been provided at this time as any reuse would have to be interwoven into the 

fabric of the Precinct and its Buildings. The relevance of this will need to be explored at the design phase to determine the 

financial viability and level of design integration.

There are a number of considerations relating to each of these options which are outlined elsewhere in this document.

As outlined above, we have provided an estimate of cost related to each of these options in order to determine an 

appropriate budget and desired outcome to suit the requirements of the Diocese.

Further to consultation with the various Diocesan stakeholders during Phase 2 works (Master Planning Brief ), including the 

Cathedral Management Board, it was determined that an “Outline Cost Report” be provided for the proposed master plan 

development in order to:

a) Determine the overall cost of proposed development, broken down into elemental components (based on

Phase 2 consultation to date)

b) Define the Diocesan view on the proposed costs and whether such costs fit within its budget (or if such a

budget is able to be achieved)

c) Establish a budget for the proposed development

d) Determine the scope of the proposed development able to be achieved within such a budget

e) Assist the Diocese in establishing a preferred time line for the proposed development including prioritisation

and phasing options to suit likely cash flow and funding streams/ requirements 

The following “Outline Cost Report”, contained in Appendix 5.1 , is intended to be a guide to the potential cost of the 

proposed development of the Cathedral Precinct and is summarised as follows:

1) Cathedral $30,000,000

2) Diocesan Office $3,050,000

3) Interpretive Centre $7,300,000

4) Presbytery $2,050,000*

5) External Spaces (Site Development and Servicing) $5,500,000

6) Demolition + Salvage $5,780,000

7) Additional project costs including potential professional fees. $5,750,000

$59,430,000**

*The budget for the presbytery is a contingent sum and would only need to be spent as a last resort, should the Presbytery need to
be rebuilt.

** Please refer to the body of the Outline Cost Report for a full list of exclusions, inclusions and assumptions.

The term “Outline Cost Report” is used in this context as no design has yet been completed; hence the costs have been 

determined by using data of existing and previous developments, examples and the assumptions made in the Master 

Planning Brief dated February 2014 (draft). Relative to the consultation that has occurred since the presentation of the 

Master Planning Brief and based on the direction that the key budget assumption for the Precinct should be set at $40-

$50m, there is a potential shortfall in funding for this project. 

As such a number of assumptions have been made and a contingent element included within the costs to allow for 

uncertainty. Such uncertainty will reduce as the design is developed (hence the contingency is defined at this stage as 15% 

of the overall cost, this will reduce to 10 and subsequently 5% as the design develops and the buildings proceed to site).

With the majority of the elements outlined above, the cost rates used are relatively easy to determine, however, the 

Cathedral budget has been modified from the initial work done to align with the budget expectations of the Cathedral 

Management Board. This will need to be tested against real design options to ensure accuracy and that the New Cathedral 

Building briefing document is realistic in its expectations.
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RAWLINSON’S OUTLINE COST REPORT 6.1
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RESTORATION AND REBUILD COSTS 6.2 

Bryan Graham Consulting Ltd

CATHEDRAL OF THE BLESSED SACRAMENT
BARBADOES STREET, CHRISTCHURCH
OPTION ONE: DEMOLISH WHOLE BUILDING AND BULID REPLICA
BUDGET ESTIMATE - SUMMARY 24 October 2011

Element/Element Group Cost

1 Preliminaries 5,500,000.00

2 Substructure 14,159,800.00      

3 Columns 1,783,200.00        

4 Upper Floors 1,407,950.00        

5 Staircases 160,000.00           

6 Roof 2,236,700.00        

7 Walls 10,578,950.00      

8 Windows 2,874,200.00        

9 Doors 211,000.00           

10 Floor Finishes 495,360.00           

11 Ceiling Finishes 767,200.00           

12 Fitments 675,000.00           

13 Special Equipment 675,000.00           

14 Hydraulic Services 165,000.00           

15 Mechanical Services 250,000.00           

16 Electrical Services 500,000.00           

17 Site Works 200,000.00           

18 External Services 275,000.00           

19 Structural Allowances to Code 10,000,000.00      

Sub-total 52,914,360.00 

20 Demolition 8,250,000.00        

Sub-total 61,164,360.00

21 Contingency 10,000,000.00      

71,164,360.00 
22 Professional Fees including heritage - 15% 10,674,654.00

23 Add artworks, furniture and furnishings 5,000,000.00        

Rounding 60,986.00

TOTAL ESTIMATED BUDGET COST 86,900,000.00$   

Cost escalation over rebuild period - say 12% 10,428,000.00

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST INCLUDING INFLATION 97,328,000.00$   

Page 1 682_11 BASILICA OPTION 1

CONSTRUCTION COST ESCALATION

This estimate provided was prepared in 2011. During the preceding years there has been an escalation in 

construction costs in the order of 15%. In order to provide a more accurate up to date estimate we propose 

multiplying the original estimate by the building cost escalation factor of 1.15, essentially adding 15% to the original 

estimate.

$97,3280,000 x 1.15 = $111,927,200.00

Therefore the order of cost associated with the like-for-like rebuild is $110m.
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Bryan Graham Consulting Ltd

32 Stone beam to void over sanctuary 30 m 4,200    126,000       
33 Stone beam to columns over sanctuary 30 m 4,200    126,000       
34 Stone beam to columns at sanctuary 12 m 3,500    42,000         
35 Stone balustrade to mezzanine void 96 m 2,500    240,000       

Stone balustrade to void over sanctuary 30 m 2,500    75,000         
36 Stone balustrade feature to towers at roof level

32 2,400    76,800         
37 Metal balustrade to to void and stair void at dome 

floor 17 m 800       13,600         
1,407,950       

Element 5: Staircases
38 Re-use existing steel spiral stair - stair hall 2 No 15,000 30,000         
39 Ditto - archives, belfry 2 No 7,500    15,000         
40 Concrete staircase, sanctuary to mezzanine 2 No 20,000 40,000         
41 Ditto sanctuary to void at roof level 1 No 45,000 45,000         
42 Ditto, from void at roof level to void at belltower 

level 1 No 15,000 15,000         
43 Ditto, from void at belltower level to dome floor 1 No 15,000 15,000         

160,000          
Element 6: Roof

39 Concrete roof slab to mezzanine level including 
waterproofing 284 m2 550.00 156,200       

40 Ditto to roof level 590 m2 550.00 324,500       
41 Ditto to belltower level 11 m2 650       7,150           
42 Ditto over belltower level 45 m2 650       29,250         
43 Stone beam to mezzanine level 113 m 2,000    226,000       
44 Ditto to roof level 154 m 2,000    308,000       
45 Nave/mezzanine void 762 m2 600       457,200       
46 Domed ceilings over nave/mezzanine void 416 m2 150       62,400         
47 Ceiling at roof over void to East sanctuary 16 m2 150       2,400           
48 Domed ceiling over sanctuary SUM 85,000         
49 Reuse existing dome roof over sanctuary SUM 250,000       
50 Dome roof over Western tower 2 No 110,000 220,000       
51 Roof over void to East sanctuary 84 m2 650.00 54,600         
52 Gutters to Nave (zinc?) 68 m 500.00 34,000         
53 Downpipes SUM 20,000         

2,236,700       
Element 7: Walls

54 300 thick stone walls 1967 m2 550.00 1,081,850   
55 600 thick stone walls 4889 m2 1,200    5,866,800   
56 1000 thick stone walls 911 m2 2,300    2,095,300   
57 Stone cross/angel feature above West portico 1 No 35,000         
58 Allowance for wall finishes, all features, dentil 

courses and other decorations SUM 1,500,000   
10,578,950    

Element 8: Windows
59 Clear glass windows including frames 248 m2 1,200    297,600       
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Bryan Graham Consulting Ltd

CATHEDRAL OF THE BLESSED SACRAMENT
BARBADOES STREET, CHRISTCHURCH
OPTION ONE: DEMOLISH WHOLE BUILDING AND BULID REPLICA 24 October 2011
BUDGET ESTIMATE - DETAILS

Element 1 : Preliminaries
1 General preliminaries SUM 3,000,000   
2 Scaffolding for walls and roof/ceilings SUM 1,500,000   
3 Specialist equipment for stonework, carving, etc SUM 1,000,000   

5,500,000       
Element 2 : Substructure

4 Allowance for overall ground remediation - to 4m 
depth approximately - will depend on Geotech 
report SUM 1,500,000   

5 Transfer slab 1430 m2 350.00 500,500       
6 Internal steps 100 m2 500.00 50,000         
7 External transfer slab 202 m2 350.00 70,700         
8 External steps 106 m2 500.00 53,000         
9 Beam footings to 300mm stone walls 93 m 800.00 74,400         

10 Ditto to 600mm stone walls 262 m 1,100    288,200       
11 Ditto to 1000mm stone walls 36 m 2,500    90,000         
12 Pad footings to smaller stone columns/pedestals 55 No 4,400    242,000       
13 Pad footings to larger ditto 4 No 8,000    32,000         
14 600 dia piles to solid bearing - asssumed 30m deep - 

39 No 1170 m 900       1,053,000   
15 900 dia ditto - 189 No 5670 m 1,800    10,206,000 

14,159,800    
Element 3: Columns

16 Sanctuary stone columns, approx 400 dia 72 m 1,500    108,000       
17 Ditto 600 dia 65 m 1,700    110,500       
18 Nave stone columns, approx 700 dia 292 m 2,500    730,000       
19 Pedestals to sanctuary and nave columns 94 No 2,500    235,000       
20 Capitals to ditto 94 No 1,200    112,800       
21 North and South portico stone columns 700 dia 117 m 2,500    292,500       
22 Pedestals to last 18 No 1,500    27,000         
23 Capitals to ditto 18 No 1,200    21,600         
24 West portico stone columns, 1000 dia 34 m 3,500    119,000       
25 Pedestals to last 4 No 5,000    20,000         
26 Capitals to ditto 4 No 1,700    6,800           

1,783,200       
Element 4: Upper Floors

27 Concrete mezzanine floor including beams 630 m2 500.00 315,000       
28 Concrete belfry floor including beams 84 m2 550.00 46,200         
29 Concrete belltower level flor including beams 85 m2 550.00 46,750         
30 Concrete dome floor including beams 85 m2 600.00 51,000         
31 Stone beam to mezzanine void 96 m 2,600    249,600       

Page 1  682_11 BASILICA OPTION 1

6.2 RESTORATION AND REBUILD COSTS
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500,000          
Element 17: Site Works

78 Allowance SUM 200,000       
200,000          

Element 18: External Services
79  Allowance SUM 275,000       

275,000          
Element 19: Structural allowance To Code

80 Allowance 10,000,000 
10,000,000    

Element 20: Demolition
81 Demolition as already carried out and yet to 

complete in Naylor Love Contract SUM 2,000,000   
82

Demolition of remainder, including temporary safety 
supports and de-construction of mildly damaged 
portions to preserve as much of original as possible SUM 4,000,000   

83 Removal and storage and repair of stained glass 
windows SUM 250,000       

84 Storage and double-handling costs SUM 2,000,000   
8,250,000       

Element 21: Contingency
85 Allowance SUM 10,000,000 

10,000,000    
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Bryan Graham Consulting Ltd

60 Stained glass windows including frames 108 m2 22,000 2,376,000   
61 Louvre windows including frames 72 m2 550       39,600         
62 Security screens to ground floor windows 115 m2 1,400    161,000       

2,874,200       
Element 9: Doors

61 Reuse including refurbishing and storage, pair main 
doors West portico 1 No 12,000.00   

62 Ditto, pair side doors West portico 2 No 8,000    16,000         
63 Ditto, pair doors North/South porticos 4 No 8,000    32,000         
64 Ditto, pair exit doors East and other exits 5 No 8,000    40,000         
65 Single doors, new assuming no salvage 7 No 5,500    38,500         
66 Reuse single doors 17 No 2,500    42,500         
62 Allowance for miscellaneous doors SUM 30,000         

211,000          
Element 10: Floor Finishes

63 Tiles and screed to main ground floors 1138 m2 225.00 256,050       
64 Ditto to West portico floor and steps 100 m2 225.00 22,500         
65 Granite and screed to sanctuary floors and steps

208 m2 850.00 176,800       
66 Carpet /vinyl to nave centre and aisle floors 295 m2 110.00 32,450         
67 Carpet to offices 84 m2 90.00    7,560           

495,360          
Element 11: Ceiling Finishes

68 Domed ceiings over Nave/Mezzanine void 416 m2 850       353,600       
69 Ceiling at roof over void to sanctuary East 16 m2 850       13,600         
70 Domed ceiing over sanctuary SUM 250,000       
71 Miscellaneous ceiling finishes SUM 150,000       

767,200          
Element 12: Fitments

69 All new fitments - no reuse SUM 1,200,000   
1,200,000       

Element 13: Special Equipment
70 Remove, reinstall and recommission main organ 1 No 350,000       
71 Ditto Continuo organ 1 No 150,000       
72 Ditto sanctuary organ 1 No 75,000         
73 Allowance to install salvaged bells SUM 100,000       

675,000          
Element 14: Hydraulic Services

74 Allowance SUM 165,000       
165,000          

Element 15: Mechanical Services
75 Allowance SUM 250,000       

250,000          
Element 16: Electrical Services

76 Allowance SUM 350,000       
77 Allowance for large suspended Nave and Sanctuary 

lights SUM 150,000       

Page 3  682_11 BASILICA OPTION 1
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Elemental Estimate

Item Description Quantity Unit Rate Total

Project: Catholic Cathedral 
Building: Catholic Cathedral (Catholic Basilica)

Details: Demolition Option 1
Minimum Salvage

Gross Floor Area: 2432m2

EL01 Site Preparation

Demolition Works

1 Allow to cut free and demolish remaining structures including all
foundations and remove all debris

1 item 2,550,000 2,550,000

2 Extra value for salvaging and protecting existing crypt below north
fascade

1 item 50,000.00 50,000

2,600,000

EL02 Substructure

1 Not applicable

EL03 Frame

1 Not applicable

EL04 Structural Walls

1 Not applicable

EL05 Upper Floors

1 Not applicable

EL06 Roof

1 Not applicable

EL07 External Walls

1 Not applicable

EL08 Windows and External Doors

1 Not applicable

EL09 Stairs and Balustrades

1 Not applicable

EL10 Partitions

1 Not applicable

CostX
14/02/2014

Page 1 COPUS036
Rawlinsons Ltd

Elemental Estimate Summary

Item Description Total

Project: Catholic Cathedral 
Building: Catholic Cathedral (Catholic Basilica)

Details: Demolition Option 1
Minimum Salvage

Gross Floor Area: 2432m2

1 Site Preparation 2,600,000

2 Substructure n/a

3 Frame n/a

4 Structural Walls n/a

5 Upper Floors n/a

6 Roof n/a

7 External Walls n/a

8 Windows and External Doors n/a

9 Stairs and Balustrades n/a

10 Partitions n/a

11 Interior Doors n/a

12 Floor Finishes n/a

13 Wall Finishes n/a

14 Ceiling Finishes n/a

15 Fittings and Fixtures n/a

16 Sanitary Plumbing n/a

17 Mechanical Services n/a

18 Fire Services n/a

19 Electrical Services n/a

20 Vertical and Horizontal Services n/a

21 Specialist Services n/a

22 Drainage n/a

23 External Works n/a

24 Sundries n/a

Element Sub-Total 2,600,000

25 Preliminaries 362,000

26 Margins 296,200

27 Contingencies 162,910

Construction Total 3,421,110

28 Professional Fees 273,689

29 Rounding 5,201

Estimate Total 3,700,000

30 Exclusions

3,700,000

CostX
14/02/2014

COPUS036
Rawlinsons Ltd

6.3 ELEMENTAL DEMOLITION OPTION
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ELEMENTAL DEMOLITION OPTION 6.3

Elemental Estimate

Item Description Quantity Unit Rate Total

Project: Catholic Cathedral 
Building: Catholic Cathedral (Catholic Basilica)

Details: Demolition Option 1
Minimum Salvage

EL21 Specialist Services (Continued)

1 Not applicable

 

EL22 Drainage  

1 Not applicable

 

EL23 External Works  

1 Not applicable

 

EL24 Sundries  

1 Not applicable

 

Element Sub-Total  

2,600,000

EL25 Preliminaries  

1 Preliminary and General 12.0 % 312,000

2 Allowance for contract works insurance 1 item 50,000.00 50,000

362,000

EL26 Margins  

1 Main Contractors Margins 10.0 % 296,200

296,200

EL27 Contingencies  

1 Design, Estimating and Construction Contingencies 5.0 % 162,910

162,910

Construction Total  

3,421,110

EL28 Professional Fees  

1 Professional Fees 8.0 % 273,689

273,689

Rounding  

1 Rounding item 5,201

5,201

Estimate Total  

3,700,000

CostX
14/02/2014

Page 3 COPUS036
Rawlinsons Ltd

Elemental Estimate

Item Description Quantity Unit Rate Total

Project: Catholic Cathedral 
Building: Catholic Cathedral (Catholic Basilica)

Details: Demolition Option 1
Minimum Salvage

EL10 Partitions (Continued)

1 Not applicable

 

EL11 Interior Doors  

1 Not applicable

 

EL12 Floor Finishes  

1 Not applicable

 

EL13 Wall Finishes  

1 Not applicable

 

EL14 Ceiling Finishes  

1 Not applicable

 

EL15 Fittings and Fixtures  

1 Not applicable

 

EL16 Sanitary Plumbing  

1 Not applicable

 

EL17 Mechanical Services  

1 Not applicable

 

EL18 Fire Services  

1 Not applicable

 

EL19 Electrical Services  

1 Not applicable

 

EL20 Vertical and Horizontal Services  

1 Not applicable

 

EL21 Specialist Services  

1 Not applicable
CostX
14/02/2014

Page 2 COPUS036
Rawlinsons Ltd
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Elemental Estimate

Item Description Quantity Unit Rate Total

Project: Catholic Cathedral 
Building: Catholic Cathedral (Catholic Basilica)

Details: Demolition Option 1
Minimum Salvage

EL37 Exclusions (Continued)

1 GST item

2 Purchasing of land and/or buildings item

3 Escalation, cost fluctuations and currency fluctuations beyond the
date of this estimate

item

4 External works item

5 Building consent costs and contributions item

6 Legal fees, council rates and levies item

7 Finance and interest item

8 Cost for any make safe, demolition and repair work completed to
date

item

9 Cost for any engineering and other reports completed to date and
for any reports and investigations which may still be required

item

10 Storage of any materials salvaged item

11 Provision for work to be completed after hours item

12 Provision for work to be completed in stages item

 

Estimate Total 3,700,000

CostX
14/02/2014

Page 4 COPUS036
Rawlinsons Ltd

6.3 ELEMENTAL DEMOLITION OPTION

Elemental Estimate Summary

Item Description Total

Project: Catholic Cathedral
Building: Catholic Cathedral (Catholic Basilica)

Details: Demolition Option 2
Selective Salvage

Gross Floor Area: 2432m2

1 Site Preparation 3,981,000

2 Substructure n/a

3 Frame n/a

4 Structural Walls n/a

5 Upper Floors n/a

6 Roof n/a

7 External Walls n/a

8 Windows and External Doors n/a

9 Stairs and Balustrades n/a

10 Partitions n/a

11 Interior Doors n/a

12 Floor Finishes n/a

13 Wall Finishes n/a

14 Ceiling Finishes n/a

15 Fittings and Fixtures n/a

16 Sanitary Plumbing n/a

17 Mechanical Services n/a

18 Fire Services n/a

19 Electrical Services n/a

20 Vertical and Horizontal Services n/a

21 Specialist Services n/a

22 Drainage n/a

23 External Works n/a

24 Sundries n/a

Element Sub-Total 3,981,000

25 Preliminaries 567,720

26 Margins 454,872

27 Contingencies 250,180

Construction Total 5,253,772

28 Professional Fees 525,377

29 Rounding 851

Estimate Total 5,780,000

30 Exclusions

5,780,000

CostX
14/02/2014

COPUS036
Rawlinsons Ltd
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ELEMENTAL DEMOLITION OPTION 6.3

Elemental Estimate

Item Description Quantity Unit Rate Total

Project: Catholic Cathedral
Building: Catholic Cathedral (Catholic Basilica)

Details: Demolition Option 2
Selective Salvage

Gross Floor Area: 2432m2

EL01 Site Preparation

Demolition Works

1 Allow to cut free and demolish remaining structures including all
foundations and remove all debris

1 item 2,550,000 2,550,000

2 Extra value for salvaging and protecting existing crypt below north
fascade

1 item 50,000.00 50,000

3 Extra value for salvaging and protecting existing Stations of the
Cross

14 item 3,000.00 42,000

4 Extra value for salvaging and protecting existing Nave columns
(allow to salvage 30% of columns, say 10)

10 item 2,000.00 20,000

5 Extra value for salvaging and protecting existing stained glass
windows (allow to salvage 6 windows)

6 item 1,500.00 9,000

6 Extra value for salvaging and protecting existing main organ on
mezzanine level (based on quotation received from South Island
Organ Company Limited)

1 item 50,000.00 50,000

7 Allow to remove roof and three internal domes including salvaging
roof tiles and ceiling dome (cost estimate obtained from Naylor
Love and Jugens Demolition)

1 item 1,260,000 1,260,000

3,981,000

EL02 Substructure

1 Not applicable

EL03 Frame

1 Not applicable

EL04 Structural Walls

1 Not applicable

EL05 Upper Floors

1 Not applicable

EL06 Roof

1 Not applicable

EL07 External Walls

1 Not applicable

CostX
14/02/2014

Page 1 COPUS036
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Elemental Estimate

Item Description Quantity Unit Rate Total

Project: Catholic Cathedral
Building: Catholic Cathedral (Catholic Basilica)

Details: Demolition Option 2
Selective Salvage

EL07 External Walls (Continued)

1 Not applicable

EL08 Windows and External Doors

1 Not applicable

EL09 Stairs and Balustrades

1 Not applicable

EL10 Partitions

1 Not applicable

EL11 Interior Doors

1 Not applicable

EL12 Floor Finishes

1 Not applicable

EL13 Wall Finishes

1 Not applicable

EL14 Ceiling Finishes

1 Not applicable

EL15 Fittings and Fixtures

1 Not applicable

EL16 Sanitary Plumbing

1 Not applicable

EL17 Mechanical Services

1 Not applicable

EL18 Fire Services

1 Not applicable
CostX
14/02/2014

Page 2 COPUS036
Rawlinsons Ltd
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Elemental Estimate

Item Description Quantity Unit Rate Total

Project: Catholic Cathedral
Building: Catholic Cathedral (Catholic Basilica)

Details: Demolition Option 2
Selective Salvage

EL18 Fire Services (Continued)

1 Not applicable

 

EL19 Electrical Services  

1 Not applicable

 

EL20 Vertical and Horizontal Services  

1 Not applicable

 

EL21 Specialist Services  

1 Not applicable

 

EL22 Drainage  

1 Not applicable

 

EL23 External Works  

1 Not applicable

 

EL24 Sundries  

1 Not applicable

 

Element Sub-Total  

3,981,000

EL25 Preliminaries  

1 Preliminary and General 12.0 % 477,720

2 Allowance for contract works insurance 1 item 90,000.00 90,000

567,720

EL26 Margins  

1 Main Contractors Margins 10.0 % 454,872

454,872

EL27 Contingencies  

1 Design, Estimating and Construction Contingencies 5.0 % 250,180

250,180

CostX
14/02/2014
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6.3 ELEMENTAL DEMOLITION OPTION

Elemental Estimate

Item Description Quantity Unit Rate Total

Project: Catholic Cathedral
Building: Catholic Cathedral (Catholic Basilica)

Details: Demolition Option 2
Selective Salvage

Construction Total (Continued)

5,253,772

EL28 Professional Fees  

1 Professional Fees 10.0 % 525,377

525,377

Rounding  

1 Rounding item 851

851

Estimate Total  

5,780,000

EL37 Exclusions  

1 GST item

2 Purchasing of land and/or buildings item

3 Escalation, cost fluctuations and currency fluctuations beyond the
date of this estimate

item

4 External works item

5 Building consent costs and contributions item

6 Legal fees, council rates and levies item

7 Finance and interest item

8 Cost for any make safe, demolition and repair work completed to
date

item

9 Cost for any engineering and other reports completed to date and
for any reports and investigations which may still be required

item

10 Storage of any materials salvaged item

11 Provision for work to be completed after hours item

12 Provision for work to be completed in stages item

 

Estimate Total 5,780,000

CostX
14/02/2014

Page 4 COPUS036
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1 Background 

Opus have considered structural requirements for a range of options considered in the Options 
Evaluation report to assist in identifying complexity and cost of various options for the severely 
damaged Catholic Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament.  The options selected for the existing 
damaged Cathedral were chosen to reflect the range of possibilities in the context of the 
masterplanning brief for the site.  The methodology for considering and evaluating these options is 
outlined in the main options evaluation report. 

The structural options for the existing Cathedral take into account the extensive damage to the 
existing building.  Opus has extensive knowledge of the building, its performance in the Canterbury 
earthquakes, failure mechanisms and construction, from involvement following the September 
2010 M7.1 Darfield earthquake.  Opus has prepared several reports and publications on the 
building, and directed the stabilisation and partial deconstruction works.  These reports are listed 
for reference in the bibliography.  Familiarity with the content of these reports is assumed in this 
document. 

Ruamoko has been commissioned to carry out a peer review of the structural solutions for the 
various options.  Some comments are made to relate to the Ruamoko review, and a copy of the 
Ruamoko report is appended to this document. 

2 General 
Initially 16 options were considered for the first evaluation screening.  Following this, five 
main options were carried forward for a more detailed consideration, and sketches were 
developed outlining strengthening requirements.  The main options report outlines the 
evaluation process that has been used, and the reasons for selecting the various options 
considered. 

A new-build option can be easily assessed at the “pre-concept” stage, as all aspects of design and
construction are well known.  However, in order to evaluate a strengthening option for a damaged 
unreinforced masonry building, a structural concept needs to be developed sufficiently to enable 
the scope of work to be understood.  For these reasons the options with conceptual structural input 
are identified in Table 1 as below.  

Table 1. Structural inputs for Cathedral options considered 

Option Option Description Structural Inputs Evaluation Stage 
(where concept 
introduced) 

Option A4: New replica Structural concept provided 1 

Option B4: New modern Foundation comments only 1 

Option C2.0: Full strengthen & rebuild Structural concept provided 2 

Option C2.1: Retain portion in new Cathedral Structural concept provided 2 

Option C2.2: Retain the nave Structural concept provided 4 

Option D3:  Demolish & retain foundations No structural concept 2 
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Option D4: Demolish & represent foundation 
outline 

No structural concept 4 

Some options had variations priced to consider reduced costs.  These were identified through 
an additional “a” suffix (for example, C2.2a).  These variations had little impact on the 
structural solution, and therefore no specific structural concepts were considered. 

General comments are provided below regarding the structural approach to the various options 
considered: 

 The options have been considered at a pre-conceptual or feasibility level.

 Limited, brief calculations have been carried out for selected members.

 Demolition and salvage needs to be allowed for in addition to the options proposed.

 Temporary works needs to be allowed for in addition to the options proposed, and will
be significant for options involving strengthening.

 Restoring the stonework is common to all options involving retention and
strengthening.

 Sketches have been provided taking into account due consideration for structural and
geotechnical requirements to assist the quantity surveyor in building up a cost estimate.

3 Technical Feasibility Evaluation Criteria 

The technical feasibility considerations for the options evaluated is outlined below.  These are high-
level considerations, and evaluation against these broad aspects requires engineering judgement 
based on the knowledge of the building, the ground conditions and the structural solutions 
proposed. 

 Complexity of Solution: The simplicity of the technical solutions required to deliver the
proposed option. Consider whether well understood methods, such as Acceptable Solutions
of the Building Code can be utilised or whether complex analytical methods and innovate
solutions that are largely untried and untested will be needed.  Assess the relative risk to
successful delivery of the programme.

 Seismic Resilience: Assess the relative seismic performance of proposal with respect to
life-safety, cost of repair following a damaging earthquake, impact and duration of any loss
of operation following a significant seismic event.

 Constructability: Is the proposal easily buildable. Assess the requirements for specialist
contractors, construction and materials.  Assess the design and construction risks,
particularly for unforeseen items, such as complex foundation solutions, or working with
existing elements.

 Compliance: Ease of achieving compliance with the relevant regulatory requirements,
such as Resource Consent and Building Act requirements. Building Act requirements would
encompass aspects such as accessibility, fire, structure, weather tightness, etc.
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4 Geotechnical Site Constraints 

The Opus Geotechnical Report states that deep soil investigations indicate the underlying soils 
generally consist of a 3.5m to 5.0m thick layer of firm to stiff silty CLAY with trace of Sand, underlain 
by up to 10.5m thick layer of loose to medium dense SAND. The Sand is underlain by a clayey SILT 
which overlies the Riccarton Gravel formation inferred to be encountered from 22m to 26m below 
ground level. 

Liquefaction induced subsidence has been predicted in a future Ultimate Limit State (ULS) 
earthquake event.  Up to 220mm of subsidence is predicted for the area to the north of the Cathedral 
and up to 150mm of subsidence adjacent to the Cathedral.  The subsidence is predicted to occur in 
the up to 10.5m thick layer of loose to medium dense SAND below 3.5m to 5.0m depth.  Results of 
the level survey indicate up to 85mm of differential settlement has occurred and is generally 
consistent with the differential settlement predicted to have occurred as a result of liquefaction 
induced subsidence. 

Relic Option (Importance Level, IL2) 

A relic section of the Cathedral, 1 or 2 storeys high without the roof and dome and with structural 
strengthening is being considered by the Diocese.  Up to 60mm of differential settlement is predicted 
in a future ULS event. Establish a uniform bearing load by strengthening the existing foundations 
with continuous strip footings.  Enhanced shallow foundations are considered to be suitable to retain 
the north and west facades. 

Full Cathedral Rebuild or Partial Retention at Existing Location (Importance Level, IL3) 

Specific deep foundation design would be required to support the four internal dome columns and 
the heavily loaded bell towers to prevent collapse in a ULS event and prevent damage in a 
Serviceability Limit State (SLS) earthquake event.  For the remainder of the structure the existing 
shallow foundations will need to be strengthened to tolerate up to 90mm of differential settlement 
in a future ULS event.  It is considered that this could be achieved by constructing continuous strip 
footings with further consideration of ground improvement. 

New Build on the North Site (Importance Level, IL3) 

The ground on the north site has been assessed to have a slightly greater liquefaction potential than 
the ground under the existing Cathedral.   Differential settlement in a ULS event is expected to be up 
to 120mm. Foundation options for a new Cathedral consist of: 

 Deep piles to a depth of approximately 25m, subject to further confirmatory boreholes.

 Ground Improvement to a depth of 12m.  Options for Ground Improvement include stone
columns, dynamic compaction, compaction grouting, compaction piles, deep soil mixing and
jet grouting.

 If a very lightweight new structure is selected for the rebuild, a stiffened raft foundation may
be feasible on the north site.
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5 Repair of Stonework 

Extensive repair of the existing stonework is required for any strengthening option.  Stone repair is 
expected to include the following: 

 Pinning back the facing stone into the structural part of the wall with stainless steel pins at
regular intervals.

 Replacing damaged stone with new stone sourced from the same quarry

 Re-grouting all stone joints.

 Cleaning the external stone to achieve a uniform appearance.

6 Structural Considerations 

Initially 16 options were considered for the first evaluation screening.  Following this, 4 main 
options were carried forward for a more detailed consideration, and sketches were developed 
outlining strengthening requirements.  The structural considerations for these four options are 
outlined below. 

6.1 Option A4 

Option Description 

Re-build the Cathedral as a new replica to 100% of current code with the same feel, form and 
function as it had before.  Building is Importance Level 3.  No regard for heritage in its pure form, 
but re-use stone and salvaged material where possible.  Two variations for this option are shown 
below, conventional and base isolated.  The base isolated option was preferred, and the costs were 
based on this option. 

Conventional Approach: 

Foundations 

1. Cellular reinforced concrete raft only, 1.8m deep (ie, 300mm thick slab top and bottom with
beams forming the webs of the cells).

2. Cellular reinforced concrete raft, 1.8m deep (ie, 300mm thick slab top and bottom with
beams forming the webs of the cells) on bored piles 1200mm diameter to 25m
depth.  (Addresses seismic liquefaction issue as well as static, long-term settlement due to
peat layers)

Option 2 is preferred—cellular raft with deep piles.  Depending on building performance
expectations, option 1 could be acceptable. 

Superstructure 

 Use precast, reinforced concrete (40MPa) with a thin stone veneer.  (need sealer on exterior
and “waterproof” concrete)

 Dome structure to be of lightweight construction (steel frame) with either a different
cladding, or a fake “stone” cladding.
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 Similar approach with the top of the front towers, and pediments. Towers to have braced
steel frame above roof level with lightweight cladding.

 RC concrete expected to be designed for ductility, so ductile detailing required for wall
elements.

 Wall thicknesses (concrete) expected to be 400mm thick typically to allow for ductile
detailing.

 Concrete diaphragms taken as 200mm thick.
 Roof, steel trusses with tension-only bracing, ceiling lightweight pressed zinc with timber

ceiling joists.

Base Isolation Approach: 

Foundations 

 Foundations as above, but additional foundation consisting of grid of groundbeams with
slab required to accommodate the isolation plane.

Superstructure 

 Similar to above, but structure for towers and dome steel frame with external stone
veneer—so more true to previous structure.  Internal lining stone veneer where visible only.

 Wall and diaphragm thickness as above.
 Limited ductility of 1.25 for the superstructure at Maximum Credible Earthquake.
 Foundations to be cellular raft as above with some savings in depth, but with basement raft

0.8m thick spanning onto piles with retaining wall and moat.

Note, there will be some architectural requirements as a new building—toilets etc, accessibility
requirements and fire requirements—which are not captured in the drawings or sketches.
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6.2 Option B4 

Option Description 

A new, modern cathedral with no resemblance to previous building. The new building may be in a 
different location on the site. 

Foundations 

Foundation options considered are: 

1. Raft foundation only, or

2. Raft foundation with ground improvement, or

3. Deep Piles to 25m depth

The piled option is likely to be preferred, especially if the building is located at the north end of the 
site where liquefaction induced settlement is greater. The other two options could be acceptable 
depending on performance expectations. 

Superstructure 

The proposed new building will be base isolated with the following superstructure options: 

 Lightweight steel superstructure, or

 Lightweight timber structure, or

 Heavy reinforced concrete structure.

No sketches have been provided for this option, as there is no architectural concept to base a 
structure upon.  A cost estimate can be put together from new-building rates. 
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6.3 Option C2.o 

Option Description 

Retain as much of the original building as possible, and re-build to original. Building to be at least 
67%NBS at IL3.  

It is noted that the Ruamoko review recommends 100% of IL3.  This is preferred, however at this 
stage it is difficult to ascertain the extent of intervention required to achieve this for the towers and 
dome structure, and the cost impact.  For the purposes of this exercise the threshold of at least 67% 
is considered reasonable.  Revision of this will be undertaken if the option is developed further. 

Foundations 

Foundation options are identified below.  The soil is prone to some liquefaction induced 
settlement, as well as static settlement (as identified in the Geotechnical Report). 

1. Stiff raft foundation to distribute bearing pressure, and resist seismic overturning.
Approximately 1.5-1.8m depth will be needed to provide enough stiffness to distribute loads
into the ground without adversely impacting the superstructure, or

2. Groundbeams to tie the existing foundations together, and distribute static loads and
seismic overturning forces, or.

3. A combination of both 1 and 2, to suit the superstructure load distribution, or

4. Alternatively, Groundbeams as for option 2, but with 25m deep piles to address settlement
and overturning forces. Piles would likely have to be screw piles to work around the existing
structure, and pile groups would be required in highly loaded areas. Micropiles would be
another alternative, but a large number would be required (in the order of 500) to enable
them to act as a group.

Option 3 is preferred as it still ties the building together, but some acceptance of settlement is 
needed at the ULS earthquake. 

Superstructure: 

Where the superstructure is relatively intact, it can be strengthened in-situ using the following 
methods: 

 Where extent of damage to wall elements is significant, complete replacement of some
sections of wall is required due to the extent of damage.  Replaced element would be
reinforced concrete with stone veneer.

 Removal of the internal stone veneer, application of Sprayed Concrete, and then
replacement of a thin stone veneer to replicate the internal finish.

 Post-tensioning using cables or rods to provide resistance to sliding and/or moment
capacity.

 New reinforced concrete floor diaphragms, well tied into the walls.
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Where new structure is required, it will be reinforced concrete approximately 400mm thick for a 
typical wall, with stone veneer. 

All existing stonework left intact will require significant repointing, repair, and possibly injection 
grouting of the infill concrete to reinstate shear capacity.  Impact of the repair on the 
watertightness of the walls will need to be considered also. 

6.3.1 Ruamoko Comments 

This option for the retention of as much of the original building as possible plus rebuild to the 

original form is structurally appropriate.  As noted above we recommend that strength of the 

retained and reused portions of the building should be to 100% NBS. We support the concept for a 

shallow raft type of foundation that will maintain the stability of the cathedral in a 100% code 

earthquake, but without deep piles or ground improvement, it may settle and develop some minor 

differential settlement in a future large but rare seismic event. 
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6.4 Option C2.1 

Option Description: 

Retain and strengthen a small portion of the original building to single storey level (retaining as 
much of the original fabric as possible), and integrate into a new, modern cathedral behind. 100% 
of building code, IL3. 

Retained Portion Foundations: 

Foundation options are identified below.  The soil is prone to some liquefaction induced 
settlement, as well as static settlement. 

1. Groundbeams to tie the existing foundations together, and distribute static loads and
seismic overturning forces.

2. Groundbeams as for option 1 above with piles retrofitted. Foundation system must be
compatible with the new building.  Propose either micropiles or screw piles to 25m depth. It
is noted that the piling will be difficult and expensive due to the limitations imposed by the
existing structure.

Option 2 is preferred as it addresses the settlement risk for a new building. 

Retained Portion Superstructure: 

Where the superstructure is relatively intact, it can be strengthened in-situ using the following 
methods: 

 Where extent of damage to wall elements is significant, complete replacement of some
sections of wall is required due to the extent of damage.  Replaced element would be
reinforced concrete with stone veneer.

 Removal of the internal stone veneer, application of Sprayed Concrete, and then
replacement of a thin stone veneer to replicate the internal finish.

 Post-tensioning using cables or rods to provide resistance to sliding and/or moment
capacity.

 New reinforced concrete floor diaphragms, well tied into the walls.

Where new structure is required, it will be reinforced concrete approximately 400mm thick for a 
typical wall, with stone veneer. 

All existing stonework left intact will require significant repointing, repair, and possibly injection 
grouting of the infill concrete to reinstate shear capacity.  Impact of the repair on the 
watertightness of the walls will need to be considered also. 

6.4.1 Ruamoko Comments 

This option for the retention of the North West portion of the original cathedral up to first floor 

level and integrating that into a new contemporary cathedral is structurally feasible, albeit the 

piling work within the footprint of the retained portion will be difficult and relatively expensive. 
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6.5 Option C2.2 

Option Description: 

Retain nave only and strengthen with new structural walls added in place of the towers and at the 
transept locations.  Added new, modern extension behind over existing sanctuary. Design 
strengthened part to 67% of building code, IL3 as a minimum, with a target of 100%.  It is expected 
that 100% of Building Code can be achieved with the scheme proposed. 

Retained Portion Foundations: 

Foundation solution proposed is identified below.  The soil is prone to some liquefaction induced 
settlement, as well as static settlement. 

1. Groundbeams stitching the existing foundations together, creating a raft foundation.

2. Groundbeams stitching the existing foundations together with micropiles piles retrofitted to
25m depth.  New RC walls to have bored piles to 25m depth. It is noted that the piling will
be difficult and expensive due to the limitations imposed by the existing structure.

Preferred foundation option is option 2.  The foundation system for the new extension will have 
bored piles to maintain foundation compatibility. 

Retained Portion Superstructure: 

Where the superstructure is relatively intact, it can be strengthened in-situ using the following 
methods: 

 Where extent of damage to wall elements is significant, complete replacement of some
sections of wall is required due to the extent of damage.  Replaced element would be
reinforced concrete with stone veneer.

 Removal of the internal stone veneer, application of Sprayed Concrete, and then
replacement of a thin stone veneer to replicate the internal finish. (Temporary wall support
required)

 Post-tensioning using cables or rods to provide resistance to sliding and/or moment
capacity. Tensioning can be vertical or horizontal, as required

 New reinforced concrete floor diaphragms, well tied into the walls.

 The roof will require significant new steel cross bracing to transfer the lateral loads to the
new shear wall elements

Where the new structural walls are required, it will be reinforced concrete approximately 400mm 
thick for a typical wall, with stone veneer.  These walls will need to be well tied into the existing 
structure using “drag” members.

All existing stonework left intact will require significant repointing, repair, and possibly injection 
grouting of the infill concrete to reinstate shear capacity.  Impact of the repair on the 
watertightness of the walls will need to be considered also. 
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6.5.1 Ruamoko Comments 

For this option of retention of the interior of the nave, the option proposed by Opus and as 

elaborated on above is structurally appropriate. As noted above we recommend that the strength 

of the retained and reused portions of the building should be to 100% NBS.   

We note the difficulties associated with piling the original structure. A variant on this option is to 

accept some limited further settlement and differential settlement in large future earthquakes and 

construct shallow foundations similar to those proposed for option C2.0 ie part deep concrete raft 

foundations together with pairs of ground beams each side of all foundations under the nave and 

side aisle walls. We have recommended rebuilding all the transept walls which will obviate the 

need for additional north south walls to the north and south of the transepts. 
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Ruamoko Solutions have undertaken high level peer reviews of four preconcept structural options 

for the retention and reconstruction of the cathedral, or parts of the cathedral. The peer reviews 

have been limited to only those options that include retention of parts of the original cathedral. 

Other options for a completely new cathedral have not been peer reviewed.  

Generally, we have found the structural options for the retention and reconstruction of the 

cathedral to be appropriate for both the structural strengthening approach and application. 

Given the extent and likely cost of the work proposed in options C2.0, C2.1 and C2.2, and the extent 

of areas that are to be rebuilt, we recommend that all of the retained elements be strengthened to 

100% NBS at IL3 rather than parts of the cathedral left at 67% NBS and other parts at 100% NBS as 

proposed by Opus. Then, the completed building would have the same structural strength and 

stability as an equivalent completely new cathedral. 

A variant to the piled solution for option C2.2 is to accept some limited further settlement and 

differential settlement in large future earthquakes and construct shallow foundations similar to 

those proposed for option C2.0. We recommend that shallow foundation variant for option C2.2 be 

considered in more detail. 

2 BACKGROUND 

The Catholic Diocese of Canterbury has engaged Opus to examine a range of options for the 

redevelopment of their Christchurch cathedral site bordered by Ferry Road, Barbadoes Street and 

Moorhouse Avenue. The major Canterbury earthquakes of 2010 and 2011 severely damaged all of the 

unreinforced masonry buildings on that site and several have been demolished. 

The Catholic Basilica has been very heavily damaged, with parts of it falling down and other parts 

deconstructed as part of a programme of stabilisation of the building. 

Opus have developed a range of options for the strengthening / rebuild / reconstruction of the 

Cathedral both over the footprint of the existing Cathedral and in a new location at the North West 

part of the site near the Ferry Road / Barbadoes Street intersection. 

This report assumes that the reader is generally familiar with the damaged cathedral and has read the 

Opus reports and had access to the structural concept plans referenced in Appendix A. 

3 SCOPE OF PEER REVIEW 

The scope of the Ruamoko Solutions Peer Review is limited to only those options that include 

retention and strengthening parts of the existing cathedral. The peer review does not extend to the 

construction of a new cathedral or to the construction of a new contemporary cathedral adjacent to 

remnants of the existing cathedral except for those new parts that will assist in strengthening the 

remnants of the existing cathedral. 

This peer review offers no comment on the conservation / architectural / planning considerations of 

the structural concepts. 
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The st u tu al o ept optio s to e pee  e ie ed a e at a high le el p e- o ept  stage. The pee  
e ie  is to e at a high le el  o l  a d fo us o :

 Appropriateness of the strengthening approach taken, and

 Appropriateness of the strengthening application

Specifically, the options to be peer reviewed are limited to: 

Option C2.0 Retain as much of the original building as possible and strengthen to at least 67% 

NBS at IL3, plus rebuild the balance of the building to its original form to 100% NBS 

at IL3 built using modern materials. Existing fabric salvaged for reuse in the rebuilt 

cathedral where that is practical 

Option C2.1 The existing cathedral is mostly demolished. Limited areas up to first floor level are 

retained and stabilised to 100% NBS at IL3, and integrated into a new 

contemporary cathedral on its existing site 

Option C2.2 Retain nave and side aisles only with new walls in the place of the towers and 

transepts walls to at least 67% NBS but target 100% NBS. New, modern extensions 

added over the original sanctuary 

Option D3 Limited areas of foundations, steps and selected wall elements are retained and 

stabilised as a relic, and strengthened to 100% NBS at IL2. A new contemporary 

cathedral would be constructed in a different location to the original cathedral 

In order to peer review the schemes, we had to make several assumptions on the structural details of 

the strengthening and retention work. We have stated those assumptions in the body of this peer 

review report. 

4 ABBREVIATIONS USED 

Abbreviations used in this report include: 

IL3 Importance Level 3 

Described in AS/NZS 1170 to categorise buildings that contain crowds of more than 300 

people. Specifically it covers public assembly buildings of greater than 1000m
2
 floor area. 

IL3 buildings are designed to remain stable in earthquakes with a 1000 year return 

frequency 

%NBS % Comparison to an equivalent new building strength or new building standard 

ULS Ultimate Limit State 

At ULS limits, structures shall have a low probability of becoming unstable and collapsing 

SLS Serviceability Limit State 

At SLS limits there should be low probability of loss of amenity of structures from cracking, 

excessive deflections or vibrations 

5 REPORTS AND STRUCTURAL PLANS 

Ruamoko Solutions were supplied with several structural and architectural reports and structural 

plans for review. Several of the plans and reports were still being developed for the final Opus report 

on options for the cathedral. Refer to Appendix A for a list of those reports and plans. 
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6 BUILDING INSPECTION AND PHOTOGRAPHS 

Grant Wilkinson, project director at Ruamoko Solutions and peer reviewer, has made several 

inspections of the exterior of the building, the most recent inspection being on Wednesday 14 

January 2015.  Grant has only viewed the interior of the Basilica from the external doorway locations 

in 2011. Opus has supplied an extensive range of exterior and interior photographs and Grant has 

taken numerous photographs of the exterior albeit all photographs are from ground level. 

7 KNOWLEDGE AND PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE WITH THE BASILICA 

Grant Wilkinson, peer reviewer, knows the cathedral well from his previous role as project director, 

with Holmes Consulting Group, when he directed the design and construction of the seismic 

strengthening work undertaken in 2002. 

8 GEOTECHNICAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

Given the cumulative thickness of soft soils under the cathedral and the variance of soil properties 

between test locations we were surprised to observe relatively modest differential settlements for a 

building of this size and variation in mass.  

The Opus Geotechnical Assessment of July 2013 recorded differential settlements of: 

Internal dome columns  200mm approximately 

Bell towers 56 and 33mm 

North west corner 85mm 

North east and south east corners 30mm 

Nave floor 55mm (mostly 30mm) 

Differential deflection at the east end of the sanctuary and the dome columns was significant during 

construction of the cathedral and may account for most of the approximate 200mm differential 

settlement referred to above. Similarly, prior to the earthquakes, significant differential settlement 

was observed between the western dome columns and the east end of the nave colonnades.  

Only minor surface expression of liquefaction was observed on the cathedral site. 

Opus calculated gross liquefaction induced settlements of 90mm to 150mm are predicted for a future 

IL3 ULS event. That settlement will vary with the soil profile across the site. Differential settlements of 

up to 90mm for an IL3 ULS design event are predicted. 

Opus has recommended that for an IL2 design for the retention of parts of the original building as a 

relic, enhanced shallow foundations by adding new continuous strip footings on both sides of the 

existing strip footings.  

Specific recommendations for strengthening the original foundations have been offered for the 

retention/strengthening/partial rebuild options that involve design for IL3 and general reinstatement 

of large areas of the cathedral, ie options 2.0, 2.1 and 2.2. 

For a new cathedral on the original site or an adjacent site, Opus has a range of recommendations 

including: 
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 Deep piles to the Riccarton Gravels (approximately 25m deep)

 Ground improvement of the top 12m depth

 Stiffened reinforced concrete cellular raft over a reinforced gravel raft (for a lightweight

building)

 Preloading of the northern site
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9 REVIEW OF THE SELECTED OPTIONS 

9.1 Option C2.0 

Here the proposal is to retain as much of the original building as possible and strengthen it to at least 

67% NBS at IL3, plus rebuild the balance of the building to its original form to 100% NBS at IL3 built 

using modern materials.  

 

Given the extent and likely cost of the work proposed, and the relatively widespread and extensive 

areas that are to be rebuilt, we recommend that all of the retained elements be strengthened to 

100% NBS at IL3 (rather than parts of the cathedral at 67% and other parts at 100%). Then the 

completed building would have the same structural stability as an equivalent completely new 

cathedral. 

 

The structural scheme described on Opus concept drawings Sk1, SK2 and SK3 all dated 23/10/12 or 

14/11/12 appear feasible and appropriate. 

 

Rebuilding of the transept walls and the four box columns that support the main dome provide an 

opportunity to correct / eliminate the large differential settlements of those original elements. 

Retaining the ground floor walls to the north-west tower and the north and south stair halls means 

acceptance of the relatively large differential settlements that are evident between those elements 

and the west wall and the west end of the nave walls.  

 

Those central parts of the upper nave walls that are to be retained will require temporary 

underpinning to allow construction of the new concrete walls below them. 

 

Foundations using a combination of a stiff 1.5m deep concrete raft slab under all of the east end of 

the building together with the pairs of ground beams each side of all foundations under the nave and 

side aisle areas is pragmatic and sensible. We suggest a minor change to extend the pairs of ground 

beams that support the nave colonnade to the west to avoid having to underpin those columns to 

suit the proposal to support them on the new raft slab.  

 

Clearly, the shallow foundation system proposed will minimise, but not eliminate, settlements and 

differential settlements that could arise from a future large but rare seismic event. The shallow raft 

system will be able to meet 100% of the strength required to maintain the stability of the building in a 

full code earthquake (for an IL3 building designed for an earthquake with a 1000 year return 

frequency). The alternatives of ground improvement or 25m deep piling are not practical / feasible 

for this part retain and part rebuild option. 

 

This option for the retention of as much of the original building as possible plus rebuild to the 

original form is structurally appropriate.  As noted above we recommend that strength of the 

retained and reused portions of the building should be to 100% NBS. We support the concept for a 

shallow raft type of foundation that will maintain the stability of the cathedral in a 100% code 

earthquake, but without deep piles or ground improvement, it may settle and develop some minor 

differential settlement in a future large but rare seismic event. 
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9.2 Option C2.1 

Here the proposal is for most of the existing cathedral to be demolished. Limited areas up to first 

floor level are to be retained and stabilised and integrated into a new contemporary cathedral on its 

existing site. Structural design of the new cathedral is to be to 100% NBS at IL3. 

Given the extent and cost of the work proposed, and the relatively widespread and extensive areas 

that are to be rebuilt, we support the proposal that all of the retained elements be strengthened to 

100% NBS at IL3. Then the completed building would have the same structural stability as an 

equivalent completely new cathedral. 

No structural details of the new contemporary cathedral are given except that it is implied that both 

the retained section and the new building will be piled to reduce static and earthquake induced 

settlements. We expect that the substantial new parts of the cathedral will be tied to that portion 

that is etai ed to effe ti el  utt ess  the etai ed se tio . Similarly there is no detail supplied that

describes any structure to be built on top of the retained section, if that is intended. 

Micro piling or screw piling the section to be retained to 25m depth will be difficult and expensive. 

Access for piling machinery in the north portico, baptistery and stair hall may mean that piling 

machinery may need to be heavily modified or purpose built to fit into those confined spaces. 

The balance of the strengthening work that involves new ground beams each side of the existing 

foundations, sprayed concrete on the walls, an overlay concrete diaphragm at first floor level and 

post tensioning specific elements, is generally routine seismic strengthening work. 

This option for the retention of the North West portion of the original cathedral up to first floor 

level and integrating that into a new contemporary cathedral is structurally feasible, albeit the 

piling work within the footprint of the retained portion will be difficult and relatively expensive. 
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9.3 Option C2.2 

Here the proposal is to retain the original nave, side aisles, west end aisle and transepts and demolish 

the remainder of the cathedral. New modern extensions are intended to be constructed over the 

original sanctuary area to the east of the nave and beyond the west end of the nave a large narthex is 

to be built.  

Given the extent and cost of the work proposed, and the extent of areas that are to be rebuilt, we 

recommend that all of the retained elements be strengthened to 100% NBS at IL3 (rather than parts 

of the cathedral at 67% and other parts at 100%). Then the completed building would have the same 

structural stability as an equivalent completely new cathedral. 

The two storey high nave colonnade has suffered only moderate damage except for the easternmost 

bay where there has been large differential settlement associated with settlement of the very large 

box columns that supported the weight of the stone drum and dome. That colonnade is a good 

candidate for retention as it is only lightly damaged. Retention of the colonnade is complicated by the 

strengthening work under taken in 2002 that post tensioned some of the upper level stone columns. 

Retention may require drilling and post tensioning the lower columns which is awkward on account of 

the work completed in 2002. 

The o ept does t disti guish et ee  alls that a e etai ed a d st e gthe ed a d those o igi al 
walls that will require reconstruction. 

The north-south acting transept walls have been heavily cracked, partly as a result of differential 

settlement. We expect all the transept walls will require deconstruction and reconstruction.  

‘e o st u ted i  o ete o  a piled fou datio  those e  t a sept o es  togethe  ith de olitio  
and reconstruction of the two western box columns, on piled foundations, and arched wall will 

provide all the north-south structural support required at the east end of the nave. The Opus scheme 

shows additional new walls to the north and the south of the transept. We consider that the rebuilt 

transept walls together with the rebuilt two western box columns will provide all the north south 

support required at the east end of the nave and those additional walls will be unnecessary.  

The scheme shows deconstruction of the western facade corner bell towers and replacement with 

pairs of new concrete shear walls. That will work well as they are to be constructed on new piled 

fou datio s. To sta ilise the floati g  e ds of those alls steel f a es ould e i stalled to o e t 
each pair of walls to a boxed frame with the same overall plan proportions as the original bell tower. 

Those steel frames could have a simple cladding system that suggests the bulk and form of the 

original towers but not the surface detail of the original walls.  

On the east end of the nave four new structural shear walls have been shown. The two walls adjacent 

to the large boxed columns could be integrated into the boxed columns which require reconstruction 

as referred to above. The eastern unrestrained ends of those walls could have a steel frame between 

them which could be clad with a simple cladding system.  

All fou  e te io  alls of the etai ed a e a d aisles ill e ui e st u tu al d ag ties  at the 
mezzanine floor/wall junction and at the upper ceiling level to collect the seismic forces from those 

walls and mezzanine floors and deliver them to the new structural walls at the four corners of the 

strengthened building. 
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The mezzanine floor was partially overlaid with a concrete diaphragm in 2002. Opus concept allows 

for further enhancement with an additional overlay of reinforced concrete to transfer the seismic 

masses from the colonnade line to the nave exterior walls. Similarly, a horizontal structural 

diaphragm is required above the upper ceiling of the side aisles to transfer the seismic masses from 

the top of the colonnade line to the exterior nave walls. 

The north, south and east nave walls are to receive shotcrete concrete wall facings to resist face loads 

and to establish minor in-plane integrity.  

Existing wall cracks and delaminations will be spot fixed with stainless steel pinning and grouting. A 

standard matrix of through wall stainless steel pins at regular centres is likely to be required to 

aptu e  a  fa e sto es that ould dela i ate i  a futu e la ge seis i  e e t.

Some temporary primary stabilisation will be required to allow the main body of work to proceed, 

particularly at the east end where all of the existing structure requires deconstruction and 

reconstruction. 

The proposal to micro pile or screw pile all sections to be retained to 25m depth will be difficult and 

expensive. Access for piling machinery in confined locations may mean that piling machinery may 

need to be heavily modified to fit those confined spaces. All new walls are to have piled foundations 

to 25m depth so that the new structure and existing structure will be consistently piled to reduce 

static and earthquake induced settlements or differential settlements. 

For this option of retention of the interior of the nave, the option proposed by Opus and as 

elaborated on above is structurally appropriate. As noted above we recommend that the strength 

of the retained and reused portions of the building should be to 100% NBS. 

We note the difficulties associated with piling the original structure. A variant on this option is to 

accept some limited further settlement and differential settlement in large future earthquakes and 

construct shallow foundations similar to those proposed for option C2.0 ie part deep concrete raft 

foundations together with pairs of ground beams each side of all foundations under the nave and 

side aisle walls. We have recommended rebuilding all the transept walls which will obviate the 

need for additional north south walls to the north and south of the transepts  
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9.4 Option D3 

No pla s ha e ee  p o ided fo  this eli  optio , ut a easo a l  detailed des iptio  is o tai ed 
in the report, Cathedral Options: Architectural Summary.  

 

Selected foundations, external steps and other selected elements are to be retained. Ground floor 

slabs are to be removed and replaced with lawns and gardens. Access ramps for disabled visitors will 

be required. Portions of a wall(s) and / or a section of the colonnade could be retained. It is 

recommended that those retained sections be designed for at least 67% NBS at IL2. 

 

We recommend avoiding retaining heavy elements at (relatively) high level, ie the stone clad beams 

above the colonnade, because of the difficulties of strengthening tall elements as cantilever 

structures. Freestanding tall building elements are likely to require foundation enhancement or even 

foundation replacement to resist the cantilever design actions. Columns would become cantilever 

columns and may require vertical reinforcement or retrofitted post tensioning. 

 

Walls with corner returns may be easier to support as each wall section can be used to buttress its 

adjacent wall section.  

 

For this option for the retention of selected foundations, steps, low height sections of walls and 

columns, the concept proposed by Opus and as elaborated on above is structurally appropriate and 

the stabilisation / strengthening and foundation enhancement work required will be relatively 

straightforward. 

 

10 LIMITATIONS 

This peer review report has been prepared by Ruamoko Solutions for the use by our client, Opus 

International Ltd and the Catholic Diocese of Canterbury, is based on a specified scope of work. The 

findings and report content shall only be used by our Client and any use or reliance on this report by 

othe s ithout p io  o se t f o  ‘ua oko Solutio s is at that pe so s o  isk.  
 

This report considers an existing damaged cathedral, and Ruamoko Solutions takes no responsibility 

for the original design and recent strengthening of the buildings. Comments regarding this building 

are limited by the nature of the inspections and the level of this peer review assessment. The findings 

are based on best engineering judgement, experience and current industry practice and are not 

intended to be used outside this context.  
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Reports Available 

Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament, Geotechnical Assessment, Opus, July 2013 

Catholic Basilica Detailed Engineering Evaluation, Qualitative Report, Opus, 20 December 

2011 

Cathedral Options, Architectural Summary, Opus, 16 November 2014 

Cathedral Options, Structural Summary, Opus, 14 November 2014 

Structural Plans Available 

Option C2.0 Retain as much of the original building as possible and strengthen to at 

least 67% NBS plus rebuild the balance of the building to its original form 

to 100% NBS. Plans dated 23/10/13 and 14/11/13 

Option C2.1 Limited areas retained up to first floor level only and stabilised, fabric 

salvaged, all to be integrated into a new contemporary cathedral (on its 

existing site). Plans dated 12/11/14 and 14/11/14 

Option C2.2 Retain nave and side aisles only with new walls in the place of the towers 

and transepts walls to at least 67% NBS but target 100% NBS. New, modern 

extensions added over the original sanctuary. Plans dated 15 & 16/12/14 

Option D3 No specific plans were provide where limited areas are to be retained 

and stabilised as a relic 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Brief and scope of works 

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament (Catholic cathedral) suffered extensive damage as a result 
of the Canterbury earthquake sequence that commenced in September 2010.  Due to the 
earthquake events on the 22 February 2011 and 13 June 2011, emergency make safe works required 
the stabilisation and the removal of falling hazards that included the northern belltower and the 
main dome.  All works were carried out with the aim to future reconstruction and in accordance 
with approved methodologies.1  Works were completed by December 2011.   

Beginning in June 2013, a Proposal for a Cathedral Precinct Development Plan was developed by 
Opus International Consultants Limited (Opus) for the Catholic Diocese of Christchurch (CDC) to 
summarise the work required for the redevelopment of the Catholic cathedral precinct.  This 
document outlined a three-phased process, namely:  

 Phase 1: Cathedral Assessment Reports (completed August 2013)
 Phase 2: Cathedral Precinct Masterplanning Brief (completed June 2014)
 Phase 3: Precinct Masterplan Options and Evaluation

Opus has subsequently been commissioned by the CDC to undertake an assessment to determine 
the impact the demolition of the Catholic cathedral will have on the known heritage values of the 
place.  This heritage impact assessment responds to Phase 3 of the 2013 Proposal for a Cathedral 

Precinct Development Plan and has been prepared as part of an application to the Canterbury 
Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA) requesting CERA to use its powers under the Canterbury 
Earthquake Recovery Act 2011 (CER Act) to approve a demolition proposal for the cathedral.  It 
also serves to identify whether any further requirements might exist under the Heritage New 

Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act (HNZPTA) 2014.  All recommendations are made in accordance with 
statutory requirements. 

1.2 The site 

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is located at 136 Barbadoes Street, Christchurch Central, 
Christchurch.  It is positioned within the four avenues that surround the Christchurch central 
business district. 

1 A photographic record, Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament: Photographic Record Report and 
accompanying Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament: Photographic Record Appendices, was developed in 
2014 as compliance.   
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Map 1: Map of Christchurch showing site location of the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament. 
Source: www.maps.google.com 

Map 2: Aerial view showing the site location of the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament prior to the 
earthquakes (compare with Map 4).  
Source: www.maps.google.com 

1.2.1 Ownership and Legal description 

Ownership 

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is owned by the Catholic Diocese of Christchurch. 

Site location 

Site location 
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Legal description 

The legal description is Lot 3 DP 50663 (CT CB29B/1137), Canterbury Land District. 

1.2.2 Heritage status 

Local authority designation: Christchurch City Council (CCC) 

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is listed as Group 1 on Appendix 1 - List of Protected 
Buildings, Places and Objects of the Christchurch City Plan.  Group 1 listed heritage items include 
buildings, places and objects of international or national significance. 

Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga (HNZPT) registration 

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is listed as a Category I Historic Place on the HNZPT List 
(List Number 47).  Category I status is given to places of 'special or outstanding historical or 
cultural heritage significance or value' 

1.2.3 Archaeological constraints 

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament site is known to include the sites of the first prefabricated 
timber church (1860), the ‘redstone, brick and wood’ Church of the Blessed Sacrament (1864), and 
the presbytery (1879).  In addition to these structures, unrecorded structures may have previously 
been present elsewhere on site.  As a result, compliance under the HNZPT Act 2014 (Section 2.1) is 
required for any works that may impact on sub-surface archaeology. 

1.3 Proposal  

The CDC are owners of a significant portfolio of buildings throughout the central South Island 
within an approximate area that includes the Canterbury Regional Council and the districts of 
Westland and Grey.  This portfolio that comprises residential, administrative, educational and 
ecclesiastical buildings, also includes fourteen listed2 places of which five are located within the 
definition of ‘Greater Christchurch’ 

The CDC proposes to demolish the remainder of the cathedral and to develop the precinct in 
accordance with their vision, aspirations and fundamental needs.3  As such, the site will continue to 
serve as the location of the cathedral for the Catholic community within Canterbury.   In addition to 
a new cathedral, the site is part of a wider masterplanning exercise with the design of facilities that 
include a diocesan office, interpretive centre and presbytery yet to be finalised.   

The extent of the current project is to obtain an approval from CERA to undertake the demolition 
of the Catholic cathedral, in full, in order to implement the master plan and commence 
redevelopment of the site. 

                                                        
2 Places are listed on the Territorial Local Authority District Plan or the Heritage New Zealand List.  In some 
cases the place may be included on both inventories 
3 2014. Catholic Cathedral Precinct: Christchurch: Masterplanning Brief. Opus Architecture 
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To facilitate the works a two phased approach has been adopted for the development of the site.  
Phase 1 includes the demolition of the cathedral and the removal of footings, while Phase 2 
includes for the construction of the new facilities on the site.    

1.4 Methodology 

This report relates to the demolition of the cathedral only.  It forms one of a collection of 
specialist reports described in The Application to CERA.

Research has adopted a three-staged approach.  

 Stage One Desktop assessment 
 Stage Two Site survey 
 Stage Three Options study 

Stage One: Desktop assessment 

Research into the history of the early development of the site was undertaken to gain a better 
understanding of the place.  In addition, the New Zealand Archaeological Association (NZAA) 
ArchSite was searched to establish the location and background information of any recorded 
archaeological sites or other cultural heritage sites on or in the immediate vicinity of the Catholic 
cathedral precinct.  Further, the Christchurch City Plan and the HNZPT List were examined to 
determine the known heritage values of the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament and its environs. 

Stage Two: Site survey 

Ongoing structural and heritage monitoring site visits have occurred since the completion of the 
make safe works that required the stabilisation and the removal of falling hazards in 2011.  During 
this period the site, and elements, have been photographed and monitored.  On 18 November 2014 
a further site visit was carried out with the purpose of photographing and assessing the place in 
terms of the heritage values at the time of registration.  All results are presented in Section 5: Site 
Survey and Section 7: Assessing Heritage Values. 

Stage Three: Options Study 

An options study was undertaken to consider a range of alternatives for the Catholic cathedral and 
precinct.  It was required that this study support the Pastoral Redevelopment Plan for the schools 
and parishes throughout the CDC as well as the recovery of Christchurch.  An overview of the range 
of options considered is presented in Section 7: Options development.   

The full options study including its development, the methodology used and associated results are 
discussed further in the Phase 3 Precinct Masterplan Options and Evaluation. 

1.5 Constraints and limitations 

 Accurate measured drawings do not form part of this heritage impact assessment.
 This assessment does not form part of the building consenting process.
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 This assessment relates only to the demolition of the Catholic cathedral and the removal of
associated footings.

 This assessment relates to the documentation included within the appendices only.  It does not
relate to any additional or revised documentation

 This assessment does not form part of an archaeological authority application to damage or
modify an archaeological site.  An archaeological authority will be obtained from the HNZPT
prior to commencing any works that may include sub-surface works.

 This assessment does not include an assessment of Māori values.  An assessment of the cultural
significance of an area can only be competently made be affected tangata whenua.  It should be
noted that an assessment of cultural significance may not necessarily correlate with an
assessment of archaeological significance.
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2 Legislative overview 

In conjunction with the Christchurch City Council District Plan there are several pieces of national 
legislation that assist with the protection and management of heritage sites.  These must be 
considered in regard to any development or land use that may affect heritage (or archaeological) 
sites within an area.   

Legislation that is relevant to the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament includes: 

2.1 Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 

The Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act (HNZPTA) 2014 is administered by Heritage New 
Zealand.  The purpose and principles included in the Act read as follows: 

Purpose  

The purpose of this Act is to promote the identification, protection, preservation, and conservation of the 

historical and cultural heritage of New Zealand. 

Principles   

All persons performing functions and exercising powers under this Act must recognise—

(a) the principle that historic places have lasting value in their own right and provide evidence of the 

origins of New Zealand's distinct society; and 

(b) the principle that the identification, protection, preservation, and conservation of New Zealand's 

historical and cultural heritage should—

(i) take account of all relevant cultural values, knowledge, and disciplines; and 

(ii) take account of material of cultural heritage value and involve the least possible alteration 

or loss of it; and 

(iii) safeguard the options of present and future generations; and 

(iv) be fully researched, documented, and recorded, where culturally appropriate; and 

(c) the principle that there is value in central government agencies, local authorities, corporations, 

societies, tangata whenua, and individuals working collaboratively in respect of New Zealand's historical 

and cultural heritage; and 

(d) the relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, 

wāhi tūpuna, wāhi tapu, and other taonga.

The HNZPTA also protects all archaeological sites, historic areas, historic places, wahi tapu and 
wahi tapu areas.  An archaeological site means (subject to section 42(3)4: 

(a) any place in New Zealand, including any building or structure (or part of a building or structure), 

that—

(i) was associated with human activity that occurred before 1900 or is the site of the wreck of 

any vessel where the wreck occurred before 1900; and 

(ii) provides or may provide, through investigation by archaeological methods, evidence 

relating to the history of New Zealand; and 

(b) includes a site for which a declaration is made under section 43(1)5 

4 An authority is not required to permit work on a building that is an archaeological site unless the work will 
result in the demolition of the whole of the building. 
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‘The Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 makes it unlawful for any person to modify
or destroy, or cause to be modified or destroyed, the whole or any part of an archaeological site 
without the prior authority of Heritage New Zealand. This is the case regardless of whether the 
land on which the site is located is designated, or the activity is permitted under the District or 
Regional Plan or a resource or building consent has been granted. The Act provides for substantial 
penalties for unauthorised destruction or modification’ (http://www.historic.org.nz).

Any person wishing to undertake work that may damage, modify or destroy an archaeological site 
must first obtain an authority from the Heritage New Zealand for that work.  This is a legal 
requirement. 

2.1.1 Recorded archaeological sites 

There are two archaeological sites on the Catholic cathedral site; namely M35/827 (foundations of 
two nineteenth century buildings) and M35/740 (the site of The Sisters of Our Lady of the 
Missions, a 19th century convent).  There are also a number of recorded archaeological sites in 
close proximity to the Catholic cathedral site.  This includes M35/1093, a brick well and possible 
head wall potentially associated with the Suffolk Brewery site.  Refer to Map 4 for the location of 
identified archaeological sites 

An authority to damage or modify archaeological sites should be sought for any earthworks 
associated with the redevelopment of the site. 

5
 Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga may, on reasonable grounds, declare any place to be an 

archaeological site if the place—
(a) was associated with human activity in or after 1900 or is the site of the wreck of any vesesl 
where that wreck occurred in or after 1900; and 
(b) provides, or may be able to provide, through investigation by archaeological methods, 
significant evidence relating to the historical and cultural heritage of New Zealand. 
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Map 3: Previously identified archaeological sites  
Source: Archsite. NZ Archaeological Association 

2.2 Resource Management Act (RMA) 1991 

Historic heritage under the RMA is considered a matter of National Importance under S6(f).  
Historic heritage is defined as:  

historic heritage—

(a) means those natural and physical resources that contribute to an understanding and appreciation of New 
Zealand's history and cultures, deriving from any of the following qualities: 

(i) archaeological: 

(ii) architectural: 

(iii) cultural: 

(iv) historic: 

(v) scientific: 

(vi) technological; and 

(b) includes—

(i) historic sites, structures, places, and areas; and 

(ii) archaeological sites; and 

(iii) sites of significance to Māori, including wāhi tapu; and
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(iv) surroundings associated with the natural and physical resources 

2.3 Building Act 2004 

The Building Act 2004 regulates buildings in New Zealand.  The Building Act requires local 
authorities to ensure that buildings are safe, promote physical independence and wellbeing, have 
adequate fire escape and seismic provisions, and are designed, constructed and able to be used in 
ways that promote sustainable development.  Local authorities are also required to take into 
account section 4(2)(f) which includes the need to facilitate the preservation of buildings of 
significant cultural, historical or heritage value.  In applying the purpose of the Building Act the 
relevant heritage principles are: 

d) the importance of recognising any special tradition and cultural aspects of the intended use of the
building; 

e) the need to facilitate the preservation of buildings of cultural, historical or heritage value.

Where the Building Act code requirements conflict with heritage values, dispensation applications 
(through the Department of Building and Housing) or alternatives should be considered. 

2.4 Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act (CER Act) 2011 

CERA was established on 28 March 2011 to take control of the recovery of Christchurch using 
powers established by the CER Act.  The CER Act gives the Chief Executive Officer of CERA wide 
powers in relation to building safety, demolition and repair.  Section 38 (S38) of the act outlines 
the process by which the chief executive can give notice that a building be demolished. 

2.5 International best practice 

The international organisation that develops conservation policies is ICOMOS, the International 
Council on Monuments and Sites, which is custodian of an international charter (the Venice 
Charter) that includes a series of guiding principles.  The New Zealand derivation of the Venice 
Charter is the ICOMOS New Zealand Charter for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Heritage 
Value (ICOMOS New Zealand Charter Revision 2010).  The standards of this charter guide 
alterations and additions to historic buildings.  A copy of the charter is attached at Appendix 1. 
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3 Understanding the place 

3.1 Historic overview 

It is not the purpose of this report to provide a detailed history of the pre European and European 
occupation of this area.  However, a brief outline of the development of the site is given in order to 
provide for the discussion on the assessment of effects, including the heritage values of the 
Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament site.   

The research into the historical background of the place has generally been limited to information 
contained in secondary sources.6  In addition, a description of the proposed new cathedral in the 
New Zealand Tablet on 17 January 1901 is available at Appendix 2. 

3.2 Summary of a history of the place 

Prior to the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi on 6 February 1840 European settlement of the 
plains, then called Port Cooper or Cook’s Mistake Plains, had already commenced.  In November
1847 John Robert Godley and Edward Gibbon Wakefield met to plan for the Canterbury 
settlement.  Part of the strategy included the opportunity for the new settlers to buy land.  In 1848 
Godley set up the Canterbury Association in order to establish a Church of England colony in New 
Zealand and obtained from Ngāi Tahu under the deal known as Kemp’s Deed. 7

In May 1848 Captain Joseph Thomas was appointed surveyor for the new settlement by the 
Canterbury Association.  His orders were to select and survey a site, prepare for the arrival of the 
first settlers, and to make a map of the land held by the Association from which settlers would be 
able to choose their own sites.  Thomas planned three towns – Christchurch (after the college that
John Godley had gone to at Oxford University), Sumner and Lyttelton (named after Lord Lyttelton, 
chairman of the Canterbury Association), and started building a road to Sumner by way of Evans 
Pass. 8  The town of Christchurch was the area that today is bounded by Moorhouse Avenue, 
Rolleston Avenue, Bealey Avenue and Fitzgerald Avenue. 

In 1857, following the arrival of Jean Baptiste Petitjean SM at Bishop Viard’s request, Catholics in
Christchurch held a meeting in the Universal Inn, Lyttelton, to discuss ‘matters of importance’.  
This meeting resulted in a petition to the Provincial Superintendent that stated that a site had not 
been granted for a Catholic church in Christchurch and that Catholics had been omitted from the 
province’s Education Bill.9   Consequently, on 30 June 1857 the Provincial Council passed an
ordinance that contained provision for three acres of land in Barbadoes Street for the development 
of a Catholic chapel, schools and a residency for a clergyman.  The land was granted (Map 3) on the 

6 Numerous publications, photographs and reports exist on the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament. 
7 Christchurch City Libraries. Heritage. [Online]. Available at: 
http://christchurchcitylibraries.com/heritage/earlychristchurch/earlychristchurch.asp [Accessed 6 March 
2013]. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Hanrahan M. J. 2004.  ‘A Suitable Temple’: A history of the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament, 
Christchurch, New Zealand: 1905-2005. Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament Centennial Committee. 
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condition that should it not be occupied within three years10, or ceased to be occupied, it would to 
revert to the Superintendent.11   

By June 1860 Fathers Seon and Jean-Baptiste Chataigner had commenced building a dwelling that 
included a temporary chapel12 on this land.  However, the Catholic congregation was small and 
funds limited. 13  In August 1860, following the arrival of the William Miles with forty three Irish 
Catholic passengers, the Catholic congregation unexpectedly increased. Upon hearing of the 
potential forfeiture of the Barbadoes Street land, fundraising commenced and a builder, Mr 
Coxhead, employed.  He pre-fabricated a 24ft x 18ft (7.3m x 5.5m) building that was carted to the 
site by horse and dray.  Foundations for the building were laid on 7 September 1860 and the 
building completed by 28 September 1860.14  An altar was improvised and broken pipes and bricks 
from a nearby pottery were laid to provide a dry path access across the low-lying site to the 
entrance. 15  The church was opened on Rosary Sunday 18 October 186016.  A wing was added to this 
structure towards the end of 1860 and another added in 1861 to create a living area for the priests.17  
A further addition of a sanctuary occurred later. 18 

10 This ordinance was subsequently altered to name the Bishop as the landowner and included an extension 
on the time limit from three years to ten years for occupation (Ordinance XI/3 of February 1858). 
11 Hanrahan M. J. 2004.  ‘A Suitable Temple’: A history of the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament, 
Christchurch, New Zealand: 1905-2005. Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament Centennial Committee. 
12 It is not known whether this building was completed, however, it is suggested by Hanrahan that it may 
have been included in the chapel built on the site in September 1860 (Hanrahan 2004). 
13 Hanrahan M. J. 2004.  ‘A Suitable Temple’: A history of the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament, 
Christchurch, New Zealand: 1905-2005. Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament Centennial Committee. 
14 http://www.chch.catholic.org.nz 
15 Hanrahan M. J. 2004.  ‘A Suitable Temple’: A history of the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament, 
Christchurch, New Zealand: 1905-2005. Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament Centennial Committee. 
16 Father Chataigner continued to develop the site; establishing a garden, planting hedges and trees.  A row of 
eucalyptus along the Barbadoes Street frontage becoming a landmark.   
17 Hanrahan M. J. 2004.  ‘A Suitable Temple’: A history of the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament, 
Christchurch, New Zealand: 1905-2005. Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament Centennial Committee. 
18 Ibid. 
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Map 4: Christchurch 1868.   
Inset indicates the location of the Church of the Blessed Sacrament and the convent and chapel of the 
Sisters of Our Lady of the Missions to the north (Source: National Library of Australia) 

Following further arrivals of Irish Catholics as government assisted immigrants, the church 
building soon became too small and by 1864 Chataigner was planning a new church.  Benjamin 
Mountfort was engaged to design this new church that was to be dedicated to the Blessed 
Sacrament.  The church Blessed Sacrament Church (Map 3) was blessed and opened on 29 May 
1864.  It was designed to seat 500, was built of ‘redstone, brick and wood’, and cost about £2000 to
build. 19  On completion of the new building the original church was absorbed into the presbytery.  
When a new presbytery was built in 1879 the former presbytery was converted into a school and 
also a library before being destroyed by fire in 1903. 20 

In 1876 the Blessed Sacrament church was enlarged to include to a seating capacity of 800.  The 
church was enlarged again in 187821  further increasing seating capacity to 1000 and creating what 
is thought to be the largest Catholic church in New Zealand at that time. 22   

Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament 

On 1 February 1888 Bishop John Joseph Grimes arrived in his new Canterbury diocese where he 
was welcomed at the Church of the Blessed Sacrament. 23  By 1895 Grimes realised the need for 
replacing the pro-Cathedral with a cathedral that could accommodate the growing Catholic 

19 Hanrahan M. J. 2004.  ‘A Suitable Temple’: A history of the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament, 
Christchurch, New Zealand: 1905-2005. Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament Centennial Committee. 
20 Ibid. 
21 The church was lengthened and gabled extensions, transepts and a sanctuary added. 
22 Hanrahan M. J. 2004.  ‘A Suitable Temple’: A history of the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament, 
Christchurch, New Zealand: 1905-2005. Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament Centennial Committee. 
23 Ibid. 
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population.  Francis William Petre was contracted to design a new cathedral.  Petre was already a 
well-known church architect, having completed the Cathedral Church of St Joseph in Dunedin, St 
Patrick's Basilica in Oamaru, and the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart in Wellington.   Petre 
persuaded Bishop Grimes that a neo-classical styled cathedral based on the rectangular plan of the 
early Christian basilicas24 was more appropriate and more affordable than the Gothic style.25 

By 1899 planning for a new cathedral on the site of the pro-Cathedral had commenced.26  In 1900 
the pro-Cathedral was shifted using three traction engines through ninety degrees to a new site 
along Ferry Road approximately 365 metres away where it was lowered onto new concrete 
foundations, reroofed and rededicated.  The building continued to serve as the pro-Cathedral until 
the opening of the new cathedral in 1905.  The pro-Cathedral was demolished in 1921.27 

In 1901 the foundation stone for the new Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament was laid.  The 
contractors, J. and W. Jamieson, completed28 the concrete, brick and stone29 building in four years 
at a total cost of fifty two thousand pounds.30  Fifty men were employed in its construction and the 
tile mosaic in the sanctuary (Figure 1) was laid by Italian workmen brought over from Sydney.31  
The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament (Figure 2) was blessed and opened by the Archbishop of 
Melbourne, Dr. Thomas Carr, on 12th February 1905.32 

Today the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is recognised for its architectural qualities by the 
Catholic Diocese of Christchurch, and internationally.  The following accolade is included on their 
website33:  

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is regarded as one of the finest examples of church architecture in 
Australasia. It so impressed George Bernard Shaw that he hailed its architect as 'a New Zealand Brunelleschi'. 
Sir Nikolaus Pevsner, the architectural critic, said 'its interior with its two stories of columns cannot be denied 
remarkable grandeur.' In 2000, the Cathedral was one of ten buildings chosen to represent New Zealand 
architecture in a ten-volume series on architecture in the Twentieth century. The Cathedral was also the 
recipient of a heritage award from the Christchurch City Council, marking the millennium. 

24 The final design of the Catholic cathedral varied from the standard plan of early basilicas in that the central 
dome rose above the sanctuary rather than at the crossing. 
25 NZHPT Register.  Available at: 
http://www.historic.org.nz/TheRegister/RegisterSearch/RegisterResults.aspx?RID=47 
26 Hanrahan M. J. 2004.  ‘A Suitable Temple’: A history of the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament, 
Christchurch, New Zealand: 1905-2005. Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament Centennial Committee. 
27 Ibid. 
2828 At completion it measured 210ft x 106ft (64m x 32.3). 
29 Oamaru stone, Mt Somers stone and basalt. 
30 Hanrahan M. J. 2004.  ‘A Suitable Temple’: A history of the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament, 
Christchurch, New Zealand: 1905-2005. Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament Centennial Committee. 
31 NZHPT Register. Available at: 
http://www.historic.org.nz/TheRegister/RegisterSearch/RegisterResults.aspx?RID=47 
32 Hanrahan M. J. 2004.  ‘A Suitable Temple’: A history of the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament, 
Christchurch, New Zealand: 1905-2005. Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament Centennial Committee. 
33 Catholic Diocese of Christchurch. Available at: http://www.chch.catholic.org.nz/ 
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     Figure 1: Mosaic to sanctuary floor.  (Source: http://www.aucklandcity.govt.nz) 

    Figure 2: Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament.  (Source: http://www.teara.govt.nz) 

http://www.aucklandcity.govt.nz/dbtw-wpd/HeritageImages/images/photos/a13f/img0102.jpg
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3.3 Construction techniques 

To provide an understanding of the technology associated with the construction of the Catholic 
cathedral a succinct explanation follows.  A more detailed and illustrated description based on the 
original Specification: Christchurch Cathedral prepared by Frank W Petre, Engineer and 

Architect, Dunedin and Christchurch, N.Z. is available in the  photographic record, Cathedral of 

the Blessed Sacrament: Photographic Record Report (Kerrigan 2014).  Further explanations are 
available from the structural reports prepared by Opus structural engineers throughout the 
duration of the make safe works. 

The Catholic cathedral was essentially built in Oamaru limestone blocks using a concrete-filled 
cavity construction technique (Figure 3).  The separate stone walls, keyed together with grout filled 
joints, were in turn held together with regularly spaced hoop iron straps.  The cavity between the 
walls was filled with a no-fines concrete, poured in lifts that coincided with the facing stones.   

Figure 3:  Post-earthquake image showing concrete-filled cavity construction technique indicating 
separate stone walls with a no fines concrete cavity fill.  Arrows indicate the concrete lifts coinciding 
with the facing stones. 

The main dome drum and roof was supported on four large arches that sprang from the first floor 
level (Figure 4).  These arches were filled using no fines concrete with some areas of honey-comb 
construction to save weight.  The arches were in turn supported on large columns with internal 
spiral staircases that provided access to the first floor and the dome. 
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Figure 4: Area of the main dome after the earthquakes and subsequent make safe operations.  Column 
and arch indicated.  Arrow indicates position of spiral staircase   

The roof finish to the nave made use of terracotta Marseilles roof tiles supported on steel trusses.  
The domed roofs had copper cladding on kauri framing. 

3.4 Description of the setting 

The Catholic cathedral precinct retains the remains of the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament, the 
occupied presbytery and the former Diocesan administrative offices. 

Due to the Canterbury earthquake events emergency make safe works to the cathedral required the 
stabilisation and removal of falling hazards that included the northern belltower and the main 
dome.  It also included the temporary propping of the transepts, using a system of shipping 
containers.  This work was completed in December 2011 and, since then, the grounds remain 
fenced off with limited access.  The building remains under a S38 notice34.   A metalled car park is 
located on the site of the former Music Centre (formerly the convent of the Sisters of Our Lady of 
the Missions and Sacred Heart College) to the north of the fenced off area, while the fully 
functioning presbytery with landscaped gardens and mature trees, and the former Diocesan 
administrative offices are located to the south.  Adjacent, and to the east of the fenced off area are 
the sports fields associated with the Catholic Cathedral College. 

34 A Section 38 notice is the process by which the chief executive of CERA can give notice that a building be 
demolished. 
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Map 5: Aerial view illustrating the current site situation (compare with Map 2). 
Source: www.maps.google.com 

3.5 Heritage values 

Local authorities and the HNZPT participate in heritage management in different ways.  

3.5.1 Christchurch City Council 

Under the RMA local authorities recognise, and provide for, the protection of historic heritage from 
inappropriate subdivision, use and development within the context of sustainable management.  
District plans set out the changes that can be made to a property and, as such, manage identified 
historic heritage35. 

The Christchurch City Plan controls proposed changes to heritage places and sites listed in 
Appendix 1 - List of Protected Buildings, Places and Objects.  The Christchurch City Council has 
their own assessment criteria for determining cultural heritage values of places under 
consideration for inclusion in the Christchurch City Plan.  These include: historical and social; 
cultural and spiritual; architectural and aesthetic; group and setting; landmark; archaeological; 
and technological and craftsmanship values.   

CCC heritage values 

35 The HNZPT can get involved in this process and advocate for the retention of heritage values. 

Presbytery 

Diocesan offices 

Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament 

Location of the former Music Centre 
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The following heritage values have been extracted from Christchurch City Plan – Listed Heritage

Item and Setting: Heritage Assessment – Statement of Significance: Cathedral of the Blessed

Sacrament – 136 Barbadoes Street.  A copy of this document is available as Appendix 3.  It is not
necessary for a place to meet all of the criteria to be considered significant.    

Historical and social 

 The place36 is recognised as the principal site of Catholic worship in Canterbury since 1860,
 The place is recognised as the seat of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Christchurch since its

establishment in 1887.
 The association of the building with Bishop Joseph Grimes, the first bishop of the Roman

Catholic Diocese of Christchurch.  Bishop Grimes envisaged and guided the development of the
Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament.

Cultural and spiritual 

 The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is recognised as the spiritual home of Canterbury's
Roman Catholic community since 1905.

 The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is the only New Zealand cathedral to have been visited
by a Pope - John Paul II in 1986.

Architectural and aesthetic 

 The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is regarded as an outstanding neo-classical building.
 Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is recognised as one of the finest churches in Australasia.
 The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is the first of a number of basilica planned churches

designed by architect Francis W. Petre.  In 1934 Petre was hailed by George Bernard Shaw as a
‘New Zealand Brunelleschi’37.

Technological and craftsmanship 

 The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is considered as one of the most advanced construction
projects in New Zealand at the time.

 Concrete was employed in its construction, a relatively new material at the time.
 The contractors, Messrs Jamieson and Co. used steam driven cranes during its construction.
 The limestone dressings and internal fittings exhibit significant craftsmanship.

Contextual 

 The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament has contextual significance in its setting amongst the
precinct of Catholic buildings that include Cathedral College, the diocesan offices and
particularly the former buildings of the Convent of Our Lady of the Missions (the Music
Centre)38.

36 ‘Place’ means site, area, land, landscape, building or other work, group of buildings or other works, and 
may include components, contents, spaces and views. 
37 Filippo Brunelleschi is recognised as one of the foremost architects and engineers of the Italian 
Renaissance 
38 Demolished in 2012 as a result of the Canterbury earthquake sequence. 
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 The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is a dominating presence across the entire southern
central city.

 The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is one of a collection of ecclesiastical structures
designed by Francis W. Petre.  These include the former Convent of Our Lady of the Missions
(the Music Centre), Christchurch; Sacred Heart Church, Timaru; St Patrick’s Basilica, Oamaru;
and St Joseph’s Cathedral, Dunedin

 The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament has a contextual relationship with other of the senior
religious buildings in Christchurch.  These include the Anglican cathedral of ChristChurch;
Durham St Methodist Church39; St Andrews Church (Presbyterian) and Oxford Terrace Baptist
Church40.

Archaeological 

 The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is located on the site of earlier church buildings dating
back to 1860.

3.5.2 Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga 

Under the HNZPTA the HNZPT assesses historic significance, making it the New Zealand authority 
in this matter.  The HNZPT List, established under the HNZPTA, is the national schedule of New 
Zealand's heritage places.   The List informs building owners and public about places, or areas, that 
are considered to be a part of New Zealand’s historical and cultural heritage.  The List helps protect
these places under the Resource management Act 1991. 

The current HNZPT assessment criteria are presented in their Registration Proposal Form 
(Appendix 4).  It is not necessary for a place or structure to meet all criteria to be considered 
significant.  Current criteria for proposed registration are: Aesthetic; Archaeological; Architectural; 
Cultural; Historical; Scientific; Social; Spiritual; Technological; and Traditional. 

HNZPT heritage values 

The HNZPT assessment criteria used at the time of the registration of the Cathedral of the Blessed 
Sacrament, including the relevant interpretations extracted from the current HNZPT List (List 
Number 47), follow.  A copy of this document is available as Appendix 5.  It is not necessary for a 
place to meet all of the criteria to be considered significant.    

1) Whether the building is associated with internationally, nationally or regional

important a) events b) persons c) ideas.

 Association with Bishop Joseph Grimes, the first bishop of the Roman Catholic Diocese of
Christchurch.

 Visited by Pope John Paul II in 1986.

2) Whether the building is illustrative of the following aspects of New Zealand

history a) social b) political/administrative c) farming d) commercial e) industrial

f) religious g) any other aspect (named).

39 Demolished in 2012 as a result of the Canterbury earthquake sequence. 
40 Demolished in 2012 as a result of the Canterbury earthquake sequence. 
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 Religious –

» Principal site of Catholic worship in Canterbury since 1860.
» Seat of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Christchurch since its establishment in 1887.

3) Whether the date of design or construction of the building falls within the

currently agreed period. At present the period ends at 1940. Exceptions may be

made for (outstanding 1987) buildings completed soon thereafter (30 years from

the time of classification, 1987).

Construction of the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is prior to 1940 

4) Whether the building a) is representative of a style of architecture b) is

representative of a vernacular practice c) has architectural merit d) has visual

appeal e) embodies some particular trade or craft skill.

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament has recognised significance values as items ‘a’, ‘c’, ‘d’ and 
‘e’.  It is also recognised for the use of concrete in its construction.

5) Whether the building has technological interest.

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament has no known technological interests. 

6) Whether the building shows architectural innovation.

Architectural innovation is displayed in the location of the dome above the sanctuary and the use of 
concrete in its construction 

7) Whether the building is genuine or intact or has been modified by additions and

alterations that are acceptable.

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament meets this criterion 

8) Whether the building is clearly related to other buildings or makes a contribution

to a group or precinct or a piece of townscape.

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament meets this criterion.  In addition, it is a landmark within 
Christchurch. 

9) a) Whether the architect has made a contribution to New Zealand architecture 

and whether the building illustrates this or enlarges our understanding of his or 

her work. b) Whether the engineer or designer has made a contribution to New 

Zealand engineering and whether the structure illustrates this or enlarges our 

understanding of his or her work. c) Whether the builder has made a contribution 

to New Zealand architecture and whether the building illustrates this or enlarges 

our understanding of his or her work.  

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament meets the criteria of item ‘a’ – it is associated with the
architect and engineer Francis Petre.  Petre was responsible for a number of ecclesiastical 
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structures that include, and are not limited to, the former Convent of Our Lady of the Missions (the 
Music Centre), Christchurch; Sacred Heart Church, Timaru; St Patrick’s Basilica, Oamaru; and St 
Joseph’s Cathedral, Dunedin.

10) Whether the building is well maintained.

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament meets this criterion. 

11) Whether the building is suitable for its use.

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament meets this criterion.  It is also recognised for its 
architectural form as basilica planned footprint. 

12) Whether the building has any special characteristics including a) rarity of

building type b) uniqueness.

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament has no known special characteristics. 

13) Whether the building is enhanced by it’s a) garden setting b) landscape setting.

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament has no known enhanced setting values. 

14) Whether the building is held in public esteem.

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament meets this criterion. 

15) Whether the building stands out as a landmark in its environment.

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament meets this criterion. 

3.6 Statements of significance 

3.6.1 Christchurch City Council 

The following Assessment Statement has been extracted in full from Christchurch City Plan –
Listed Heritage Item and Setting: Heritage Assessment – Statement of Significance: Cathedral of

the Blessed Sacrament – 136 Barbadoes Street:

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is historically, socially, culturally and spiritually significant as the 
centre of Catholic worship in Christchurch for the last century.   

The building has architectural, aesthetic, craftsmanship and technological significance as a finely constructed, 
technologically advanced exemplar of the neo-classical style.  The cathedral has contextual significance amongst 
its fellow Catholic precinct, as a landmark across the southern central city, amongst the works of Petre, and in 
relation to the city's other pre-eminent denominational buildings.   
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3.6.2 Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga 

The following statement of significance, obtained from the HNZPT List, has been extracted from 
the summary of List Number 47, Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament (Catholic): 

Described as one of the finest examples of church architecture in Australasia, the Cathedral of the Blessed 
Sacrament is a superb example of Petre's work. George Bernard Shaw, when he toured New Zealand in 1934, 
compared the cathedral to the work of the great Italian Renaissance architect, Filippo Brunelleschi. From a 
technical point of view the building of the cathedral involved new and significant methods of construction. It 
dominates the Barbadoes Street townscape and has been the heart of the Canterbury diocese for over ninety 
years. 

3.7 Understanding post-earthquake significance 

The structural integrity of the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament has been severely compromised 
by the Canterbury earthquakes.  This integrity including the loss of fabric is discussed in detail in 
The Cathedral Options Evaluation: Structural Report.  As a result, the building remains closed to
the public and services and have been transferred to St Mary’s Pro-Cathedral, 373 Manchester
Street, Christchurch.  This has resulted in a temporary relocation of the seat of the Roman Catholic 
Church and their principal place of worship.  The following statement of significance considers the 
building from the exterior only as internal access is restricted due to safety concerns.   

As a result of the Canterbury earthquakes, and subsequent necessary ‘make safe’ works, the 
Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament has suffered the loss of a number of prominent architectural 
features and forms that include, and are not limited to, the main dome, and the northern and 
southern towers.  These losses have contributed to altered and reduced architectural, aesthetic and 
architectural innovation values; however, the building retains some neo-classical styled features 
and decoration; its basilica planned footprint; transepts; and the nave.  As such, the Cathedral of 
the Blessed Sacrament retains its association with the architect and engineer F.W. Petre, Bishop 
Grimes, and the papal visit of Pope John Paul II in 1986.  In its current dilapidated state, however, 
Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is no longer considered to be one of the finest churches in 
Australasia.    

Currently, the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament retains some of its contextual setting within a 
Catholic precinct and remains a dominating presence within Christchurch city.  It is considered 
that the recent loss of adjacent Catholic buildings such as the former Convent of Our Lady of the 
Missions (the Music Centre), and the potential loss of the Catholic administration offices; 
combined and the recent loss of historic heritage, particularly religious buildings throughout 
Christchurch, reduces the contextual values while enhancing the landmark values of the place. 

Technological and craftsmanship values associated with the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament, 
although reduced in volume and integrity, are considered to remain.  These include the concrete-
filled cavity construction system, the use of concrete and steam cranes in its construction, and the 
craftsmanship associated with the limestone dressings.   

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament retains its archeological significance. 

3.7.1 Revised statement of significance 

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament has suffered considerable structural damage as a result of 
the Canterbury earthquakes with the loss of substantial elements such as the main dome, and the 
northern and southern towers.  These losses have resulted in a diminished significance of the place.  

http://www.heritage.org.nz/the-list/details?id=47
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However, the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament remains historically, socially, culturally and 
spiritually significant as the centre of Catholic worship in Christchurch.  It continues to display, 
albeit reduced, architectural, aesthetic, craftsmanship and technological significance as a finely 
constructed and technologically advanced exemplar of the neo-classical style of architecture at that 
time.  The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament retains some of its contextual significance within a 
Catholic precinct, it remains a landmark across the southern central city and is a representative 
sample of the works of F.W. Petre.  The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament remains as one of a few 
post-earthquake survivors of the city's other pre-eminent denominational buildings.   
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4 Previous works 

As a result of the post-earthquake securing of the Catholic cathedral a number of works have been 
carried out, and others considered but not implemented.  

4.1 Implemented works 

The following works and processes have been carried out, or adopted. 

4.1.1 Securing and deconstruction as emergency make safe works 

Resource consents were not required for any of the emergency make safe works as they were 
undertaken pursuant to orders under firstly, the Civil Defence Emergency Management Act, and 
then under the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act.  All works were discussed with CCC Heritage, 
and NZHPT as interested parties, prior to obtaining National Controller and CERA approvals in 
order to proceed.  These approvals required specific recording protocols and methodologies to be 
undertaken with the intention that they form the basis of any retrospective resource consent that 
might be required. 

Securing and deconstruction included: 

 Deconstruction of the main dome
 Deconstruction of the rear of the building beneath the main dome to first floor/ mezzanine

level.
 Deconstruction of the unstable portion of the northern bell tower
 Propping of the transepts by means of shipping containers
 Propping of the south nave wall at ground floor level

4.1.2 Materials salvage 

As a result of the earthquakes, and during the emergency make safe works, a large amount of 
material was salvaged for future re-use.  Due to the size, volume and variety of material, on and off-
site storage was been put in place where material is either stored on numbered pallets, or in 
containers.  Items too large for pallets or container storage were wrapped to ensure weather 
tightness.  An inventory of all salvaged material/items for future identification and retrieval was 
developed. 

4.1.3 Consultation  

Since the start of the Canterbury earthquakes consultation has been ongoing with affected and 
interested parties that include, and are not limited to,  CCC Heritage and NZHPT.   

CDC 

The CDC has its own requirements and guidelines for consulting with its faithful.  These include: 
the Cathedral Administrator, the College of Consultors, the Management and Finance Board and 
the Council of Priests.  An overview of the CDC consultation process is available in the Catholic 

Diocese Cathedral Precinct: Consultation Plan 
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CCC Heritage and HNZPT 

Consultation with CCC Heritage and HNZPT regarding processes and methodologies during the 
emergency make safe process was carried out.  Consultation has remained ongoing during the 
Phase 3: Precinct Masterplan Options and Evaluation works. 

4.1.4 Site masterplanning 

As discussed in Section 2.1 a Cathedral Precinct: Proposal for Precinct Development Plan was 
developed in 2013. It summarised a three phased approach for the redevelopment of the Catholic 
cathedral precinct.   

Throughout 2013 and 2014 the phase 1 assessment reports relevant to structural, geotechnical, 
survey, planning and heritage were completed.  In June 2014 a Catholic Cathedral Precinct: 
Master Planning Brief, as Phase 2, was developed.  This document outlined the vision, aspirations 
and fundamental needs of the Catholic Diocese of Christchurch.  It also included the design 
principles established to define the functions associated with the Catholic cathedral precinct both 
now and in the future.  It is considered that this document would form the basis from which to 
develop a successful masterplan.  The Phase 3 Precinct Masterplan Options and Evaluation study 
commenced in 2014.  It is discussed further in Section 6: Options development. 

4.2 Works not implemented 

The following works were considered but not implemented. 

4.2.1 Mothballing 

Following the securing of the site, mothballing of the building was considered in January 2012.  
These works included for: 

 Health and safety
 Ongoing recording
 Maintenance
 Fire
 Security
 Previously removed and stored items

Physical works associated with this process included for: 

 Removal of items of significance
 Monitoring of rainwater discharge
 Ensuring all window and door openings were made secure, weather tight, bird proof and rodent

proof.
 Ensuring the junction between the nave and the chancel was made weather tight, bird proof

and rodent proof.
 Ensuring the weather tightness of roof
 Making the northern and southern belltower weather tight
 Developing and maintaining a vermin eradication program
 Ensuring ongoing cross ventilation of the structure
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Due to the costs and complexity associated with these works mothballing was not implemented. 

4.2.2 Financial aid 

Financial aid does not form part of this heritage impact assessment   The CDC is aware, however, 
that in addition to international sources such as the Getty Conservation Institute, the following 
national agencies may be able to provide targeted funding.   

 Christchurch City Council’s Heritage Incentive Grants Fund
 Canterbury Earthquake Buildings Heritage Fund
 Heritage Preservation Incentive Fund
 Lottery Grants Board
 Canterbury Community Trust
 Christchurch Earthquake Recovery Trust
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5 Site survey 

The following annotated images provide an overview of the Catholic cathedral as at 18 November 
2014. 

Table 1: Site survey images 

Image # Image Description 

1 Western elevation (Barbadoes 
Street).   

Loss of southern clock tower. 

2 Southern elevation 

 Southern transept propped
with shipping containers.

 Shoring to nave indicated by
arrows.

3 Southern elevation 

 Southern transept propped
with shipping containers.

 Shoring to nave indicated by
arrows.

 Extensive cracking visible at the
junction between the transept
and the nave.

 Hay bale ‘cushioning’ between
shipping containers and
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transept gable wall failing.  

4 Southern elevation 

 Southern transept propped
with shipping containers.

 Loss of dome associated with
the sanctuary.

5 Southern elevation 

 Southern transept propped
with shipping containers.

 Loss of dome associated with
the sanctuary.

 Hay bale ‘cushioning’ between
shipping containers and
transept gable wall failing.
Indicated by arrow.

6 Eastern elevation 
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7 Eastern elevation 

8 Northern elevation 

 Northern transept propped
with shipping containers.

 Loss of dome associated with
the sanctuary.

 Remnant of spiral staircase
indicated.
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9 Northern elevation 

Line of horizontal displacement 
indicted by the arrows. 

10 Northern elevation 

Northern transept propped with 
shipping containers.   
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11 Northern elevation 

Loss of northern belltower.  

12 Northern elevation 

Evidence of efflorescence in the 
area of the nave.  Efflorescence due 
to lack of weathertightness. 
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13 Northern elevation 

 Evidence of an extensive build-
up of mould at the junction
between the nave and the
transept

 Mould is also present in the
area of the blocked downpipe.

14 Northern elevation 

 Northern transept propped
with shipping containers.

 Evidence of an extensive build-
up of mould at the junction
between the nave and the
transept

 Mould is present in the area of
the blocked downpipe.
Indicated by arrow.

5.1 Current Building Condition 

As discussed in Section 4.2.1 mothballing of the building was not carried out.  As a result, the 
building is currently not weather tight and, as such, notable degradation of the stonework has 
occurred due to water ingress in some areas.  The building is also open to birds, vermin and wind-
borne debris (Figure 5) and damage to the stained glass windows has occurred due to vandalism.  
Further, since the completion of the securing and deconstruction work in December 2011 it is 
evident that fretting of the stonework has occurred due to continuing aftershocks, while the 
containers buttressing the transepts now provide only minimal restraint against collapse due to the 
degradation of the hay bales between the containers and the building.  The condition of the interior 
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of the building is not known as an internal survey has not been carried out because of safety 
concerns. 

Figure 5:  Aerial view illustrating the current building condition. 
Source: www.maps.google.com 
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6 Options development 

As previously stated in Section 1.4: Methodology, the full options study including its development, 
the methodology used and associated results are discussed further in the Phase 3 Precinct 

Masterplan Options and Evaluation study.  The following summary presents an overview of the 
options considered and the evaluation process. 

6.1 Options and evaluation process 

In accordance with an Options Evaluation Matrix six option groups incorporating a number of sub-
options were developed.  Sub-options were then assessed against pre-determined evaluation 
criteria through an options assessment process in four rounds of Evaluation Workshops.  
Evaluation criteria included: adherence to CDC vision, precinct functionality, technical feasibility, 
heritage acceptance, future proofing and budget (Table 2).  A summary of the results of these 
workshops is presented at Section 6.3 Evaluation Workshops.  A full explanation of the evaluation 
criteria is available at Appendix A - Evaluation Criteria Definition in the Precinct Masterplan 

Options and Evaluation study.   

Table 2: Evaluation criteria 
Criterion Associated value 

Adherence to CDC 
vision 

Sacred space, transcendence, community engagement, future legacy, stewardship, 
multiculturalism 

Precinct functionality Carparking, landscaping, cathedral, presbytery, interpretive centre, diocesan office, music 
and performing arts 

Technical feasibility Complexity, seismic resilience, constructability 

Heritage acceptance Historic and social, cultural and spiritual, architectural and artistic, group and setting, 
landmark, archaeological, technology and craftsmanship   


Future proofing Cathedral, future additions, diocesan offices, interpretive centre, Catholic education 
precinct, enhanced links to neighbours 

Budget 


$45M 

6.2 Description of option groups 

In accordance with the Options Evaluation Matrix six option groups were developed.  These groups 
were based on a range of possible outcomes to include: a replica, a new build, strengthening the 
existing cathedral, a relic, mothballing and doing nothing.  Option groups incorporated a number 
of sub-options based on pre-determined design principles.  A discussion on all options relative to 
their option group and associated design principles follows.   

6.2.1 Replica 

A replica cathedral based on a building similar in appearance to the current Catholic cathedral.  
Consideration was given to the use of like for like materials, reuse of existing materials and 
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contemporary materials.  In addition, consideration was given to the use of conventional footings 
or base isolation.  

Table 3: Replica option 
Option  Description  

A1 Deconstruct the former Catholic cathedral and construct a replica.  The replica cathedral is to represent the 
original design as close as is practicable.  The replica cathedral is to incorporate the maximum reuse of 
salvaged materials.  The replica cathedral will include conventional footings. 

A2 Deconstruct the former Catholic cathedral and construct a replica.  The replica cathedral is to represent the 
original design as close as is practicable.  The replica cathedral is to incorporate the maximum reuse of 
salvaged materials.  The replica cathedral will be base isolated. 

A3 Deconstruct the former Catholic cathedral and construct a replica.  The replica cathedral is to represent the 
original design as close as is practicable.  The replica cathedral is to be constructed with the predominant 
use of contemporary materials.  The replica cathedral will include conventional footings. 

A4 Deconstruct the former Catholic cathedral and construct a replica.  The replica cathedral is to represent the 
original design as close as is practicable.  The replica cathedral is to be constructed with the predominant 
use of contemporary materials.  The replica cathedral will be base isolated. 

6.2.2 New build 

A new building with no reference to the current Catholic cathedral which is demolished.  
Consideration was given to locating this building either in the area of the current Catholic 
cathedral, or in a new position elsewhere on site.  Consideration was also given to the use of either 
conventional footings or base isolation. 

Table 4: New build option 
Option  Description  

B1 Deconstruct the former Catholic cathedral and construct a new cathedral.  The new cathedral is to be 
positioned within the area of the original building.  The new cathedral is to be a contemporary styled 
building.  The new cathedral will include conventional footings. 

B2 Deconstruct the former Catholic cathedral and construct a new cathedral.  The new cathedral is to be 
positioned within the area of the original building.  The new cathedral is to be a contemporary styled 
building.  The new cathedral will be base isolated. 

B3 Deconstruct the former Catholic cathedral and construct a new cathedral.  The new cathedral is to be 
positioned in a different location within the site to the original building.  The new cathedral is to be a 
contemporary styled building.  The new cathedral will include conventional footings. 

B4 Deconstruct the former Catholic cathedral and construct a new cathedral (2950m2).  The new cathedral is to 
be positioned in a different location within the site to the original building.  The new cathedral is to be a 
contemporary styled building.  The new cathedral will be base isolated. 

B4a Deconstruct the former Catholic cathedral and construct a new cathedral (2200m2).  The new cathedral is to 
be positioned in a different location within the site to the original building.  The new cathedral is to be a 
contemporary styled building.  The new cathedral will be base isolated.  Allow for smaller ancillary 
structures. 

6.2.3 Strengthen existing cathedral 

Strengthen the existing Catholic cathedral for reuse as a cathedral.  Consideration was given to 
maximum, medium and minimal reuse of aspects, features and material. 
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Table 5: Strengthen existing cathedral option 
Option  Description  

C1 Conserve, stabilise and strengthen as much of the former Catholic cathedral as possible.   Reconstruction 
works will be minimised with existing fabric being strengthened in situ.  Where reconstruction is required, 
salvaged material will be used insofar as is practicable.  

C2 Conserve, stabilise and strengthen less of the former Catholic cathedral as presented in sub option C1.   
Reconstruction works will be greater than in sub option C1 with existing fabric being strengthened in situ.  
Where reconstruction is required, salvaged material will be used insofar as is practicable.  

C2.1 Limited areas of existing fabric are retained in place.  The Catholic cathedral is structurally stabilised. 
New works are constructed to incorporate them as distinct but functionally integrated adjuncts to a 
new, contemporary Cathedral design. 

C2.1a Less area identified in C2.1 is retained in place.  The Catholic cathedral is structurally stabilised.  New 
works are constructed to incorporate them as distinct but functionally integrated adjuncts to a new, 
contemporary Cathedral design The interpretive centre and diocesan offices required by the brief are 
omitted. 

C2.2 Conserve, stabilise and strengthen the nave.  This includes colonnades, mezzanine levels, ceiling and roof.  
New contemporary styled cathedral to be designed to incorporate the nave.  

C2.2a Conserve, stabilise and strengthen less of the nave.  New contemporary styled cathedral to be designed to 
incorporate the nave.  The interpretive centre and diocesan offices required by the brief are omitted. 

C3 Conserve, stabilise and strengthen less of the former Catholic cathedral as presented in sub options C1 and 
C2.   Reconstruction works will be greater than in sub options C1 and C2 with existing fabric being 
strengthened in situ.  Where reconstruction is required, salvaged material will be used insofar as is 
practicable.  

6.2.4 Relic 

Retaining aspects of the catholic cathedral as a monument/ relic.  Consideration given to a large, 
medium or minimal sized relic. 

Table 6: Relic option 
Option  Description 

D1 Retention of considerable portions of the former Catholic cathedral as a significant relic.  Relic may form 
the basis of a “relic garden”, with selected elements stabilised in-situ or reconstructed from salvaged fabric
around new structural systems.  

D2 Retention of large portions of the former Catholic cathedral as a relic.  Relic may form the basis of a “relic 
garden”, with selected elements stabilised in-situ or reconstructed from salvaged fabric around new
structural systems.  

D3 Retention of minimal portions of the former Catholic cathedral as a relic.  Foundations (in whole or in part 
of the existing footprint) may form the basis of a “relic garden”, with a few selected elements stabilised in-
situ or reconstructed from salvaged fabric around new structural systems.  

D4 Retention of archaeology intact to be incorporated as an expression in the design and landscaping of the 
precinct.   

D4a Minimal retention of archaeology as an expression in the design and landscaping of the precinct.  The 
interpretive centre required by the brief is reduced in size. 
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6.2.5 Mothballing 

Take long term measures to secure building from unauthorised access.  Review and improve 
temporary fencing and building security arrangements.  Board up windows and doors.  Take long 
term measures to protect building from the weather or deterioration.  Incorporate temporary 
strengthening of the building to allow access for mothballing activities.  No further recovery of 
items of value or heritage significance. 

6.2.6 Do nothing 

Leave building in its current state. Take no further security or protection measures 

6.3 Evaluation Workshops 

Five Evaluation Workshops were held to determine the preferred option.  These are explained 
below and include a discussion on the heritage values impacted on.  In addition, an options 
evaluation flowchart is provided in the Precinct Masterplan Options and Evaluation study.   

6.3.1 Evaluation Workshop 1 

The first Evaluation Workshop was held on 13 October 2014.  Budget constraints were not 
imposed.  The objective of this workshop was to identify options that would progress to further 
development and evaluation.   At completion of Evaluation Workshop 1 a budget of $45m was 
introduced. 

Sub-options A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, B2, B3, B4, C1, C2, C3, D1, D2, D3, mothballing and do nothing 
were evaluated.  The sub-options selected for further consideration were A4 (base isolated replica), 
B4 (base isolated new build), C2 (strengthen ‘medium aspects’ the existing cathedral to form part 
of a contemporary building) and D3 (minimal relic). 

Discussion: 

Of the four sub-options selected for further development sub-option C2 (Table 5) was considered to 
have the least impact on the heritage values.  As a result, and following the introduction of the 
$45M budget, it was considered appropriate to develop sub-option C2.1 (Table 5) that allowed for 
less strengthening, potentially reducing costs.   

A full description of the methodology and results is available at First Round Evaluation Workshop 
– 13 Oct 2014 in the Precinct Masterplan Options and Evaluation study.

6.3.2 Evaluation Workshop 2 

The second Evaluation Workshop was held on 21 November 2014.  The objective of this workshop 
was to identify either a clear preferred option, or if the scores were close, to identify two or three 
options for further development.   

Sub-options A4, B4, C2, C2.1 and D3 were evaluated excluding budget constraints.  The sub-
options selected for further development included B4 (base isolated new build) and C2.1 
(strengthen limited areas).  Subsequent cost estimates indicated costs of $58M for option B4 and 
$72M for option C2.1.   
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Discussion: 

Of the two options selected for further development option C2.1 (Table 5) was considered to have 
the least impact on the heritage values.  The cost estimate for this solution at $72M was, however, 
greater than option B4 (Table 4) at $58M that allowed for unrestricted development of the site.   

As both options exceeded the $45M budget options B4a (Table 4) and C2.1a (Table 5) were 
introduced.  Option B4a considered a smaller base isolated cathedral, smaller ancillary structures 
and an unconstrained use of the site while option C2.1a allowed for minimal strengthening and 
eliminated the interpretive centre and Diocesan offices from the project. 

 A full description of the methodology and results is available at Second Round Evaluation 
Workshop – 21 Nov 2014 in the Precinct Masterplan Options and Evaluation study.

6.3.3 Evaluation Workshop 3 

The third Evaluation Workshop was held on 8 December 2014.  The objective of this workshop 
was to identify a preferred option between Options B4 and C2.1, but with both re-scoped in
accordance with a $45M budget.

The re-scoped options were named options B4a and C2.1a and were evaluated in their reduced 
forms. As a result of this workshop sub-option B4a (a smaller base isolated cathedral, smaller
ancillary structures, unconstrained use of the site) resulted as the preferred option.  

Discussion: 

Of the two sub-options evaluated, sub-option C2.1a (Table 5) was considered to have the least 
impact on the heritage values.  It was, however, determined that option B4a responded better to 
the CDC brief and, as such, B4a resulted as the preferred option.  

A full description of the methodology and results is available at Third Round Evaluation Workshop 
– 8 Dec 2014 in the Precinct Masterplan Options and Evaluation study.

6.3.4 Consultation 

Following Evaluation Workshop 3, two further sub-options were identified as a result of 
consultation with CCC Heritage/ HNZPT and Sir Miles Warren.  These sub-options as C2.2 
(conserve, stabilise and strengthen the nave) and D4 (Retention of archaeology as interpretation) 
were introduced.  Both sub-options were recognised as having less impact on the heritage values of 
the place than option B4a.   

Sub options C2.2 and D4 are discussed further in Fourth Round Evaluation – 19 & 28 Jan 2015 in
the Precinct Masterplan Options and Evaluation study.   

6.3.5 Evaluation Workshop 4 

The fourth Evaluation Workshop was held on 28 January 2014.  The objective of this workshop was 
to evaluate sub-options C2.2 (Table 5) and D4 (Table 6) relative to sub-option B4a (Table4).   

Sub-options C2.2 and D4 were evaluated excluding budget constraints.  As a result of this 
workshop, sub-options C2.2 (conserve, stabilise and strengthen the nave) and D4 (Retention of 
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archaeology as interpretation) were considered to be of equal merit as B4a.  Subsequent cost 
estimates indicated costs of $61M for option C2.2 and $47M for option D4.   

Discussion: 

Following the receipt of cost estimates for sub-options C2.2 and D4, sub-option D4 (Retention of 
archaeology as interpretation), at $47M became considered as a possible preferred option.  Due to 
the minimal cost difference of sub-option B4a (a smaller base isolated cathedral, smaller ancillary 
structures, unconstrained use of the site) at $45M it was considered appropriate to investigate two 
additional options as sub-options C2.2a and D4a.  Sub-option C2.2a eliminated the interpretive 
centre and diocesan offices while sub-option D4a reduced the archaeological interpretation and 
reduced the size of the interpretive centre.  Cost estimates of $45M were obtained for both sub-
options C2.2a and D4a.  

6.4 Option B4a (preferred option) 

As a result of the Evaluation Workshop process four sub-options met the required $45M budget.  
These sub-options included B4a, C2.1a, C2.2a and D4a (Table 7).  Following an evaluation of these 
sub-options the sub-option B4a (a smaller base isolated cathedral, smaller ancillary structures, 
unconstrained use of the site) has been selected as the preferred option as this sub-option enables 
unrestricted development of the site within budget.   

Table 7: Options evaluation results 
Option Description 

B4a Deconstruct the former Catholic cathedral and construct a new cathedral (2200m2).  The new cathedral is to 
be positioned in a different location within the site to the original building.  The new cathedral is to be a 
contemporary styled building.  The new cathedral will be base isolated. 

C2.1a Less area identified in C2.1 is retained in place.  The Catholic cathedral is structurally stabilised.  New 
works are constructed to incorporate them as distinct but functionally integrated adjuncts to a new, 
contemporary Cathedral design The interpretive centre and diocesan offices required by the brief are 
eliminated. 

C2.2a Conserve, stabilise and strengthen less of the nave.  New contemporary styled cathedral to be designed to 
incorporate the nave.  The interpretive centre and diocesan offices required by the brief are eliminated. 

D4a Minimal retention of archaeology as an expression in the design and landscaping of the precinct.  The 
interpretive centre required by the brief is reduced in size. 

Discussion: 

Of the four final sub-options under review, sub-options C2.1a and C2.2a had less impact on the 
heritage values than the sub-option D4a that retained only archaeology as interpretation.  
However, due to the loss of heritage places throughout Christchurch, and in terms of the revised 
statement of significance (Section 3.7.1), it is considered that the heritage values of all three sub-
options are enhanced.  It is also considered that heritage values of D4a are enhanced further when 
considered relative to sub-option B4a as the retention of ‘something is better than nothing’.  

In evaluating the future Catholic cathedral precinct, sub-options C2.1a and C2.2a did not meet the 
brief in terms of the provision of ancillary structures.  Sub-option D4a with a smaller interpretive 
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centre met the brief (in part) in terms of the provision of ancillary structures; however, it was 
considered to constrain the development of the site.  

An overview of the preferred option is provided at Recommended Option Overview in the Precinct 

Masterplan Options and Evaluation study.   
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7 Assessment of effects 

As noted in Section 1.1 the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament suffered damage due to the 
Canterbury earthquake sequence that commenced in 2010.  As a result, emergency make safe 
works required the stabilisation and the removal of falling hazards that included the   northern 
belltower and the main dome.  These works were completed by completed by December 2011.  

In June 2013 the Cathedral Management Board embarked on a study to determine the future of the 
Catholic cathedral and associated precinct.  This study included a masterplanning exercise and the 
creation of an Options Evaluation Matrix to facilitate the development of the precinct in 
accordance with the vision, aspirations and fundamental needs of the CDC while acknowledging 
the heritage values of the place.  In addition, it was required that this study support the Pastoral 
Redevelopment Plan for the schools and parishes throughout the CDC as well as the recovery of 
Christchurch.   

In accordance with an Options Evaluation Matrix twenty three sub-options were assessed against 
pre-determined evaluation criteria through an options assessment process in four rounds of 
Evaluation Workshops.  Results were discussed with interested parties including the CDC, CCC 
Heritage and HNZPT, and additional sub-options evaluated as deemed appropriate.  An overview 
of the options evaluation process and the range of sub-options considered is presented in Section 6: 
Options development.  A copy of the full options study, Precinct Masterplan Options and 

Evaluation study is also available. 

As a result of the Evaluation Workshop process four sub-options (Table 7) were considered to meet 
the required $45M budget.  These sub-options included: B4a as a new build (a smaller base 
isolated cathedral, smaller ancillary structures) with unconstrained use of the site; C2.1a as limited 
strengthening for reuse as a cathedral; C2.2a as conserving the nave and elimination of the 
interpretive centre and diocesan offices; and D4a as an archaeological interpretation with smaller 
interpretive centre.   

After careful consideration of the four final sub-options the sub-option B4a, a new build with 
demolition of the remains of the existing cathedral permitting unconstrained use of the site, was 
selected as most appropriate to enable the future development of the place in accordance with the 
vision, aspirations and fundamental needs of the CDC.  This option includes the construction of a 
new cathedral, interpretive centre and diocesan offices.   

Considering the heritage values afforded to the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament the 
following negative effects will result from its demolition:

 Loss of all physical evidence and heritage values associated with the Cathedral of the Blessed 
Sacrament construction in 1901.
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8 Recommendations 

The following recommendations are proposed as mitigation in recognition of the total loss of 
heritage values: 

Site interpretation 

 Develop an interpretation plan for the site.  Heritage interpretation to be implemented with due
regard to the ICOMOS NZ Charter, and in consultation with a heritage specialist.

 Consideration to be given to the development of a memorial to the events that led to the
demolition of the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament.

Archive 

 Develop and maintain an archive of material associated with the Cathedral of the Blessed
Sacrament.  This archive should be made available for public use.  It is considered appropriate
strategies and policies for archival of material be outlined in an interpretation and archival
plan.

Photographic recording 

 Develop a photographic record prior to, and during the works.
 Photographic record to complement the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament Photographic

Record: Report developed by Opus International Limited in 2014.
 Retain a copy of copy of the photographic record in the Catholic cathedral archives.
 Retain digital copies of all images in the Catholic cathedral archives.

Scanning 

 Undertake a 3D scan of the building.
 Scan the exterior of the building prior to the commencement of demolition.
 If possible, scan the interior of the building (in full or in part) should health and safety

requirements permit.
 Retain a copy of copy of all imagery in the Catholic cathedral archives.

Salvage 

 Determine the future use of previously salvaged material and develop a protocol for disposal of
items no longer required.

 Prior to the commencement of and, if necessary, during demolition, identify significant
elements in addition to those outlined in the demolition plan for removal and storage. Removal
of any items to be carried out in accordance with specific removal methodologies provided by
the heritage consultant. Removal methodologies may be developed on site if required.

 Salvaged materials to remain on site in secure safe storage insofar as is practicable.
 Update the Salvage Database to reflect final storage of all materials.  Salvage Database to be

maintained accordingly.
 Retain a copy of the Salvage Database in the Catholic cathedral archives.

Archaeology 
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 An archaeological authority will be obtained prior to commencing the demolition works.
Should an archaeological authority be granted, all works are to be carried out in accordance
with the conditions laid out in the authority.

 In addition to the archaeological authority associated with the demolition of the Catholic
cathedral, further archaeological authorities may be required for any future works on the
Catholic cathedral site.  It is imperative that the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga
Regional Archaeologist is consulted prior to any future development of the site.

Demolition 

 Undertaking of the works will be by a suitably recognised contractor.
 The heritage consultant is to be on site during all critical processes that require specialist

heritage knowledge and methodology.
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9 Summary 

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament suffered extensive damage as a result of the Canterbury 
earthquake sequence that commenced in September 2010.  Due to the earthquake events on the 22 
February 2011 and 13 June 2011 emergency make safe works required the stabilisation and the 
removal of falling hazards.  These falling hazards included the northern belltower and the main 
dome.  All make safe works were to become a part of a retrospective resource consent application 
and also required Christchurch City Council Heritage Team, Heritage New Zealand Pouhere 
Taonga (formerly New Zealand Historic Places Trust), National Controller and later Canterbury 
Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA) approval prior to commencement.  The primary heritage 
objective throughout the duration of the emergency make safe works was to ensure that as much of 
the historic fabric of the building was retained in situ as far as was safely practicable.  In addition, 
extensive salvage of material occurred (Section 4.1.2).  All work was carried out with the aim to 
future reconstruction and, in accordance with methodologies approved by the National Controller, 
CERA, CCC Heritage and NZHPT.  In addition, a photographic record of the deconstruction of the 
Catholic Cathedral was developed.

In June 2013 the Cathedral Management Board embarked on a study to determine the future of the 
Catholic cathedral and associated precinct.  This study included a masterplanning exercise and the 
creation of an Options Evaluation Matrix to enable the development of the precinct in accordance 
with the vision, aspirations and fundamental needs of the CDC, and the acknowledgement of the 
heritage values of the place.  In addition, it was required that the study ensure the site remained as 
the location of the cathedral for the Catholic community within Canterbury and include facilities 
such as a diocesan office, interpretive centre and presbytery. 

In accordance with an Options Evaluation Matrix twenty three sub-options were assessed against 
pre-determined evaluation criteria through an options assessment process in four rounds of 
Evaluation Workshops.  Evaluation criteria (Table 2) included: adherence to CDC vision, precinct 
functionality, technical feasibility (structural), heritage acceptance (heritage values of the place in 
terms of the revised statement of significance (Section 3.7.1)), future proofing and a $45M budget 
constraint.  Throughout the evaluation process results were discussed with interested parties 
including the CDC, CCC Heritage and HNZPT.  As a result of discussions with CCC Heritage/ 
HNZPT and Sir Miles Warren two additional options as C2.2a (conserve, stabilise and strengthen 
the nave) and D4 (Retention of archaeology as interpretation) were considered.  An overview of the 
options evaluation process and the range of sub-options considered is presented in Section 6: 
Options development.  A copy of the full options study, Precinct Masterplan Options and 

Evaluation study is also available. 

As a result of the Evaluation Workshop process four sub-options (Table 7) were considered to meet 
the required $45M budget.  These sub-options included: B4a as a new build with unconstrained 
use of the site; C2.1a as limited strengthening for reuse as a cathedral; C2.2a as conserving the nave 
and elimination of the interpretive centre and diocesan offices; and D4a as an archaeological 
interpretation and elimination of the interpretive centre.  Following a further evaluation of these 
options relative to the vision, aspirations and fundamental needs of the CDC, sub-option B4a was 
preferred as it enables unrestricted development of the site within budget and satisfies most of the 
requirements of The Brief.

This heritage impact assessment concludes that sub-option B4a does not minimise the negative 
effects on the heritage values of the Catholic cathedral.  This sub-option will result in the loss of all 
physical evidence and, therefore, heritage values associated with the Cathedral of the Blessed 
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Sacrament constructed in 1901.  The following sub-options are more acceptable in terms of their 
impact on heritage values:  

 C2.1a: Limited strengthening for reuse as a cathedral

 C2.2a: Conserving the nave and elimination of the interpretive centre and diocesan offices; and

 D4a: Archaeological interpretation and smaller interpretive centre.

Recommendations have been made for mitigation of the total loss of heritage value. 
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ICOMOS New Zealand Charter 
for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Heritage Value 

Revised 2010 

Preamble 

New Zealand retains a unique assemblage of places of cultural heritage value relating to its indigenous 

and more recent peoples.  These areas, cultural landscapes and features, buildings and structures, 

gardens, archaeological sites, traditional sites, monuments, and sacred places are treasures of 

distinctive value that have accrued meanings over time.  New Zealand shares a general responsibility 

with the rest of humanity to safeguard its cultural heritage places for present and future generations.  

More specifically, the people of New Zealand have particular ways of perceiving, relating to, and 

conserving their cultural heritage places. 

Following the spirit of the International Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and 

Sites (the Venice Charter - 1964), this charter sets out principles to guide the conservation of places of 

cultural heritage value in New Zealand.  It is a statement of professional principles for members of 

ICOMOS New Zealand.   

This charter is also intended to guide all those involved in the various aspects of conservation work, 

including owners, guardians, managers, developers, planners, architects, engineers, craftspeople and 

those in the construction trades, heritage practitioners and advisors, and local and central government 

authorities.  It offers guidance for communities, organisations, and individuals involved with the 

conservation and management of cultural heritage places.   

This charter should be made an integral part of statutory or regulatory heritage management policies or 

plans, and should provide support for decision makers in statutory or regulatory processes. 

Each article of this charter must be read in the light of all the others.  Words in bold in the text are 

defined in the definitions section of this charter.   

This revised charter was adopted by the New Zealand National Committee of the International Council 

on Monuments and Sites at its meeting on 4 September 2010. 

Purpose of conservation 

1. The purpose of conservation

The purpose of conservation is to care for places of cultural heritage value. 

In general, such places: 

(i) have lasting values and can be appreciated in their own right; 

(ii) inform us about the past and the cultures of those who came before us; 

(iii) provide tangible evidence of the continuity between past, present, and future; 

(iv) underpin and reinforce community identity and relationships to ancestors and the 

land; and 

(v) provide a measure against which the achievements of the present can be 

compared. 

It is the purpose of conservation to retain and reveal such values, and to support the ongoing meanings 

and functions of places of cultural heritage value, in the interests of present and future generations. 
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Conservation principles 

2. Understanding cultural heritage value

Conservation of a place should be based on an understanding and appreciation of all aspects of its 

cultural heritage value, both tangible and intangible.   All available forms of knowledge and evidence 

provide the means of understanding a place and its cultural heritage value and cultural heritage 

significance.  Cultural heritage value should be understood through consultation with connected 

people, systematic documentary and oral research, physical investigation and recording of the place, 

and other relevant methods. 

All relevant cultural heritage values should be recognised, respected, and, where appropriate, 

revealed, including values which differ, conflict, or compete. 

The policy for managing all aspects of a place, including its conservation and its use, and the 

implementation of the policy, must be based on an understanding of its cultural heritage value.  

3. Indigenous cultural heritage

The indigenous cultural heritage of tangata whenua relates to whanau, hapu, and iwi groups.  It shapes 

identity and enhances well-being, and it has particular cultural meanings and values for the present, 

and associations with those who have gone before.  Indigenous cultural heritage brings with it 

responsibilities of guardianship and the practical application and passing on of associated knowledge, 

traditional skills, and practices. 

The Treaty of Waitangi is the founding document of our nation.  Article 2 of the Treaty recognises and 

guarantees the protection of tino rangatiratanga, and so empowers kaitiakitanga as customary 

trusteeship to be exercised by tangata whenua.  This customary trusteeship is exercised over their 

taonga, such as sacred and traditional places, built heritage, traditional practices, and other cultural 

heritage resources.  This obligation extends beyond current legal ownership wherever such cultural 

heritage exists.  

Particular matauranga, or knowledge of cultural heritage meaning, value, and practice, is associated 

with places. Matauranga is sustained and transmitted through oral, written, and physical forms 

determined by tangata whenua.  The conservation of such places is therefore conditional on decisions 

made in associated tangata whenua communities, and should proceed only in this context.  In 

particular, protocols of access, authority, ritual, and practice are determined at a local level and should 

be respected. 

4. Planning for conservation

Conservation should be subject to prior documented assessment and planning. 

All conservation work should be based on a conservation plan which identifies the cultural heritage 

value and cultural heritage significance of the place, the conservation policies, and the extent of the 

recommended works.  

The conservation plan should give the highest priority to the authenticity and integrity of the place. 

Other guiding documents such as, but not limited to, management plans, cyclical maintenance plans, 

specifications for conservation work, interpretation plans, risk mitigation plans, or emergency plans 

should be guided by a conservation plan. 
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5. Respect for surviving evidence and knowledge

Conservation maintains and reveals the authenticity and integrity of a place, and involves the least 

possible loss of fabric or evidence of cultural heritage value.  Respect for all forms of knowledge and 

existing evidence, of both tangible and intangible values, is essential to the authenticity and integrity of 

the place. 

Conservation recognises the evidence of time and the contributions of all periods.  The conservation of 

a place should identify and respect all aspects of its cultural heritage value without unwarranted 

emphasis on any one value at the expense of others. 

The removal or obscuring of any physical evidence of any period or activity should be minimised, and 

should be explicitly justified where it does occur.  The fabric of a particular period or activity may be 

obscured or removed if assessment shows that its removal would not diminish the cultural heritage value 

of the place. 

In conservation, evidence of the functions and intangible meanings of places of cultural heritage value 

should be respected. 

6. Minimum intervention

Work undertaken at a place of cultural heritage value should involve the least degree of intervention 

consistent with conservation and the principles of this charter.   

Intervention should be the minimum necessary to ensure the retention of tangible and intangible values 

and the continuation of uses integral to those values.  The removal of fabric or the alteration of features 

and spaces that have cultural heritage value should be avoided.   

7. Physical investigation

Physical investigation of a place provides primary evidence that cannot be gained from any other 

source.  Physical investigation should be carried out according to currently accepted professional 

standards, and should be documented through systematic recording.   

Invasive investigation of fabric of any period should be carried out only where knowledge may be 

significantly extended, or where it is necessary to establish the existence of fabric of cultural heritage 

value, or where it is necessary for conservation work, or where such fabric is about to be damaged or 

destroyed or made inaccessible.  The extent of invasive investigation should minimise the disturbance of 

significant fabric.  

8. Use

The conservation of a place of cultural heritage value is usually facilitated by the place serving a useful 

purpose.   

Where the use of a place is integral to its cultural heritage value, that use should be retained. 

Where a change of use is proposed, the new use should be compatible with the cultural heritage value 

of the place, and should have little or no adverse effect on the cultural heritage value.   
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9. Setting

Where the setting of a place is integral to its cultural heritage value, that setting should be conserved 

with the place itself.  If the setting no longer contributes to the cultural heritage value of the place, and 

if reconstruction of the setting can be justified, any reconstruction of the setting should be based on an 

understanding of all aspects of the cultural heritage value of the place.   

10. Relocation

The on-going association of a structure or feature of cultural heritage value with its location, site, 

curtilage, and setting is essential to its authenticity and integrity.  Therefore, a structure or feature of 

cultural heritage value should remain on its original site. 

Relocation of a structure or feature of cultural heritage value,  where its removal is required in order to 

clear its site for a different purpose or construction, or where its removal is required to enable its use on a 

different site, is not a desirable outcome and is not a conservation process. 

In exceptional circumstances, a structure of cultural heritage value may be relocated if its current site is 

in imminent danger, and if all other means of retaining the structure in its current location have been 

exhausted.  In this event, the new location should provide a setting compatible with the cultural 

heritage value of the structure. 

11. Documentation and archiving

The cultural heritage value and cultural heritage significance of a place, and all aspects of its 

conservation, should be fully documented to ensure that this information is available to present and 

future generations.   

Documentation includes information about all changes to the place and any decisions made during 

the conservation process.  

Documentation should be carried out to archival standards to maximise the longevity of the record, and 

should be placed in an appropriate archival repository. 

Documentation should be made available to connected people and other interested parties.  Where 

reasons for confidentiality exist, such as security, privacy, or cultural appropriateness, some information 

may not always be publicly accessible.   

12. Recording

Evidence provided by the fabric of a place should be identified and understood through systematic 

research, recording, and analysis.    

Recording is an essential part of the physical investigation of a place.  It informs and guides the 

conservation process and its planning.  Systematic recording should occur prior to, during, and following 

any intervention.  It should include the recording of new evidence revealed, and any fabric obscured or 

removed. 

Recording of the changes to a place should continue throughout its life. 
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13. Fixtures, fittings, and contents

Fixtures, fittings, and contents that are integral to the cultural heritage value of a place should be 

retained and conserved with the place.   Such fixtures, fittings, and contents may include carving, 

painting, weaving, stained glass, wallpaper, surface decoration, works of art, equipment and 

machinery, furniture, and personal belongings. 

Conservation of any such material should involve specialist conservation expertise appropriate to the 

material. Where it is necessary to remove any such material, it should be recorded, retained, and 

protected, until such time as it can be reinstated. 

Conservation processes and practice 

14. Conservation plans

A conservation plan, based on the principles of this charter, should: 

(i) be based on a comprehensive understanding of the cultural heritage value of the 

place and assessment of its cultural heritage significance; 

(ii) include an assessment of the fabric of the place, and its condition; 

(iii) give the highest priority to the authenticity and integrity of the place; 

(iv) include the entirety of the place, including the setting; 

(v) be prepared by objective professionals in appropriate disciplines; 

(vi) consider the needs, abilities, and resources of connected people;  

(vii) not be influenced by prior expectations of change or development; 

(viii) specify conservation policies to guide decision making and to guide any work to be 

undertaken;  

(ix) make recommendations for the conservation of the place; and 

(x) be regularly revised and kept up to date. 

15. Conservation projects

Conservation projects should include the following: 

(i) consultation with interested parties and connected people, continuing throughout 

the project; 

(ii) opportunities for interested parties and connected people to contribute to and 

participate in the project; 

(iii) research into documentary and oral history, using all relevant sources and repositories 

of knowledge; 

(iv) physical investigation of the place as appropriate; 

(v) use of all appropriate methods of recording, such as written, drawn, and 

photographic; 

(vi) the preparation of a conservation plan which meets the principles of this charter; 

(vii) guidance on appropriate use of the place; 

(viii) the implementation of any planned conservation work; 

(ix) the documentation of the conservation work as it proceeds; and  

(x) where appropriate, the deposit of all records in an archival repository. 

A conservation project must not be commenced until any required statutory authorisation has been 

granted. 
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16. Professional, trade, and craft skills

All aspects of conservation work should be planned, directed, supervised, and undertaken by people 

with appropriate conservation training and experience directly relevant to the project. 

All conservation disciplines, arts, crafts, trades, and traditional skills and practices that are relevant to the 

project should be applied and promoted. 

17. Degrees of intervention for conservation purposes

Following research, recording, assessment, and planning, intervention for conservation purposes may 

include, in increasing degrees of intervention: 

(i) preservation, through stabilisation, maintenance, or repair; 

(ii) restoration, through reassembly, reinstatement, or removal; 

(iii) reconstruction; and 

(iv) adaptation. 

In many conservation projects a range of processes may be utilised.  Where appropriate, conservation 

processes may be applied to individual parts or components of a place of cultural heritage value. 

The extent of any intervention for conservation purposes should be guided by the cultural heritage value 

of a place and the policies for its management as identified in a conservation plan.  Any intervention 

which would reduce or compromise cultural heritage value is undesirable and should not occur.   

Preference should be given to the least degree of intervention, consistent with this charter. 

Re-creation, meaning the conjectural reconstruction of a structure or place; replication, meaning to 

make a copy of an existing or former structure or place; or the construction of generalised 

representations of typical features or structures, are not conservation processes and are outside the 

scope of this charter. 

18. Preservation

Preservation of a place involves as little intervention as possible, to ensure its long-term survival and the 

continuation of its cultural heritage value.  

Preservation processes should not obscure or remove the patina of age, particularly where it contributes 

to the authenticity and integrity of the place, or where it contributes to the structural stability of 

materials. 

i. Stabilisation

Processes of decay should be slowed by providing treatment or support. 

ii. Maintenance

A place of cultural heritage value should be maintained regularly.  Maintenance should be 

carried out according to a plan or work programme. 

iii. Repair

Repair of a place of cultural heritage value should utilise matching or similar materials.  Where 

it is necessary to employ new materials, they should be distinguishable by experts, and should 

be documented.   
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Traditional methods and materials should be given preference in conservation work. 

Repair of a technically higher standard than that achieved with the existing materials or 

construction practices may be justified only where the stability or life expectancy of the site or 

material is increased, where the new material is compatible with the old, and where the 

cultural heritage value is not diminished.   

19. Restoration

The process of restoration typically involves reassembly and reinstatement, and may involve the 

removal of accretions that detract from the cultural heritage value of a place. 

Restoration is based on respect for existing fabric, and on the identification and analysis of all available 

evidence, so that the cultural heritage value of a place is recovered or revealed.  Restoration should be 

carried out only if the cultural heritage value of the place is recovered or revealed by the process.   

Restoration does not involve conjecture. 

i. Reassembly and reinstatement

Reassembly uses existing material and, through the process of reinstatement, returns it to its 

former position.  Reassembly is more likely to involve work on part of a place rather than the 

whole place. 

ii. Removal

Occasionally, existing fabric may need to be permanently removed from a place.  This may be 

for reasons of advanced decay, or loss of structural integrity, or because particular fabric has 

been identified in a conservation plan as detracting from the cultural heritage value of the 

place.   

The fabric removed should be systematically recorded before and during its removal.  In some 

cases it may be appropriate to store, on a long-term basis, material of evidential value that 

has been removed.  

20. Reconstruction

Reconstruction is distinguished from restoration by the introduction of new material to replace material 

that has been lost.   

Reconstruction is appropriate if it is essential to the function, integrity, intangible value, or understanding 

of a place, if sufficient physical and documentary evidence exists to minimise conjecture, and if 

surviving cultural heritage value is preserved.   

Reconstructed elements should not usually constitute the majority of a place or structure. 

21. Adaptation

The conservation of a place of cultural heritage value is usually facilitated by the place serving a useful 

purpose.  Proposals for adaptation of a place may arise from maintaining its continuing use, or from a 

proposed change of use.   
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Alterations and additions may be acceptable where they are necessary for a compatible use of the 

place.  Any change should be the minimum necessary, should be substantially reversible, and should 

have little or no adverse effect on the cultural heritage value of the place.   

Any alterations or additions should be compatible with the original form and fabric of the place, and 

should avoid inappropriate or incompatible contrasts of form, scale, mass, colour, and material.  

Adaptation should not dominate or substantially obscure the original form and fabric, and should not 

adversely affect the setting of a place of cultural heritage value.  New work should complement the 

original form and fabric.  

22. Non-intervention

In some circumstances, assessment of the cultural heritage value of a place may show that it is not 

desirable to undertake any conservation intervention at that time.  This approach may be appropriate 

where undisturbed constancy of intangible values, such as the spiritual associations of a sacred place, 

may be more important than its physical attributes.  

23. Interpretation

Interpretation actively enhances public understanding of all aspects of places of cultural heritage value 

and their conservation.  Relevant cultural protocols are integral to that understanding, and should be 

identified and observed.   

Where appropriate, interpretation should assist the understanding of tangible and intangible values of a 

place which may not be readily perceived, such as the sequence of construction and change, and the 

meanings and associations of the place for connected people. 

Any interpretation should respect the cultural heritage value of a place.  Interpretation methods should 

be appropriate to the place.  Physical interventions for interpretation purposes should not detract from 

the experience of the place, and should not have an adverse effect on its tangible or intangible values. 

24. Risk mitigation

Places of cultural heritage value may be vulnerable to natural disasters such as flood, storm, or 

earthquake; or to humanly induced threats and risks such as those arising from earthworks, subdivision 

and development,  buildings works, or wilful damage or neglect.  In order to safeguard cultural heritage 

value, planning for risk mitigation and emergency management is necessary. 

Potential risks to any place of cultural heritage value should be assessed.  Where appropriate, a risk 

mitigation plan, an emergency plan, and/or a protection plan should be prepared, and implemented 

as far as possible, with reference to a conservation plan. 
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Definitions 

For the purposes of this charter: 

Adaptation means the process(es) of modifying a place for a compatible use while retaining its cultural 

heritage value.  Adaptation processes include alteration and addition.  

Authenticity means the credibility or truthfulness of the surviving evidence and knowledge of the cultural 

heritage value of a place.  Relevant evidence includes form and design, substance and 

fabric, technology and craftsmanship, location and surroundings, context and setting, use and 

function, traditions, spiritual essence, and sense of place, and includes tangible and intangible 

values.  Assessment of authenticity is based on identification and analysis of relevant evidence 

and knowledge, and respect for its cultural context. 

Compatible use means a use which is consistent with the cultural heritage value of a place, and which 

has little or no adverse impact on its authenticity and integrity. 

Connected people means any groups, organisations, or individuals having a sense of association with or 

responsibility for a place of cultural heritage value. 

Conservation means all the processes of understanding and caring for a place so as to safeguard its 

cultural heritage value.  Conservation is based on respect for the existing fabric, associations, 

meanings, and use of the place. It requires a cautious approach of doing as much work as 

necessary but as little as possible, and retaining authenticity and integrity, to ensure that the 

place and its values are passed on to future generations. 

Conservation plan means an objective report which documents the history, fabric, and cultural heritage 

value of a place, assesses its cultural heritage significance, describes the condition of the 

place, outlines conservation policies for managing the place, and makes recommendations 

for the conservation of the place. 

Contents means moveable objects, collections, chattels, documents, works of art, and ephemera that 

are not fixed or fitted to a place, and which have been assessed as being integral to its 

cultural heritage value. 

Cultural heritage significance means the cultural heritage value of a place relative to other similar or 

comparable places, recognising the particular cultural context of the place. 

Cultural heritage value/s means possessing aesthetic, archaeological, architectural, commemorative, 

functional, historical, landscape, monumental, scientific, social, spiritual, symbolic, 

technological, traditional, or other tangible or intangible values, associated with human 

activity. 

 Cultural landscapes means an area possessing cultural heritage value arising from the relationships 

between people and the environment.  Cultural landscapes may have been designed, such 

as gardens, or may have evolved from human settlement and land use over time, resulting in a 

diversity of distinctive landscapes in different areas. Associative cultural landscapes, such as 

sacred mountains, may lack tangible cultural elements but may have strong intangible cultural 

or spiritual associations. 

Documentation means collecting, recording, keeping, and managing information about a place and its 

cultural heritage value, including information about its history, fabric, and meaning; 

information about decisions taken; and information about physical changes and interventions 

made to the place. 
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Fabric means all the physical material of a place, including subsurface material, structures, and interior 

and exterior surfaces including the patina of age; and including fixtures and fittings, and 

gardens and plantings.   

Hapu means a section of a large tribe of the tangata whenua. 

Intangible value means the abstract cultural heritage value of the meanings or associations of a place, 

including commemorative, historical, social, spiritual, symbolic, or traditional values. 

Integrity means the wholeness or intactness of a place, including its meaning and sense of place, and 

all the tangible and intangible attributes and elements necessary to express its cultural 

heritage value. 

Intervention means any activity that causes disturbance of or alteration to a place or its fabric. 

Intervention includes archaeological excavation, invasive investigation of built structures, and 

any intervention for conservation purposes.   

Iwi means a tribe of the tangata whenua. 

Kaitiakitanga means the duty of customary trusteeship, stewardship, guardianship, and protection of 

land, resources, or taonga. 

Maintenance means regular and on-going protective care of a place to prevent deterioration and to 

retain its cultural heritage value. 

Matauranga means traditional or cultural knowledge of the tangata whenua. 

Non-intervention means to choose not to undertake any activity that causes disturbance of or 

alteration to a place or its fabric. 

Place means any land having cultural heritage value in New Zealand, including areas; cultural 

landscapes; buildings, structures, and monuments; groups of buildings, structures, or 

monuments; gardens and plantings; archaeological sites and features; traditional sites; sacred 

places; townscapes and streetscapes; and settlements.  Place may also include land covered 

by water, and any body of water.  Place includes the setting of any such place.   

Preservation means to maintain a place with as little change as possible. 

Reassembly means to put existing but disarticulated parts of a structure back together. 

Reconstruction means to build again as closely as possible to a documented earlier form, using new 

materials. 

Recording means the process of capturing information and creating an archival record of the fabric 

and setting of a place, including its configuration, condition, use, and change over time. 

Reinstatement means to put material components of a place, including the products of reassembly, 

back in position. 

Repair means to make good decayed or damaged fabric using identical, closely similar, or otherwise 

appropriate material. 

Restoration means to return a place to a known earlier form, by reassembly and reinstatement, and/or 

by removal of elements that detract from its cultural heritage value. 

Setting means the area around and/or adjacent to a place of cultural heritage value that is integral to 

its function, meaning, and relationships. Setting includes the structures, outbuildings, features, 

gardens, curtilage, airspace, and accessways forming the spatial context of the place or used 
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in association with the place.  Setting also includes cultural landscapes, townscapes, and 

streetscapes; perspectives, views, and viewshafts to and from a place; and relationships with 

other places which contribute to the cultural heritage value of the place.  Setting may extend 

beyond the area defined by legal title, and may include a buffer zone necessary for the long-

term protection of the cultural heritage value of the place. 

Stabilisation means the arrest or slowing of the processes of decay. 

Structure means any building, standing remains, equipment, device, or other facility made by people 

and which is fixed to the land. 

Tangata whenua means generally the original indigenous inhabitants of the land; and means 

specifically the people exercising kaitiakitanga over particular land, resources, or taonga. 

Tangible value means the physically observable cultural heritage value of a place, including 

archaeological, architectural, landscape, monumental, scientific, or technological values. 

Taonga means anything highly prized for its cultural, economic, historical, spiritual, or traditional value, 

including land and natural and cultural resources. 

Tino rangatiratanga means the exercise of full chieftainship, authority, and responsibility. 

Use means the functions of a place, and the activities and practices that may occur at the place.  The 

functions, activities, and practices may in themselves be of cultural heritage value. 

Whanau means an extended family which is part of a hapu or iwi. 

ISBN 978-0-473-17116-2  (PDF) 

English language text first published 1993 

Bilingual text first published 1995 

Revised text Copyright © 2010 ICOMOS New Zealand (Inc.) / Te Mana O Nga Pouwhenua O Te Ao – 

The New Zealand National Committee of the International Council on Monuments and Sites. 

No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted by any other 

means without the prior permission of the copyright holder. 

This revised text replaces the 1993 and 1995 versions and should be referenced as the ICOMOS New 

Zealand Charter for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Heritage Value (ICOMOS New Zealand 
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only version of the ICOMOS New Zealand Charter approved by ICOMOS New Zealand (Inc.) for use. 
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Victoria Street West,  

Auckland 1142,  

New Zealand. 
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New Zealand Tablet, Volume XXIX, Issue 3, 17 January 1901, Page 5 
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CHRISTCHURCH CITY PLAN – LISTED HERITAGE ITEM AND SETTING 
HERITAGE ASSESSMENT – STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

CATHEDRAL OF THE BLESSED SACRAMENT –  
136 BARBADOES STREET 

PHOTOGRAPH  2005 

HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE  
Historical and social values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular person, 
group, organisation, institution, event, phase or activity; the continuity and/or  change of a 
phase or activity; social, historical, traditional, economic, political or other patterns. 

The site of the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament (1905) is historically and socially 
significant as the principal place of Catholic worship in Canterbury since 1860, and the seat of 
the Roman Catholic Diocese of Christchurch since its establishment in 1887.  The present 
building, which has served the diocese for over a century, is particularly associated with the 
diocese's first Bishop, Joseph Grimes, who conceived of and drove its construction.   

CULTURAL AND SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE 
Cultural and spiritual values that demonstrate or are associated with the distinctive 
characteristics of a way of life, philosophy, tradition, religion, or other belief, including: the 
symbolic or commemorative value of the place; significance to Tangata Whenua; and/or 
associations with an identifiable group and esteemed by this group for its cultural values. 

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament has cultural and spiritual significance as spiritual 
home of Canterbury's Roman Catholic community since 1905.  It remains the only New 
Zealand cathedral to have been visited by a Pope - John Paul II in 1986.   
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ARCHITECTURAL AND AESTHETIC SIGNIFICANCE 
Architectural and aesthetic values that demonstrate or are associated with design values, 
form, scale, colour, texture and material of the place. 

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament has architectural and aesthetic significance as an 
outstanding neo-classical building, and one of the finest churches in Australasia.   The 
Cathedral is the foremost of a number of bascilican-plan churches designed by architect 
Francis Petre, who was hailed by George Bernard Shaw in 1934 as a " New Zealand 
Brunelleschi".   

TECHNOLOGICAL AND CRAFTSMANSHIP SIGNIFICANCE  
Technological and craftsmanship values that demonstrate or are associated with: the nature 
and use of materials, finishes and/or technological or constructional methods which were 
innovative, or of notable quality for the period. 

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament has technological significance as one of the most 
advanced construction projects in New Zealand at the time.  Petre was a keen exponent of 
the relatively new material of concrete, and the Cathedral employed the material on a large 
scale. In an early use of the technology, the contractors, Messrs Jamieson and Co. also 
employed steam cranes on the building site.  The building's limestone dressings and internal 
fittings exhibit significant craftsmanship.   

CONTEXTUAL SIGNIFICANCE 
Contextual values that demonstrate or are associated with: a relationship to the environment 
(constructed and natural) setting, a group, precinct or streetscape; a degree of consistency in 
terms of scale, form, materials, texture, colour, style and/or detailing in relationship to the 
environment (constructed and natural), setting, a group, precinct or streetscape; a physical or 
visible landmark; a contribution to the character of the environment (constructed and natural) 
setting, a group, precinct or streetscape.  

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament has contextual significance in its setting amongst 
the precinct of Catholic buildings on Barbadoes St, including Cathedral College and the 
diocesan offices, but particularly the former buildings of the Convent of Our Lady of the 
Missions (the Music Centre).  The Basilica however is a dominating presence across the 
entire southern central city.  The building is grouped within the significant ecclesiastical ouvre 
of Francis Petre, which includes the adjacent convent, and basilicas in Oamaru, Timaru, and 
Dunedin.  The Cathedral also has a contextual relationship with other of the senior religious 
buildings in Christchurch - most notably the Anglican Cathedral, but also the Durham St 
Methodist, St Andrews Presbyterian and Oxford Tce Baptist churches.     

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE  
Archaeological values that demonstrate or are associated with: potential to provide 
archaeological information through physical evidence; an understanding about social 
historical, cultural, spiritual, technological or other values or past events, activities, people or 
phases. 

On the site of earlier Catholic institutional buildings dating back to 1860, the Cathedral of the 
Blesed Sacrament site has archaeological significance.   

ASSESSMENT STATEMENT 

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is historically, socially, culturally and 
spiritually significant as the centre of Catholic worship in Christchurch for the last 
century.   
The building has architectural, aesthetic, craftsmanship and technological significance as a 
finely constructed, technologically advanced exemplar of the neo-classical style.  The 
cathedral has contextual significance amongst its fellow Catholic precinct, as a landmark 
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across the southern central city, amongst the works of Petre, and in relation to the city's other 
pre-eminent denominational buildings.   

REFERENCES: 

PEER REVIEWED:  REVIEWER:

REPORT UPDATED: 

PLEASE NOTE THIS ASSESSMENT IS BASED ON INFORMATION AVAILABLE AT THE TIME OF 

WRITING.  DUE TO THE ONGOING NATURE OF HERITAGE RESEARCH, FUTURE REASSESSMENT 

OF THIS HERITAGE ITEM MAY BE NECESSARY TO REFLECT ANY CHANGES IN KNOWLEDGE AND 

UNDERSTANDING OF ITS HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE.   

PLEASE USE IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE CCC HERITAGE FILES. 
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This Guideline will help you complete your application form. It details the information you need to 

supply when answering each question. Following it carefully will strengthen your application. 

Please note that supplementary documents or photographs provided with your application will not 

be returned. 

Application Questions

1. What is the name of the place or area?
If a place has a formal name — for example, Wellington Railway Station — note it here. Also include 
any other name by which it is or has been known. If it is not named, use a word or term to describe 
its function. Example: ‘house’ or ‘commercial building’. If an area does not have a name, describe by 
location. Example: ‘Buckingham Street Historic Area’ or ‘Denniston Historic Area’. 

2. Where is the place or area?
Give all known street address details, including street or rural services numbers, street name, suburb, 
town and region. If the place or area is not identified by an address,  describe its location in relation to 
major nearby features, such as roads, rivers or settlements. Mark its location on the map provided, using 
a thick black pen or the Callout Tool (if completing the form electronically). Obtain a more detailed map 
showing immediate surroundings of your place or area and use a thick black pen to mark its location 
precisely.  
Tip: your local council will have maps available – check out their website or ask to see their district plan 
maps.

3. What is the legal description of the place or area?
If you know the legal description or certificate of title reference for the place or area, include it here. 
Example: Lot 1, Deposited Plan 345 (Wellington), certificate of title WN43/65. If you have a copy of the 
certificate of title, please attach it to your application. If a legal description isn't available, please ensure 
the location information provided under Question 2 is sufficient to identify the place or area.

4. Do you know who owns the place or area?
Note the names of any owners you know of. Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga will contact owners 
to tell them than an application has been received for an entry on the List which affects their property.

Application Guidelines for
Historic Place and Historic Area entries  
on the New Zealand Heritage List/ Rārangi Kōrero

Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga
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5. Who might be interested in the place or area?
Identify people and organisations that might be interested in or have a connection to the place or area. 
Among others, these are likely to include the local authority, current occupiers, prospective owners, hapū, 
iwi, community groups and societies. If your application is accepted, all interested parties will be contacted 
by Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga. 

6. Who have you consulted about your application?
Name any people you consulted and the nature of any opinions they gave. If you are not the owner(s) 
of this place or area, please indicate any consultation undertaken with the owner(s) and their views 
expressed. If you have not consulted, please say so. You are not obliged to consult: Heritage New Zealand 
Pouhere Taonga will carry out formal consultation if the application is accepted. 

7. What are your aims in applying for entry on the List?
Explain why you have chosen to complete an application form and what you wish to achieve through entry 
on the List. Please think carefully about whether entry on the List is the most effective means to achieve 
your aims. 

8. How does your place or area compare with other similar places?
Determine how many places or areas like yours there are in New Zealand. If there are others, you must 
show that your recommendation is a particularly good example of its type. Frankton Junction Railway 
Settlement Historic Area, for instance, is important because the original factory and a large number of 
railway cottages are preserved. If your place or area is unusual, can you show it is one of few surviving 
examples of its type — for example, the Rabbit Proof Fence at Horsley Down. If only a few places or areas 
like yours were created, does it convey something important about New Zealand’s history? An example 
is the Tangiwai Disaster Memorial. You must provide evidence for your statements (material such as 
referenced copies of photographs, oral history transcripts, newspaper articles or extracts from books is 
suitable). 

9. Why do you think it is important?
Give your views on why you believe your place or area has values important to New Zealand. Make a case 
for its significance under the criteria headings that follow. Note that your recommendation may qualify 
under more than one category, but avoid duplicating information in successive entries. It is better to satisfy 
a few criteria well than a large number poorly. Be clear and precise about the heritage values you discuss. 
Your statements must be supported by evidence or examples. 

Aesthetic Value 
Use this criterion if your place or area has outstanding or famous visual attributes, such as Dunedin Railway 
Station, or an atmosphere that produces a strong emotional response, such as Auckland’s Civic Theatre or 
Mount Eden Prison.

Archaeological Value 
If your place is an archaeological site or has archaeological material that provides knowledge of New 
Zealand’s history, this criterion is appropriate. Check with the New Zealand Archaeological Association for 
supporting information (http://www.nzarchaeology.org/).

Architectural Value
Use this criterion if your recommendation provides a strong example of work by an important architect 
or architects – for example, Wellington’s Futuna Chapel by John Scott or the Workers’ Dwellings in Patrick 
Street, Petone – or if it demonstrates a particular architectural style or period, such as the Art Deco 
buildings in Napier. 

Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga
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Cultural Value
Use this criterion if your recommendation provides insight into the culture of a community – for 
example, Akaroa’s Langlois-Etevanaux House, which is linked to early French settlement in New 
Zealand. This criterion is also appropriate for places and areas that foster or reflect community cultural 
accomplishments, such as the School of Music in Nelson or the Basin Reserve Historic Area in Wellington. 

Historical Value
If you have evidence that your recommendation dates from an early period in New Zealand history, such 
as the 1830s Stone Store in Kerikeri, make a case under this criterion. It is also an appropriate criterion 
to use if your recommendation has a close association with an important New Zealander. The Katherine 
Mansfield Birthplace, for instance, was the home of an important New Zealand writer and inspired some 
of her most famous works. You can use this criterion if your recommendation is associated with an event 
that had a major impact on New Zealand history. The Treaty House at Waitangi has historical value for its 
association with the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi. But note that a close association with an important 
person or event is required – an incidental link may not prove sufficient. You can also use this criterion if 
your recommendation reflects a trend that had an impact on New Zealand history. For example, the state 
housing trend is represented by the First State House, in Miramar. Bear in mind that a number of places or 
areas may be associated with the same trend. Yours needs to stand out to earn entry on the List.

Scientific Value
Use this criterion if the place is closely associated with scientific innovation and achievement, such as the 
Dominion Observatory Historic Area in Wellington.

Social Value
Use this criterion if your recommendation contributes to or reflects the identity of a community, such 
as the Wanganui War Memorial Hall. Places of social value are normally held in high esteem by the 
community.

Spiritual Value
Places with enduring and intrinsic spiritual value, or which strongly reflect religious, mystical, or divine 
beliefs and attitudes of a community, may be included under this criterion. Old St Paul’s Cathedral in 
Wellington is an example of a place with spiritual value. For sacred sites of significance to Māori, consider 
applying for entry on the List as a wāhi tapu instead. 

Technological Value
Use this criterion if your recommendation demonstrates technological innovation and achievement. For 
instance, Mokopeka Station Power House in Havelock North has technological value as one of the world’s 
oldest continuously operating hydroelectric plants.

Traditional Value 
Places or areas of significance to tāngata whenua, such as the Māori Parliament building Turangawaewae 
House, may be considered under this criterion. You may wish to consider places or areas of ancestral 
significance to tāngata whenua for entry on the List as wāhi tūpuna. For places or areas of sacred 
significance to Māori, consider an application for entry on the List as a wāhi tapu or wāhi tapu area. 

10. Can you make a case for entry on the List as a Category 1 historic place?
Category 1 is reserved for historic places of outstanding significance. Do you think your recommendation is 
exceptionally special or outstanding? Briefly explain why it might be a good candidate for entry on the List 
as a Category 1 historic place. 

Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga
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11. Have you visited the place or area?
Please note the date(s) you visited. If you haven’t visited, please say so. When making a visit, bear in mind 
that many historic places are privately owned. The possibility that a place or area may warrant entry on the 
List does not give any right to enter property without the owner’s permission. 

12. How would you describe the place or area?
Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga needs a clear description to identify the place or area as it is today. 
A site visit will help you to complete this section. If you cannot visit, you may rely on books, people and 
other sources for information. You need to record the names of these sources with your statements. Attach 
recent photographs to support your description where possible, and try to answer the following questions:

What is the surrounding area like? 
Provide a brief location description – for instance, is the place or area on the main commercial street of a 
town or a large rural station? 

What does the place or area include? 
Describe the place and its immediate setting. Identify any open spaces (such as gardens or courtyards) and 
each structure on the site. 

What is it made from? 
Describe the main materials used. 

What does it look like? 
Describe each component in as much detail as possible. Consider what makes it interesting. Include 
information on the construction methods used, if known.

What is it like inside? 
If you have access to the interior, provide a description of it. Record important features of each part. 

13. What condition is it in?
When answering, note any long-term factors that may influence condition, such as lack of maintenance or 
proposed alterations or development.

14. What is the history of the place or area?
Provide any information you have that helps us understand origins and developments – why it was created, 
who created it, what it was used for, what changes have occurred. Note what evidence you have to support 
your claims; where possible, attach copies of your evidence to the application. Avoid unsubstantiated 
assertions and hearsay.

15. What information is available on the place or area?
Where have you looked for information? 
Name all places you visited to find information (for instance, local libraries, councils). 

What books or papers have you used? 
Note titles, authors, publishing dates and other references for all papers used. Where appropriate, attach 
copies of such papers to your application. 

What other materials have you used? 
 If you have seen items such as historical photographs, maps or plans, please list them. Detail what they 
are, together with relevant information such as where you saw them. If possible, attach copies to your 
application. 

Do you know where other information might be found? 
When completing this question, include what sort of information it is and why it might be useful.

Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga
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Signing and dating your application
Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga needs your name and details so you can be contacted if more 
information is needed. If completing the application on behalf of an organisation or group, please provide 
its contact details. This information is normally kept on file for reference and may be subject to requests 
under the Official Information Act 1982. If you have any questions about this section, please contact your 
local regional or area Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga office. 

Final check 
Your recommendation will not be considered until each question is completed, the attachments provided, 
and the application is signed and dated. 

Have you: 

Answered each question? 

Attached your map? 

Attached the certificate of title (if available)? 

Included recent photographs of the place (if available)? 

Attached copies of the evidence you have relied on?

Signed and dated the form? 

Preparing your application
Place your completed application form first, then your map, ownership documents (if available), 
photographs (if available), and your evidence. Staple the papers together. 

Present photographs on white A4 paper, each with a caption describing what is shown. Below each image, 
write the photographer’s name and the date the photograph was taken. If your photographs are historical, 
note the references and where you obtained them from.

If you copied historical papers from books or other documents, make sure each copied paper has its source 
clearly written. All relevant information, including title, author, page number(s), etc, must be noted.

Sending in your application 
Completed application forms should be sent to the appropriate regional or area Heritage New Zealand 
Pouhere Taonga office. A list of Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga offices is provided below.

Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga
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For places in Northland, send your application to: 
Northland Area Office
62 Kerikeri Road
PO Box 836
Kerikeri 0245

Phone (64 9) 407 0470 
infonorthland@heritage.org.nz

For places in Auckland, Hauraki and Thames–
Coromandel, send your application to: 
Northern Regional Office
Premier Buildings, 2 Durham Street East
PO Box 105 291 
Auckland 1143

Phone (64 9) 307 9920
infonorthern@heritage.org.nz

For places in the Waikato, Bay of Plenty and 
Gisborne, send your application to: 
Lower Northern Area Office 
Level 1, 28 Wharf Street
PO Box 13339
Tauranga 3141

Phone (64 7) 578 1219 
infolowernorthern@heritage.org.nz

For places in the Wairarapa, Manawatu, Hawkes 
Bay, Tararua, Taranaki, Wanganui, Wellington, 
Nelson, Marlborough send your application to: 
Central Regional Office 
Level 7, 69 Boulcott Street
PO Box 2629
Wellington 6140

Phone (64 4) 494 8320
infocentral@heritage.org.nz

For places in Canterbury, South Canterbury, 
Kaikoura, West Coast, send your application to: 
Southern Regional Office (Christchurch)
PO Box 4403
Christchurch Mail Centre 8140

Phone (64 3) 357 9629
infosouthern@heritage.org.nz

For places in Otago, North Otago and Southland, 
send your application to: 
Otago/Southland Area Office (Dunedin)
Level 4, 109 Princes Street
P O Box 5467
Dunedin 9058

Phone (64 3) 477 9871
infodeepsouth@heritage.org.nz 

 Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Offices:
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1 Introduction 

Opus International Consultants Ltd have been engaged by the Catholic Diocese of Christchurch to 
apply to the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA) to have the Cathedral of the 
Blessed Sacrament at 122 Barbadoes St demolished.   

This demolition plan is submitted along with supporting documentation outlining the planning 
process that has led to this decision, and the correspondence through this process with interested 
parties, including the Christchurch City Council (CCC) and Heritage New Zealand (HNZ). 

2 Background 

2.1 Building Description 

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament was designed by renowned church architect Francis W. 
Petre and construction was completed in 1905 under Bishop J. Grimes.  The Building was designed 
in neo-classical style and constructed using Oamaru stone with wall construction comprising 
internal and external veneers with a weak, no-fines concrete in the void in-between.  The building 
is considered to be essentially an unreinforced masonry (URM) structure. 

The building had seismic strengthening installed in 2004.  This included restraint of the pediments 
and balustrades, installation of a reinforced concrete diaphragm at 1st floor and roof levels, and 
strengthening to the top of the bell towers and the main dome. 

2.2 Opus Involvement 

Opus has extensive knowledge of the building its performance in the Canterbury earthquakes, 
failure mechanisms and construction from involvement following the September 2010 M7.1 
Darfield earthquake.  Opus has prepared several reports and publications on the building, and 
directed the stabilisation and partial deconstruction works.  These reports are listed for reference 
in the bibliography.   

2.3 Heritage Status 

2.3.1 Local authority designation 

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is listed as Group 1 on Appendix 1 - List of Protected 
Buildings, Places and Objects of the Christchurch City Plan.  Group 1 listed heritage items include 
buildings, places and objects of international or national significance. 

2.3.2 Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga (HNZPT) registration 

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is listed as a Category I Historic Place on the HNZPT List 
(List Number 47).  Category I status is given to places of 'special or outstanding historical or cultural 
heritage significance or value' 
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2.4 Canterbury Earthquakes 

The Canterbury earthquake sequence started with the magnitude 7.1 earthquake on 4 September 
2010, centred 40km south west of Christchurch. This caused a moderate level of damage to parts of 
the building, and it was closed while an assessment of the building was carried out.   

Boxing Day, 26 December 2010 another shallow earthquake of magnitude 4.9 occurred under the 
city. This damaged the front towers of the Cathedral, and as a result temporary bracing was 
designed and fabricated to restrain the two front towers.  The building was cordoned off due to the 
collapse hazard, until the temporary bracing could be implemented. 

The foundations for this bracing were installed when the damaging magnitude 6.3 earthquake hit 
on 22 February 2011.  This caused sudden collapse of the two towers, significant damage to the 
main dome structure and transepts, and fracturing throughout the structure.  

As a result of the magnitude 6.3 event on 22 February 2011, the Cathedral suffered significant 
damage, with the front towers collapsing, the main dome structure significantly damaged, and many 
wall elements fractured and displaced.  Since then, significant securing and deconstruction work 
including removal of the main dome structure has been required to secure the building and prevent 
ongoing damage to the remainder of the structure.   

The failure modes observed in the existing structure are shear/sliding failures in the wall elements, 
and block-type failure mechanisms were exhibited in the large scale failures such as the collapse of 
the front towers and the damage to the transepts.  Also rocking related damage was observed on the 
arches supporting the main dome and the nave wall piers at ground level. 

2.5 Securing and Deconstruction 

The stabilization work carried out to date is summarised below.  This has been documented in 
detail in previous reports.   All the work was carried out from outside the building, so as not to 
unnecessarily endanger human life.   

The primary heritage objective throughout the duration of the emergency make safe works was to 
ensure that as much of the heritage fabric of the building was retained in situ as far as was safely 
practicable and, where necessary, the retention of key features and material carried out.  The 
proposed work and methods were carried out in accordance with methodologies approved by the 
National Controller, CERA, Christchurch City Council Heritage Response Team (CCCHRT) and 
Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga (HNZPT)1.  All work was carried out with the aim to future 
reconstruction and, approval for each stage was given by CERA, through Section 38 notices issued 
under the CERA Act, 

Opus Heritage Consultant, Carole-Lynne Kerrigan, participated throughout this process and was 
based on site during physical works. The main stages of securing and deconstruction are: 

1) Deconstruction of an unstable section of the bell tower

2) Propping of the two transepts using shipping containers

3) Propping of the south nave wall at ground floor level

1 Previously known as New Zealand Historic Places Trust 
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4) Deconstruction of the main dome and the rear of the building.

This work was necessary to prevent more of the remainder of the building being damaged, and to 
remove significant fall hazards. Several key samples of the building fabric were able to be salvaged 
intact, including the internal pressed zinc dome. 

2.6 Building Seismic Performance 

The seismic strengthening carried out in 2004 addressed the most susceptible aspects of the 
building, such as the top level of the two towers and the main dome, and tied the wall elements 
together with a new floor diaphragm at first floor and roof level.   The diaphragms proved very 
effective in distributing lateral loads, and the post tensioning to the nave columns and balustrade 
and ornaments performed very well.  This strengthening prevented failure of the main part of the 
building in the February earthquake, which was over two times the building’s expected capacity, but
was not extensive enough to be able to prevent collapse of the front towers.   

The performance of the building was expected to be approximately 33%NBS (New Building 
Standard), or 45% of the loadings code at the time of the 2004 seismic strengthening.  The 4 
September 2010 earthquake proved that the building could perform to this level.  However, the 
seismic demands from the 22 February event far exceeded the expected capacity of the building.  The 
front towers failed in this event as expected, and the main dome structure and surrounding structural 
elements suffered substantial damage.  The building proved to be more prone to sliding failure than 
expected due to poor cohesion in the concrete wall infill. 

2.7 Current Building Capacity 

The remaining capacity of the building in its damaged state is now considered to be approximately 
20%NBS this equates to over 10 times the risk of collapse compared to that of a new building during 
a period of normal seismic activity.  The critical failure mode is the out-of-plane failure of the ground 
floor nave walls, which is considered to be the governing failure mode for the building.  Other lateral 
load resisting wall elements are governed by sliding failure, and due to the significant displacement 
capability that these elements still have, this does not govern the ultimate capacity of the building.   

Currently the building is still considered “dangerous”, as it has a capacity less than 33%NBS, and 
securing to date has only been carried out to critical parts of the building to enable access for short 
periods for the purposes of engineering assessment and urgent securing, and to secure the building 
to a point at which it will not significantly degrade until such a time as a decision is made on the 
building’s future.

2.8 Current Building Condition 

The building is currently not watertight.  In places, significant degradation of the stonework has 
occurred due to water ingress.  The building is also open to birds, vermin and wind-borne debris. 
Minor degradation of the windows and fretting of the stone is also occurring in moderate 
aftershocks.  The containers buttressing the transepts now provide only minimal restraint against 
collapse, as the hay bales between the containers and the building have degraded. Partial collapse 
of the transepts is probable in a moderate earthquake. 
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3 Preferred Precinct Option 

Following completion of the Cathedral Precinct Masterplanning Brief, Opus have carried out 
an evaluation of options for the Cathedral precinct (See Figure 1 below).  The functions on the 
site have been determined to consider the following buildings: 

1. A cathedral

2. An interpretive centre (auditorium, museum, cafeteria & meeting rooms)

3. The presbytery

4. Diocesan office

The evaluation of the Precinct options has consisted of three stages: 

1. Selection, evaluation and screening of 16 options (excluding cost estimates)

2. Further evaluation and screening of the 5 best options (including cost estimates)

3. The two most preferred options from the second screening were then put forward to the
Diocese for final consideration.

The details of this Precinct evaluation process can be found in the Cathedral Precinct Options 
Evaluation Report.  Following this evaluation process, the Diocese has confirmed their 
preferred option as identified in their application letter to CERA. On the basis of this, the 
objective of the demolition plan is to demolish the entire building, with provision for salvage of 
key items for re-use.

|  3 February 2015
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Figure 1. Site plan showing the Cathedral Precinct and adjacent Cathedral College Site 

4 Demolition Proposal 

In order to facilitate the recovery of the Cathedral precinct in accordance with the Diocese 
preferred Cathedral Precint plan, the following work needs to be carried out: 

 Demolition of the existing Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament including foundations to
clear the site.

 Salvage of key items from within the building

 Salvage of parts of the existing building structure for re-use.

The following information contained in this report outlines the proposed demolition process. 

Cathedral 
Precinct in Blue

Cathedral 
College Site 
in RedExisting 

Cathedral

|  3 February 2015
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5 The Site 

5.1 Site Isolation 

Refer to the site plan in the Appendix 1 for the following information: 

1. Definition of the construction site boundaries,

2. Definition of the areas of where fall hazards are of moderate risk,

3. Designated safe zones on the site.

5.2 Site Access 

Site access is also shown on the site plan.  The main site access is from Barbadoes Street.  There is 
also a pedestrian gate on the south side of the site fence to the presbytery. 

5.3 Site Services 

A site services plan shown in Appendix 2.  This is limited to the high-voltage cable that passes 
under the site.  The contractor should carry out his own services check. 

6 Compliance 

6.1 CERA 

CERA is responsible for demolition of dangerous buildings in Christchurch as defined in the CERA 
Act.  Any demolition will be carried out under a Section 38 notice issued by CERA. 

6.2 Health & Safety Act 

All work on site must comply with the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992, and the pending 
Health and Safety at Work Act which is expected to come into effect in 2015.   

6.3 Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 

The Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act (HNZPTA) 2014 is administered by HNZPT.  The 
purpose and principles included in the Act read as follows: 

Purpose  

The purpose of this Act is to promote the identification, protection, preservation, and 
conservation of the historical and cultural heritage of New Zealand. 

Principles 

All persons performing functions and exercising powers under this Act must recognise—
(a) the principle that historic places have lasting value in their own right and provide 
evidence of the origins of New Zealand's distinct society; and 

  |  3 February 2015 
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(b) the principle that the identification, protection, preservation, and conservation of 
New Zealand's historical and cultural heritage should—

(i) take account of all relevant cultural values, knowledge, and disciplines; and 
(ii) take account of material of cultural heritage value and involve the least 
possible alteration or loss of it; and 
(iii) safeguard the options of present and future generations; and 
(iv) be fully researched, documented, and recorded, where culturally 
appropriate; and 

(c) the principle that there is value in central government agencies, local authorities, 
corporations, societies, tangata whenua, and individuals working collaboratively in 
respect of New Zealand's historical and cultural heritage; and 
(d) the relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral 
lands, water, sites, wāhi tūpuna, wāhi tapu, and other taonga.

The HNZPTA also protects all archaeological sites, historic areas, historic places, wahi tapu and 
wahi tapu areas.  An archaeological site means (subject to section 42(3)2: 

(a) any place in New Zealand, including any building or structure (or part of a 
building or structure), that—

(i) was associated with human activity that occurred before 1900 or is the site 
of the wreck of any vessel where the wreck occurred before 1900; and 
(ii) provides or may provide, through investigation by archaeological methods, 
evidence relating to the history of New Zealand; and 

(b) includes a site for which a declaration is made under section 43(1)3 

The Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act  2014 makes it unlawful for any person to modify 

or destroy, or cause to be modified or destroyed, the whole or any part of an archaeological site 

without the prior authority of Heritage New Zealand. This is the case regardless of whether the 

land on which the site is located is designated, or the activity is permitted under the District or 

Regional Plan or a resource or building consent has been granted. The Act provides for 

substantial penalties for unauthorised destruction or modification  (http://www.historic.org.nz).

6.3.1 Archaeological Requirements 

The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament site is known to include the sites of the first prefabricated 
timber church (1860), the ‘redstone, brick and wood’ Church of the Blessed Sacrament (1864), and
the presbytery (1879).   

2 An authority is not required to permit work on a building that is an archaeological site unless the work will 
result in the demolition of the whole of the building. 
3
 Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga may, on reasonable grounds, declare any place to be an 

archaeological site if the place—
(a) was associated with human activity in or after 1900 or is the site of the wreck of any vesesl 
where that wreck occurred in or after 1900; and 
(b) provides, or may be able to provide, through investigation by archaeological methods, 
significant evidence relating to the historical and cultural heritage of New Zealand. 

|  3 February 2015
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Accordingly, an application for an archaeological authority will be lodged with HNZPTA prior to 
undertaking any works that may implicate sub-surface archaeology. 

6.4 Burial and Cremation Act 1962 

Should removal of the burial chamber be required, any actions shall be carried out in accordance 
with the Burial and Cremation Act, and the relocation site shall be determined by the Diocese.  This 
part of the work would be directed by the Diocese and removal on site facilitated by the contractor. 

7 Health and Safety 

7.1 Health and Safety Procedures 

All works shall be carried out within the bounds of the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992, 
and its replacement, the new Health and Safety at Work Act when it comes into effect. 

All notified works must be reported to the relevant authority. 

Regular Toolbox talks will be held with the contractor the Engineer and CERA representative on a 
weekly basis and before each stage of the work to re-evaluate the hazards on site and mitigate any 
risks. 

7.2 Contamination Risks 

Contamination Risks identified at the site are as follows: 

 Asbestos:  Asbestos may be found on the site.  Testing is required prior to demolition
commencing. Particular attention should be paid to the plaster.

 Lead: There is known to be concentrations of lead in the window putty.  A test report
identifying the concentration levels is attached in Appendix 3.

The contractor must carry out the necessary testing, and address the hazards identified. 

8 Proposed Demolition Methodology 

The proposed demolition methodology is identified below in eight stages.  Early contractor 
discussions have been held with a reputable and experienced contractor - Naylor Love. Naylor Love
has provided a methodology for the demolition, which supports the Opus proposed methodology.
Once a contractor is appointed a detailed methodology will be provided for demolition, and any 
design of temporary works carried out. 
Stage One 

Demolition and removal of the rear (east) of the building using a long-reach excavator. This 
area has already been partially demolished, and a significant amount of 

|  3 February 2015
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debris lies where the dome used to be.  This demolition stage would take place in the following 
steps: 

1. Form a ramp up to floor level using fill to allow access around the rear of the building;

2. Carefully demolish walls to floor level using a long reach excavator, retrieving salvage items
identified in the schedule as the demolition progresses enough to allow access;

3. Clear all rubble from floor, protect the mosaic in pieces, set up floor area for access to
remainder of building.

Stage Two 

Deconstruction and removal of the roof and ceiling over the nave and transepts between Grids 11 –
9, in the following steps:  

1. Removal of the roof tiles using a man-cage with a working platform suspended from a
crane.

2. Disconnect the roof trusses from above and remove (cut and crane).

Stage Three 

1. Partial demolition of the transepts up to grid 9 using a high reach excavator.  Leaving the
grid 9 walls up to 1st floor level.

2. Tie remaining transept wall to 1st floor diaphragm for lateral restraint; Shotcrete wall at
grid 9 as required for stability/strength (approx 150mm thick).

Stage Four 

Remove roof tiles to grids 9 & 7 and crane out next section of roof and ceiling. Steps as follows: 

1. Remove Roof tiles to grids 9 through 7

2. Disconnect the roof trusses from above and remove (cut and crane).

3. Demolish above 1st floor level.

Stage Five 

Remove roof tiles to grids 7 & 5 and crane out next section of roof &. Steps as follows: 

1. Remove Roof tiles to grids 7 through 5

2. Disconnect the roof trusses from above and remove (cut and crane).

3. Demolish above 1st floor level

4. Salvage Stations of the Cross using strengthened container for protection.

Stage Six 

The front wall and towers remain above 1st floor level with the organ to be salvaged from 1st floor 
level as follows.  

1. Remove roof tiles

|  3 February 2015
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2. Disconnect the roof trusses from above and remove (cut and crane).

3. Place protective steel box over organ

4. Demolish west wall down to 1st floor by pulling outwards

5. Remove box and salvage of the organ from temporary access platform or container hung
from crane.

Stage Seven 

1. Demolish remainder of building from 1st floor down to ground floor level, salvaging the
internal columns required.

Stage Eight 

1. Demolish the building foundations.

9 Salvage Items 

A number of items require salvage as part of the demolition.  The general approach is to remove 
these items during the demolition as the hazards are removed and access improved.  Refer to 
Appendix 4 for the complete list of items listed in terms of priority, and stages during the 
demolition process at which they are removed. 

10 Temporary Securing 

Temporary securing will be required during some stages of the demolition.  The securing required 
to be designed outlined in the methodology,  

10.1 Design Requirements 

Any temporary securing will have to be designed for the following requirements for seismic actions 
in accordance with NZS1170.0: 

 Design life:  5 years

 Importance level: IL = 2

 Return Period: 250 years.

If a gantry is to be used for the final deconstruction, it will be designed to resist any required 
building seismic loads in conjunction with external securing methods.  

It is proposed that the design of a gantry will be carried out once the contractor has been 
confirmed, as there may be adjustments made to the methodology once a contractor has been 
selected.  

|  3 February 2015
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11 Inspections Required 

Structural inspections will be required for the duration of the works at key stages.  Prior to each 
stage commencing there will be a meeting between all parties to agree the task plan for that stage.  
The parties involved will be The Structural Engineer, CERA Engineer, Heritage Consultant, and 
Project Manager.  

The contact details for all key people will be advised when the contractor is engaged. 

12 Heritage Considerations 

The heritage consultant, will be responsible for the heritage fabric and will be on site and/or 
available at all times to monitor and record the demolition process.   The following heritage 
methodology is to be applied during the demolition process.  At completion of the demolition a full 
interpretation of the site is undertaken. 

12.1 Protection, removal, handling and storage 

Objective: 

 The primary heritage objective throughout the duration of the demolition is to undertake
recording and deconstruction/dismantling work to protect and preserve items identified in
Appendix 3.  It is important that all parties work collaboratively and openly towards this
objective.

 Ensure at all times that all material is handled with care.  In particular, damaged and newly
exposed stonework surfaces will be very soft and subject to further damage.

 Due to the nature of the works emphasis will be placed on the retention of carved stone as it
will not be possible to retain all stone such as flat worked faces.  As a bare minimum it is the
intention to retain at least a representative sample of all carved stone.

12.2 Demolition and dismantling 

 Undertake a 3-D laser scan of the place prior to the commencement of demolition

 Develop a photographic record of the place during demolition.

 Continue the number system developed for the securing and deconstruction work.  Where
possible, numbering will not deface materials.  It will be appropriate to tie a strap with
numbered tag around individual items (for example window frames).  It may be necessary to
number larger items, such as stonework, more permanently on an internal face using a ‘Dremel’
device.  The orientation of stones to be recorded where possible.

 Due to safety, a large proportion of this phase of the deconstruction will be executed from
ground floor level, upwards (refer engineering drawings), using a nibbling device and operating
from a distance.  It is acknowledged that, as a result, a large amount of material will be lost.
However, it is the intention to retrieve a number of items/features.  These are listed below in
Appendix 3.

|  3 February 2015
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 Retrieved features will be identified and stored in keeping with previous methodologies.  This
includes:

o Assign relevant number to feature prior to removal and, were possible, label the feature
in pencil in an appropriate place. Once lowered a more permanent identification
method can be applied.

o Original position of removed items to be marked up on plans and/or photographs.

o All removed items to be stored on numbered pallets in a secure area, preferably on
site.  Stone will be isolated from direct contact with the pallet timbers using heavy
weight plastic sheeting (0.5 to 0.75mm thick) to avoid potential staining.  If wooden
chocks are required to prop irregular stone these too should be isolated from the stone.
Consideration to be given to offsite secure storage with controlled conditions for long-
term storage.

o Smaller items to be bagged and numbered in accordance with developed numbering
system and stored in keeping with pallets.

o All described and numbered items, along with their associated pallets, to be entered into
searchable spreadsheets and cross-referenced to plans and/or photos.

o Some identified stone will be required for strength testing and material comparison
purposes.

12.3 Items for retention 

In addition to pre-identified items, a number of additional items may be identified during 
deconstruction.  All identified items will be appropriately named, and stored, in keeping with the 
described methodology.    

12.4 Storage 

 Storage of all items shall be carried out in a manner to ensure minimal handling at all times.

 On site containers will be provided to serve as immediate temporary storage for valuable
items.  Once all materials have been retrieved, long term storage will be investigated in
consultation with appropriate specialists.

 The stone will be stored on pallets, as previously described, on site in demarcated secure areas
as an immediate temporary solution.  Once the volume of stone to be retained has been
determined, a long term solution will be investigated in consultation with appropriate
specialists.
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Appendix 1 – Site Plan
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Appendix 2 – Existing Services Plan
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Appendix 3 – Window Putty Lead Sample
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Appendix 4 – Salvage List
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Cathedral Demolition Plan – Retrieval items

Revision 4 – 14 January 2015

Refer to marked up floor plan for locations of the below numbered items. 

Retrieval priority:   1 – essential, 2 – moderate priority, 3 – nice to have.

Retrieval Difficulty: 1 – easy, 2 – moderate, 3 – difficult.

Demolition Salvage Priority: 

 Blue = Salvage incorporated in demolition plan 

Orange = Salvage incorporated in demolition where achievable with moderate effort. 

Grey = Salvage where minimal effort required. 

Item # Description Level Location 
Retrieval 
Priority 

Retrieval 
Difficulty 

Comments 

1 Baptistery 
font 

Ground North west 
tower 2 

Approx. ½ m diameter x 1m high, made of stone. 
May be able to carry out by using pallet trolley or similar. 

2 Bishops 
Tombs 

Ground North 
transept 

1 

Are buried under slab, there may be a removable cover. Retain in 
place. 
May need to bring walls down to half height and then cut out of 
floor. 

3 Stations of 
the Cross 

Ground North & 
south walls 2 

Embedded in stone on walls. 
Bring walls down to mid height before retrieval. 
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4a/4b Relics Ground Altar/ 
Chapel 
(south 
transept) 

1 

Small relics in medallions or boxes. 
May be able to retrieve chapel relic on short trip inside building. 
Altar/sanctuary is currently covered under rubble, so removal of 
altar relic will follow clearing of rubble. 

5 Mosaic 
floor 

Ground Altar/ 
sanctuary 

2 

Altar/sanctuary is currently covered under rubble, so removal of 
floor will follow clearing of rubble. May be badly damaged by 
rubble, so retrieval method could vary depending on condition. 
If relatively intact, the floor slab could be cut into manageable 
sizes and craned out once building is down to mid height. 
The likely scenario is that it is broken up due to rubble. 

6 Ambo Ground North east 
corner of 
nave, 
adjacent to 
stair 

2 

Heavy stone/marble pulpit. 
May be able to crane out once roof is lifted off. 

7 Footstool Ground Sanctuary 

2 

Adjacent to Bishops chair. 
Altar/sanctuary is currently covered under rubble, so likely that 
footstools are crushed/damaged. The mosaic imagery on the 
footstool is the important item. 

8a/8b Cast iron 
stairs 

Ground
/Mezz 

North/ 
south 
towers 

3 
May be able to deconstruct towers around stairs and then lift out 
as one unit. 

9 Panelled 
doors 

Ground West 
entrance 2 

Remove from frames using external access from front entrance, 
if overhead hazard above can be removed. 

10 Sanctuary 
lamp 

Ground South wall/ 
south 
transept 

1 
May be able to retrieve on short trip inside building. 

11 Baptistery 
gates 

Ground North tower 
3 

Approx. head height, iron gates. Most likely can be removed by 
hand. 
Retrieve at same time as baptistery. 
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12 Chandelier
s 

Roof Nave ceiling 
and 

2 

3 no. present. Possibly lift out attached with trusses and nave 
ceiling. (there was one above sanctuary but appears to be gone 
now) 
Will need to be removed from ceiling before it is place on 
ground. 

13 Bishops 
chair 

Ground Sanctuary 
2 

Altar/sanctuary is currently covered under rubble, so likely that 
chair is crushed/damaged. 

14 Organ Mezz West wall 

1 

Gable above will require securing or deconstructing once roof is 
removed. 
May be able to crane out once ceiling/roof trusses are removed. 
Unsure of weight. 

15 Pressed 
metal 
ceiling 

Roof Nave ceiling 

2 

Once roof tiles removed, may be able lift all trusses out in one lift 
with ceiling still attached. Metal ceiling should be able to 
accommodate some movement during retrieval. 
Cornice at ceiling edge is also pressed metal, suggest these are 
detached from above prior to lifting out to avoid damage if 
possible.  

16 Undamage
d carved 
stone / 
large stone 

Throug
hout 

Throughout 

2 

Size and quantity of stone still to be qualified. Needs to be 
assessed in conjunction with stone already stored off site. 

17 Columns Ground
/Mezz 

Nave, 
behind 
sanctuary 

2 

Shafts, base and capitals.  
Column shafts are typically in pieces approx. 800mm long, this 
may make them difficult and time consuming to retrieve. 
Selection to be identified for removal. 

18 Roof tiles Roof Above nave 
and 
transepts 3 

Remove using access from man cage. 
Could use a roof tiling conveyor in reverse to load from roof 
down to ground. 
Aim to salvage all tiles that aren’t already damaged.

19 Ventilation 
grills 

Throug
hout 

Below 
windows 3 

May be able to be retrieved immediately with access around 
building perimeter, or wait until deconstructed to a lower level 
when overhead risk is reduced. 
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20 Wrought 
iron wall 
lights 

Throug
hout 

External 
walls 

3 

Should be able to be retrieved easily with access around building 
perimeter. 
They may be located on upper levels as well as ground level. 
Confirm on site. 

21 Stained 
glass 
windows 

Throug
hout 

T.B.C 

1 

As a starting point aim to retrieve all windows that have less 
than 50% damage (refer CLK mark-up). 
Windows may be able to be removed without deconstructing 
stone frames. A stained glass conservator would be able to do 
this work. 

22 Decorative 
mouldings 

Throug
hout 

Throughout 
2 

Stones around doors and windows. 
As much undamaged stone as possible. 

23 Memorials 
3 

Stone (Marble/Oamaru) plaques fixed within the wall. Will need 
cutting out. 

24 Holy oils 
1 

A small container like an urn, in a cupboard which is potentially 
locked. 
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Appendix 4 – Naylor Love Demolition Methodology



BASILICA DECONSTRUCTION 

JANUARY 2015 



N A Y L O R  L O V E  C O N S T R U C T I O N  

B A S I L I C A  D E C O N S T R U C T I O N  

Stage 1 

Start from the corner of Grids H and 15, build-up ramp and platform with fill, allowing access to 

the floor level, then work around carefully bringing walls down in this area to ground level, 

while saving items included in the recovery schedule. We then clear the pile of rubble caused by 

the deconstruction of the dome and set up a working area that lets us have good sufficient 

access to the Nave from the east end. 

January 2015  2 



N A Y L O R  L O V E  C O N S T R U C T I O N  

B A S I L I C A  D E C O N S T R U C T I O N  

Stage 2 

While the demolition of stage 1 is progressing, we will construct a gantry that we can slide in 

under the ceiling and trusses, which we can use to stabilise the internal section by “Bolting 

stabilizers” to the mezzanine floor on both sides, prop the roof and utilise it to allow us access 

to remove roofing tiles from stage 2 area. The roof sections are removed, separating the ceiling 

along grid 9 and then lift out the ceiling dome sections saving as much as possible.  
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N A Y L O R  L O V E  C O N S T R U C T I O N  

B A S I L I C A  D E C O N S T R U C T I O N  

Stage 3 and 4 

Slide gantry through to next stage to support areas between grids. Up to grids 4 and 5 where 

the gantry will provide overhead protection to the organ, while extra protection (shown in blue) 

will be installed. Remove roof and crane out next section of ceiling and dome in one piece as per 

Stage 2. Remove 2
nd

 floor columns and exterior wall to stabilise. Apply any propping deemed 

necessary to stabilise the area around the organ. Recovery of the organ will now commence. 
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N A Y L O R  L O V E  C O N S T R U C T I O N  

B A S I L I C A  D E C O N S T R U C T I O N  

Stage 2A and 2B 

Once the roof is removed, we can work to remove the columns and windows as demonstrated 

on pages 6 and 7. In the image below the red area shows what has been removed at this stage.  

Yellow is work in progress i.e. Ceiling recovery, extraction of windows and encasing, lowering of 

columns to be utilized at a later date within the new structure.  

The existing containers will be left in place to mitigate any large-scale failure. We will work with 

a long reach machine to crush up and pull down in as controllable amounts as possible. All 

containers will be removed from site at competition. 
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N A Y L O R  L O V E  C O N S T R U C T I O N  

B A S I L I C A  D E C O N S T R U C T I O N  

Methodology Column Recovery 

 The column will be encased in a permeant cradle, then a hinged lifting frame is wrapped to allow the 

column to be cut at the base and lowered to the ground for relocation.  
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N A Y L O R  L O V E  C O N S T R U C T I O N  

B A S I L I C A  D E C O N S T R U C T I O N  

 

Window Recovery Methodology  

Internal and external sandwich frames are bolted to the window frame supported at floor level 

and propped. All the masonry structure surrounding the window will be removed and then the 

complete sandwich frame and window is lowered to the ground for recovery/restoration.    
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CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF CHRISTCHURCH -  REPAIR /  REBUILD COST T IMELINE  

2015 2016 2030 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 

AKAROA 

Repair Cost: $700,000 

BECKENHAM  

STAGE 1 

Repair Cost: $250,000 

BISHOPDALE 

Repair Cost: $75,000 

BRYNDWR (PRES.) 

Repair Cost: $85,000 

BRYNDWR (CHURCH) 

STAGE 1 

Repair Cost: $300,000 

BRYNDWR (CHURCH) 

STAGE 2 

Repair Cost: $500,000 

BRYNDWR (CHURCH) 

STAGE 2 

Repair Cost: $500,000 

BURNSIDE 

Repair Cost: $422,250 

BURNSIDE 

Repair Cost: $422,250 

HALSWELL 

Repair Cost: $25,000 
HALSWELL 

Repair Cost: $25,000 

BRYNDWR (PRES.) 

Repair Cost: $85,000 

HALSWELL 

STAGE 2 

Repair Cost: $ 

HOON HAY 

STAGE 1 

Repair Cost: $250,000 

HOON HAY 

STAGE 2 

Repair Cost: $50,000 

HOON HAY 

STAGE 2 

Repair Cost: $50,000 

HORNBY 

Repair Cost: $517,500 

HORNBY 

Repair Cost: $517,500 

LEESTON (CHURCH) 

STAGE 1 

Repair Cost: $500,000 

LEESTON (CHURCH) 

STAGE 2 

Repair Cost: $850,000 

LEESTON (CHURCH) 

STAGE 3 

Repair Cost: $400,000 

LEESTON (HALL) 

Repair Cost: $750,000 

LITTLE RIVER 

Repair Cost: $250,000 

LITTLE RIVER 

Repair Cost: $250,000 

MAIREHAU (PRES.) 

Repair Cost: $750,000 

MAIREHAU  

LAND ACQUISITION 

Repair Cost: $225000 

MAIREHAU  

LAND ACQUISITION 

Repair Cost: $225000 

MAIREHAU (PARISH 

CENTRE) 

Repair Cost: $1,500,000 

MAIREHAU (CHURCH) 

Repair Cost: $1,500,000 

MAIREHAU (CHURCH) 

Repair Cost: $3,500,000 

MAIREHAU (PARISH 

CENTRE) 

Repair Cost: $1,500,000 

MAIREHAU  

DEMOLITION COST 

Repair Cost: $64,139 

NEW BRIGHTON 

Repair Cost: $1,000,000 

NEW BRIGHTON 

Repair Cost: $1,000,000 

PAPANUI (CHURCH) 

Repair Cost: $2,000,000 

PAPANUI (CHURCH) 

Repair Cost: $4,000,000 
PAPANUI (CHURCH) 

Repair Cost: $2,000,000 

PAPANUI (PRES.) 

Repair Cost: $750,000 

RICCARTON 

Repair Cost: $700,000 

SOCKBRUN 

Repair Cost: $954,000 

CATHEDRAL 

STAGE 1: FEASIBILITY 

Repair Cost: $5,000,000 

CATHEDRAL 
STAGE 2: RETAIN NAVE 

Repair Cost: $7,500,000 

CATHEDRAL 
STAGE 3: BUILD OUT CATH 

Repair Cost: $8,750,000 

CATHEDRAL 
STAGE 4: LAND ACQUISITION 

Repair Cost: $8,000,000 

CATHEDRAL 
STAGE 5: BUILD OUT PRECINCT 

Repair Cost: $ 

LINCOLN 
Repair Cost: $1,000,000 

LINCOLN 
Repair Cost: $1,000,000 

CATHEDRAL 
STAGE 3: BUILD OUT CATH 

Repair Cost: $8,750,000 

WOOLSTON 

STAGE 1 

Repair Cost: $100,000 

WOOLSTON 

STAGE 1 

Repair Cost: $1,000,000 

WOOLSTON 

STAGE 1 

Repair Cost: $1,000,000 

KEY 

 

CHRISTCHURCH 

NORTH CANTERBURY 

MID CANTERBURY 

SOUTH CANTERBURY 

WEST COAST 

HERITAGE BUILDING 

BECKENHAM  

STAGE 1 

Repair Cost: $250,000 

CULVERDEN 

Repair Cost: $160,000 

RANGIORA 
Repair Cost: $1,250,000 

RANGIORA 

Repair Cost: $1,250,000 

OXFORD 

Repair Cost: $43,000 

ASHBURTON 

STAGE 1 

Repair Cost: $100,000 

GERALDINE 

STAGE 1 

Repair Cost: $150,000 

PLEASANT POINT 

STAGE 1 

Repair Cost: $500,000 

PLEASANT POINT 

STAGE 2 

Repair Cost: $1,250,000 

TEMUKA 

STAGE 1 

Repair Cost: $350,000 

TEMUKA 

STAGE 2 

Repair Cost: $350,000 

TEMUKA 

STAGE 3 

Repair Cost: $210,000 

TIMARU SOUTH 

SACRED HEART 

Repair Cost: $2,250,000 

TIMARU SOUTH 

SACRED HEART 

Repair Cost: $2,250,000 

TIMARU  

ST THOMAS 

Repair Cost: $10,000 

HOKITIKA 

STAGE 1 

Repair Cost: $1,900,000 

judyannes
FreeText
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